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FOREWORD

The National Institute of Education (NIE) was created by Congress in
1972 as the primary Federal agency for educational research and develop-
ment. It is now part of the Office of Educational Research and Improve-
ment, U.S. Department of-Education. NIE's policy is established by the
National Council on Educational Research, whose 15 members are appointed by
the President and confirmed by the Senate.

The Institute's mission is twofold: to promote educational equity and
to improve the quality of educational practice. To this end, NIE supports
research and dissemination activities that will help individuale--regard-
less of race, sex, age, economic status, ethnic origin, or handicapping
condition--realize their full potential through education.

To address the issues of educational and occupational equality for
women and to identify factors contributing to the underrepresentation of
minority women in education and work, NIE held a series of conferences
between 1975 and 1978 to solicit the views of Black, Hispanic-American,
Asian-Pacific-American, American Indian, and white ethnic women. This
volume contains the papers presented at the conference on the concerns of
Asian-Pacific-American women as well as individal and group
recommendations from the participants. Included are policy, research,
social, and humanitarian concerns, much of whose implementaUon fall beyond
the mission, purview, and resources of NIE and the Department of Education.
Therefore, NIE is now making them available to a wider audience.

These conferences were conceived, planned, and coordinated by the
former Women's Research Program at NIE. In 1978, the administrative struc-
ture at NIE was reorganized into three broad program areas: Teaching and
Learning (T & L); Educational Policy and Organization (EPO); and Dissemina-
tion and Improvement of Practice (DIP). The program activities previously
undertaken by the Women's Research Program were expanded to involve three
groups: the Social Processes/Women's Research Team in the Learning and
Development unit of T & L; the Women's Studies Team in EPO; and the Minor-
ities and Women's Program in DIP. Several other teams focus their atten-
tion on special topics such as women and mathematics, career development in
women, and teenage pregnancy.

The minority women's conference marked the initial step in opening a
dialog among researchers, practitioners, activists, policymakers, and a
Federal educational agency. The actual publication of the confermce
reports has experienced various delays, but NIE has already acted on many
conference recommendations. For instance, recent grants competitions have
emphasized participation by minorities and women as grant recipients,
reviewers, panelists, and as the target population in current research



efforts. A sample of recent NIE-sponsored research focusing on minority
women's issues is given in appendix B.

The research agenda for minorities and women at NIE has grown

considerably since the first conference 4 years ago. The Social Proc-
esses/Women's Research Team is developing a research area plan that focuses
on how the immediate social environment affects the learning, development,

and lifetime opportunities of the individual. The Minorities and Women's
Program is sponsoring programs to strengthen minority and women policy-
makers and researchers. In addition, many organizations, such as the
National CommisPion on Working Women, emerged as a direct result of the
conferences.

Credit foy making the conferences a reality goes to Jean
Lipman-Blumen, head of the former Women's Research Program, and the members
of her team--Christina Hristakos, Carol Crump, and Joan Aliberti. Credit

for making the conferences a success goes to the patient and devoted
participants, the chairpersons, and the innumerable behind-the-scenes
contributors who supplied invaluable contacts, advice, encouragement, and
motivation. Rosalind Wu supervised the final editorial process. This
publication is a tribute to the labors and generosity of all those people.
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CHAPTER I

OVERVIEW

Asian-Pacific-American women are descended from proud traditions as
diverse as they are ancient. They speak over 40 languages with innumer-
able dialectal variations and come from ancestral lands scattered over
one-third of the globe. They represent a mosaic of people: immigrants
and refugees who fled from political and economic tyranny, college
graduates who adopted the country of their alma meters, long-suffering
wives who joined their husbands after years of imposed separation, war
brides who followed their foreign husbands to an uncertain future, second-
and later-generation Americans who search for their individual and ethnic
identity, elderly grandmothers*who cling on to a disappearing heritage,
and indigenous islanders who seek control over their native lands. Each
has her unique tale of misery and triumph, of hope and fear. Yet they all
share the double burden of racial and sexual discrimination under the same
democratic government that has failed to recognize their special needs.
Thus, on August 24 and 25, 1976, a small grollp of these women gathered at
the Conference on the Educational and Occupational Needs of Asian-and
Pacific Island-American women in San Francisco, California, to make their
voices heard by their government.

The purpose of the conference was to produce a research agenda to
direct a program of research that will shape social policy on Asian-
Pacific-American women's educational and occupational needs. By drawing
on the outstanding expertise, varied backgrounds, and broad sensitivities
of their representatives, the Government can then begin to develop clear
and meaningful research goals.

The conference participants were 26 women representing the diverse
heritages of China, Japan, Vietnam, Korea, Hawaii, Burma, and the
Philippines. They were selected by National Institute of Education (NIE)
staff from recommendations solicited over several months from numerous
sources, primarily networks within the Asian-Pacific community. These
participants brought a wide range of research and community expertise to
the conference. Their ethnic affiliation, form of participation, and
professional backgrounds are summarized in appendix A. The conferees
pointed out that NIE should rectify the absence of Tongan, Guamanian,
Samoan, and Asian-Indian representation at the conference.

On the 1st day of the conference, Juanita Tamayo Lott, then Acting
Director of the Office of Asian American Affairs, DHEW, delivered the
keynote speech, which is found in chapter II. Then 11 participants
briefly presented background papers that NIE commissioned prior to the
conference as a framework for discussion. Revised versions of the papers,
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based on the discussions and subsequent written exchanges, are included in
this volume. The papers presented at the conference ranged among educa-
tional alternatives for Asian-Pacific women, their economic and employment
status, socialization, aging, and social mobility of immigrants. However,
the discussions extended far beyond the paper topics, which many partic-
ipants considered as too narrow a representation of their disparate needs
and interests. In the end, they formally recommended that NIE commission
papers on Asian wives of U.S. servicemen ani on Native Hawaiians and other
Pacific Islanders. The first of these papers is included in this volume,
but the others had not yet been received at the time of this publication.

The major issues identified by the conferees were:

o The lack of accurate baseline data on Asian-Pacific communi-
ties in general and Asian-Pacific women in particular; the
manner in which data are collected; and the characteristics and
sensitivities of the people conducting the research.

o The lack of data on specific ethnic groups within the Asian-
Pacific populations, specifically Guamanians, Micronesians,
Native Hawaiians, Samoans, Tongans, Burmese, Cambodians,
Laotians, Malaysians, and Thais.

o The lack of data on the "hidden" Asian-Pacific-American popu-
lations, that is, the elderly, those in the lower economic
groups, and wives and children of mixed marriages.

o The special stRtus and needs of Asian-Pacific wives of U.S.
military personnel.

o The unique status of Native Hawaiians who are geographically,
and in many instances culturally, related to Pacific Islanders
but who have been legally grouped with Native Americans and
Alaskans by an act of Congress in 1974.

o The need for the development of research instruments aad alter-
native frameworks for analysis that will be responsive to
Asian-Pacific cultures.

o Identification of the impediments to Asian-Pacific women orga-
nizing to bring about changes in the system which affect their
lives.

o Identification of the factors that contribute to the disparate
concentration of Asian-Pacific women in the lower levels of the
work force despite high levels of education.

o Existing stereotypes of Asian-Pacific-Americans and the proc-
esses that perpetuate these stereotypes.

4
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On the 2d day, the participants separated into two discussion groups,
roughly divided into researchers and policymakers, to draw up recommen-
dations. At a final plenary session, the chairpersons of the groups
reported on the recommendations for further discussion. Chapters IV and V
contain those reports.

In the final discussion, certain criteria were identified for con-
ducting research related to Asian-Pacific-Americans, including:

o The potential for contributing to needed social changes.

o Concern with neglected groups such as lower socioeconomic
groups, wives of U.S. servicemen, Pacific Islanders, house-
wives, and the elderly.

o Use of alternative theoretical and methodological approaches
responsive to Asian-Pacific-Americans and emphasizing positive
cultural and personality coping factors.

o Selections of researchers with sensitivity and commitment to
Asian-Pacific-American concerns in addition to academic
qualifications.

o Participation of Asian-Pacific-American communities in develop-
ment and conduct of research relaed to tbem.

The policy -ecommendations from the group were aimed at increasing
the impact of Asian-Pacific-American women on the policies and activities
of agencies that affect their lives.

The participants directed NIE to disseminate the conference proceed-
ings widely and swiftly. In July 1979 six of them met with the NIE proj-
ect officer in San Francisco to review the available conference materials.
They expressed disappointment in the delays in publishing this compendium
and urged comprehensive coverage of Asian-Pacific interests in NIE policy.

One conference cannot do justice to the staggering array of problems
and interests of such a vast and varied constituency. One volume cannot
begin to recount all their needs and to spell out all the action required
to address the needs of several million. However, "a journey of a
thousand miles begins with but one step."

5
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CHAPTER II

SOME THOUGHTS ON THE SOCIAL RESEARCH OF SOCIAL MINORITIES:
PACIFIC- AND ASIAN-AMERICAN WOMEN AND EDUCATION

Juanita Tamayo Lott

A reasonable outcome of the ever-growing awareness of the concerns of
women and Pacific- and Asian-Americans is a gathering of Pacific- and
Asian-American women to discuss two critical social issues: education and
occupation. While such a gathering should be welcomed, encouraged, and
supported, it is also appropriate that it should be approached with skep-
ticism, sobriety, and reflection. It is with these two views in mind that
I present the following thoughts on the social research on social minor-
ities with specific reference to educational research on Pacific- and
Asian-American women.

The objective of this paper is neither to explore an educational area
of concern to Pacific- and Asian-American women in depth nor to state
presumptuously the universe of educational research on Pacific- and Asian-
American women. This paper attempts to examine the context and current
status of social research about social minorities and to suggest research
directions in education for Pacific- and Asian-American women. Such an
examination is a prerequisite to identifying research issues and conduct-
ing research. Social minorities in this discussion will be limited to
racial and ethnic minorities and women.

BACKGROUND: THE CONTEXT OF SOCIAL SCIENCE RESEARCH

The 1960's may be characterized as a period of intense social activ-
ism, but the 1970's, for the nost part, is an era of reflection. This
change is borne out at the Federal level in social science research, where
the primary focus today is on assessment and evaluation rather than on the
social action research characteristic of the 1960's. This change of
emphasis is partially due to the ever-increasing number of social programs
supported by the Federal Government' and to the fact that a growing gap
exists between the public's expectations of Government-supported social
programs and what these programs can actually deliver?

Despite the merits of this change of emphasis--i.e., to stop and
examine what has already occurred--this shift may be viewed as resulting
in negative consequences for social minorities, specifically Asian-
American women, because it has occurred while they have barely become
involved in the area of social research. Social minorities have protested
that social research on their population groups must be directly relevant
to them rather than to Federal abstraction or academic esoterica? Simply
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stated, social minorities are interested more in research that addresses
and resolves their immediate social needs than in longer range aspects of
social research, such as assessment and evaluation.

Nevertheless, as the Federal budget and the general economy are
subject to restraints, we can expect that research will continue to focus
on evaluation of existing social programs rather than on their enlargement
or on the creation of new programs and, subsequently, new areas of social
research. This posture is in line with the history of research on minori-
ties, which suggests that this area of research is marginal, if not tan-
gential; to the broader set of social research issues. Moreover, any
direct social benefits to social minorities resulting from social research
are side effects of the larger objective: to research minorities because
of their relevance to particular social policies. Examples in the follow-
ing discussion attempt to demonstrate that social research on social
minorities arises in an environment where policy issues directly related
to them are under consideration. In an environment where policy issues
are not directly related to social minorities, research on them is
minimal.

THE CURRENT STATE OF SOCIAL RESEARCH ON SOCIAL MINORITIES GENERALLY AND
ASIAN-AMERICAN WOMEN AND EDUCATION SPECIFICALLY

A strong impetus for research on minorities came from the 1960's War
on Poverty. Poverty, as a policy issue, has direct consequences for a
substantial segment of minorities. Moreover, the frustrations and nega-
tive consequences of poverty (e.g., crime) affect not only poor people but
also the larger society.

The era of the War on Poverty saw new studies as well as attempts to
identify and compile the limited research of past decades. AnnotaAled
bibliographies surfaced; and institutions of higher learning sponsored a
variety of minority research activities ranging from individual experi-
mental courses on women within established departments to comprehensive
undergraduate degree programs in ethnic studies. Federal grants and con-
tracts also encouraged research of social minorities.

Any and all issues that could be prefaced by a social minority adjec-
tive (women's poverty, Asian-American psychology) became ripe for
research, while funds and personnel were made available by the universi-
ties and the Federal Government. Unfortunately, such a wide range of
issues resulted in superficial coverage. Additionally, the production
rate (i.e., publication demand) of minority research issues did not allow
for much grounding in more established disciplines (e.g., the economic
structure of a ghetto contrasted with the economic structure of other com-
munities), let alone an interdisciplinary base (e.g., examining racism in
terms of economic, historical, psychological, and sociological concepts)...

As the War on Poverty receded from the.national limelight, support
for research on minorities expectedly declined.6 However, this shift
occurred as the number of irdividuals, particularly members of minority
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groups, delving into this area of research increased. Simultaneously,

higher education and Federal support did not expand but, in some
instances, decreased.

Often in the universities, ethnic and women's studies operated (and

continue to operate) on discretionary funds or other allocations remaining
after otter university programs were funded. Faculty and staff were more

often hired temporarily. On the Federal side, with the termination of the

Office of Economic Opportunity programs, reeearch on social minorities
became a low priority and must now compete for Federal funds along with

other research priorities.

This environment caused much of the research of the period to be

incomplete and impressionistic. It lacks focus and integration outside
its immediate application (e.g., docunentation of the poverty needs of

community X so they can be presented to social service agency Y for solu-
tion). The state of social research on social minorities is still

unrefined, isolated, and descriptive, not much beyond a commonsensical
level.

In the specific case of Asian-American women and education, the state
of research is more underdeveloped; the propensity for abuse in this area

is also greater. Reasons for underdevelopment include: (1) the fact that

Asian-American women are a combination of two social minorities but are
commonly perceived as subsets of either group; (2) the variety of Asian-

American women; and (3) the Asian-American women's population, which is an
insignificant portion of the total population. Reasons for abuse include:

(1) the perpetuation of stereotypes about Asian-American women; (2) the

assumption that research on Asian-American women is sufficiently covered
under research on women and/or Asian-Americans; and (3) the potential for

an Asian-American issue (e.g., English language proficiency) to become a

policy issue.

Awareness of Asian-American women is more a development of the Asian-

American experience than of the women's movement. In terms of education,
Asian-American studies programs have been the main vehicle for coursework

and research on Asian-American women. However, because of the limited

number of course offerings and research about Asian-Americans, work

specifically on Asian-American women has been slow and superficial.

Furthermore, such research is not necessarily considered a high priority

in male-dominated Asian-American studies.

On the other hand, research on women's issues rarely considers

research issues with respect to racial and ethnic minorities; let alone a

specific and lesser known group. The result is that educational research

on Asian-American women, which reasonably could be covered within Asian-

American and women's research, becomes a secondary, if not neglected,

priority in both arenas.

The variety among Asian-American women makes research on this popula-

tion group more complicated. Not only are there diverse ethnic groups,
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but distinct age and immigration generations also exist. Issues of con-
cern to these grnups vary not only in degree but in kind. For example,
Samoan women are t.oncerned with learning English; Filipina professionals
are concerned with being credentialed; Sansei women are concerned with
drug education. The research choices of Asian-American women are further
complicated because focusing on any given research issue excludes the
rest; focusing on several issues results in some being well researched
while others are poorly addressed; and tackling all leads to confusion and
weak research.

The low number of Pacific- and Asian-American women in the population
makes it difficult both to obtain funds for research and trained and
capable personnel and to select samples to be studied (e.g., survey
research problems arise in finding a nationally representative or even
regionally representative sample because of the small universe).

Given the above difficulties, there is still room for abuse of exist-
ing research work and a future of limited research support. It is con-
ceivable that the present research--or lack of it--perpetuates reactive
stereotypes of Pacific- and Asian-American women (e.g., passive, submis-
sive, patient). These stereotypes reinforce questionable research con-
cepts about Pacific- and Asian-Americans such as the model minority
syndrome. Moreover, these stereotypes stifle research on other, perhaps
more accurate and comprehensive, profiles of Pacific- and Asian-American
women (e.g., research on aggressiveness and leadership training among
Pacific- and Asian-American women).

Another form of abuse consists of looking at research on Pacific- and
Asian-American women either from an ethnic perspective or from a woman's
perspective. Although these perspectives are necessary, neither is
sufficient in itself. Yet, for a variety of reasons, including budgetary
limitations and philosophical priorities, educational research on Pacific-
and Asian-American women too often occurs with only one perspective.

While the advent of a policy issue directly related to social
minorities will generate research on this group (e.g., policies on illegal
aliens have precipitated research on this population group), thus tempo-
rarily alleviating lack of research, it also generates the probability of
abuse. For example, much of the research on Filipinos in the 1920's and
1930's was undertaken to justify (and occasionally protest) their deporta-
tion and exclusioa! If and when issues of colcern to Asian-American
women (e.g., need for English language programs) require a policy decision
that may have negative consequences for them (e.g., English language
instruction is the responsibility of the individual rather than a service
provided by the schools or Government), research may be designed to
support one decision over another.

NEGATIVE FEATURES OF CURRENT SOCIAL RESEARCH ON SOCIAL MINORITIES

Thus far, we have examined the conditions encouraging and
constricting social research on social minorities; we have also examined
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the current status of research on social minorities generally and on
Pacific- and Asian-American women and education in some detail. Both
positive and negative features arise from this examination. In attempting
to define a direction for social research for Asian-American women and
education, it is useful first to look at the negative features.

A prime flaw of current research is the almost infinite range of
issues that may be researched, even with qualifiers such as "Asian-
American" and "women." A lack of parameters and priorities in social
research has certainly contributed to its superficial impressionistic
quality. Second, the lack of, or minimal, relation to other disciplines
makes present research on social minorities very ethnocentric and perpetu-
ates its marginality. This ethnocentricity in turn may lead to a
defensive and exclusionary approach resulting in a situation wherein
Pacific- and Asian-American women's research issues are excluded from both
Pacific- and Asian-American and women's research.

Needless to say, the low priority of research on minorities, coupled
with a lack of resources, limits the quality and depth of research on
particular issues. Lastly, the use of social research to justify specific
policies not only raises questions about its quality but also may have
narmful effects on the social minority being studied.

POSITIVE ASPECTS TO INCORPORATE IN SOCIAL RESEARCH ON ASIAN-AMERICAN WOMEN

The above negative features can be complemented by constructive
aspects that need to be included in research on minorities. Regardless of
the support and resources available to social research on social minori-
ties, it is useful to define a scope of work resulting in a systematic
approach allowing for coordinated and sequential work. The result is a
realistic agenda whose items are chronologically and logically related.

Second, a progression of research items can partially counter the
almost predictively temporary and ad hoc nature of current research on
social minorities. Rather than attempting to research all issues relevant
to social minorities when there is an increase of resources or to pick one
issue arbitrariLy over another in the face of scarce resources, a pro-
gression ensures the relatedness and timeliness of research issues.

In place of ethnocentricity and defensiveness, constructive research
considers many factors and is open to multicausality. Further, it seeks
to be explanatory and objective, thereby decreasing the possibility of
manipulation in policy decisions.

These pluses and minuses of research are neither absolutes nor
necessarily practical. In fact, in applying them to an alternate research
strategy for Asian-American women and education, we find an alternative
with constraints.

13
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AN ALTERNATE CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK

There are several constraints to researching Asian-American women and
education, which have been implicitly and explicitly presented in the
above discussion:

1. Emphasis on social research for evaluation rather than
action.

2. Fewer funds and low priority for social research of social
minorities.

3. Growing awareness of Asian-American and women's issues
particularly in education.

Despite these constraints, it is possible to conceptualize a frame-
work within which research can be done. Such a framework is characterized
by a macroorientation toward geography, disciplines, and time. The value
of this orientation is its division of activities that eliminates ad hoc
and even duplicative work. Furthermore, it allows for setting priorities
among activities.

In line with a macroorientation toward geography, it is appropriate
to convene nationally sponsored research conferences. Beyond conferences,
the national level is the best vantage point for identification, coordina-
tion, aLd compilation of research. It also allows for assessment and
el:-aluation across regions, States, and local areas. Additionally,
emerging trends end patterns can be observed from this viewpoint. Such an
orientation encompasses and encourages, rather than excludes, research
more appropriately done at the regional, State, and local levels.
National research is incomplete and cannot be conducted unless some
research is done at these smaller geographic units.

In terms of disciplines, the previous discussion has attempted to

support specific research (i.e., Pacific- and Asian-American women and
education) while arguing that such research must be encompassed within
broader subject areas. More important, such research would not be in a
vacuum but would be in a more relative and, it is hoped, more accurate
perspective. A macroorientation toward disciplines has particular
beneficial consequences for social action research and resolution of
social needs for, although an implicit assumption for focusing on social
minorities is their uniqueness, there is the fact that they also share
common characteristics and needs with each other and the majority group.
To the extent that such commonalities exist, resolution of social needs
can be undertaken together. That is, a particular social minority may
benefit from the social action research of another social minority or the
majority.

A macroorientation toward time allows for conducting research with
both long-ranga and short-range views. By its nature, research is time-
consuming. Evaluative social research can take years. Research for
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social action on the surface is more immediate. The scope of social
problems focusing on minorities requires that social action, i.e., more
immediate research, be supported; but only through longer range social
evaluation research can social action be transformed from reactive to

anticipatory, predictive, and subsequently preventive action.

Macroorientation in terms of geography, discipline, and time can be
an efficient means of conducting educational research for Pacific- and
Asjan-American women. Geographical considerations allow for studying

eLnnic and regional groupings (e.g., survival skills for Korean wives of
U.S. servicemen) that can be related to similar issues elsewhere (e.g.,
survival skills for Indochinese housewives in suburban communities;
survival skills for immigrant women in Chinatowns).

With an interdisciplinary approach, education issues relevant to
Asian-American women can be related to education issues of concern to
other women as well as to ocher education issues and to other subject
areas (e.g., mastery cf survival skills is related to other population
groups, to eligibility for employment, and to acquiring more advanced
education). By including time with geography and discipline, educational
research issues on Asian-American women can be ordered in priority ranking
(e.g., an examination of the status and need for survival skills leads to
documenting and identifying ways to learn those skills, which in turn
leads to evaluating those skills in a variety of survival environments).

CONCLUSION

The social research about social minorities has direct bearing on the
educational research of Pacific- and Asian-American women. Despite
negative outcomes of research on social minorities, there are positive
features that can be incorporated into an alternative conceptual framework
for researching Pacific- and Asian-American women and education. Such a
framework, with a macroorientation toward geography, discipline, and time,
allows for effective research regardless of constraints because it
maximizes the use of scarce research resources while minimizing their
isolation. Moreover, this orientation allows for looking at research
issues in relation to each other.

NOTES

1

Elmer B. Statts, "The Challenge of Evaluating Federal Social Programs,"
Evaluation I, 3 (1973): 50-54.

2
Laurence E. J. Lynn and Susan Salasin, "Human Services: Should We, Can
We Make Them Available to Everyone?" Evaluation, Special Issue (Spring
1974): 4-5.
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3R efer to Journal of Social Issues: The White Researcher in Black Society
29, 1 (1973), particularly "Notes from a White Researcher in Black
Society;" also, refer to Robert Blauner and David Wellman, "Toward the
Decolonization of Social Research," The Death of White Sociology, Joyce
Ladner, ed. (New York: Random House, 1973), pp. 310 ff.

4
. With little room for ethnic and racial phenomena in the

macroscopic models of social structure and process, the field was isolated
from general sociological theory and particularly from those leading
conceptual themes that might have provided coherence and useful lines of
inquiry: stratification, culture, community. The study of race relations
developed in a kind of vacuum, no overall theoretical framework guided its
recearch and development . . . . Without support from a general social
theory, the study of race relations in sociology became organized around a
variety of disparate approaches or foci of analysis. The leading
approaches developed in ad hoc fashion. They were not well integrated
with one another; of particular significance, none of them was able to
articulate racial and ethnic phenomena to the structure and dynamics of
the larger society satisfactorily. These approaches . . . shared the key
assumption of general sociology that racial groups and racial conflicts
were epiphenomenal and ephemeral. . . ." Robert Blauner, "Theoretical
Perspective," Racial Oppression in America (New York: Harper and Row,
1972), pp. 5-6.

Research on women has been less integrated with broader social issues and
until recently was virtually nil.

5For example, Bibliography on Racism, 1972, and Bibliography on Ethnir'ity
and Ethnic Groups, 1973, both published by the National Institute of
Mental Health (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office).

6
Refer to Samual Yette, "The Great Society Pacification Program," The
Choice: The Issue of Black Survival in America (New York: G. P. Putnam's
& Sons, 1971), PP. 35 ff.

7For example, A Survey of Research Concerns on ltomen's Issues by Arlene
Kaplan Daniels and published by the Association of America's Colleges,
1975, relates to various issues from preschool socialization to old age
and from vorunteerism to politics. It considers almost all issues
affecting women except race and ethnicity.

8
Even studies such as Facts About Filipino Immigration into California
(published by the Department of Industrial Relations, State of California
in 1930), which states in its introduction that it is a data presentation
rather than an argument for or against Filipino exclusion, emphasizes, at
the start and the conclusion, the displacement of white labor by Filipinos
aggravated by the lack of immigration restrictions on the latter.
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CHAPTER III

RECOMMENDATIONS

The educational and occupational problems of Asian-
Pacific women cannot be separated from the problems oftheir communities. Thus, these recommendations re-flect our commitment to the total Asian-Pacificcommunity.

The Participants

The conference participants formed two groups, roughly divided intoresearchers and community organizers, to discuss the papers presented bytheir members and draft a set of recommendations to the National Instituteof Education (NIE). The following recommendations constitute the reportspresented by each group at a final plenary session.

DISCUSSION GROUP I: Community Organizers

Preamble: Whereas Asian-Pacific-American women are composed of adiverse group of people, and whereas Asian-Pacific women traditionallyhave been victims of race, sex, and class discrimination, and whereas pastresearches on Asian- and Pacific-American women have been biased andirrelevant to the needs of the community, and whereas these pastresearches failed to include the participation of the community: There-fore, be it resolved that the following issues be given particular atten-tion by the National Institute of Education in their formulation of socialpolicy and research design on Asian-Pacific women.

o The priority in the selection of the area of investigeion
should be made on the basis of relevance to the community,
particularly in terms of its applicability for creatingchanges. Although this should not exclude the need for basicresearch, the implementation of basic research should be care-fully weighed in terms of available resources to the community.

o In addition to the academic qualifications, the criteria for
selection of the researchers s'ould give particular emphasisto: (1) the commitment to serve the needs of the community;and (2) familiarity and sensitivity to the issues in the com-munity. In this sense, an attempt should be made to expandbeyond the traditional locus of the university as the recruit-ment group for researchers and include competent communitypeople as well.
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o The approach of tbe research should be to seek the partici-
pation of the community in the development and the conduct of
the research.

o An effort should be made to develop better alternatives to
culturally biased research instruments such as projective tests
and personality inventories. Such alternatives could include:
development of culture-free or culturally relevant tests and
greater reliance on other methodologies such as case studies,
interviews, and participant observations.

Key issues of research need were presented as follows:

o Gather qualitative and quantitative data reflecting the diverse
needs of the people of the specific ethnic and cultural and
geographic groups.

o Identify discrepancies between census data that identify modal

profiles compared with the actual conditions of Asian and
Pacific women.

o Maximize resources to assist in the attainment of educational
and oncupational goals of Asian-Pacific women.

o Investigate problems of downward mobility caused by under-
employment and unemployment.

o Determine whethe-e we are included as minorities under all

educational and occupational Federal programs, particularly
where concentrations are small as in some geographic areas.
Survey the eligibility standards of existing Federal programs
to determine whether we are included as beneficiaries.

o Assess the effects of discrimination and identify alternatives
for change.

o Provide a forum for discussion pertaining to the Asian-Pacific
women as they relate to Asian-Pacific men, the communities, and
women's is:ues in general.

o Develop tools for women to eliminate impediments to organizing
and participating in social change.

Investigate the lack of Asian-Pacific women in policymaking
positions and in leadership positions within our own communi-
ties as well as the society at large.

o Develop means to eliminate stereotyping.

20
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Policy issues recommendations were presented as follows:

o That a review panel composed of Asian-Pacific peoples be
established.

o That Native Hawaiians be included in the Native American Con-
ference sponsored by the National Institute of Education.

o That the unique problems be recognized and support be given to
the decisions of these people:

1. Pacific Islanders: Tongans, Samoans, Guamanians,
etc.;

2. Native Hawaiians;

3. Foreign-born wives of servicemen;

4. Foreign-born professionals, and garment workers and
other working-class women;

5. Persons involved in interracial marriages and
adoptions;

6. Indochinese refugees;

7. Native-born Asian-Pacific women;

8. Asian-Pacific elderly, middle-aged, young adults, and
young children;

9. Non-English speaking people; and

10. Exploited Asian-Pacific women in all occupational
levels.

In the educational sphere, the following issues were identified:

o Tracking systems and the need for counseling in the educational
system,

o Attitudes and behavior of educators toward Asian and Pacific
Island women.

o Stereotyping in educational materials.

o Identifying Asian and Pacific Island women in the educational
system, including policymaking bodies, their roles, salaries,
proportions, etc.
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o Assessment of testing materials, including diagnostic and
achievement measures.

o Comparative study of bilingual versus standard English
education.

o Economic barriers to higher education.

o Development of educational materials, including training in
political participation.

DISCUSSION GROUP II: Researchers

The six papers were not discussed separately. They served as a basis
for the development of a composite set of issues to be addressed in the
development of a research agenda with social policy implications for the
educational and occupational concerns of Asian-Pacific-American women.
These were listed in the order of their emergence in the first day's
discussicn and then were organized and elaborated as follows:

Framework for Analysis

o Alternative theoretical frameworks are needed that account for
and integrate factors in the larger social context as they
affect Asian-Pacific-Americans, e.g., political, economic, and
other institutions of American society and international
relations.

o Institutional areas to be given high priority include:

1. Education (language difference, alternatives to tradi-
tional education, cooperative education, reentry
following withdrawal from work and/or family, etc.);

2. Employment (child care more harmonious with
Asian-Pacific women's needs and culture, groups at
risk for exploitation, etc.); and

3. Service provision (ombudsman for new entrants to
political, occupational, health, etc., systems and

development of new services not provided in existing
institutional structures, and the role of voluntary
organizations, etc.).

o Values, attitudes, and emotional and cultural factors should be
examined as they function in the coping capabilities of
Asian-Pacific women, as conflicting values are manar;ed and

integrated, and as expectations are redefined in terms of the
reality of resources and opportunity (e.g., through cross-

generational studies).
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Target Populations

Populations neglected in research and social policy and/or with
special needs were identified by the following dimensions:

Lower third socioeconomic level (women not in the labor market,
Asian wives of U.S. servicemen, garment workers, unpaid family
workers, etc.); "successful" women as role models;

Pacific Islander (Native Hawaiians, Samoans, Guamanians,
etc.), Southeast Asian (Vietnamese, Burmese, Cambodians, Thais,
etc.), and Asian Indian ethnic groups;

o Housewife phase, midcareer change period, and elderly in life-
cycle stages;

Immigrant generational cohort; and

Less studied geographic areas.

Methodological Issues

Among the concerns expressed were the following:

An inventory of social science mythology regarding Asian-
Pacific-Americans should be an important component to the
needed task of identifying_gaps in knowlede and synthesizing
what is known about the women of these populations.

o Positive factors implicit in cultural and personal characteris-
tics of Asian-Pacific-Americans should be identified through
research. The failure to recognize their value and applica-
tions may be the circumstances for deficit behavior and mala-
daptations, rather than these characteristics themselves being
the cause of such behavior. The emphasis on deficit analysis,
unfortunately, has been typical in studies of minorities.

o Baseline data needs are serious and urgent, including the lack
of longitudinal data for time series analyses and more adequate
development and access to data from such sources as the Bureau
of the Census, Department of Labor Statistics, Housing and
Ueuan Development, Equal Employment Opportunity Commission,
etc. on the Federal level as well as State and local sources.

o The great variability within and among Asian-Pacific-Americans
provides opportunity for productive comparative analysis.

o Qualitative research, particularly in small, diverse, changing
populations, has special value, and, given the funding patterns
and professional emphasis on survey research and quantitatively
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presented data, a position paper elaborating this rationale
should be prepared.

o Personnel involved in the problem definition, design, and
conduct of research concerning Asian-Pacific-Americans should
be intimately culturally sensitive, which generally would favor
persons of the same background as the study population.

o Ethical considerations in research require that the means and
use of subjects of research be nonexploitative; in addition, a
primary component in judging research should be its value to
the people being investigated.

Action Strategies

Regarding the implementation of research, the following considera-
tions in establishing priorities emerged from the discussion:

o Research issues should be articulated and funding sought for
these rather than be limited to conforming to established
funding priorities.

o The primary criterion for setting priorities should be the
research's potential contr.oution to social change. Another is
that such research is not being covered elsewhere.

o In the consideration of any piece of research, the following
should constitute priority components:

1. Subject populations--lower socioeconomic categories of
Asian wives cf U.S. servicemen, Pacific Island
peoples, housewives, and elderly.

2. The development and use of alternative theoretical
frameworks and instruments more responsive to effec-
tive research regarding Asian-Pacific-Americans.

3. A positive emphasis on cultural and personality
factors in coping with conflict and in surviving
within often difficult contexts.

4. Identification of strategies for social change.

Some examples of research issues with social change effects were
proposed:

o Stereotypes--the process of perpetuation (not content, per se),
negative effects of positive stereotypes, function of stereo-
types on the maintenance of the status quo, etc.

24
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o Asian-Pacific-Americans' perceptions and definitions of the
power structure and other aspects of their environment and
their function in it.

o Discrimination--patterns in various occupational fields where
Asian-Pacific women are concent'ated, such as in nursing and
the garment industry; discrepancy between expectations, oppor-
tunity, and achievement, etc.

Program recommendations were presented as follows:

o Asian-Pacific women should participate in policy formation and
the funding processes of the National Institute of Education
and other sources. A position paper should be prepared to
develop the theme.

o Asian-Pacific-American personnel to participate in policy
formation, funding processes, and to conduct research should be
identified.

o The conference's findings should be circulated to appropriate
audiences: members of Congress and other influentials, Asian-
Pacific communities, and research personnel.

o A followup group should draft a statement to elic:t support
from Asian-Pacific groups and other potential allies in the
implementation of a research agenda to address educational and
occupational concerns of Asian-Pacific women.

o Two additional papers should be commissioned by the sponsor of
the conference: one on the Asian wives of U.S. servicemen and
the other on Pacifis Island women.

FOR IMMEDIATE IMPLEMENTATION

o A followup group to this conference should develop a position
statement to convey to members of Congress, Asian-Pacific
communities, pontical parties, State and local political
leaders, etc., our concerns for support of a research agenda
responsive to the needs of Asian-Pacific-American women.

o Additional papers should be commissioned by the sponsors of the
conference: (1) Asian wives of U.S. servicemen, (2) Native
Hawaiians, and (3) other Pacific Islanders.
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SUMMARY OF PAPERS

At the followup meeting of six conference participants in 1979, a

summary and synthesis of the papers from Group 1 was not available from
the chairperson. Thus, the review team directed NIE to summarize the
papers presented for discussion by this group, along with each author's
recommendations. These summaries were ultimately written by Rosalind Wu,
an Asian woman on the NIE staff.

"Some Effects of Child Rearing Practices on the Value Systems of Asian-
American Women" by Fe C. Nievera

This paper revIews the literature relating the childrearing practices
of Japanese, Chinese, and Filipino families to the value orientations of
Asian-American women in cognitive, affective, and social domains. The
author organized her paper around "traditional" and "contemporary" con-
cerns of Asian-American women.

The most important traditional concern that of the family. With
regard to her relationship with men, the Asian-American woman's concerns
are distinctly different from the white woman's and those of the liber-
ation movement. Asian-American women emphasize fulfilling family duties,
for they were raised to suppress self-interest and personal desires to
nreserve family harmony. Parental expectations and values are partially
responsible for the behavioral patterns of Asian-American females. Their
vocational interest profiles stress occupations that have greater economic
survival value and deemphasize those that require social contact.

The contemporary concerns of Asian-American women involve strivings
for individual authenticity in terms of freedom from inhibitions and
development of self-image and cultural identity. The traditional close-
ness and interdependence in Asian families suppress personal expressions
of emotions; Asian-American women learned to cope with their feelings
privately. The sex-linked socialization practices of Asian families
prescribed rigid dating behavior for boys and girls; a woman has learned
to evaluate herself in terms of her husband's status and behavior.
However, through the media, many Asian girls also become knowledgeable
about American dating behavior and about the standards by which females
are judged in the greater American society. Evidence shows that Asian-
American females acculturate faster and more easily than males. There-
fore, Asian-American girls often become dissatisfied with the dating
behavior of Asian males and experience great conflict and anxiety over
their own identity and behavior. The author gives numerous examples from
the literature of Asian-American women who express frustration with white
society, unhappiness with conflicts between generations, and resignation
to a poorly defined cultural identity.

Finally, Nievera takes a look at Asian women as leaders. She finds
that Asian-American women are more "adaptive" than the men and are
important initiators in their society. She believes that with persistence
and aggressiveness, and thz'ough working with Asian males and in groups,
women can lead the way in improving the human condition in "anerican
society.
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Author's Policy Recommendations

1. Asian-American women should take the leadership in shaping a
new "Asian-American personality," using their "adaptive"
skills in acculturation to combine the best of the "tradi-
tionalist" characteristics with the practical arpects of the
contemporary values.

2. Women should ensure that the younger generation will no
longer suffer the degradation of inferior status of women.

3. Funding priority should be given to efforts toward devel-
oping childrearing practices that will best develop the
child into a fully functional person.

4. Crisis intervention strategies must be developed to help
womer in stressful conditions cope with adjustment problems.

Specific Data teeds

1. Comparative studies of the childrearing practices of
American-born Asians should be undertaken.

2. The perception of adolescent Asian-Americans with regard to
prescriptive guides toward better adjustment to the dominant
society should be studied.

3. Comprehensive bibliographies on childrearing practices need
to be collected.

"Mental Health Issues AmoLg Asian-American Women" by Reiko Homma-True

The concept of mental health is broadly definei to include: positive
attitude toward the self; sense of personal satisfaction; ability to cope
with a variety of demailds in life; and the ability to grow and develop.
Although the applicability of such criteria to Asian-Americans has not yet
been fully explored, there are indications that Asian-American women are
experiencing stresses in a number of life situations and that those
stresses serve as barriers to their optimal personal development.

More Asiar-American women than men utilize outpatient services, but
more men than women use inpatient ser,-i._:es. However, among Americans in
general, the utilization rate is higher for women than men in both out-
patient and inpatient agencies. The author suggests that the common
interpretation of the sex differences in utilization rate among Americans
(e.g., women as compared with men experience more strain, are more aware
of their problems, and have fewer escapes and outlets for their frustra-
tion) may be equally applicable to Asian-American women, with the added
dimensions of stress stemming from their status as an ethnic minority and
from their status in a community that places traditional constraints on
women's roles.

Homma-True challenges the conclusion drawn from personality studies
on Aaian-American women that are based on tests standardized and developed
for wtite women. Sha described six major sources of stress among Asian-
American women and made research recommendations in each area.
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Author's Research Recommendations

1. Life as immigrants--All immigrants suffer from their mai--
ginal economic status, cultural adjustment, and communi-
cation difficulties. However, it is unclear why more Asian
women than men exhibit symptoms of stress. Among immi-
grants, the refugees and the elderly deserve special
attention.

2. U.S.-born Asian women--The adjustment of different groups of
the significant number of U.S.-born Asian women should be
examined. In particular, the youngef women's struggles for
identity and the ways that they cope with conflicting
cultural demands should be studied. For older women, the

research should focus on the impact of the war years and
life in concentration camps, as well as their experience of
the empty nest syndrome as compared with other American
women. Is their conflict greater? What are their coping
resources? These questions must be explored.

3. Marriage and divorce--Traditionally, divorced Asian-
Americans are treated with disgust and ostracism by their
families. The possibility of changing family mores
suggested by the trend of increasing family breakups among
Asian-Americans reported in the census data should be
studied. Specifically, the nature of marital interaction,
the process of conflict resolution, the effect of family
breakup on the members, and the subsequent adjustment of
those family members should be compared for Asian-Americans
and for American women in general.

4. Interracial marriage--Although interracial marriages are

traditionally disapproved among AsiaL-Americans. their
incidence is on the increase. Many studies have predicted
negative outcomes for intermarriage. There should be
further investigation into the impact of biculturalism and
biracialism on the members of these families. Studies into

the processes of identity adjustment, marital colflict
development, and conflict resolution are also recommended.

Employment--Contrary to the traditional image of the Asian
woman as devoted wife and mother, a large proportion of
women are employed in low-paying jobs that are beneath what
would be expected from their high educational attainment.
The hypotheses to explain theil low earning power (e.g.,

discrimination, Asian passivity, fear of success syndrome)
need further exploration. Moreover, research should examine

how Asian women feel about their working status, how employ-

ment affects their relationships with others, how they

experience stress at wcrk, and how their employment affects
their children.
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6. Sexuality--Homma-True reports an emerging interest in sex-
uality among young people in the Asian-American community
and more open sexuality among some communities.

Recommendations for Research Strategies

The author emphasized the importance of questioning the general-
izability of research findings and methodologies on white women to Asian-
American women. She believes that priority should be given to community-
relevant research, with input and participation from the community. These
recommendations were strongly endorsed by the group and incorporated into
the group report.

"Impediments to Asian-Pacific-American Women Organizing" by Germaine Q.
Wong

Asian-Pacific-American women have not played a significant role in
the women's liberation movement in tlie United States because few serious
conscious efforts have been made by those active in feminist groups to
include Third World women. Furthermore, Asian-Pacific-American women who
have been socially and politically active gave higher priority to the
elimination of racial discrimination. Some feared that the women's
movement would detract from and/or dissipate the civil rights movement.

The vast majority of Asian-Pacific-American women, however, have not
been active in any organizing efforts, and the author identifies three
major impediments: male dominance, cultural factors, and economic
structure.

The particular fom of male dominance experienced by Asian-Pacific-
American women in this country is in large part a result of American
military experience in a series of wars in Asia and the Pacific. Most
American men encountered Asian and Pacific women in subservient, obedient,
hardworking, uncomplaining, and willing roles.

Using Chinese-American women as an example, the author touches on
some of the cultural factors that have impeded Asian-Pacific-American
women from organizing. Chinese women have traditionally been defined by
the positions of their fathers/husbands rather than having an identity of
their own. Thus, their personal enhancement could only be gained through
the improved status of thei/ fathers/husbands.

Beyond the day-to-day demands faced by most women, Chinese-American
women must also adjust to two cultures oftentimes in conflict with each
other, contend with the Western stereotype of the "Oriental" woman, and
funcLion in two dissimilar languages.

The colonization of Asian countries and Pacific Islands by Westerners
has been a major contributing factor to the triple oppresion confronting
Asian-Pacific-American women. Economic exploitation in these situations,
which can also be found in the Asian and Pacifi, enclaves of this country,
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have, according to the author, required that Asian-Pacific-American women
continue in subordinate roles.

Author's Recommend6.tions

1. Compilation of the demographic profile of Asian-Pacific-
American women.

2. Historical analysis of Asian-Pacific-American women.

3. Survey of Asian-Pacific-American women's attitudes toward
the women's liberation movement.

4. Applied research must take precodence over "plire" research.

"Asian Women in Professional Health Schools with Emphasis on Nursing" by
Fe V. Loo

Sixty-five pelTent of immigrant medical personnel came from Asian
countries, primarily the Philirpines, Korea, and India. It is predicted
that a greater proportion of future U.S. nurses will come from foreign
countries. In a thorough review of the literature, the author found that
the major problems encountere by exchange nurses and foreign nurse
graduates in the United States are (1) language; (2) role adaptation; and
(3) attitudinal differences due to cultural background.

Language difficulties and unfamiliarity with objective test situ-
ations acr.ount for the small percentage (18.5) of the foreign nurse
graduates 'FNG's) who pass the licensing examination on the first try, as
compared with 83 percent for all nurses who take the exam. In prevlous
years, when FNG's could obtain a license through endorsement of satis-
factory credentials, FNG's from the Philiprines, the Americas, the British
Isles, and Korea made up almost 90 percent of all endorsements.

Language facility also affects the ability of nurses to communicate
with their patients end colleagues and, indirectly, the recognition they
receive from others, which further determines their self-perception and
personal satisfaction. The Asian concept of th? nursing ro._,1 differs from
the rola expectations in the United States. For example, Americans
emphasize technical efficiency and meticulous paperwork, while foreign
nurses were taught to spend time on human contact and to develop a sincere
bedside manner. These differences in profossional eYnectations and
responsibilities associated with the nursing role cau'e strain and frus-
tration among foreign nurses.

A foreign nurse's cultural values may also be at odds with those of
her institution. For instance, a Filipino nurse felt that American
attitudes toward drugs, sex, and abortion were unacceptable to her, and
she found it difficult to spend time with paVents with those pzoblems.
Other nurses feel that old and sick people are not given sufficient
respect. However, there are common frames of reference within which the
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American nurse and the FNG can build a relationship grounded in mutual
concern. Despite their cultural and educational diversity, all nurses
share mutual goals, aspirations, needs, anc: concerns.

Author's Recommendations

1. NIE should collaborate with other Government agencies in
funding and implementing the goals of the Commission cn
Graduates of Foreign Nursing Schools.

2. Educational resources and tutorial programs should be
provided to help FNG's pass the licensing examination.
These courses should include information concerning the
health care delivery system in American culture, drug
problems, legal issues, and American lifestyles, among
others.

3. Cross-cultural research studies are needed to reinforce the
international nature of the social impact of nurses.

4. NIE should collaborate with the Ainerican Nurses' Found-
ation's International Communications Network research
prolect.

5. Studies should be conducted to e-ialuate the effectiveness of
present edPcationa] programs for FNG's.

6. Opportunities should be provided for intercultural exchange
of ideas among nurses.

7. Hospital administrations must give consideration to the
nurse's need for support, encouragement, and self-renewal.

8. Nursing curriculums must include a cultural component.

"Educational Alternatives for AsianPacific Women" by Dorothy L. Cordova

This paper presents important demographics on Asian-Paci.fic women,
with a special focus on thf, recent immigrant population. According to the
author, one of the major problems facing Asian-Pac;fic women is the lack
of recognition of their problems by Federal, State, arid local agencies.
Part of the failure to recognize and address the problems stem from the
paucity of accurate information about their classifiPation, their numbers,
and their needs.

The demzraphic statistics generally cited demonstrate that
immigration from Asian countrtes continues to rise, and since the number
of female immigrants, many of childbearing age, are rising faster than the
numher of male immigrants, the Asian-Pacific-Linerican population can be
expected to increase in the coming years. However, the author emphaeizes
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that we must not make simplistic generalizations concerning these new
immigrants, for their demographic diversity is staggering. For instance,
we learn that the majority of Filipino immigrants settling in the East are
younger and highly educated, that Chinese women in the large population
centers for Chinese are less well-educated than Chinese women elsewhere in
the country, and that acceptance of Asian peoples differ in different
pacts of the country.

Despite their demographic diversity, Asian-Pacific women share some
major obstacles. Many highly trained and well-educated females cannot
find employment commensurate with their skills, often though not exclu-
sively due to poor English communication skills and inability to secure
licensing and certification. Numerous examples are given of immigrants
employed in occupations far below those that their academic and technical
preparation would predict.

Kany nndereducated Asian immigrants, forced to settle for menial jo1)s
to support thJir families, find themselves ineligible for funding in
special educational programs which stipulate that participants must be at
or below poverty income level. Programs that are serving increasing
numbers of Asian-Pacific women include colamunity colleges, programs such
as Opportunities Industrialization Centers, classes in English as a second
language, and training programs for bilingual teachers. These programs
are scattlred, often difficult to enter, and receive low priority for
continued funding.

Author's Recommendations

1. Provide training for Asian-Pacific bilingual and bicultural
teachers.

2. Sat up short courses to help professionals use skills that
they have previously acquired.

3. Set up refresher courses for health professionals preparing
for licensing examinations.

4. Educate and train Asian-Pacific bilingual social workers.

5. Provide adult basic education.

6. Recruit and train instructors for immigrant women.

7. Establish colloquial English classes for recent immigrants.

8. Provide moneys for trainees in vocational rehabilitation
programs.
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9. Develop information systems to match students with programs
that Provide viable vocational skills.

10. Utilize Asian-American and Pacific Island organizations.
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SOME EFFECTS OF CHILDREARING PRACTICES ON
THE VALUE SYSTEMS OF ASIAN-AMERICAN WOMEN

Fe C. Nievera

INTRODUCTION

The function of society at any given time in history is to perpetuate
itself. Self-perpetuation is accomplished by developing distinct patterns
of behavior for'its members to insure the care of the young. This process
of socialization involves the learning of expected behavior, emotions,
values, and attitudes. Some theorists emphasize the effects of cumulative
learning in the study of socialization while some psychologists believe
that development proceeds in stages (Gergen et al. 1974). Among the
latter is Jean Piaget, whose concept of cognitive development regards
the proc:ess of socialization as dependent on the learner's readiness to
grasp that which is to be learned (Coleman and Hammen 1974).

If society provides the milieu for the rearing of the young, it
follows that the developing infant necessarily becomes dependent on others
for the satisfaction of its needs. The human infant's dependence changes
gradually with age from a means of satisfying physiological needs to a
means of satisfying psychosocial needs. The object of the child's depend-
ence shifts from parents to others. An area where dependence on others is
most significant is in the development of moral values or ethical judg-
ments, which Kohlberg (1963) postulates evolve at specific stages of the
child's maturation parallel to his cognitive and affective development.

There is very little controversy over the concept that childrearing
practices are determinants of personality development. Where controversy
exists is in extending the study of individuals in the clinical setting to
a whole culture's childrearing (Guthrie and Jacobs 1966). Accounting for
similarities in diverse situations, and dissimilarities in similar situa-
tions has created a great deal of theorizing and research (Beals and
Hoijer 1961).

Theorizing that national character has a genetic basis, Kardiner
(1945), whose orientation is toward psychoanalytic approach, proposed his
111

psychodynamic analysis." He believes that childrearing practices are the
yrimary institetions which give rise to the child's projective systems.
Throughout the child's life, these projective systems are the unconscious
ways by which the child interprets the world about him. The projective
systems in turn give rise to secondary institutions such as religion,
customs, and folklore, which again react on the child.
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Guthrie and Jacobs (1956) criticized Kardiner's relating childhood
experiences with the behavior patterns of adults in society because it
gives undue significance to the etiology of the neuroses in the context of
Western experiences. They went further, stating that many aspects of
behavior can best be explained by theories of learning rather than with
the melodramatic concnpt of projective systems.

To Guthrie and Jacobs, society's notion of what a child's role is at
a set stage of his development, the patterning of his family kinship
system, and the sex of the child are the important factors in determining
personality structure and are the basis of personality differences.
Denying the instinctual orientation, they assert that it is environmental
factors that are responsible for differences between cultures. Differ-
ences in society's demands and expectations will result in different
personality processes.

THE PROBLEM

It is the thesis of this study ,,,nat, following the interpersonal
approach as enunciated by Sullivan and further refined by Guthrie and
Jacobs in their study of childrearing practices in the Philippines (1966),
we can identify some relationships between the value systems of Asian-
American women and the practices under which they were reared. How the
Asian-American woman acquired her unique value orientation in cognitive,
affective, and social domains is related tangentially or directly to the
particular culture in which she was born.

The Individual's Value Orientation

"In selecting goals and in choosing means for achieving them, in
resolving conflicts, an individual is influenced at every turn by his
conception of the preferable, the appropriate, the good, the desirable--by
what he sees as having value. The kind of relationship he establishes
with his spouse and children, the way he transacts business matters, the
degree of respect he has for others (and for himself), his political and
religious activity, and the patterning of his everyday behavior--all these
represent choices from among alternatives according to his hierarchy of
values" (Coleman and Hammen 1974, p. 487).

Values are not the only determinants of behavior. Rewarding or
unpleasant consequences of assumptions and actions reshape behavior. A
wide range of inner and outer determinants, the individual's immediate
motivational pattern, his assumptions about reality and possibility, and
various situational factors affect any of his acts. But it is still left
to him to choose his specific behavior at any given moment--and this
choice is determined in a large degree by his basic values (Coleman and
Hammen 1974).

There is a world of a difference between what a person actually does
(the operative level of his values) and his conceptions of what he ought
to do (the conceived level of his values). To Coleman and Hammen, an
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individual can look up to four main influences to work out his own system
of values--his culture, his science, his religion, and his own life exper-
iences. However, there are others who aver that culture is the only
source of influence; Kluckhohn (1945), for example, defined culture "as
all the historically created designs for living, explicit and implicit,
rational, irrational, and non-rational, which exist at any given time as
potential guides for the behavior of men." Beals and Hoijer (1961) lend

support to the anthropological interpretation of Kluckhohn's "historically
created designs" by claiming that culture already include . technology,
economics, social organization, religion, and symbolism or language.

We agree with Guthrie and Jacobs (1966) that an individual's per-
sonality development and values are to a large extent traceable to the
childrearing practices of the culture in which the individual was nur-
tured. It is, therefore, our thesis that the value systems of Asian-
American women have some kind of congruence with the childrearing
practices of the culture in which each was nourished; that the context in
which this nurturance took place was affected by her interpersonal rela-
tionships with significant others; and that this social learning continues
throughout the life cycle, leading to probable modifications of the value
systems earlier acquired.

METHODOLOGY

The term "Asian-American women" as used in this study refers only to
women of Japanese, Chinese, and Filipino lineage. When this study began,
we intended to include women of Korean ancestry. However, a search for
literature on comparative childrearing practf;.ces made it apparent that
there is no available information on Koreans. Beyond demographic data
(Ryu 1975), historical perspectives on the immigration of Koreans into the
United States (Shin 1971), and the literature on the specific adjustment
problems of Korean wives c:f servicemen in the military, we found no
studies on the childrearing practices and personality structure of
Koreans. It is conjectured that there may 179 information on these aspects
of Korean culture, but it is not readily accessible. A recent study by
Kim and Condon (1975) on Asian Americans in Chicago did include the
Koreans as one of the main groups of Asian American3 in that city. How-
ever, their study dealt with soctoeconomic characteristics, problem
solving activities, and service needs of these minority groups.

We expected that there would be more data available on the Chinese
and Japanese, since thsoe two groups immigrated in sizable numbers to the
United States as early as the late 1800's. We did indeed find data on the
effects of childrearing practices on personality patterns. Some studies
have been done on intra- and inter-generational childrearing practices
(Kitano 1964), differential childrearing attitudes between generations
(Kitano 1961), differential effects on personality of child training
practices (Scoffield and Mun 1960), and changes in values and relational
orientations as revealed in the area of chiidrearing (Kurokawa 1968).
However, we found no material on retrospective studies on childrearing
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using sample groups of mothers, patterned after the extensive methodol-
ogies employed by Sears, Maccoby, and Levin (1957), for second and suc-
ceeding generations of Asians in the United States. There have been
studies made on childrearing among the Japanese in Japan, the Chinese in
China, and the Filipinos in the Philippines. Any reliable bibliographic
list on child development in these countries will yield a good collection
for the interested researcher. Guthrie and Jacobs, as mentioned earlier,
made an excellent study on specific dimensions of childrearing in the
Philippines and made comparative analyses of such practices against the
practices of the American mothers studied by Sears, Maccoby, and Levin
(1957).

We came to know about a community project in Chicago where a church-
sponsored group of 66 mothers of Japanese extraction came together and
informally recollected their behavior in rearing their offspring. Unfor-
tunately, the organizers of the project, Cheryl McPherson and her cowork-
ers, did not make provisions for collecting the comments generated in the
seminar and did not allow for the evaluation of the significance of their
findings. Imperfect as this attempt was, it is indicative of the great
interest this zubject elicits among lay people. We were also told that a
study on intergenerational childrearing practices among the Chinese in the
Chicago Chinatown had been undertaken by a woman named Carol Cronin. No
information other than the name of the alleged researcher could be
secured. With this very meager lead, we made an unsuccessful attempt to
locate the student from the various universities in the Chicago metro-
politan area.

Literature on Value Systems of Asian-American Women

Few studies specifically dealing with the psychodynamics of Asian-
American women have been done: Fujitomi and Wong 1973; Weiss 1970; Fong
and Peskin 1969; Arkoff 1959; Fenz and Arkoff 1962; and Huang 1956.
Scholarly studies, essays, and other forms of literature have discussed
Asian-American women in conjunction with men (Matsumoto, Meredith, and
Masuda 1970; Meredith 1973; Fong and Peskin 1969), or within the larger
context of familial experiences (Morishima 1973; Morales 1974) and genera-
tional characteristics of the ethnic group (Sue and Sue 1971; Kitano 1973a,
1966, 1962).

The latest collection of material on women of Asian heritage is in
the journal Asian Women. For reasons which the editors did not explain,
articles on Filipino women are noticeably missing from this publication.
The editors appraised the journal as representing an assortment of well-
documented research papers, intensely personal essays, and a hodgepodge of
articles, photos, poems, graphics, and sundry papers. But the journal did
serve as a vehicle for Asian-American women to speak their minds. The
difficulties of developing an identity and still maintaining some degree
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of self-determination is ".xemplified by Jade Snow Vong's excellent au'..o-
biography, Fifth Chinese Aughter (1950). Another sophisticated study on
the inferior status accorded Asian-American women, from their place in the
traditional family system to the contemporary scene, is that of Fujitomi
and Wong's "New Asian American Woman" (1973).

Basis for Groupings

The Japanese have a convenient way of describing generations--the
immigrant generation is called Issei, the second generation or those born
of Issei parents are Nisei, sometimes Nikkei, and the generation born of
Nisei are called Sansei. However, the other two groups in our study--the

Chinese-Americans and the Filipino-Americans--do not have such clear-cut
terminologies for defining the different generations. Among the latter
two groups, distinction is more on the basis of being foreign-born or
American-born. Recently, because of the relaxation of immigration
restrictions since 1965, there has been an influx of groups from China,
the Philippines, Korea, and other East Asien countries. These new
arrivals have been simply labeled as "new immigrants."

For purposes of our study, we have adopted the following system for
grouping our data:

A. Tne foreign-born--includes the earlier Issei women and
the picture brides; the few Chinese women who were able to
join their men in the period before the exclusion laws; tnd
the meager number of Filipino women who were able to come
with their husbands in the early 1930's.

B. The American-born--includes the Nisei, the American-born
Chinese and Filipinos, and their children's children.

C. The new immigrants--comprises the bulk of the groups who
came in the mid-sixties when the United States' revised
inmigration laws permitted large numbers of Asians to come
in. However, among the Filipinos, some groups arrived
earlier, just after World War II and as late as the early
1950's. We have also included in this group the wives of
military servicemen, who of late have been subjected to much
attention because their grave adjustment problems are
surfacing.

Schema For Study--A conceptual framework which may provide a rational
perspective for our study cif the Asian-American women is that adopted by
Okamura (1975). Okamura labeled as "traditional" concerns those that
relate to women's preoccupation with responsibility to family, spouse, and
children. She classified as "contemporary" those concerns that relate to
the Asian-American women's strivings for individual authenticity.
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DISCUSSION AND RESULTS

Traditional Concerns of Asian-American Women

Relationship With Their Men--Paramount among the concerns of Asian-
American females is their relationship with their men. Some illustrations
of this aspect of their strivings are given here. In a meeting of the
Illinois Women's Council, a Nisei woman who is educationally emancipated,
remarked that the concerns of other minority womer in the council (mostly
Jewish) were for such matters as equal employment opportunities, career
choices, equal representation in community organizations, political in-
volvement, or religion. However, to Nisei women, she said these areas are
simply not of paramount interest. A typical problem that bothers them is:

To feel comfortable that I can stay the length of the conference
without having to feel worried and guilty that my husband's and
children's meal is not prepared . . , will probably be viewed by
the other minority women as most trivial compared to the larger
issues in the movement for sex equality.

Fujitomi and Wong (1973) further expand on this struggle in the "New Asian
American Woman":

The Asian woman's struggle is a third-world struggle and is,

therefore, distinctly different from the White woman's libera-
tion movement. The Asian woman is a minority individual, and
within her own family, she is delegated at a lower status than
the male; for these reasons, she is doubly oppressed. As the
larger society continues to repress the Asian males, the Asian
males find it necessary to oppress their own females. In order
to redeem dignity in his maleness, the Asian man exerts his
masculinity by keeping his woman in her place (p. 252).

Recounting her hardships and her resignation to the insensitivity of her
husband, an Issei woman reminisced:

My husband was a Meiji man. He did not think of helping in the
house or with the children. No matter how busy I may have been,
he never changed the baby's diapers. Though it may not be right
to say this ourselves, we Issei pioneer women from Japan worked
solely for our husbands. At mealtime, whenever there was not
enough food, we served a lot to our husbands and took very
little for ourselves (Gee 1971, p. 15).

Fujitomi and Wong (1973, p. 258) relate how the Issei women protected
their men from being humiliated by the anti-war demonstrations of white
Americans:

The persistence of Issei women in the face of obstacles helped
to carry the family through the pre-war and war eras. When
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anti-Japanese feelings were intense and the humiliating cries of
"damn Jap" were hurled at the Japanese males, the females made
sure their husbands found comfort and reassurance of their male
identity as the powerful and honorable "papasans." With deep
understanding and quiet fortitude, the Issei women suffered and
survived.

Morishima (1973) gives further proof of the stamina and courage of the
Issei and Nisei women with his review of their experiences at the evacua-
tion camps. But he discounts what some have assumed to be totally
pervasive effects of the loss of prestige on the part of the Japanese
adult male. On the other hand, Morishima avers that the forced communal
style of life resulted in gains for Japanese women in the formerly male-
oriented Japanese family, since now they were providing substantial
economic contributions to their families by their involvement in business
and occupations.

Reared at a different time, when male and female marriage partners
are more open toward each other, couples of the younger Asian-American
generation resolve their difficulties much differently. Said such a wife:

He agreed that it was unfair for me to be spending my time this
way. We wanted our relationship to be such that both of us had
equal oppor:anity to develop ourselves. Only it didn't work out
as easily as we thought. Because he was not taking enough
initiative in finding out what things needed to be done. So we
ended up yelling at each other again. The result was another
talk to reaffirm our understanding (Tam 1971, p. 98).

Family and Children--Family unity is of supreme significance in the
traditional Asian family; the concept is ingrainr.d in childhood and
zealously enforced by parents, and it takes precedence over the interest
of the individual. Chun-Hoon (1973), writing on the Chinese-Americaa
identity as illumined by the autobiography of Jade Snow Wong, tells of the
primacy of order and respect for elders in the Painese culture when he
points out that Jade Snow throughout the book never once referred to

herself as "I" but rather as 'small daughter Jade Snow." He also says
that some women consciously limit their success in order to accede to the
traditional commitment to family obligations. Jade Snow, for example,
deliberately prevented her pottery business from expanding in order to
devote time to her children and her husband.

Independent behavior which will upset the orderly functioning of the
family is discouraged (Chun-Hoon 1973). For example, when parents dis-
cipline a child, they often appeal to family harmony reminding the child
of the inconvenience he has caused his parents or older siblings. Female

family members are expected even more to submit to the needs of the

family. When Jade Snow audaciously disobeyed her father's wishes that she
not date a boy, her father said to her:
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What would happen to the order of this household if each of four
children started to behave like individuals? Would we have one
peaceful moment if your personal desires came before your duty?
How could we mainta:In our self-respect if we, your parents, did
not know where you ce at night and with whom you were keeping
company? (Jade Snow Wong 1950, D. 128)

Morales (1974) tells of discord between the young and the old among
the Filipino-Americans:

The young people eon't listen to their elders and have lost
respect for their culture. They are easily influenced by their
friends and there is too much freedom in this country. They
want to be like wayward kids who have no respect for their
parents (p. 109).

Conflicting values are exhibited in the character of a mother of the
older generation, vividly portrayed by Lai Jen (1971, p. 25):

So, I try to explain to her, not only my opposition to feudal
ideas about women but also my growing rebellion against my
adopted American values. Sometimes, I think she understands and
sympathizes, but when it comes to practice, paradoxically she
who has been oppressed so long by feudal values and American
exploitation as an Asian woman, perpetuates these systems by
teaching us to accept them. She seems both oppressed and
oppressor.

Some further glimpses on the frustrations nf Isian-American women at
being female can be felt from the following plaints:

The daughter of a first generation mother in white America,
was frustrated into tears when prohibited from the dates, dances
and parties of my seemingly "freer" classmates . . .

I remember the jealous anger when my brothers would be allowed
to do things denied me because "I was a girl."

Fong and Peskin (1973) tell of the double onus placed on first-born
daughters by parents' expectations of classical femininity.

Even in the vocational interest profiles of Asian-American females,
the pervasive influence of immigrant parents' expectations are evident.
D. W. Sue (1973) found that females indicated an inclination to business
occupations, applied technical fields, and biological and physical
sciences, but less interest in verbal-linguistic fields, social service,
and aesthetic-cultural occupati. Sue asserts that parents encourage
their offspring to undertake occupations with potentially greater social
and economic survival value. Sue also conjectures that in their desire to
protect their children from the disappointments and frustrations of the
racism they anticipate in the larger society, parents have discouraged
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their children from going into people-contact pr,1?essions like sales and
social sciences, which can be fraught with the hazards of discrimination.

Contemporary Concerns: Strivings for Individual Authenticity

Freedom from InhibitionsThe proverbial inscrutability of Asian
Americans is the result of years of conditioning in subservience of the
self to family and elders. Chinese-American actor James Hong believed
that this "uneasiness of admitting and expressing natural human feelings
has been a factor in the negligible number of Asian Americans (females and
males) in the theater, drama and literary arts" (Uyematsu 1971). Yet in
other media of art expression such as painting and sculpture, Asian
artists excel and gain recognition. Could this be due to the fact that in
these redia the individual artist need not have the contact with people
which is demanded more, in drama and theater arts?

This subservience of the self is again tract.,1,le to the traditional
family system. Asians live in a complex and delicate state of int6rde-
pendence which tends to inhibit personal expressions of emotions.
Kurokawa (1968) in a study of the childrearing behaviors of Japanese
families, relates that sleeping behavior whereby all members of the family
sleep in the same room prohibits any considerable range of affective
spontaneity which, it is feared, will impinge on the status and interest
of other members and thus disturb the system as a whole. This suppression
of affective spontaneity is akin to the Filipino personality's sensitivity
and inferiority feelings, known as "hiya" in that colintry. Failing an
examination; a marriage proposal that has been turned down; lack of money
to properly clothe his children; being scolded by elders in front of other
family membersthese are very r4inful experiences for Filipinos, who were
taught as children to cope with angry feelings without striking out at
others, or to tease and be teased without losing self-control, and who
grew up always in the presence of others whom they were expected to please
(Guthrie and Jacobs 1966).

Kim and Condon (1975) found that Asian Americans in Chicago tended to
perceive problems when they were presented to them on a hypothetical
level. However, when the discussion was directed to the personal and
experiential realm, they tended to deny the existence of problems.

Socialization of Sex Roles--Dating attitudes are products of the
socialization process and have their roots in cultural institutions and
ideologies. Weiss (1970) tried to show that sex-linked socialization
practices of Asian families have contributed to the dissatisfaction of
Chinese-American girls with the dating behavior of Chinese-American males.
While Weiss cautions that this dissatisfaction may be reinforced by the
sterootyped assumptions of both the white American and the Asian socie-
ties, he also avers that the ineffective dating behaviors of Chinese-
American males can be traced to the conflicts caused by the severe and
rigid conditioning of Chinese boys to follow their ancestors' footsteps.
This finding is again revealed in the Rorschach responses of Chinese-
American boys, which point to a dilemma in the sexual sphere and the
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inability to work out sexual difficulties. Differential treatment of the
sexes--as when parents discourage their daughters from seeking higher
education--has resulted in girls having more leisure time. They then have
more opportunities for socializing with Caucasian me]es and more free time
to spend in "tuning in" on the latest norms and styles of dat:'.ng behavior
within tha context of the greater American society.

Image and Identity--Confuciardsm is blamed by Faust (1970) as being
greatly responsible for fostering the inferior role of women. Discouraged
from forming any sense of self-esteem and individuality, the Asian female
is made to feel that her worth is measured only by the "good" husband she
catches and by being the epitome of Asian femininity--reserved, quiet,
shy, humble. This stereotyped iniage of the Asian-American female makes it
easier for her to be accepted into the Caucasian society (Weiss 1970), but
does not seem to fit her conception of what the Caucasian male desires in
his woman. The media contribute to perpetuating the desirability of a
female model with blond hair, long legs, white skin, and round eyes thus
giving the Asian-American woman reason to feel dissatisfied with her own
body image. Arkoff and Weaver (1968) also contend that internalized
feelings of hostility about being a cultural minority can be the cause of
displeasure with one's own physical attributes. Jan Masaoka (1971) has
this to say in her musings:

I sometimes think about my position as an Asian Woman in a

society geared to the needs of whites and men, and it's pretty
weird . . . . I guess that one of the most difficult things for
me to understand is how to relate to my boyfriend who is white.
Sometimes I flash back on all the ideas my parents taught me
such as the idea that to marry a white man was to sort of
degrade myself, and it's really hard to know how to deal with
these kinds of feelings . . . . I once read this poem by an
Asian Woman where she saie that after looking into blue eyes for
so long she forgot hers were :ack . . . .(p. 57)

Identity and Ethnieity--To achieve a clear-cut sense of one's iden-
tity and to be one's "real self" is the goal to which every person
aspires. Carl Rogers said:

Below the level of the problem situation about which the indivi-
dual is complaining--behind the trouble with studies, or wife,
or employer, or with his own uncontrollable or bizarre behavic:,
or with his frightening feelings lies one central search. It

seems to me that at bottom each person is asking: "Who am I,
really? How can I get in touch with this real self, underlying
all my surface behavior? How can I become myself?" (1958, pp.
9-10)

The degree of an individual's sense of identity is important in under-
standing his behavior. Riesman and others (1953) believe that to a cer-
tain extent we are all "victims of the exper.tations and traditions of our
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parents' values and those of society. The person with a positive self-
concept is less a victim because he tends to rely more on his own inner
feelings of what is right or wrong, rather than depending entirely on
codes established by others." Sue and Sue (1971) gave the label "Tradi-
tionalist" to the individual whose se1f is made subservient to the codes
of others. Such a person exhibits primary allegiance to the family into
which he was born. To feel self-worth, he feels he must give unques-
tioning obedience and must be able to achieve despite adverse conditions
such as being a member of a minority culture. The second type of
personality in Sue and Sue's conceptual scheme of self is the assimilable
"Marginal Man." Denial of his minority culture and acceptance into the
dominant society are the ways the Marginal Man finds self-worth. For this
personality, such denial generates intense feelthgs of gui]t and self-
hatred. Standing on mid-ground is the "Asian-American" personality. This
type of person integrates his past experiences with his present condi-
tions. He associates with his ethnic relations without embarassment,
unlike the Marginal Man, and accepts the fact that he has some guilt
feelings for his unwillingness to fully follow his parents' wishes, unlike
the Traditionalist. However, his defiance is less a rejection of ethnic
ways than an attempt to preserve certain ethnic values in forming a new
identity. To the Asian-American person, society, more than anything, is
to be blamed for the problems that beset him, and thus society must be
changed. Such change should emphasize group esteem and pride because only
through collective action will society's perception of the Asian-American
person be altered. The orientation cf this type of person also includes
other Asian groups as a basis for the stability of his identity.

Ethnic identity may refer to the degree of "Asian-ness," "Japanese-
ness," "Chinese-ness," or "Filipino-ness" as measured by self-perceptions,
identification, and participation in ethnic activities (Kitano 1969). The
process of acculturation, on the other hand, refers to the ultimate assi-
milation of the ethnic individual into American society or into any
dominant culture. This process is not without conflicts. Oftentimes,
such conflicts are characterized by feelings of anomie, frustration-
aggression syndrome, alienation, and lack of control. Such conflicts are
usually defined in terms of discrepancies between expectation and reality.

There is much evidence that Asian-American females acculturate faster
or more easily than males: Arkoff and Weaver 1968; and Kitano 1962. In a
study of Sansei females in Hawaii, Meredith (1973) found that they exhibit
a heightened anxiety level because of the demands and expectations placed
on them by parental stress on academic achievement, dependence-
independence conflicts within the family, familial and peer pressures
surrounding dating and the sociology of jealousy, and the degree of social
control exerted by the "youth culture."

Excerpts from Joanne Miyamoto's poem, "What Are You?" illustrate this
anxiety of the younger generation of Asian-American women:
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when I was young
kids used to ask me
what are you?
I'd tell them what my mom told me
I'm an American
chin chin Chineman
you're a Jap!

flashing hot inside
I'd go home
my mom would say
don't worry
he who walks alone
walks faster . . .

. . finally we made it
most of our parents
fiercely dedicated to give us
a good education
to give us everything they nover had
we made it

now they use us as an example
to the blacks and browns
how we overcame

but there was always
someone asking me
what are you?

Now I ar3wer
I'm an Asian
and they say
why do you want to separate yourselves
now I say
I'm Japanese
don't you know this is the greatest country

in the world
now I say in america
I'm part of the third world people
and they say

if you don't like it here
why don't you go back

(In Iwasaki, 1971, p. 98-99)

On a somewhat different plane, and probably because she has already
achieved a matured self-concept (Lugo and Hershey 1974), or because she is
endowed with the sensitivity traditionally attributed to artists, Mitsu
Yashima, an Issei who hac acquired her own brand of "identity," in an
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interview (Fong, Kawasaki, and Quan 1971), was asked the question, "What
does Asian identity mean in America?" Yashima replied:

Difficult to answer. Feel like this. Make a painting of apple
. . . when make painting of apple, you should not think because
you're Asian, you should use Asian painting to make apple, that
is going too far. You have to live, that'R the first thing.

You have to feel today's, this moment's feeling. Study Asian
art. Gradually it'll come down to your own feeling. If it
doesn't, then it's all right if you're living this moment, if
the painting came out with that feeling, then it's all right
(p. 42).

On a more personal level, parental feelings about cultural identifi-
cation permeate conflicts between generations (Maruyama 1971):

My mother told me years ago when I turned my back on things
Jaranese, that one day, I would regret not learning more about
Japanese culture. She was right (p. 113).

My parents urged me, unconsciously I am certain, to perpetuate
the stereotype of the quiet, polite, unassuming Asian (p. 112).

With extreme sensitivity and candor, Violet Rabaya (1971) expresses
her frustrations with white society and her consternation at finding
alienation among her own people. She gives an excellent account of why
Filipino-Americans are grappling with an identity problem of a more
serious nature than that probably experienced by either the Chinese or
Japanese, who have a more homologous historical and cultural background:

I have found that the Filipino oriental has three basic dif-
ferences when comparing him with other "typical oriental," that
is, the Japanese and Chinese. First of all, as the term
oriental has been interpreted by most to mean peoples of yellow
skin, the Filipino is not yellow, but brown. Secondly, the

heritage of the Filipino has definite and pronounced Spanish
colonial influences, which have nearly obliterated most Asian
customs associated with orientals. And thirdly, the sense of
unity among Filipinos, where it is most needed, precisely within
the people themselves, is not strong (p. 110).

Kitano (1973b) hypothesized: (1) that groups can be differentiated in
terms of the degree of identification with a subculture; (2) that groups
more identified with their subcultures will show more normal personality
patterns; and (3) that those groups more identified with their subcultures
and exhibiting more normal personality patterns will practice discrimina-
tion at a higher level than the less identified and less integrated.
Could these hypotheses provide the rationale for the behavior of Filipinos
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that Rabaya continues to speak of in her essay, "I'm Curious (Yellow?),"
again excerpted below:

Filipinos, also, like most other orientals, have basic' racist
tendencies. This phenomena is admittedly not uncommon among
other races, but there exists a looming discrepancy in the
racial attitude of the Filipino. Unlike most other groups of
people where racism stems from the belief in one's superiority,
or at least, in one's equality, the Filipino has accepted,
though reluctantly, his place on the "white social ladder."
Caucasians are number one, orientals are number two, Mexicans
number three, then Negroes (p. 110).

Rabaya ends her self-examination with typical Filipino reaction-
resignation:

To be an outcast in a white society and an outcast among
orientals leaves the Filipino in that never-never land of social
obscurity . . . (p. 111).

Essentially the same agonized sentiments for a resolution of this
problem of tho Filipino being in "limbo" has been expressed by Carmely
Estrella, a student, Morales (1974) relates in his examination of con-
temporary issues affecting this growing minority:

Filipinos still regard themselves as second rate citizens . . .

Members of her family carry over the ideas brought from the
Philippines and relate them to Filipinos here . . . it is often
thought that the lighter the skin color the better the person .
. . . Members of her family would tell her not to stay in the
sun. We have become Americanized in that we believe that brown
skin is inferior to white. However, the youth today are ques-
tioning this thinking and are rejecting it . . . . We don't
really know if we are Asian. It is time to find out who and
what we are (p. 115):

In Solidarity: Asian Women As Leaders

The question of what qualities make a good leader has never been
satisfactorily resolved by either management scientists or social psychol-
ogists. A somewhat more fruitful approach to the study of leadership has
been to scrutinize the needs and characteristics of groups an'i their
effect upon the emergence of leaders. Fiedler (1967) theorized that the
leadership style required for the effective performance of interacting
groups is contingent upon the favorableness of the group situation.

Obviously, acceptance of the traditional concept of the inferiority
of women in the Asian-American community cannot in any way be interpreted
as providing the favorable atmosphere necessary for encouraging the emer-
gence of effective leaders. Asian females, despite undeniable pressures
and social change, still retain a core of qualities that are essentially
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female (Arkoff 1964) because of the strong influences of maternal atti-
tudes towards differential treatment of the sexes (Kitano 1963). In the
late fifties, Huang (1956) reported that even though most students attempt
to fashion their weddings after the American pattern, Chinese cultural
elements, values, and attitudes often emerge with or without forethought.
Further studies confirm this retention of femininity values (Weiss 1970),

but, at the same time, females have adopted what Meredith (1973) calls
"adaptive" strategy toward acculturation as opposed to the male strategy
of "exploitative" adaptation. The dating and courtship innovations of
Chinese students in the Midwest in the late fifties (Huang 1956) showed,
even at that time, the faster rate of acculturation of females toward more
egalitarian sex attitudes. Girls were more creative in devising ways in
which they could enjoy prolonged periods of courtship similar to the

Westernized practices, such as in group dating and interdating, which
permitted them to date even married men.

Burma (1953) advised that to be effective in their quest for leader-
ship positions, Asian women must strive to be more aggressive though this
runs counter to their upbringing, strive to be more visible and public
even if such behavior is contrary to traditional values of modesty and

moderation. Above all, it is necessary for Asian-American women to learn
to be skillful in working with groups since this is the only way they can
eradicate traditional ways of their people. Of utmost necessity is work-
ing together with Asian males in reassessing each other's role hang-ups
for effective partnership in improving the human condition in society
(Fujitomi and Wong 1973).

Takemoto (1971) interviewed Pat Sumi, a women labeled as a revolu-
tionist, and quoted her as saying:

Being an Asian woman . . . you never get listeaed to unless you
keep on seying it, keep on doing it or you'll never get anything
done. I think that the most invisible people of all America are

Asian women in terms of being taken seriously as human beings

(p. 109).

Tanaka (1971), in a poem entitled "from a lotus blossom cunt," is
loud in yearning for equality with Asian men:

. . . I'm still with you, brothers
Always
But I'm so damn tired
of being body first, head last
wanting to love you when all
you want is a solution to glandular discomfort
that I thought I'd better say my say
Think about it, brothers
We are women, we are Asian
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We are freeing ourselves
Join us
Try to use us,

and you'll lose us
Join us. (p. 109)

Congresswoman Patsy Mink (Quan 1971), who is a consistent supporter
of bills on women's rights, equal pay, and child care, has this to say on
the liberation of the Asian-American woman:

I support the goals of the women's liberation movement. I see
it as a movement to get women to understand and appreciate the
condition of their sex--politically and economically. The major
thrust is not against men, but to try and see ourselves as full
human beings. It must reeducate women to change their atti-
tudes, to assume respect for themselves (p. 104).

Espousing a divergent political belief, Mrs. Mink's interviewer, Jeal-le
Quan (1971), clarifies in her notes her own position regarding what to her
is the Congresswoman's apotheosizing attitude toward the American systen:

In the last analysis, however, Patsy Mink is 200% American. She
has a deep faith in the American system and in this sense is not
atypical of most of our parents. She sees racism and injustice,
her response is to work harder in her attempts to make the
American system work. This was the essence of our differences
(p. 106).

Quan is critical of the American system and doubts that it was ever set up
for people other than the whites:

I think that I am not atypical of this Asian generation in that
I have looked at the "American way," especially its systematic
treatment of Third World peoples, and I question if the system
was ever intended to work for Asians, nonwhite, or even the
majority of working class Americans.

This disagreement between the perspectives of Patsy Mink and
myself, are only indicative of a larger contradiction within the
Asian-American community. We must resolve it as we move from a
racial and national identity to a political identity (p. 106).

Bred by the times under which they grew up into womanhood, but still
very much under the influence of their parents' traditions and child
training practices, some militant women recognize or at least hope that
family and kinship roles can be combined with militancy. Cynthia Maglaya
(Navarro 1974) is one of those who believe that the vital role of women is
in being instrumental in carving a new society:

I do not mean to undermine the responsibilities of women in the
home or towards their children but stress the fact that these
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tasks must always be seen as an inte ral part of their being
indispensable in initiating changes in the society p. 96 .

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

We have categorized the value systems of Asian-American women as
being generally of (1) traditional nature and of (2) contemporary issues.

We have attempted to trace a cause-and-effect relationship between
some behavior patterns-of adult Asian-American women and specific child-
rearing practices. We have provided excerpts from poems, essays, inter-
views, autobiographies, and other materials for and about Asian-American
women, written by Asian-American women, to illustrate more graphically the
processes which have motivated these individuals as they go through the
various phases of the life cycle.

As we have focused on the dynamics of the personality development of
Asian-American women and the determinants which have given shape and form
to their values and belief systems, we have tried to give further support
to the contention of Guthrie and Jacobs (1966) that the study of person-
ality development within a culture and across cultures is best done within
the context of interpersonal relationships with significant others than by
employing approaches that are psychoanalytically oriented.

Recommendations

Proceeding from the assumption that we have gained a better under-
standing of the functioning of the Asian-American woman, we come to the
issue of deciding what to do with this knowledge.

1. It has been said that the tradition of ancestor worship
among the Chinese obliterates the necessity for an incessant
search for the i,e1f. Secure in the mystical view that he
has unshakable rts in history, the traditional Chinese is
not bothered by questions such as, "Who am I?" "Why am I
here?" or "What is the purpose of my existence?" (Chun-Hoon
1973, p. 134). Unfortunately, times change and the forces
of a more dominant culture predominate over traditional
coping mechanisms such as ancestor worship, which, even if
considered desirable for buttressing the individual against
life's exigencies, is no longer possible. And so, there-
fore, we come to a critical point of deciding how we are
going to reconcile the traditional expectations with con-
temporary values.

Sue and Sue, as earlier mentioned in this paper, proposed a
possible mode of adjustment which would integratP aspects of
both cultures (that of the dominant culture with the ethnic
values) that the individual believes are functional to his
own self-esteem and identity. Considering that iL is the
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traditional strength of women which has cemented inter-
personal and emotional relationships in society, we propose
that Asian-American women take the leadership in insuring
that future generations develop into what Sue and Sue dee-
cribe as the "Asian-American" personality. Asian-American
women, by their "adaptive" skills in acculturation, should
be better equipped to assume the task of distilling from the
"Traditionalist" personality those characteristics that are
worth preserving and combining them with what seems prac-
tical and desirable from the personality of the people of
the dominant American culture. We believe this role must be
self-imposed and should be actively pursued by Asian-
American women if they are to share the responsibility of
shaping the identities of future generations of Asian
Americans.

2. One specific area of childrearing that the alithor would
personally recommend that women police is the differential
treatment of the sexes. In this aspect, childrearing by
Filipinos seems much more advanced in outlook, as it does
not oppressively practice sex differentiation. However, the
difference between Filipinos and the other Asians is really
just a matter of degree. What really matters is that women
must always be on guard to insure that younger generations
will no longer suffer the degradation of inferior status for
women.

3. Funds are always needed by individuals, by groups, even by
the government. However, we believe that priority should be
given to programs and research efforts directed towards
developing models of child care that will best reflect our
conception of what a fully functioning person should be.
Women cannot be truly liberated unless society sees that
substitute child care facilities, designed to foster the
"Asian-American" personality, are sufficiently provided.
Problems such as unemployment, rising crime and delinquency,
increasing rates of mental illness, and apathy among the
community members will not substantially ,-Abate unless
priority attention is given to childrearing practices.

4. Another area cnlling for inmediate attention is in devel-
oping crisis-intervention strategies for helping women who
cannot afford to wait for results of long-term researel for
solutions to their problems of adjustment to the doremant
society. We are referring here to women whose coping
behaviors for stressful conditions in their lives are ren-
dered ineffective by their cultural background; i.e., wives
of servicemen, divorcees and the aged, women with severe
problems as parents compounded by language inefficiency.
For these types of women, some form of "assertive" training
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which takes into consideration their particular culture
"blocks" must be developed and provided.

Implications for Further Research

Studies are indicated in the following directions:

1. Comparative studies of the childrearing practices of
American-born generations of Asians should be undertaken.
Community interest such as that shown by the McPherson group
in the Chicago area should be encouraged and funded.
Research proposals must be generated to provide data on the
childrearing practices of 3d, 4th, and succeeding genera-
tions. Studies should be encouraged to find out what prac-
tices of the earlier generations have been retained, and in
what form and degree. Some studies of this aspect have been
started on Japanese and Chinese, but there is little infcr-
mation for groups such as the Filipinos, Koreans, Pacific
Island peoples, Vietnamese, and smaller groups of Asians.
From this springboard, more research on personality struc-
ture and the evolving culture fostering it will be
generated.

2. The perceptions of adolescent Asian Americans should be
studied to learn what they perceive their needs are as
prescriptive guides towards more satisfactory adjustment to
the dominant society. Inquiries on this aspect of adoles-
cent personality should be useful not only in securing data
on value judgments held by the American-born generation but
also will greatly assist in improving the intergenerational
communications which have been found to be the cause of many
of the social problems of the minorities.

3. Comprehensive bibliographies on childrearing practices need
to be collected and placed in a central repository with
computer linkages to major research centers.
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REFLECTIONS

MENTAL HEALTH ISSUES AMONG
ASIAN-AMERICAN WOMEN

Reiko Homma-True

to my mother, who, because of
class, race, sex, and nation-
ality discrimination, has never
felt herself worthy. . .

My mother entered this country illegally as a child; while growing up, she
worked western bean fields. Half a century and a thousand backaches
later, her papers read DISPLACED PERSON in the Book of White, since she
could not prove that she had been here all that time.

When going, I was alone
Coming back, behold the moon.

My mother was married at 17 to an old man who ran a boarding house for
Filipino farmworkers. The old man broke her jaw and scattered garbage on
the just-mopped floor, just for the fun of it.

Wrap the rice in lotus leaves
And that will be enough.

In a moment of ire, my mother fled to Chicago, where upright members of
the Korean community reminded her that divorced women were unchaste and
that she should not presume to go to high school.

If the waters are muddy,
How about washing your feet?

My mother met my father, who told her that he would take care of her
problems forever and send her to college on a Korean scholarship. A new
lease on life lay waiting to be signed.

Looking back on mankind:
The further away, the better.

My mother worked as a salesclerk after graduation from a very proper
women's college. And my father's uppercrust compatriots wondered loudly
how he could have married such a lowborn woman who didn't even look
Korean.
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You say the boat is narrow:
What about the floating world?

My mother's memory is relaxing now. She reads the Reader's Digest,
sleeps, watches television, and goes to cafeteria-style restaurants. She
is suspended somewhere outside the rich world of American dreams and
promises.

The Red Dust of Worldliness,
How long can it endure?

The wasted life of a lowly peasant woman from Asia, or a key to our
understanding of history? The future is a dream of justice: the context
groans for change.

My dress has gotten heavy with
Ths clouds that hide the world.

. . .E. H. Kim

from Asian Studies, 1971

INTRODUCTION

During the pist decade, tile mental health movement in the United
States has generated revolutionary changes in the community, transforming
the ("Incept of mental health into a popular household jargon (Mora 1974;
Segal 1975). The critics of the movement, however, have consistently
pointed ou: that its greatest deficiency has been its failure to assist
the residents of ethnic minority communities and the poor (Hollingshead
and Redlich 1958; Chu and Trotter 1974).

As a minority among minorities, the Asian-AE L_can community has been
one of the most neglected by the professional community, and the
utilization rate of the mental health services by the Asian-Americans has
been minimal (Lim 1972; Sue and McKinney 1975). Such a situation has been
variously interpreted:

1. There is little evidence of distress in the community.

2. Although there is a greater degree of distress, it is
disguised by the fact that (a) there is a well-developed
system of mutual help within the community; or (b) the
degree of stigma on mental illness is so great that the
residents are not amenable to seeking help.

Only within the past few years, are such myths being questioned by
concerned Asian-Americans who have opened the way for the development of a
community-based, community-developed mental health program more meaningful
and acceptable to Asian-Americans (Berk and Hirata 1973; Homma-True et al.
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1975). Increasingly, Asian-Americans are expressing their interest in
mental health-related needs and issues, and in developing an atmosphere
for personal growth and development.

The purpose of the present paper is to explore the mental health
issues unique to the Asian-American women, to consider potential sources
of distress end barriers to optimal growth, and to entertain ideas for
future action 'nd research.

CONCEPTION OF MENTAL HEALTH

Defining the concept of mental health has been an elusive and
difficult task. Many have attempted to form a universally applicable
definition and have reached a similar conclusion that there is no
completely acceptable, all-inclusive, concept of mental health; that
standards vary with time, place, culture, and expectation of the social
group (Jahoda 1958; Soddy and Ahrenfeldt 1967).

In such an attempt, the term "mental health" is frequently used as a
euphemism for mental illness and, as in "public health," to refer to
prevention and disease control. However, most agree that the concept
should be much broader than the mere absence of illness and suggest cri-
teria which include: positive attitude toward the self; sense of personal
satisfaction; ability to cope with a variety of demands in life, e.g.,
work, personal relationships including family relationships, life crisis,
and problems; and ability to grow and develop.

Although applicability of such criteria to Asian-Americans has not
yet been fully explored, there appears to be a considerable degree of
overlap. On the basis of these criteria, there are some indications that
in a number of life situations, Asian-American women are experiencing
stresses that serve as barriers to their optimum level of personal
development and growth.

ASIAN-AMERICAN WOMEN

When discussing Asian-American women as a group, one needs to be
particularly sensitive to the diverse nature of the group. Under the
rubric of Asian-Americans there are several distinctly separate ethnic
groups, including Chinese, Japanese, Koreans, Filipinos, Pacific
Islanders, and most recently, several groups of Indochinese refugees.
Other differences occur among generations, ages, socioeconomic levels,
etc.

For this reason, one needs to be cautious about making broad
generalizations. Since the data for this paper ,':ome primarily from
Chinese and Japanese groups, with a few additional data from Korean and
Filipino groups, the data should be recognized as having limited appli-
cability to other groups.
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INDICATORS OF DISTRESS

A few years ago a tragic incident was reported in a San Francisco
paper, involving a young Japanese mother who had come to the United States
with her husband and her young son. For reasons unclear to others, she
had been despondent for several weeks and one day, in a fit of outburst,
went berserk and decapitated her son.

This situation is a dramatic instance of the failure of the
community, both professional and nonprofessional, to recognize the people
under stress and to reach out to them with alternatives before tragedy
strikes. The questions concerning the situation of Asiln-Americr.n women
are: Are Asian-American women facing unique psychological distress? Is
the degree of their distress greater than that of Asian-American men, or
of other non-Asian groups? Because the technologies and resources avail-
able at present are limited, it is difficult to make truly complete
assessments of the situations. HotJever, the following data would seem to
suggest the presence of certain types of distresses unique to Asian-
American women, and others similar to those of other women and ethnic
minorities. The sources of distress for Asian-American women would seem
to be compounded because of their vulnerability to the sexist and racist
conditions of our present social system.

While large-scale, extensive epidemiological studies and clinical
studies have been conducted in Japan and China showing varying levels of
distress for women in Asia (Dohrenwend and Dohrenwend 1969; Kato 1969; Lin
et al. 1969; Lin 1953; Rin 1969; Takasaka and Usui 1966), the methodol-
ogies used here to assess the levels of distress for Asian-American women
were primarily a review of utilization data and personality studies.

Mental Health Service Utilization Data by Asian-American Women

Although mental health service client utilization data cannot be
considered a truly adequate measure for the assessment of needs and prev-
alence of distress, they present some i&,a of the condition among a cer-
tain segment of the commtlnity. For this reason, such information is
frequently used in conjunction with other indicators of stress such as
sociode).ographic data. The data generated from various community agencies
serving Asian-American women, for this reason, are still at a preliminary
stage, and the conclusions drawn from them are subject to further evalua-
tion and clarification.

In spite of their limitations, these data do pose intriguing
questions about the present status of Asian-American women. The data in
table 1 show that Asian-American women utilize outpatient agencies at a
significantly higher rate than Asian-American men, while the rate for
inpatient service is the reverse. By contrast, American women in general
utilize both outpatient and inpatient services at a higher rate than men
do (Chesler 1972; Gove et al. 1973).
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IM
311: 2 1

MENTAL MAIM SERVICE UTILIZATION 1WilE OF ASIAN AMERICANS

Female

%

Male

#

Tbtal Asian-American
population in area

Female Male

% T-test

Outpatient Services
1

Resthaven (Chinese) L.A. 1372 80.0 4 20.0 19,66/.7. 47.4 21,840 52.6 2.611 N .01

df=19

Asian community-19752 124 69.3 55 30.7 20,423 49.0 21,105 50.1 4.562 > .00001

Mental Health--Alameda Co.--all df=178

Chinese 36 52.9 32 47.1 9,715 48.4 10,356 51.6 0.540 N .60
df=62

Japanese 52 82.5 11 17.5 5,564 55.0 4,553 45.0 3.986 > .0001

df=62

Filipino 12 70.6 5 29.4 4,705 44.4 5,892 55.6 1.827 N .089
df=16

Korean 24 77.4 7 22.6 439 59.1 304 40.9 1.823 N .067
df=30

San Francisco Chinatown, 19743

outpatient & day treatment 19 63.3 11 36.7 28,752 48.7 30,327 51.3 1.273 N .22
(Chines) df=29

Oakland CFOC, 19744 (Chinese) 101 54.9 83 45.1 r.,579 49.2 5,756 50.8 1.146 N .25
df=183

Seattle Asian-Americans
5

57 60.0 38 40.0 11,707 48.4 12,505 51.6 1.752 N .08
1970-1973 df=94

Inpatient farvices
Calif. State Hospital, 1936-45

6
35 12.8 238 87.5 7,739 25.84 22,243 74.24 4.624 > -10001

(Chinese) df-272

Rosthaven (Chinese) L.A., 19721 7 30.0 16 70.0 19,660 47.4 21,840 52.6 .922 N .33
df=22

1

Brown et al., 1972.
2
Homma-True et al., 1975.
3
Lum R. 1974.

4
CFOC 1975.
5
S. Sue & H. McKinney, 1975.
B. Berk & L. C. Hirsta, 1972.

Note: Total U.S. Patients (1968)--Outpatient: F (62%), M (38%); Inpatient: (Public) F (61%), M (39%);
TTFIvate) F (60%), M (40%).

Cf. population
F - 51.3%
M - 48-7%
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Differences among American women in general as opposed to men are
interpreted in several ways without any conclusive evidence:

1. Women are under greater strain than men and are more
susceptible to breakdowns. The stress is believed +^ 1+0
particularly taxing for married women, who suffer from high
frequency of depression (Weissman and Paykel 1974).

2. Women are more aware of their problems and will more readily
seek help than men. Such readiness to seek help may be due
to the facts that their secondary role as a financial
provider leaves them more time and energy to deal with
problems; they are less threatened about recognizing their
problems; and/or they are conditioned to assume the passive,
helpless, feminine role which fits the passive help-seeking
role of a client.

3. Women have fewer channels and resources to deal vith strain.
For example, while men can find ready outlets in their work
away from the strails at home, women are often unable to
escape from their rc7.e of housewife, or can find little
gratification in their low-status work roles.

4. Traditional social attitude tends to view wet, as more
pathological and to manipulate them to ac'lept this sick
stereotype for their own identity (Broverman al. 1970;
Chesler 1972).

These hypotheses may be equ lly applicable to Asian-American wcmen,
with added dimensions of stress; i.e., their status as an ethnic minority,
and their status in an Asian community with the traditional patriarchal
structur( in which numerous constraints are placed upon women.

The high rate of inpatient admission for men may be understood to
indicee that more men are required to function on the job, where dis-
organization of psyctic proportions, requiring inpatient admission, is
more easily identifiaele than for the housewife at home. Clarification of
these and other questions in future studies could provide greater under-
standing of the condition of Asian-American women and help develop more
effective ways of alleviating 7.nd rreventing these strains.

A glimpse of the types of strain faced by Asian women can be gained
from the demographic profile of the clients in two of the agencies cited
previously (see tables 2 and 3). Critical factors here appear to be:
immigrant status, poverty-level economic status, married status, ages
between 19 and 45, having children, limited English-speaking ability, and
being burdened with family relationship problems.
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TABLE 2

ASIAN COMMUNITY MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES PROFILE
OF CLIENTS IN OAKLAND (ALAMEDA COUNTY) JUNE 1975

Female % of total Male % of total

Chinese 36 52.9 32 47.1
Japanese 52 82.5 11 17.5
Korean 24 77.4 7 22.6
Filipino 12 70.6 5 29.4

Total 124 69.3 65 30.7

Ad! 18-35 = 47%
36-45 = 33%

Marital Status Not married Married No response

All Arian 28% 48% 24%
Chinese 32% 42% 25%
Japanese 27% 2% 31%
Korean 23% 65% 12%
Filipino 25% 42% 33%

Place of Birth No sex breakdown available.

All Korean and Filipino clients were foreign born. 26% of the Chinese
and 18% of the Japanese clients were foreign born.

EmploymenL Status All Asian

Housewives 45%
Students 19%

Service-related 8%
Unskilled & semi-skilied 12%

No response 16%

Nationality of Spouse

Of the married Japanese women who responded: (n = 29)
45% were married to non-Japanese
34% were married to non-Asians
21% were married to whites
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TABLE 2 (con't.)

Nationality of Spouse (con't.)

Of the married Chinese women who responded: (n = 22)
91% were married to Chinese
9% were married to whites

Of the married Korean women who responded: (n = 17)
59% were married to Koreans
41% were married to blacks or whites

Of the married Filipino women who responded: (n = 9)
67% were married to Filipinos
33% were married to non-Filipinos

Language Spoken

The designation of this varial-Aa was highly arbitrary. The only
statement worth making is that firge percentage of the clients spoke
mainly their native tongue and 0.'mited English.

Years in the Area

This variable only measured how long the client had been in the area,
but not in the U.S. Ethnic breakdowns here Ire not significant. It
may be enough to say that 54% of the clients had be'n in the area less
than 5 years.

Presenting Problems

Marital-family relationships 35%
Neurotic symptoms 19%
Psychotic symptoms 16%
Personality disorder 8%
Other--financial, employment, etc. 21%

Modal Profile

18-35 years old, married.
12 years or less education.
Unemployed, housewife.
Foreign born, in U.S. 5 years or less.
Limited English-speaking ability.
Belwe poverty-level income.
Beset by a variety of problems; e.g., marital-family relationship,

financial, emp3cyment.
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TABLE 3

CHINATNN FAMILY OUTREACH CENTER
CLIENT PROFILE, JUNE 1975

Female*

# %

Male*

# %

Female Male

Education Age

0-6 years 45 44.6 27 32.1 0-25 16 15.8 29 34.5
7-12 " 38 37.6 43 51.2 26-35 19 18.9 7 8.3
13 + " 18 17.8 14 16.7 36-45 32 31.7 13 15.5

46-55 17 16.8 15 17.9
Language 56 + 17 16.8 20 23.8

Chinese only 45 44.6 19 22.6 Employment
Chinese and

limited Employed 23 23.0 40 47.6
Engljsh 30 29.7 2 31.0 Unemployed 59 58.3 18 31.4

Other 19 18.7 26 81.0

Mar:.tal Status

Monthly Income
Single 31 2 .8 32 38.1
Married 46 A5.5 39 46.4 $ 0-250 58 57.4 41 52.3
Widowed 15 14.9 4 4.8 251-500 24 23.8 24 28.5
Separated 12 11.9 6 7.1 501-750 13 12.9 11 13.1
Divorced 7 6.f.; 3 3.6 751 + 6 5.9 5 6.0

Primary Problem

Life crisis 56 55.5 61 72.-
Neurosis 11 10.9 6 7.1

Psychosis 16 15.8 10 11.9
Organic

disorder 2 2.0 0 0
Personality 16 15.8 7 8.3
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TABLE 3 (con't.)

Modal Profile

36-45 years old.
Married.
12 years or less education.
Unemployed, housewife.
Foreign-born.
Limited English.
Less than $250 per month income.
Difficulty dealing with life crisis situations,

especially marital/family strains.

*Female, n = 101; male, n = 84.

Personality Studies

Although personality studies on Asian-Americans were in vogue during
the past decade, their validity and relevance for assessing the pathology
and needs are now seriously being challenged. The bases for these chal-
lenges are that: (1) the validity of the personality assessment instru-ments, particularly projective tests such as Rorschach Rnd Thematic
Arperception Test (TAT), has not yet been firmly established; (2) the
cross-cultural applicability of the tests, which were standardized on the
basis of white American subjects, has not yet been sufficiently studied;
and (3) mere labeling of the ethnic minority subjects, outside the context
of the complex social-political situations, does not provide sufficient
understanding of the dynamic interplay b4ftween strengths and weaknesses
but merely serves to justify the present social condition (Lindzey 1961;
Kelman 1975).

For these reasons, the concluslons drawn on Asian-American women from
these )ersonality studies will need to be interpreted with caution.

Using Rorschach and TAT tests, Caudill and DeVos (1956) studied three
groups of Japanese-Americans to assess the personality changes that occur
with acculturation and to ideatify indications of maladjustment and
rigidity as the result. The three groups included were Japanese-American
men and women who were Issei (Japan-born, immigrants, first-generation),
Nisei (second-generation, U.L,-born), and Kibei (the returnee: those who
were born in the U.S., grew up in Japan, and returned to the U.S. after
the War).

Their findings concerning Japanese-American women were: (1) Issei
women were characterized by intensification of pathology, i.e., rigidity,
construction, denial of impulse life, and bodily preoccupation; (2) Nisei
women were the least rigid and most acculturated among all three groups.
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What Caudill and DeVos failed to consider in this evaluation are the
impacts of severe degree of social and political trauma inflicted on the
Japanese-Americans before, during, and after World War II. These factors
are more likely than others to have created major personal adjustments,
despite courageous perseverence and strength.

Using the California Personality Inventory, Fong and Peskin (1969)
found foreign-born Chinese female students in the United States mani-
festing the tendency to be deviant and rulP breaking, more than the
Chinese male students.

Using personality test scores, Meredith and Meredith (1966) found
Sansei (third-generation) female Japanese-American studr:Its to manifest a
higher level of anxiety and agitation than male students.

SOURCES OF STRESS AND CONFLICTS: BARRIER TO OPTIMUM GROWTH

In spite of the methodological limitations of the data cited
previously, they indicate some questions concerning the level of distress
among Asian-American women. When these data are matched with the know2
edge and experience gained by working in Asian-American communities,
several areas of the life of Asian-American women could be considered to
produce strains and have potentially significant impact on their well
being.

Life as Immigrants

The high utilization rate of Asian mental health services by
immigrant women has already been noted. Although all immigrant groups are
faced with serious strains in a broad range of aieas--e.g. marginal socio-
economic status, radical cultural readjustments, communication difficul-
ties--the degree of strain varies among different cultural groups. While
the severity of strains for European immigrants does not seem to make
significant impact on the etiology of illnesses (Dohrenwend and Dohrenwend
1969), the same is not true for Asian immigrants in the United States
because of the degree of the cultural gap and the intensity of pressure to
acculturate (Ruesh et al. 1938; Brody 1969; Asian Studies 1971; Navarro
1976).

Although a high frequency of symptoms among immigrant women was also
no.6ed in an epidemiologict,1 study in Taiwan, particularly of neurotic and
situational reaction types, it is unclear why immigrant women, more than
men, are indicating their sense of distress. This is particularly
puzzling when there are indications elsewhere that the experience of
acculturation to the United States may be more difficult for men, as

evidenced by the high level of anxiety found in some studies iallowell

1955). Such an impression was also shared by the workers involved in the
recent resettlement of Indochinese refugees (Region IX Indochinese Mental
Health Task Force meeting, June 1976, San Francisco).
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Among immigrant groups, refugees would warrant special concern
because of the sudden, traumatic nature of their transition, particularly
in terms of sex role readjustments.

Another group much ignored by mental health communities is the status
of elderly women. The proportion of elderly women in Asian-American
i;ommunities is rather high, with the exception of Chinese communities.
They are generally isolated and physically ill, and they often feel
despondent. If the data in Japan are any measure, the suicidE rate among
Japanese women, particularly among the elderly, has remained very high
(Takasaka and Usui 1966). Further exploration of the status of the
elderly, the causes of their distress, and the required changes should be
conducted in the United States.

U.S.-Born Asian Women

United States-born Asian women, as a group, do not figure
significantly in public agency figures, which may indicate either that
they do not experience strains or that they do not have the language
handicap and can seek other resources for help. Nevertheless, they form a
significant percentage of Asian-Americans, particularly within Japanese-
American communities.

There is some documentation of the plight of the younger native-born
Asian women, in terms of the need to deal with conflicting cultural
demands, identity conflicts, and struggles around sexism and racism in the
community (Fujitomi and Wong 1973; Fong 1968; Maykovich 1973; Tellez 1976;
Yamamoto 1968). However, much less is known about the status of women in
their 30's and in middle age. If the cultural conflict and other identity
issues are creating turmoil among younger women, the older women are more
likely to have dealt with these questions at a time when the social cli-
mate was much more oppressive. Except for a few writings (Sone 1953; Wong
1950), their plight, or the absence of it, is unknown. They are a truly
silent groT.

TABLE 4

ASIAN-AMERICAN WOMEN IN THE U.S.

Japanese Chinese Fili?ino

Native-born

Foreign-born

79% 53% 47%

21% 47% 53%
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One would wonder what kind of impact they have experienced during the
war years, growing up in concentration camps, dealing with racism, etc.

More recently, as their children are grown, are they experiencing, as

other American women, the empty nest syndrome and the need to redefine

their role and identity? Is the conflict greater for Asian women, whose
traditional investment in the mother role may be much greater? What are

their coping resources, and how are they dealing with the conflicts?
These and other questions are areas for further exploration.

Marriage and Divorce

Traditionally among Asian-American families, preservation of family
unity was one of the most sacred tenets of life. There were family dis-

cords and tensions, often compounded by the struggle to survive in a
racist, hostile world. Not to disgrace the family honor, every effort was

made to keep the family intact. When divorce did happen, the members of

the broken families were treated with disgust and ostracism (Kitano 1969;

Hsu 1971).

However, there are visible changes taking place in the Asian-American

community concerning family mores, and the census figures indicate a
gradual incresze in family breakups. For example, while the divorce rate

among three gmerations of Japanese was estimated at 1.6 percent in 1960,

the figure in 1970 has risen to 3.8 percent. If the rates for separated
and absent husband households are added, it is 6.3 percent. Although the

figures for Chinese and Filipinos are somewhat lower, the ratua are

increasing.

Studies indicate that American marlAed women are more likely than men

to be experiencing greater distress, are more dissatisfied with their

marriages, Rre more aware of problems, and are feeling inadequate as

parents (Gurrin et al. 1960; Gove et al. 1973; Mostow and Newberry 1975).

However, there is little understanding of married and divorced Asian-
American men and women beyond the statistical figures Questions arise

about the nature of the marital interaction, the nature of the strains,
the process of conflict resolution, the impact of the family breakup on
the members, and the subsequent adjustment. The reaction of the children

to a family breakup is a topic that is now creating research interest
among American families (Wallerstein and Kelly 1975, p. 76). Similar

questions should be raised for Asian-American families; and, in addition,
information about the qualitative differences should be collected in view
of the greater investment in the family system among Asian families.

Interracial Marriage

Asian-American communities have tradi-Aonally disapproved of

interracial marriages and treated anyone who violated the norm as persona
non grata (Feagan and Fujitaka 1972; Jacobs and Landau 1971). Following

the end of World Wav II, there was a gradual increase in the number of

interracial marriages in the community. This trend was also bcosted by a

rapid influx of Asian women who were married to Amerima 3ervicemen and
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other related personnel. The latest figures indicate a wi:ry high propor-
tion, particularly among Japanese women. The number continues to rise
among younger groups.

With the exception of a few studies (Strauss 1954), most reports on
the outcome of war-bride marriages are pessimistic, describing multiple
sources of strain (Bok-Lim Kim 1972; Sil Kim 1975). Although not as
devastating as the war brides, the expeccation of the outcome of other
intermarriages is discouraging (Gordon 1964). Predictions for the suc-
cessful adjustment of the offspring of those marriages are equally nega-
tive (Gordon 1964; Teicher 1968) and have provided the basis for the
concept of "marginal man" (Stonequist 1935). However, these predictions
are not based on findings from methodologically sound research. Further
investigation into the impact of biculturalism and biracialism, in terms
of the process of identity development adjustment, nature of conflicts,
successful and unsuccessful resolution of conflicts, etc., would contrib-
ute to the understanding of a pressing social 1:<-!7.

TABLE 5

MARRIAGE WITHIN OWN SUBGROUP BY SEX, 1970

?ercent of all married
perr,ans with a spouse
of the same
ethnic/racial group U.S. total

16 years + Male 99%
Female 99%

16-24 years Male NA
Female NA

25-44 years Male NA
Female NA

45 years + Male NA
Female NA

Asian-Americans

Japanese Chinese

87%
67% 88%

62% 59%
54% 72%

84% 84%
57% 87%

93% 90%
84% 93%

Filipinos

67%
72%

51%
50%

72%
72%

63%
88%

Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1970 Census of Population,
Detailed Characteristics, United States Summary, PC(1)-D;; Sub4ect
Re orts: Ja anese Chinese and Fili inos in the United States,
PC 2 -1G.
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TABLE 6

ASIAN-AMERICANS MARRYING OUTSIDE OWN
SUBGROUP BY ORIGIN OF SPOUSE, 1970

Origin of Spout-e

% other
Asian % White*

% Spanish
origin % Black % other**

Origin of wife

Japanese 8% 81% 4% 3% 4%

Chinese 18% 59% 8% 3% 13%

Filipino 7% 54% 22% 7% 9%

Origin of husband

Japanese 14% 65% 8% 1% 12%

Chinese 25% 49% 12% 3% 11%

Filipino 12% 42% 30% 3% 12%

*Not including Spanish origin.
**Includes &Edens who are not Japanese, Chinese, or Filipinos; American

Indians, etc.

Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1970 Ceraus of Populatioq, Subject

Reports: Marital Status, PC(2)-4C.

Employment

While the traditional image of the Asian woman is that of a devoted

mother and wife who stays home to care for her family, unusually high

proportions of Asian-American women are employed. In spite of the high

levels of educational attainment, however, they are employed at lower

level occupations, earning low salaries.
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TABLE 7

SOCIOECONOMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF ASIAN WOMEN
IN THE SAN FRANCISCO-OAKLAND METROPOLITAN AREA

Asian women

White White
Chinese Japanese Filipino women men

Proportion of adult
women in labor force 54.0 % 52.1 1 58.7 % 43.9 % -

Proportion who are
college graduates 23.0 % 28.3 % 36.5 % 24.0 % 32.4%

Proportion who earn
more than $10,000/year 2.49% 4.36% 2.15% 5.27% 37.71

Note: Data presented in these tables were developed by ASIAN, Inc., as
part of a larger study on employment df_scrimination patterns of Bay Area
Asians.

Source: 1970 census.

Several hypotheses may be suggested to explain the underdevelopment
and low earning pOwer of t.A6 -American women:

1. Asian-American iimen are educationally less equipped to
qualify for a broader range of occupationE7.

2. Asian-American women are more discriminated against in the
job market than others.

3. The personality of Asian-Americ women makes them less
competitive--e.g., quiet, passive--in gaining higher status
jobs.

4. Asian-American women suffer from the syndrome of motive to
avoid success, as do white middle-class women (Komarovsky
1946; Horner 1972).

5. The priority of the Asian-American woman is still her role
as a housewife, and the worker role is secondarY.
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These hypotheses will all need further exploration, as will such
questions as: How do Asian women feel about this condition? How does it

affect their sense of well-being? How does it affect their personal
relationships with others?

While work is often perceived as a protection against psychiatric
breakdown, when it is too strenuous, too dissatisfying, . r too conflicting

with other responsibilities at home, it could also become a source of
frustration and strain. Future studies should be directe6 at locating the
processes by which Asian-American women are led into such stressful work
situations and the possible remedies.

Another source of strain in the area of work may be with the

substantial number of married women who will have to leave young children
with caretakers. For American women in general, this has been a source of
considerable controversy (Yudkin and Holme 1969; Murray 1975). In view of
the strong, traditional value placed on the maternal role in childrearing,
it will be of particular concern to assess the impact of maternal employ-
0E-t on Asian-American children and the family as a whole.

A story often repeated is the unhappy one of Chinatown immigrant
mothers who have to work long hours in sweatshops to eke out a meager
income and whose children are left at home and are recruited into the
ranks of the street gangs. What alternatives can prevent such situations?
Can we profit from the experience of the new child care system in China?
The answers to these questions need to be explored.

Sexuality

While Americans are increasingly recognizing the need to deal more
openly with issues related to sexuality, the relevance of such issues in
the Asian-American community in terms of needs and priorities is equiv-
ocal. When there are other pressing needs in the community, issues of
sexuality seem leas critical or objectionable. However, there are some
salient questions in this area that merit some consideration.

Among Asian-American mental health professionals, there is some s,
that Asian-Americans, particularly older generations, are genera:1y
reserved about sexual mores and that the discussion of sex is a very
sensitive issue (Kitano 1969; Hsu and Tseng 1972). However, there are
also reports of contradictory standards and practices in Asia, saggesting
wide variations among classes and sexes. The old double standards have
often put Asian women in the role of passive, compliant playthings (Asian

Studies 1971).

However, there may be an incipient trend for greater and more open
involvement. The changes that are now taking place in Japan may be viewed

as an indication for potential change here. According to the extensive
Kinsey-type study conducted in Japan in 1974 on 5,000 representative high
school students ranging in age from 16 to 21, today's female students are
radically different from those of 15 years ago in terms of the onset of
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interest and the level of interest in sex and the percent who became
sexually involved (Shukan 1975). Some indications of the emerging trend
in the Asian-American community are also reported in an exploratory survey
conducted in Oakland (Homma-True and Nahn 1976) in which a significant
number of high school boys (41.5 percent) and girls (32.5 percent)
expressed interest in sex information, while at the same time reporting
the restrictive attitude of their parents on this matter. There weT'e no
differences among the three ethnir oups surveyed--Chinese, Japanese, and
Filipino.

CONSIDERATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH STRATEGIES

Although a number of areas have been identified as potential areas
for investigation and there are many more possibilities, special efforts
will need to be made not to perpetuate the damages and mistakes made in
minority community research by white academicians (Billingsley 1970;
Campana et al. 1973; Kelman 1972). Some of the critical issues to be
considered are as follows:

1. Since most cf the basic research related to women uses white
American women as subjects, the applicability of such
research to Asian-American women should be carefully
examined.

2. Since there is little knowledge and understanding of Asian-
American women, there is a need and a place for researcl in
this area. At the same time, it will be more productive to
encourage research on both sexes, since there is also a
dearth of knowledge on Asian-American men.

3. In selecting the areas of investigation, priority should be
given on the basis of relevance to the community, partic-
ularly in terms of potential for generating changes.
Although this should not exclude the need for basic
research, the implementation of basic research should be
carefully weighed in terms of resources available to the
community.

4. In addition to academic qualifications, the criteria for
selecting researchers should emphasize: (a) commitment to
serve the needs of the community; and (b) familiarity and
sensitivity to the issues in the community. An attempt
should be made to expand beyond the traditional locus of the
university as the recruitment ground for researchers and
include competent community people as wen.

5. The community should be invited to parth. in deve]oping
and conducting the research.

6. An effort should be made to develop better alternatives to
culturally biased research instruments such as projective
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tests and personality inventories. Such alternatives could

include: culture-free or culturally relevant tests, and
greater reliance on other methodologies such as case
studies, interviews, and participant observatione.
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IMPEDIMENTS TO
ASIAN-PACIFIC-AMERICAN WOMEN ORGAVIZING

Germaine Q. Wong

PREFACE

This paper has been written from a highly personal viewpoint. I am
not active in any feminist organizations, nor have I reviewed the litera-
ture on this particular topic. While I have talked with a number of women
in different parts of the United States who have participated in some kind
of "women's movement" activities, I did not try to make any systematic
poll in geographic locations with concentrations of Asian-Pacific-American
women.

Since I have had very limited contact with Pacific-Americans, this
paper may be totally irrelevant to their lives. I have had greater inter-
actions with Korean-, Filipino-, and Japanese-American women, but my
comments may only deal superficially with their experiences, What I have
been involved with to a large extent is community organizing and civil
rights activities in the Chinese community and, to a lesser degree, in the
Asian-American and Third World communities. In addition, I was on the
staff of the Asian-American Studies program at the Berkeley campus of the
University of Califnrnia, which has a curriculum with a radical perspec-
tive. Through my community activities, work experience, and personal
experience, I have had an opportunity to know Asian-American (mostly
Chinese) women from different economic classes, native-born and foreign-
born, young and old, reactionary, conservative, liberal, and radical.

INTRODUCTION

Like our Latin and Black sisters, Asian-Pacific-American women have
not, except in isolated cases, played a significant role in the women's
Jiberation movement in the United State. '.her have we formed--by our-
selves or together with other Thi:d Wor)._ n--any formidable groups ad-
vocating our rights as Asian-Paci. r Third World women.

For yeare, we have had our women's church groups, women's service
organizations, women's professional societies, etc., separate from, and
many times parallel to, our Anglo counterparts; but, like theirs, our
groups have served as auxiliaries to men's organizational activitiea or
were created because of male chauvinistic practices which excluded or ig-
nored women. Only to a very limited extent have these women's groups ad-
vanced the cause of women's liberation. In fact, they have, more often
than not, enhanced male domination in our -iety and /einforced subor-
dinated roles for women.
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The formation of these organizations could, however, be viewed as a
step toward the liberation of Asian-Pacific-American women, in comparison
with traditional social organizations in the various Asian and Pacific
Island societies. There were very few women's groups, and there were no
institutionalized leadership roles for women. Those women who acquired
power did so outside the "system."

While there undoubtedly 4ere spontaneous efforts to organize Asian-
Pacific-American women around specific issues (e.g., the unavailability or
high cost of basic foods) and events (Angel Isl-md, World War II concen-
tration camps) they were probably sporadic and lacked the necessary qual-
ities for longevity and growth

ASIAN-PACIFIC-AMERICAN WOMEN TODAY

Many Asian-Pacific-American women are still struggling to maintain
subsistence for our families. Those of us who Pre immigrants have had
little, if any, education; if we read at all, we only read a poor quality
newspaper; we have not been expoeed to the possibilities that our lives
could be dramatically changed through our own efforts.

But more and more of us, immigrant and American-born, are beginning
to hear talk about controlling our own lives as Asian-Pacific-Americans,
and now as women.

The Middle Class

Some Asian-Pacific-Amurican wome- who have gained confidence and
leadership skills tht-ough the traditional women's organizations in our
communities have begun to agree with the demEnds made by women of the
dominant society for equal rights and equal pay. Some have actually begun
to voice their opinions in support of such causes, and a few )11'
begun to join organizations like the Nonal Organization for W

The Political Activists

Asian-Pacific-American women who are active in radical politics and
my of the growing number of women who are attending colleges and taking
Asian-American Studies courses have formed numerous onall study groups
which have focused on women's issues.

When Asian-Pacific-American "leftist" groups first formed, women were
very strong supporters and active participants. However, they were gener-
ally relegated to, or "naturally" assumed, traditional women's functions,
and very rarely were allowed, or took the initiative, to fill leadership
positions. The women cooked, typed, claned, filed, swept, passed out
leaflets, picketed, and, if they were personally close to the male leader-
ship and had a relatively high level of political consciousness, they
sometimes wieldf4d some influence.
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As the initial crisis-oriented stage passed, though, the women, and
some of the more liberated men, realized that the traditional male/female
relationships had not changed. The women did participate (i.e., they did

no; stay at home), but they did so in tbe st.7reotyped mold: housekeeping,
cler3cal, and/or menial tasks. Slowly and f:onscic,as?7, men began to
perfom some of these "womanly" chores. Elv:n t1iC t7,,ow1y, women have been
assuming leadership roles In these organizs. nore recently, women
have recognized that "equal" participai-!-.1 . .rmla "strugs to over-
throw the ruling class" will nut necersari'y 1.-..k'tomatc emancipa-
tion of women. Thus, they have organized study c xp]ore -eors of
liberating wumen that are compatible with, or mia and can le ado!;I:el
by, the larger group. To my knowledge, no groups of Ann-
Pacific-American men have been formed to deal witil same topic.

The Students

Many campus and postcollege study/discussinn groups that are not
politically oriented have been initiatel. Unfoitoaately, they have
seldom, if ever, made any real impact on the liberation of Asian-
Pacific-American women. This is especial3y trne for those groups that
have no specific focus or appropriate literEture on which to center their
discussinns. As a result, they deteriorate into "rap" sessions where the
participants relate their own experiences (e.g., problems I'm having with
my 17uyfriend, problems getting a boyfriend, etc.), but are unable to
synthesize and learn from such interchanges. Instead, they tend to wa],ow
in each other's misery. Even that, however, has a redeeming quality,
because the women have at least shared their thoughts and feelings, and
they know that their experiences are not unique or unusual (i.e., tliey are
not freaks). Fortunately, these groups disintegrate before they can
inflict any lasting damage. After all, if the women are unable or
unwilling to go beyond that narciistic type of discussion, and if they
actually enjoy commiserating w.th each other, what will they have
accomplished?

There are a few Asian-American Studies courses on Asian-American
women at some colleges, mostly on the West Coast. University of
California, Berkeley, and Stanford University have published journ%ls
about Asian-American women. UCLA's Asian-American Studies Center plans to
publish one in the near future. It is difficult to assess the impact of
such courses on the liberation of Asian-Pacific-American women. Except
for ti.e journals, which are a tangible contribution of collective effort,
the students have not formed groups to expouse the feminist cause. If
they are promoting women's causes, they are doing so as individuals.

The Workers

Working women do not have the luxury to sit around and read and
intellectualize. This is especially true for the Asian-Pacific-American
woman who has no choice but to work .f her family is to have shelter and
food. Even so, some of these women, because (...° their awareness of the
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civil right's and women's liberation movements, have begun to examine their
conditions at work and at home. These examinations have in a few
instances led to demonstrations and strikes--actions flat highlight their
exploited and unequal treatment and cheir demands for decent working
conditions and wages.

Many women have found that their political activism has only accentu-
ated their subordinate position at home. Their husbands using such
tactics intimidati.1, rAicuie, and violence, have demanded that they
cease such "wasteful' activit:es. Women's place is in the home or, if
necessary, in the world of work to contribute to the family's inome.
Many women, understandably, have succumbed to their husband's dominance
combined with the family &I'ld societal jaressures that attempted to make
them feel guilty ahd shameful, but other women have successfully overcome
such browbeating.

The Homosexuals

Almost nothing is known about Asian-Pacific-American lesbians. Only
a ve'i: few have openly lived as homosexuals, and if there is an organiza-
tion of these women, the general public does not know about it. It never
occurs to most people that Asian-Pacific-American lesbians exist. Even
among more progressive groups, these women are either shunned or looked
upon with cantenivt. If they were to come out of their closets, they would
probably be arhong those most discriminated against.

Summaty

Today, Asian-Pacific-American wodien are becoming more active in
various liberation movements; however, they tend to join groups that
advocate improved conditions for people of their own ethnic baerground,
rather than a group oriented towards women's issues. Some have become
members of workers' organizations. A growing number ai.e becoming involved
with feminist causea, but they 11Rve mostly been within their own ethnic
groups rather than in the majoriV society.

IMPEDIMENTS TO ASIAN-PACIFIC-AMERICAN WOMEN ORGANIZING

There appear to be some basic experiences that are common, or
similar, among different societies. For example, all women--poor, rich,
and middle class, black, brown, yellow, rei, white--have been denied
education and employment opportunities; all of them to varying degrees
have been confined to raising the children and cleaning the home. How-
ever, this does not mean that we can mechanically pick up successful
programs that have advanced the liberation 3f one group of women and
impose them in their en.cirety on another group. Our pasts are different.
Our cultural, economic, social, and political developments in Asian coun-
tries and Pacific Islands, as well as in this country, are not the same as
the developments of the women in the dominant society (i.e., whites).
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Male Domination

No matter how it came about, we are from, and live in, male-dominated
societies. Everything about and around us has been defined in masculine
terms. Even our awareness of our inferior status has evolved from the
actions and ideas of men.

The manifestations of this male domination are as varied as the
numerous circumstances from which we come. One of the major factors that
Asian-Pacific-American women must deal with is that thousands upon
thousands of men from the United States with whom they interact partici-
pated in the "Pacific War Theaters"--World War II, Japanese reconstrur-
tion, the Korean War, cold war occupation, Vietnam War. These me71''!

attitudes, perceptions, and behavior toward us in the United States 71:.P
heavily influenced by their individual and collective experiencellz
military conditions in those Pacific Islands and Acian countries.

The men who used Asian-Pacific women as 71rostitutes very likely feel
today, consciously or not, that Asian-Pc-;F- lmerican women are benPath
their dignity; that we do not value ourse--,- .,acause we are "willing" to
sell ourselves so cheaply; that we are ',7k'A for meeting their base
needs; etc., etc.

The men who saw Asian-Pacific women in places like tea houses may
have come to expect us to be good, faithful, uncomplaining, totally com-
pliant, self-effacing, gracir ,1 servants who will dq anything and every-
thing to please, entertain, and make them feel comfortable and carefree.
All of this they had for "free" when buying drinks or a meal; in present-
day circumstances they expect this behavior to come "free" for the salary
paid in exchangE; for work performed. They expect Asian-Pacific women to
he like this "by nature"; it is part of the charm of the Oriental culture.

The men who bossed Asian-Pacific women in factories and other work
places see us as a part of the machinery, as nonhuman. We are viewed in
terms of our efficiency and productivity. They believe that, unlike
humans, ,re do not complain; we do what we are told, quietly and quickly;
we do not c,luse trouble. Like machines, we do not have feelings, we are a
low-cost factor, we come cheap.

These are just three examples of how a vast number of men in this
country may have internalized their military experiences in the Pacific.
The experiences obviously did not take place in isolation. However, each
man interacted with Asian and Pacific women in these various roles to
varying degrees (e.g., some of the more timid men may have used prosti-
tutes very seldom, while the wealthier men may have spant a great deal of
time at tea houses) and responded to these encounters differently. Fur-
thermore, "locker room" talk also contributed to the men's overall outlook
about women. Thus, we must deal with men who possess contradictory con-
cepts about women which embody images of women that they have acquired
from the majority society, from their own families and environment, and
from their more recently acquired impressions about Asian-Pacific women.
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Working Women

IL the world oZ wcm67, are probably not
aware of male domination even though they may be soAn lognizant of the
more publicized male chauvinist practices of tlf?. Anri society. In

general, most working women in the United States relegated to low-
paying, menial, nonpolicymaking, nonprestigious positions. However,

Asian-Pacific-American women seem "willing" to accept even lower pay, to
work even harder and more efficiently, to go beyond the normal job duties
and make work more comfortable and pleasant for the men--a la the geisha,
Beynnd that, we are expected to use our meager wages to dress in an
appAing manner. Those who are more physically attractive are 1,:xpe,.:d
to d an exotic touch and sexual allure to the decor and yet, in =T:y

ir-Aces, are looked upon with disdain--a la Suzie Wong. Since, with
-ceptiona, we work because of economic need, it is difficult tc

c,nceive of, or consider, the idea of organizing to eliminate such

practices.

Wnr Brides

If the Asiaa-Pacific-American working women are exploited and ten
for granted, the immigrant war brides faced even more bewildering and
frightening situations. We did not grow up in the United states. While
we too lived in male-domilated societies, we internalized the male-defined
societal values of our specific c:-Isatry or island. We met our future
husbands in our native surroundings, and the relationshirro developed in
familiar territory. Certainly, male chauvinism prevailed; however, we

"only" had to go through the more complex adjustments v) our married state
because we had married foreign husbands as opposed to our newlywed
counterparts who married "local boys."

Relocation to the United States compounded the already delicate, and
perhaps tenuous, condition of these marriages. With fear of the unknown
an' sadness at leaving familiar surroundings and dear friends and rela-
t- :4, we r,rossed the Pacific Ocean to a new life--a new country, nel,

r. Aives, new lifestyles, new everything.

Some of us adapted better than others, but our posit4ms as women
inferior to men were most likely reinforced. Like anyone else, we want to

feel semre and loved. However, conflicting and unfamiliar behavioral
norms--within the United States as well as those betweel. two different
societies--made it difficult, if not impossible, for us to know how to act
in a manner that will gain the approval that we want and need. (For

example, our husbands may have approved and enjoyed certain behavior on
our part n the Philippines, but reac.i.ed negatively to the same conduct in
Omaha, Nebraska.) Male domination may be almost universal, but masculine
de'inition :. of appropriate behavior definitely vary from culture to cul-
ture. Hew can we even begin to think about organizing when we do not know
*he rules of this society?
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Picture Brides

An even more traumatic situation is that of the picture bride leaving
her entire life behind, traveling across miles and miles of water--all
alone--to meet a stranger who will be her husband and to live in a new
country that has no common cultural base with the one from which she came,
save the few ethnic enclaves established by previous immigrants. Some
people would choose to think of this as an exciting adventure, or maybe a
fort4Ltous event allowing the Asian-Pacific woman to escape poverty and
ignorance and enter into a comfortable and enlightened existence. In
doing so, however, they are ignoring or denying the fact that those of us
in this cAtuation are forced into it. We do not choose to leave our
friends and a familiar environment to travel thousands of miles to marry
someone who is a total stranger and make R new life in an alien and un-
welcoming country. The only Americans we have met are the G.I.'s at war or
on "R and R." Economic and family circumstances dictate this course, and
we--perhaps only after defiant and rebellious but beaten-down attempts to
reverse it--go with trepidation to face this unknown future. Male domina-
tion, even though it emerges differently because of cultural and indi-
vidual distinctions, is familiar, and that familiarity can evoke a sense
of security. Having arrived in the United States, we must adjust to life
with a stranger in a disconcerting society. We are hard' in a position
to mount a campaign to organize Asian-Pacific-American wori;:n. Though they
certainly contribute to making it a difficult situation, having to deal
with new as well as traditional forms of male chauvinism .ay be the least
of our worries.

Immigrant Mothe,-s

Some of us emigrated frcm Asian countries and Pe,:fic Islands with
our Asian nnd Pacific husbands and children. Perhape we may have par-
ticipated ± the decision to come to th..: United States. We hoped that
opportunitie!7 for our children would be more abund:mt here, for their
futures would have been bleak and dismal if we had steysd. We very likely
anticiparad difficulties and crises; nevertheless, we were probably not
consciou the fact -wiat masculine-dominated thinking and power con-
tribute to 47.rustret1;)ns of adjusting to a racist and sexist society
with an eccl supports the exploitation of the najority by
a handful of r. . people. The highly technocratic, automated, material-
istic, gadget-oriented life of the United States is impressive, yet
terrifying.

Since most of us in this category must join the work force if the
family is to eat an' ve a roof over its head, our particular plight has
heightened our awareaess about our i. rior status. We know too well,
from having worked for American bosses before, that they are only inter-
ested in prJfits, not the welfnre of their workers. At a few workplaces,
we have begun to organize, but it has been a formidable task. Our
husbands have strenuously objected to such action because it is "unfemin-
ine," jenpardizes our ability to obtain employment, and takes away from
our tre.,.;.1.Y.onal "female" chores at home. Despite such opposition, we have
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begun to or--,ize against a tyrannical system that denies us our rights
and refuse- cknowlede our worth.

Students .tical Activists

Most At.i. -Pacific-Ame--can female students are not political
activists; this is particulaT* .;rue al:out foreign students. However,
many of us 1,410 are political activists are, or were, college students.
The basic experiences and outlooks of these two groups differ, but they
have enough in common to be considered as one group for the purposes of
this paper.

Students, because they have the time, and political activists, be-
cause they are more aware and have the desire, are studying the many
aspects of male domination in the ideas, actions, and organizations that
constitute our society. Those of us who are fortunate enough to be in
such study groups are doing research into our paste, analyzing the circum-
stances, events, and causes that have led to our current state, exploring
different ways that might possibly alter and revoltAtionize the manner in
which Asian-Pacific-American women live and view thfi-1. existence.

The all-American male--the male ado rato s 1,ho fought the "Japs"
in World War II, the male teachers who the lin.9 in Korea--make the
rules to which we are expected to conform. The male students who came
back from Vietnam, the males of all colors, economic classes, and back-
grounds, are all superior to us. Nevertheless, we are more conscious of
some of the dynamics which reinforce our subordinate position.

Although we must deal with the contradictory attitudes and views
about us as students, women, Asian-Pacific-Americans, foreigners, and all
the various combinations that we are, even more so than Anglo women, ve
can challenge ti.e traditional institutions that trap us. We are lesz,
burdened cy economic necessities and social pressures, and thus are mo7-
open to new ideas. We are exposed to new ways of thinking. We are more
cognizant of our subjugated positions in this world of masculine-defined
culture. We recognize the need for a collective effort, since as indi-
viduals we will never succeed. We are beginning to resist male defini-
tions of our roles and to demand our rights to determine our future
direction.

Homosexuals

Until recertly, negative attitudes toward homosexuality have been so
pervasive in this country that people are only now beginning to be more
open and willing to acknowledge their existence. Societal preeeare have
produced a group of people many of whom continue to hid,
sexuality even today. This is especially trae for Asian-Pac .,an

lesbians. For men who view AsianPacific women (no matter
erations we have been in the UiAted States, wr will never be co:ca,ed
"Americans") as exotic sexual play objects, le:sbians of Asian-Facific
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descent would be particularly abhorrent. Thus, those of us who are les-
bians must deal with this additional burden that will keep us down. Few
of us live openly homosexual lives, because we know that our families
would be ashamed, our coworkers would be stunned, and we would have one
more characteristic that could be used to discriminate against 1/3.

Summary

The G.I. experience in th6 Pacific was used to illustrate a specific
aspect of male domination as a barrier to an improved state for Asian-
Pacific-American women. The effects on six broad categories of women were
briefly highlighted. However, life is not so easily compartmentalized.
The expectations that an Anglo male supervisor who was stationed in Guam
during World War II has about Asian-Pacific women can result in unknown
hardships for the newly hired second-generation young woman who recently
graduated from a Chinatown high school. The dilemma of female Japanese
woman suburbanite vying for the same law school openi as a Chicano
Vietnam veteran has many troubling aspects. The influenc6 of male domina-
tion in these and other such encounters is hard to assf,3s. We can be
fairly certain, though, that male dominance makes it that much more diffi-
cult for Asian-Pacific-American women to imnrove their position in this
country and is a considerable obstacle to their organizing.

CULTURAL FACTORS

Our traditional passivity in the face of overwhelming pressures that
maintain our inferior positions as women is the'result of centuries of
oppression. Our cultures and education have reinforced this condition.

have learned to define ourselves in relationship to our fathers' and
huabands' positions in society. We are nothing by ourselves, and we know
no hope cf change. Unless our situations become unbearable, it is easier
for us to go along than to resist. It is easier to live with familiar
behavior that subjugatss us than to fight and face agony and pain. This
passiAity is nct peculiar to Asian-Pacific-American women--most women
around the world suffer a similar fate. However, there have been par-
ticular experiences unique to Asian-Pacific-American women that especially
hinder our ability to organize.

We come from different cultures and we have acquired different edu-
cations. The wayb we got to the United States are so numerous that it is
probably impossible ever to itemize them. To get some ides of how
cultural factors manifest themselves as an impediment to change, this
section will focus on Chinese-American women.

The First Generation

Immigrants who enter the United States in 1976 leave behind a culture
that is quite different from that of .fte immigrants who crossed the
Pacific Ocean in the 1930's or 1940's or 1950'8. Today, Hong Kong and
Taiwan are much more urbanized, westerni7ed, and "multinationalized."
Even so, like our predecessors, we who comprise this group have learned
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that we are not as good as men, we are worth less, we are a financial
burden on our families. We have very little, if any, formal education,
because our families could not afford the tuition. We are so caught up in
our efforts to survive that we cannot think about changing "the system"
that encumbers us. We can only think about possible ways of getting more
out of "the system." One such road is to emigrate to the United States.
Economic circumstances force us to this "opportunity." With fear and
trembling, hope and anticipation, we come to a new life and a new culture.
If we are lucky, life will be good, and maybe we can arrange to have other
family members come to this "golden mountain." If we are unlucky, we will
lead a life of hardship and toil. Our fate is out of our hands--we are at
the mercy of unknown forces.

We will be obedient and compliant to our husbands' wishes. We will
work hard and do as our bosses command. We do not dare to challenge them,
because we are dependent upon them. Without them, how will we survive in
this strange land? Besides, we know no other course of action. Tradition
teaches us that this is our lot.

We are largely unaware of the Nation's women's liberation movement.
After all, those in the movement do not speak Chinese; the literature is
not in Chinese; no one approaches us to talk about it; and, even if they
did, we probably would avoid them because they might be government
officials trying to make trouble for us.

Very likely, we are unfamiliar with the notion of birth control. We
resign ourselves to having more children than we can handle or afford. If
we have somehow managed to learn about birth control methods, our husbandsmay object; thus we are destined to years of feeding babies, washingdiapers, etc. Conflicts and confusion arise because we are not sure how
our husbands view childrearing. More unknown are the "American" methodsof raising children. Since we only know what we have been exposed to, it
is with anxiety that we care for our children. They must learn to speak
English if they are to have a chance at success in this country. However,
we cannot teach them English. We can only hope that the children are
intelligent and will study hard, have good teachers, and somehow learnEnglish. Similarly, we cannot teach them the social skills that will help
them gain confidence and feel at ease in all different situations, andmake a good impression on people.

Because of our background and training, we do not seek out strangers
to teach us "the American way"; we do not turn to books for information;
we do not ask our husbands, who see childrearing as women's work.

The Second Generation

We who comprise the first U.S.-born women of Chinese descent many
times feel that we are caught between two cultures. Some of us want very
much to please our parents, but we want to be happy and successful too.
Unfortunately, the two desires are not always compatible. In the tradi-
tional Chinese culture children are subordinate to their parents. and
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there is a definite pattern in life for us to follow (i.e., a female's
role is to marry, bear children, and be obedient to her husband) which
will result in a continued state of subordination for Chinese women.
Happiness in life is something out of our control.

In the United States, too, women have historically been excluded from
playing major roles. However, in more recent years the rugged individual-
ism expected of men has also, to a limited extent, been permitted to
women. Women are still expected to be good housewives and mothers but,
within those boundaries, they are more active in their pursuit of personal
happiness.

Some of us are ashamed of our "backward" Chinese background and rebel
against its every aspect. In so doing, however, we.usually continue to
accept our submissive role as women. Our inferior status as women has
been so thoroughly internalized that we do not question it. If we did
exert ourselves, our parents would be ashamed and disappointed that we had
rejected our Chinese heritage. In our rebelliousness, we have been indoc-
trinated by western culture to such a degree about individualism that the
idea of organizing collective action has not entered our minds.

Another factor that contributes to our lack of aggressiveness is our
"language problem." Like the general populace, some of us are not par-
ticularly gifted in languages, and unless special efforts were made to
help us become facile in the Chinese and/or English language(s), we are
not very articulate in either language. That fact makes us extremely
reticent on matters about which we feel strongly or which we know are
controversial.

In addition, the civil rights movement in the United States has made
many of us cognizant of racist practices which have successfully discrimi-
nated against Third World people in every way--employment, education,
housing, law. Having internalized the notion that we are subordinate to
men, those of us who participated in the struggle for racial equality
viewed it as an effort to create improved conditions and opportunities for
our people, our men, but not specifically for ourselves as Third World or
Chinese-American women.

There are a number of us who believe that we have the best of both
worlds. We are able to take the "good" parts of the East and West, and
discard the "bad" parts. We have bought the western line about women
being put on a pedestal, the perfect wife and mother who has stood by her
husband and provided needed support--without her, he wouldn't have made
it. We see nothing wrong in being "feminine," but we do believe in equal
pay for equal work. While there may be basic contradictions involved with
such views, it is easier to accept and believe them, for they provide us
with a degree of contentment. To doubt or examine them too closely may
lead to anger, bitterness, and unhappiness.
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The Fifth Generation

More and more of us are descendants of Chinese-American families who
have been here for several generations. Most of us grew up, and today
live, in the suburbs. The influence of the traditional Chinese culture is
nearly nonexistent, or so diffused that it is indiscernible. Some
cultural factors which may carry over, however subtly, include the atti-
tudes that females are not as good as males, women are subordinate to men
in every relationship, women are expected to get married and have chil-
dren. Many of these viewpoints are reinforced by Western male chauvinis-
tic practices. We grew up with these feelings, so that we feel guilty
and/or uneasy when we don't follow them. Many times we may not recognize
the dynamics of the situation. We are uncomfortable going to our parents
to talk about it. Therefore, we hope that the situation will somehow
resolve itself, or, if we do act, it is only to back off and choose not to
challenge tradition.

Many times our values and lifestyles are "all-American," but because
of the color of our skin, we are not accepted in the same way as our white
counterparts. As the liberation of women grows, Chinese-American women
must still overcome Western stereotypes about "Oriental" women. On the
one hand, feminists are impatient with us because we are not aggressive
enough--we are too docile. On the other hand, men are upset with us
because we do our work in a professional manner--we are not their hand-
maidens.

In striving for individual expression and personal fulfillment, many
times we become frustrated without knowing why. Some of us do nothing
about this frustration--we just accept it; others of us ignore it and hope
it will disappear; still others wrestle with it, but are limited by their
knowledge, experience, and personal disposition.

Summary

A few generalized experiences of Chinese-American women who represent
different generations in the United States were used as an example to
explore the ways in which cultural factors are an impediment to Asian-
Pacific-American women's organizing. The internalization of subordination
and fatalism were emphasized, but there are many other elements.

The role of organized religions, both Judeo-Christian and Eastern,
must be examined, as they have had a major influence on Asian-Pacific-
American women. And, because cultures are not static, the element of time
may be critical (e.g., year we immigrated; age at immigration; year and
place of birth; are we a fourth-generation Japanese-American 18-year-old
who grew up in Gardena, California; or a first-generation Korean woman who
came to the United States in 1955 as a foreign student and who now lives
in Kansas City, Missouri; or a Vietnamese war bride who came to this
country in 1974 and now resides in Atlanta, Georgia, or . . .).
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ECONOMIC STRUCTURE

The economic structure of the various societies from which we come
have reinforced barriers to be overcome if Asian-Pacific-American women
are to organize and form a power base. The United States changed from an
agricultural to an industrial economy earlier than did Asian and Pacific
societies. This fundamental economic change contributed heavily to the
continued subordination of women and made i+ even more difficult for women
to attain equal rights..

In an agrarian society, poor women had to join their men in work-Ing
the land. The family was the unit of production as well as consumption.
There was a common base because both women and men participated in a
shared effort to provide the family's economic necessities of the family.
With the advent of the industrial revolution, women were denied tin

opportunity to be major economic contributors--men were hired for jobs.
If women were hired, they were placed in low paying, menial positions.
Dignity and worth for tho man were now determined by the job he held. A

woman's status was defined by her husband's work.

For the working man, the sanctity of the home became all-important.
The cold, impersonal conditions that men experienced at work resulted in a
more conscious effort to preserve family traditions and intensified the
pressure to maintain the traditional role of women in the home, still

viewed as nonproductive work.

This economic class structure has created a barrier between working-
class women and upper-class women. Women derive their status vicariously

through their husbands. Since wealthy men and working men have contra-
dictory and opposing interests, so too do their women. Affluent women can

expend their time and energies demanding educational and voting rights,
but to poor women who have time only for their families and income-
producing jobs, those are frivolous activities. If working-class women

were to exert themselves, they would support efforts to improve the

employment status of their men because they are the principal breadwinners
for their families. It appears that men and women within the same class
have more in common than do women of different economic classes.

Asian Colonization

The colonization of underdeveloped countries has strengthened
traditionalism and superstition. They are known entities to which we
cling in a rapidly changing society. Many Asian countries and Pacific
Islands have been European and/or American colonies. These Western
rulers, in the process of making ever-increasing profits for their

countries and themselves, have divested the Asian-Pacific men of their
traditional authority. This weakened and humiliating state prmided a
situation that made it easy for the colonizers to impose their own
cultural mores and values on these colonies.
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The colonized Asians and Pacific Islanders eventually began to adopt
the values of their colonizers. To survive and improve their economic
positions, it became necessary to adopt behavior acceptable to the white
rulers who owned the means of production. Our people acquired a colonized
mental5ty, accepting an inferior status while striving to be like the
whites. Our men, especially, were encouraged to gain skills and to
advance--but only to a certain level, one that would not threaten the
authority of the white colonizers. In this case, the upper class is
synonymous with the white race, and the lower class is equivalent to the
yellow race.

For Asian-Pacific people who have lived under colonial domination and
then emigrated from their native lands, it is easy to see how they can
continue to accept their fate as workers struggling to survive and get
ahead, not questioning the authority of the few who control the economic
structure. Added to these conditions are the male chauvinistic practices
which have been further strengthened, suppressing women that much more.
With each upheaval, the social conventions and traditions of the home
became more important than ever.

Inner Cities

Many features of colonization are found in our Manilatowns, Little
Tokyos, and Chinatowns. Unemployment and underemployment are very high.
Opportunities for escape and advancement are few. Our labor is exploited,
we are excluded from any positions of real power, our inferior status is
intensified. This aspect of life in.the United States is similar to the
predicament Asian-Pacific immigrants left. Asian-Pacific-Americans who
grew up in these inner cities feel trapped. Their desire is to leave this
situation for better conditions they believe exist elsewhere, not to stay
and gork for changes in these stifling enclaves.

Under the. .; economic conditions, awareness of the plight of women is
easily lost. The further down people are, the less they are apt to
challenge the power structure, unless their very survival is at stake, in
which case they have nothing to lose, or unless they are exposed to new
ideas and can see the possibility of action that could lead to basic
changes. Women in the inner cities will be more likely to join in efforts
that will improve the economic conditions of their families.

Thus, like her white counterpart, by and large it is the affluent
Asian-Pacific-American woman who first began to participate in activities
of the women's liberation movement. However, one must contend with the
fact that equal political, educational, and civil rights for women will
not produce women's equality. Until there are basic changes in the
economic structure (e.g., work in the home is equated with work outside),
inequaliu will continue. Only people, women and men, can produce these
changes. The tadk--to evoke this awareness and sensitivity among the
general population and also to motivate them to act and bring about these
changes--has yet to be accomplished.
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RECOMMENDATIONS

Today, Asian-Pacific-American women are becoming more active in

various liberation movements. However, they tend to join groups that
advocate improved conditions for people of their own ethnicity. Some have
become members of workers' organizations. A growing number are becoming
involved with feminist causes, but they have mostly been within their own
ethnic groups rather than in the majorvity society.

In order to remove some of the impediments to organizing by Asian-
Pacific-American women, a great deal more needs to be known about their
past conditions and activities. In addition, much work needs to be done
to increase the level of awareness among Asian-Pacific-American women
about their plight and to assist them in exploring methods, including
organizing, to improve their status.

Possible Areas of Research

o To facilitate an organizing effort among Asian-Pacific-American
women, compile data for a composite profile of this group: (a)

age, (b) geography, (c) income, (d) employment status, (e)

location of childhood, (f) history of mobility.

o To learn about our own past efforts and to learn from those
experiences, as well as to gain a better sense of ourselves, we
need to discover what our predecessors did: (a) Angel island,
(b) workers, (c) World War II concentration camps, (d) pro-
fessional women (e) students, (f) Asian-Pacific women in
feminist movements of the dominant society.

o To determine the current state of the position of Asian-Pacific
women toward liberation, conduct a survey to ascertain their
attitudes about the women's liberation movement and their
willingness to participate in its activities.

o Identify potential groups/categories of women to organize and
determine the manner in which these groups can be supported
(e.g., funding, education, liaisons with other groups, etc.).

In conducting research of this type, it is essential that the

researchers consciously recognize that the main purpose of this research
is to work toward alleviating oppressive conditions. The discovery of new
knowledge must take a secondary role, for while it may be basic to the
advance of humankind in the long run, it is a luxury paid for by the
thousands who suffer because of such diverted efforts.
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ASIAN WOMEN IN PROFESSIONAL HEALTH SCHOOLS,
WITH EMPHASIS ON NURSING

Fe V. Loo

INTRODUCTION

The nursing profession has reached a pivotal point in its existence.
Its survival as a vital component of the health profession crucially
depends on whether the majority of nurses decide in favor of excellence or

obsolescence. The nursing profession has placed serious responsibilities
on its faculty to prepare nursing practitioners who have the vision and
courage for creative and innovative capabilities. The nurse of the
seventies is expected to be an agent of change and one who possesses
leadership skills.

In Extending the Scope of Nursing Practice (Egeberg, Pesch, and

Abdellah 1971) it was noted that thy professional nurse must assume a
substantial role in the provision of health services. The report further
expressed the need to extend the scope of nursing practice to achieve the
goal of equal access to health services for all citizens. According to
Schlotfeldt (1972), a member of the National Advisory Council of Health
Services, DHEW, the goal of nursing as a field of professional endeavor is
health care, and nurses must be "proficient in sustaining, supporting,
comforting and helping persons during periods of infirmity, deprivation,
disfiguremert, changes in life style, crises, and periods of development
and decline" (p. 246). However, for the past few decades, professional
organizations representing the health disciplines and the Federal
Government have been more involved in conducting studies relevant to the
educational preparation of the professional nurse, to various statistics
cn the number of nurses, and to employment.

The 1974-75 edition of Facts About Nursing, published by the American
Nurses' Association (1976), states:

The demand for health services has continued to increase through
this decade as a result of continued population growth, the
increasing availability of public and private health insurance
coverage, advances in the science of health care and growirg
consumer involvement. This demand has broad implications for
those involved in the planning, organization, and delivery of
the Nation's health services. The successful functioning of any
health services delivery system requires sufficient manpower and
adequate facilities (p. 1).
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According to the Division of Nursing of the Public Health Services,1.1 million nurses will be needed by 1980. Various studies and currentsupply estimates indicate that about 28 percent more registered nurses
will be required to meet future needs.

The National League for Nursing's (NLN) selected findings on the
career patterns of nurses show that 68 purcent of the 6,028 nurses studied
were employed in nursing 5 years after graduation and only 46 percent were
employed full time.

In 1974, the United States Immigration and Naturalization Service
reported that 5,558 professional nurses and medical trainees were admitted
to the country as immigrants. Asia accounted for 65 percent of this total
number; most of these nurses came from the Philippines, Korea, or India.

In a 4-year study of the present and future supply of registered
nurses, Altman (1975) reported that a greater proportion of the futurestock of nurses will come -Prom foreign countries. According to Altman,
the number of foreign-trained nurses being licensed in the United States,'Mich averaged 6.1 percent of the output of United States schools in 1960
and 10.0 percent in 1967, will grow to 16.4 percent by 1980. In recent
years, the number of foreign nurse graduates seeking employment in theUnited States has increased significantly. Because these nurses come from
differing educational and cultural backgrounds they encounter multifaceted
problems in their adjustment to professional nursing practice ir this
country.

The needs and problem's of the international professional nurse asthey relate to nursing practice in this country will be the major focus of
discussion in this paper. Because of the writer's educational perspec-tives and cultural background and her familiarity with the educationalsystems in the Far East, the recommendations will be meaningful and
relevant only to the foreign nurse graduates coming from the Philippines,
Taiwan, Korea, Japan, Hong Kong, Thailand, and Indonesia.

Briefly, this presentation comprises a perusal of related literatureand current studies on the subject, followed by a summary and
recommendations.

LITERATURE REVIEW

In 1956, the American Nurses' Foundation of the American Nurses'
Association (ANA) participated in the Exchange of Professional Persons as
a medium for both strengthening

intercultural understanding and enrichingworld health service. This was not an academic exchange, but instead it
mainly involved hospital work. The Exchange Visitor Program, sponsored by
the ANA, had two major objectives: to offer technical knowledge and to
create understanding between countries.

As currently practiced, the Exchange Visitor Program for nurses is
open to anyone who wants to come to the United States as a staff nurse at
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her personal expense, regardless of her qualifications or competence as a
nurse. There are thousands of nurses from abroad who are in the United

States because of this program, in addition to nurses who come as
immigrants or on other types of visas.

In the 5-year project of the ANA, the association arranged for the
exchangees to be placed in American hospitals all over the country. The

exchangees were to stay in the United States between 18 months and 2
years. Many of them went back to their countries and then returned to
America as immigrants, but several of the exchangees stayed on.

According to Broadhurst, the ANA program's director (1962), the

foreign graduate nurses under the Exchange Visitor Program came to the
United States in such large numbers that numerous pressing problems were
created. Furthermore, she noted that whether foreign nurses enjoy their
nursing and cultural experiences and satisfy their intellectual goals
depends greatly on the community where the hospital is located; genuine
interest in them by the nursing administrative and staff personnel; the
degree of acceptance and support they receive; the available facilities;
and finally, on their own initiative and maturity.

At Columbia-Presbyterian Medical Center in New York City, the
exchange program is based on the philosophy that in an ever-contracting
world it is imperative that the people of all countries explore possible
approaches to cross-cultural understanding and to cultivating bonds that
transcend ethnic or religious boundaries. -Among the main objectives of

the program are the following:

To develop an interest in the mutual sharing of ideas relating
to the profession of nursing, in the hope that each nurse,
foreign and American, can profit from the knowledge and
experience of the other.

To develop an increasing awareness and appreciation of the

other's culture . . . as a precursor to closer international
understanding (Rayner and Jones 1972, p. 141).

Between 1966 and 1972, 176 nurses from 28 countries participated in
the program. Rayner and Jones observed that as teaching staff members
they have identified predictable difficulties that the exchange nurses
encounter in joining the program: (1) language, (2) role adaptation, and

(3) cultural factors ether than language. According to Rayner and Jones,

even nurses from English-speaking countries are periodically at a loss
when fa-led with American accents or colloquial expressions. Language
fluency was the greatest indicator of adjustment to the program and to the

country.

Human beings are very much at the mercy of the particular language
which has become the medium of cormunication for a given society. Sapir

(1956) succinctly observed: "It is quite an illusion to imagine that one
adjusts to reality essentially without the use of language . . . . The
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fact of the matter is that the real world' is to a large extent uncon-sciously built upon the language habits of the Rroun . . . ." (p. 46).

Language releases and restricts man. Ethnocentrism seems a factorwhen the American nurse voices her frustration by asking, "Why can't'they' speak English better?" There is often a disregard of or lack ofappreciation for the effort required to achieve a level of languagefacility. Rayner and Jones noted that the attitude is related to the factthat most Americans have very little experience in language trainingthemselves.

When an exchange visitor is unable to express herself clearly, herown feelings of self-worth are affected. Perusal of the literaturesubstantiates the point that a great number of nurses fall into thepattern of thinking of themselves as being inferior and less intelligentor less competent than others.

It . . . seemed to us that as the language hurdle is surmountednot only is communication of ideas easier but expression ofpersonality is affected. People tend to show initiative, asense of humor, to express their opinions and in general handleother frustrations better. It is as if the language situationis a key to other aspects of their experience. As they see forthemselves that their language ability has improved there is acorresponding positive correlation in other areas (Rayner andJones 1972, p. 142).

Erikson (1950) wrote that one's personal identity is based on twosimultaneous observations: perception of one's identical likenesses inothers and the awareness of the fact that others recognize each other'ssimilarities. Studies indicated that the type of recognition which anexchange nurse receives from others is an important determinant in heradapting to changed role expectations. Furthermore, the degree ofstrangeness she feels and the change demanded for her role adaptation aregreatly dependent upon the country from which she comes. Rayner et al.(1972) wrote:

Being a teaching institution, our Medical Center attracts youngAmerican nurses from all parts of the United States. Many ofthem are from small communities and small hospitals where theirexposure to people from different ethnic and culture. back-grounds has been limited. They, like the exchange visit3r, havea great deal of adjustment to make both professiontdly andpersonally. You might expect, then, that they would be betterable to identify with the exchange visitor and be of assistanceto her. There are times when this is the case. However, forthe innumerable times it is not it seems to te because the
American nurse, in trying to cope with her own newness andinexperience, has little psychic energy left to give to others.This is even more profound when the other is "different."



therefore, requiring more effort on her part to know, understand

and accept (p. 143).

Much of the frustration of foreign nurses stems from their genuine
effort to prove themselves to their colleagues, only to be thwarted by
legal limitations, language difficulty, and lack of appreciation,
acceptance, and respect of their uniqueness and worth as individuals.

Davitz et al. (1976) summarized the major problems that foreign nurse
graduates encountered in their adjustment to the American culture and
health care delivery system as follows: (1) emphasis on bedside nursing;
(2) language; (3) loyalty and respect; (4) clinical and administrative
roles; and (5) attitudinal differences. The 95 women nurses sampled in
the survey were from Colombia, England, Hong Kong, India, Iran, Ireland,
Japan, Korea, New Zealand, Nigeria, Philippines, Taiwan, Thailand,
Uruguay, Venezuela, Dominican Republic, Granada, Guyana, Haiti, Jamaica,
and Puerto Rico. Excerpts of their comments are reproduced below, for
they succinctly speak of their feelings, value systems, perceptions, and
role expectations (Davitz et al. 1976, pp. 231-239):

A British nurse felt that the technical emphasis in America led
to a mechanical approach toward patients. "Human contact and
real sincere interest seem to be missing. For example, I've
noticed that American nurses use very little touching. In

England, we depended on simple little gestures like holding
someone's hand to give a bit of moral support."

Several foreign nurses believed that in the American system
slogans such as : "Hurry up; get it done quickly" are valued.

These attitudes, they felt, are not conducive to a nurse

lingering at the bedside of one patient.

A Jamaican nurse stated: "Anyone with a strange accent is
considered different. Accents seem to disturb people. It is
true that I am not understood by some patients and staff, and I
have trouble understanding them."

A Canadian nurse stated: "At first the way people talked

overwhelmed me. They were speaking my native language, English,
but I had great difficulty understanding what was being said by
some people."

As a British nurse remarked: "I know many times what I say is
misinterpreted simply because the word or phrase I use has a
different meaning in England than it does in the U.S."

A nurse from Taiwan wrote: "I am looked down up)n because of my

English. It is hurtful. Staff will talk about me in front of
my face as if I do not exist. They think I do not understand."
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According to many of the foreign nurses, kmerican nurses may
lack pride, loyalty, and a sense of identification with specific
hospitals or institutions where they are employed. One nurse
summed this attitude up as follows: "At home we felt close to
the place where we worked. Nurses stayed overtime; we were
happy to work extra hours if necessary. It wasn't only money
that made us feel that way. We felt a sense of duty and
responsibility to a hospital which helped us earn our daily
bread."

. . Some foreign nurses stated they feel frustrated anddeflated. A British nurse said, "I was trained to do many more
things than I am allowed to do in this country. I never felt
inferior as a nurse. I felt nurses were on an equal pro-
fessional level with doctors. Here I feel doctors have all the
rights and responsibilities, and I am only a subordinate."

According to a nurse from India, it was difficult for her to
keep up with the shifting policies in the institution where sheworked. "Overnight and apparently without reason a policy or
procedure changes. Notices come around every day. I try hard
to keep up with the new rules." She gave as an example one week
when the whole system of transporting patients for tests was
revised three times.

A large number of foreign nurses expressed ,mazement at the
amount of paper work expected from the nursing aff. "I never
thought I would have to write for hours. Some 'ays I seem to
spend more time writing than I do working or :alking topatients," commented a Japanese nurse. Several nurses believed
that paper work demands detract from the kind of professional
nursing they want to perform.

"At home (malpractice suit) was not a rroblem. Patients never
threatened to sue a hospital or a nurse. We did uot worry about
such things."

Just as the foreigners' matter-of-fact acceptr.nce of death had
raised comments, so American acceptance and tolerance of certain
types of illnesses and conditions creates problems for some
foreign nurses. For instance, a Philippine nurse noted that
"American attitudes toward drugs, sex, and abortion were quite
unacceptable to me. It was hard for me to get used to spending
much time on these kinds of patients when others needed my
services." On the other hand, a Thai nurse indicated that it
had been a great learnino experience for her to "overcome my
prejudices. I have tried hard to accept many kinds of patients
(alcoholics, drug addicts, and so on) as they are."
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A Taiwanese nurse noted: "I feel so sorry for old sick people.
So many old people live alone in America. rheir children don't

want them. It is sad to see no respect for old people."

Davitz et al. observed that problems which shocked foreign nurses
were frequently interpreted different by Americans. In addition, behavior

that foreign nurses valued and found natural in themselves was often
viewed not so favorably by their American colleagues. To illustrate the

point, some excerpts of the American nurses' reactions to the foreign

nurse graduates' observations or comments are described below (Davitz et

al., p. 240):

One factor which concerned many American nurses was the

unfavorable comparisons many foreign nurses were always making

between their homelands and America. "I find I get tired

hearing 'In my country we do it this way.' I feel like saying
sometimes, 'If it's so much better in your country, why are you

here?'"

There was considerable disagreement among American nurses
regarding the conclusions of foreign nurses about institutional

identification. A number of American nurses maintained that
whether a nurse strongly identifies with her employing hospital

depends very much on where she is working. They agreed that in

the large city hospitals where many of the foreign nurses were
employed, it might be true that the staff weren't strongly
identified with the institutions.

In the opinion of American nurses the specific attitudinal

differences could at times cause more strain than any of the
other problems such as language, administrative concerns, or

different conceptions of nursing role.

A number of American nurses strongly disagreed with the view of

the foreign nurses regarding the dependent role of the nurse in

America. "It depends on role definition," maintained one

American nurse.

Almost without exception American nurses commented that stresses in

interpersonal relationships arose because of communication problems. They

noted that a great number of overseas nurses have difficulty coping with

current procedures, and their unwillingness to admit that they lack

knowledge and skills to operate some equipment intensifies the problem.

Many American nurses had observed the difficulties the foreign nurses

experienced in understanding patients from different ethnic backgrounds.

Accents were difficult to understand, but semantic differences and
perceptual interpretations of terms added dimensions to the problem of

communication.
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Many American nurses strongly agree that foreign nurse graduates do
not fully understand the Laportance of documentation because of legal
concerns. But almost all of them commented that foreign nurses have
excellent bedside skills, and their devotion to their work is admirable.

In summary, Davitz et al. reported that understanding the nature of
the problems faced by foreign nursi? graduates can go far towards solvingthem. According to Davitz et al. all the nurses who participated in the
project stressed the need for understanding on both sides and jointly
expressed great enthusiasm and concern in exploring the differences.

The reactions of both the foreign and American nurses
dramatically illustrate the importance of one's perspective in
viewing any situation. The foreign and American nurses talked
about essentially the same problems, but their perspectives and
consequently their interpretations differed. Many of thP
nurses' comments reflected two major factors contributing to
conflict between the two groups: first, the role of the nurse
in the health care delivery system of a particular country; and
second, broader cultural differences between the United States
and other countries (Davitz et al. 1976, p. 242).

The authors suggested that an increase in mutual understanding ismost likely to facilitate a foreign nurse graduate's adaptation to the
pluralistic American culture, value system, and changed role expectations,as well as to improve nursing practice by assisting both foreign and
American nurses to know and accept each other and apply themselves more
effectively.

A review of the literature substantiates the point that definitionsof professional nursing practice in various countries bring about
differences in profeasional expectations and responsibilities associatedwith the nurse's role.

In an international seminar (1970) attended by delegates from 22national nurses' associations and other international organizations,legislation that affects the nursing profession was the focus of
discussion. Because of the high mobility of nurses seeking employment
from one country to another, the problem of registering an immigrant topractice nursing in a foreign country was a major concern of theparticipants. The recommendation from the seminar was the need forresearch on the following problem areas: (1) assessment of nursing educa-tion standards between countries of differing cultures; (2) an inter-
national definition of nursing; (3) the nurse's functions and standards
for nursing practice; and (4) guidelines to evaluate qualifications or
educational credentials to practice nursing in a foreign country.

In reexamining the goals and direction of nursing education in
developing nations, Pratt (1970) wrote:
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In the eagerness to move with the rest of the world, developing

countries set themselves the health goals and standards of coun-

tries the economy, culture, disease pattern and the history of

the development of health services of which are entirely dif-

ferent from their own. They forget that improvement of stand-

ards should occur as quickly as possible, but only in step with

the progressive increase in resources . . . . If pushed ahead

beyond the resources of the country, only a few will benefit

from such services while the majority will suffer (p. 2).

According to Fang, the director of the Western Pacific Regional

Office, World Health Organization (WHO), many changes have taken place in

the nursing profession in the last decades, not only in the Philippines,

but in other countries as well. Fang believes that recent curriculum
innovations in nursing education programs will continue.

Romulo, in a seminar on the "Accreditation of Philippine Schools and

Colleges of Nursing," identified the major dilemma of maintaining higher

standards for nursing education in these terms:

When I assumed . . . (the position of) the Secretary of

Education I was rather appalled by the great number of
educational institutions (which are still increasing) and the

small number of personnel that supervised these schools. There

are only two . . . supervisors in the Bureau of Private Schools

to oversee the more than 42 private nursing schools.

We must devise procedures to cope with the trend of

ever-increasing numbers of educational institutions . . . .

This means the adoption of administrative innovations which

allow, and require, self-examination and self-improvement by
private institutions (1968, p. 18).

The system of nursing education in the Philippines is similar to that

of the United States, but the problems are different. Unlike in the

United States or the United Kingdom, nursing programs in the Philippines

have nc problems of recruitment. The main problem is that of weeding out.

Leo noted that in 1973, the Philippines had 50 nursing schools, 42 of

which were private and 8 public. The 42 private schools of nursing had an

enrollment of more than 11,000 students and were graduating more than

2,000 every year, 95 percent of whom passed the Board of Examinations for

nursing practice. From the 95 p. 'cent of nursing manpower, mom than 20

percent went abroad.

Bauman's study (1972) on 11 baccalaureate programs out of the 18

colleges of nursing in the Philippines concluded that there was a need for

prepared faculty, as well as for clinical facilities and teaching

resources.
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The changing social and economic conditions in the developingcountries of Asia are exerting a profound influence on the nursingprofession. Many factors, such as the expansion and improvement of healthservices, have increased the demand for highly qualified nurses--acondition which directly affects the quality of nursing education.

For the last decade, problems and concerns have intensified for thesignificantly increasing numbers of nurses from foreign countries; theyare coming to the United States unqualified for the State license topractice nursing. In earlier years, the immigration of nurses was on asmaller scale, and they came largely from the English-speaking countrieswhere in cultural orientation and educational preparation were comparable
to those of this country. Currently, and partly due to changes in
immigration laws, greater numbers of nurses are coming as immigrants from
non-English-speaking countries and developing nations whose cultures,language, and educational systems are very different from those of theUnited States.

Presently, all State Boards of Nursing (SBN) are requiring allforeign nurse applicants for licensure to take and pass the State BoardTest Pool Examination (SBTPE), as is required of all graduates from
nursing schools in the United States. In previous years, graduates offoreign schools of nvrsing could obtain a license through endorsement of
satisfactory credentials, a practice whinh has been discontinued. Withthe new policy, the failure rate among the foreign nurse graduates ishigher than 50 percent.

In May 1976, the two major nursing organizations, the National Leaguefor Nursing (NLN) and the American Nurses' Association, had a jointmeeting with Jessie Scott, Director, DHEW, Division of Nursing, to discussthe project for development of pre-immigration screening of foreignnurses. The proposed schedule to put the screening program in operationwill take effect by 1977. The initial cost of the project is estimated at$100,000, an investment to be shared by the ANA, NLN, and the Division ofNursing. A committee is now searching for a director of theproject, titled the Commission on Graduates of Foreign Schools of Nursing.

The Commission's goal is to develop and conduct a pre-immigration
program to evaluate credentials and to assess nursing and English languageproficiency to provide reasonable assurance that nurses trained in foreigncountries will be eligible for admission to the State licensing examina-tion. This project was prompted by the Government's concern about theincreasing aumbers of nurses entering the United States for employment,but failing to qualify for State licensure.

According to the Re ort of Contract,/ Division of Nursing, UnitedStates Public Health Service 1975 , many of the nurses cannot even beadmitted to the examination until deficiencies in their pre-nursing andnursing education have been eliminated. In the same report, the languageproblem is noted to be a great factor in State Board Examination failure.The United States Department of Labor, the Department of State, and the
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Immigration and Naturalization Service have expressed great concern
regarding the continuing needs of foreign nurses who are unable to qualify
for licensure.

The licensure of nurses is a prerogative of individual States in the
United States. Nursing is one of the few professions which enjoys the
privilege and benefits of ,tandarelized examinations for licensure
nationwide. State licensure for nursing practice has been established to
protect citizens from unqualified practitioners. To employ nurses who are
unable to meet the licensure requirements is a violation of the public
trust and of the law. As the Report of Contract noted:

The situation has been further complicated by the presence of
profitmaking recruiters who arrange with employers to supply
nurses for their staffs. These agencies advertise their
services to U.S. employers and to nurses in foreign countries,
doing the work of recruiting, "screening," assembling the
required documents, and making travel arrangements, sometimes
advancing funds to the nurses for these services and fares. It

has been seen that their procedures have at best met only the
barest minimum of requirements, and at worst have allowed

outright misrepresentation of what the nurse should expect in
terms of her ability to practice as a registered nurse in this
country.

Once the nurses are in this country, the "employers who
petitioned for their admission are understandably reluctant to
deprive these nurses of a livelihood and to distrub their

staffing arrangements when the nurses fail to secure the RN
license. They continue in employment, often at a lower
professional status and salary, a situation that has led to

discouragement and disillusionment on the part of foreign
nurseE, and to a degree of exploitation of their services.

At a meeting arranged by the Division of Nursing with officials
of agencies and organizations concerned with immigration of
nurses, as well as other health care personnel, the repre-

sentatives of the Immigration and Naturalization Service
expressed the hope that DHEW would be in a position to assist
INS with the problem. They recommended that a pre-immigration
examination be established for graduates of foreign nursing
schools similar to that now offered to foreign medical
graduates. It was suggested that a certificate from such an
examination would serve as a requirement for granting a visa,
and would also be appropriate as one criterion to determine

preference status for immigration.

Subsequent to this meeting, the Division of Nursing carried out
extensive exploration with the nursing organizations and the

nurse licensing officials and with other organizations and

agencies concerned with immigration of nurses. From these
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investigations it wtz clear that (1) there was uniform support
for the idea of establishing a pre-immigration examination forpotential nurse immigrants, and that (2) an examination at alevel of difficulty equal to the State Board Examinations,
testing both nursing knowledge and English language proficiency,
would do much to insure that nurse immigrants would qnalify toenter the licensing process in this country.

The Division of Nursing then entered into a contract with Pace
University, New York City, to investigate all aspects of
establishing such an examination, and to set forth a completeplan of action for its realization. Pace University has
extensive English language and remedial services for students
from foreign countries. Particularly, with partial funding from
the New York Education Department, Division of Nursing Educa-
tion, Pace has formed a Foreign Nurse Center, offering review
courses in nursing as well as English language training. Sincethe program began an estimated 2,400 foreign nurse graduates
have been enrolled.

The broad purpose of the contract was to develop a plan for
establishment of all organizational and procedural aspects of a
method to insure that graduates of foreign nursing schools wouldbe able to meet State requirements for registered nurse
licensure.

The objectives to bc met under the contract were: (1) the
development of all relevant information on the question of nurse
immigration to the United States and the possibility of estab-
lishing a pre-immigration examination to lay the groundwork for
recommendations; and (2) the development of a complete plan ofaction for setting up pre-immigration screening procedures for
nurses (USPHS, pp. 2, 3).

Tables 1 through 4 summarize information about immigrant nurses.

For discussion of the purposes, objectives, plan for implementation,funding, and other details of the "Commission on Graduates of Foreign
Nursing Schools," refer to the publication, Report of Contract (Develop-ment of & Plan for Establishment of all Organizational and ProceduralAspects of a Method to Insure that Foreign Nurse Graduates Will be Able toMeet State Requirements for Registered Nurse Licensure), Director ofNursing, USPHS, 1975, USPHS Contract No. 1-N4-44144 (unpublished report).

In a study, The Survey of Foreign Nurse Graduates Applications forRegistered Nurse Licensure, 1970-1973, by the American Nurses' Association(1976) under contract to the Division of Nursing, Public Health Services,it was noted that during the survey years (1970-1972), a total of 43,430
foreign nurse graduates (FNG's) made initial applications in the States.NOTE: The number of applications should not be equated with the number of
persons, since many FNG's made applications in more than one State.
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TABLE 1

NURSES ADMITTED TO THE U.S.

1969-1973

Total

1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1969-1973

Immigrant nurses*

Total admitted 5,466 4,934 6,442 6,851 6,335 30,028

Beneficiaries of
occupational
preference - total 1,078 1,164 1,630 1,857 1,374 7,103

Third preference
Admissions 617 728 984 961 823 4,113

Adjustments 109 123 276 527 433 1,468

Sixth preference
Admissions 279 261 262 167 40 1,009

Adjustments 73 52 108 202 78 513

All others 4,388 3,770 4,812 4,994 4,961 22.925

Nonimmigrant nurses**

Total admitted 1,898 1,159 1,321 1,889 3,133 9,400

Distinguished merit
and ability 3 7 716 1,486 2,673 4,885

Other temporary 16 30 19 17 22 104

Trainees 8 13 14 4 12 51

Exchange visitors 1,871 1,109 567 382 424 4,353

Transferees 5 2 7

Total nurses admitted 7,364 6,093 7,763 8,740 9,468 38,428

*Source: Table 8A, Annual Reports, Immigration and Naturalization

Service.

**Source: Table 16B, Annual Reports, Immigration and Naturalization

Service.
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TABLE 2

PROFESSIONAL NURSES ADMITTED AS IMMIGRANTS
BY REGION AND COUNTRY* OF LAST PERMANENT

RESIDENCE, FY 1971 AND FY 1972

1971 1972

All countries
6,363 6,789

Europe
1,230 1,145Germany

141 105Ireland
124 168United Kingdom
630 552Other
335 320

Asia
2,969 3,811Taiwan

109 171India
169 536Korea
526 736Philippines

1,549 1,580Thailand
343 438Other
273 350

Africa
96 230

Oceania
84 99

North and Central America 1,741 1,323Canada
1,021 773Jamaica

245 186Trinidad & Tobago
124 87Other
331 277

South America
263 181Guyana
142 74Other
121 107

*Countries of Last Permanent Residence of 100 or more entrants in
either year are listed separately.

Source: Annual Reports of Immigration and Naturalization Service,Department of Justice.



TABLE 3

PROFESSIONAL NURSES ENTERING U.S. AS NONIMMIGRANT ALIENS
BY VISA CATEGORY AND BY REGION AND COUNTRY* OF LAST

PERMANENT RESIDENCE, FY 1972 AND FY 1973

1972 1973

Visa 'ype H&J H J H&J

All countries 1,507 382 1,889 2,707 424 3,131

Europe 318 44 362 373 36 409

Ireland 102 5 107 105 - 105

United Kingdom 198 5 203 248 9 257

Other 18 34 52 20 27 47

Asia 843 285 1,128 1,909 302 2,211

India 10 14 24 12 16 28

Japan 25 7 32 - 10 10

Korea 58 6 64 44 4 48

Philippines 728 240 968 1,824 252 2,076

Other 22 18 40 29 20 49

Africa 1 5 6 11 18 29

Oceania 24 4 28 82 6 88

Australia 23 4 27 71 5 76

Other 1 - 1 11 1 12

North and Central America 318 28 346 324 35 359

Canada 281 7 288 248 1 249

Jamaica 10 5 15 22 3 25

Other 27 16 43 54 31 85

South America 3 16 19 8 27 35

*Countries of Last Permanent Residence of 20 or more entrants in

either year are listed separately.

Source: Annual Reports of Immigration and Naturalization Service,
Department of Justice.
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TABLE 4

NURSES ADMITTED TO THE U.S.
1969-1975

Total
1969-1973 1974 1975

Total
1969-1975

Immigrant nurses*

Total admitted 30,028 5,331 6,131 41,490

Beneficiaries of
occupational
preference--total 7,103 2,137 2,556 11,796

Third preference
Admissions 4,113 1,688 1,980 7,781
Adjustments 1,468 355 451 2,274

Sixth preference
Admissions 1,009 32 59 1,100
Adjustments 513 62 66 641

All others 22,925 3,194 3,575 29,694

Nonimmigrant nurses**

Total admitted 9,400 2,580 2,329 14,309

Distinguished merit
and ability 4,885 2,096 2,084 9,065

Exchange visitors 4,353 313 213 4,879
Trainees 51 54 16 121
Other temporary 104 63 6 173Transferees 7 54 10 71

Total nurses admitted 38,428 7,911 8,460 55,768

*Source: Table 8A, Annual Reports, Immigration and Naturalization
Service.

**Source: Table 16B, Annual Rports, Immigration and Naturalization
Service.
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The main purpose of the study was to provide information on: (1)

number and characteristics (including country of education); (2) number
and characteristics of FNG's who fail to achieve licensure and their
educational deficiencies; (3) availability and effectiveness of remedial
courses and their utilization by FNG's; (4) number of FNG's granted tempo-
rary permits to practice, pending licensure; and (5) an analysis of the
State Nurse Practice Act provisions applying to foreign nurse graduates,
and a summary of the immigration laws and regulations applying to foreign
nurses.2

Of the 49 State Boards of Nursing responding to the survey, 75
percent of the applications were to New York, Michigan, California,
Illinois, and New Jersey. From the 49 respondents, 8 States were chosen
for detailed on-site analysis because of their high number of FNG
applications and greater availability of records: New York, Michigan,
California, Illinois, New Jersey, Louisiana, Texas, and Massachusetts.
The years 1971-1973 were used for the detailed study, and graduates of
nursing schools in 84 countries were represented in the sample population.

Tables 5 and 6 show some of the important information gained by the
survey.

TABLE 5

TOTAL NURSES ADMITTED TO U.S.
AS A PERCENT OF GRADUATIONS FROM

U.S. SCHOOLS OF NURSING, 1969 TO 1975

Year

Total graduations,
basic programs,
U.S. nursing schools*

1969 42,196

1970 43,639

1971 47,001

1972 51,784

1973 59,427

1974 67,628

1975 74,536

Total nurses admitted
to U.S., immigrant
and nonimmigrant** Percent

7,364 17.5

6,093 14.0

7,763 16.5

8,940 17.3

9,468 15.9

7,911 11.7

8,460 11.3

*Excludes Guam, Puerto Rico, and Virgin Islands.
**Includes permanent and temporary resident aliens.

Source: NLN State-Approved Schools of Nursing--R.N.--New Yorli, The
League, Annual editions, 1970 to 1975. Also unpublished data.
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TABLE 6

STATES RECEIVING LARGE NUMBERS OF FNG
APPLICATIONS FOR LICENSURE DURING 1970-1972

State

Number of FNG
applications
for licensure

New York 15,593*

Michigan 7,716*

California 4,922

Illinois 2,709**

New Jersey 2,271

Subtotal for 5 states 33,211

All other states 10,219

Total 43,430

*Estimates based on average ratio of FNG applica-
tions to FNG endorsements.

**Estimate extrapolated from 2-year total.

Source: SBN Questionnaire Responses.

Table 7 shows the tabulation of clusters of countries educating the
large numbers of FNG's who applied for licensure to the United States
between 1970 and 1972. It is important to note that the total numbers are
relatively small because the Boards were unable to provide a breakdown, by
country, of nursing education. Data indicated that nurses from the
Philippines filed the largest number of applications, followed by those
from the Americas, the British Isles, and Korea. But during the 3-year
period of the study, the Boards of Nursing reported that 20,485 licenses
were issued to FNG's, either by examination or endorsement. New York,
Michigan, and California accounted for over 80 percent of the FNG's
licensed by endorsements.
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TABLE 7

CLUSTERS OF COUNTRIES EDUCATING LARGE
NUMBERS OF FNG's WHO APPLIED

FOR LICENSURE DURING 1970-1972

Cluster of countries
of nursing education

Number of FNG
applications
for licensure

Philippines 3,494

Americas 1,774

British Isles 1,028

Korea 532

Subtotal 6,828

All other countries 1,567

Total 8,395

Source: SBN Questionnaire Responses.

Table 8 is the tabulation of clusters of countries educating the
large numbers of foreign nurses who were licensed by endorsements.
According to the study (ANA 1976), Filipinos, together with FNG's from the
Americas, British Isles, and Korea, totaled almost 90 percent of all
endorsements.

Table 9 indicates the pass rate of FNG's by the 8 States that
recorded the largest number of applicants who took the State Board Test
Pool Examination (SBTPE) from July 1972 to February 1974. (SBTPE's are
currently given twice a year, July and February, in every State.)

The term "Pass Rate" as used in the study (ANA 1976) refers to the
percent of FNG's who passed the SBTPE in the 20-month survey period.
Furthermore, it should be noted that one FNG who took the SBTPE five times
and passed the test the last time is recorded as one who passed; and an
FNG who took and failed the SBTPE three times is recorded as one who
failed. Therefore, the pass rate is not the percent of FNG's who pass it
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the first (or second) time they take it. The pass rate for FNG's in the 8States is 50.9 percent, although the rating varies significantly fromState to State. The percent of FNG's who pass the SBTPE the first timethey take it is 18.5 percent.

The pass rate reported in the State Boards of Nursing Questionnairefor FNG's taking the SBTPE was very low in comparison to total nurses whopassed the examination. An average of 23 percent of FNG's passed theirinitial SBTPE (ANA 1976). In 1970-1971, as published in Facts AboutNursing, 1970-1971 (ANA 1972), the State Boards of Nursing report that 83percent of all nurses who took the SBTPE for the first time in 1970, bothUnited States educated and foreign nurse graduates, were successful.

Table 10 indicates the pass rate by clusters of countries where theFNG's received their basic nursing education.

According to the ANA, the two major educational needs of foreignnurse graduates who are seeking licensure are: (1) education to satisfy adeficiency in their basic nursing program; and (2) review courses torefresh their knowledge and orientation programs about professionalnursing practice in this country. In addition, problems of language,objective test style, and cultural differences also were reported.

TABLE 8

CLUSTERS OF COUNTRIES EDUCATING
LARGE NUMBERS OF FNG's WHO WERE ENDORSED

Cluster of countries
Number of endorsements

of nursing education
during 1970-1972

Philippines 6,264

Americas
3,608

British Isles 2,164

Korea
575

Subtotal
12,593

All other countries
1,840

Total
14,433

Source: SBN Questionnaire Responses.
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TABLE 9

PASS RATE BY STATE

Number of FNG's taking the SBTPE
July 1972-February 1974*

State Passed Failed Total Pass Rate

California 1,310 1,368 2,678 48.9

Illinois 1,330 1,269 2,599 51.2

Louisiana 145 172 317 45.7

Massachusetts 324 175 499 64.9

Michigan 240 304 544 44.1

New Jersey 1,205 765 1,970 61.1

New York 1,726 2,377 4,103 42.1

Texas 953 555 1,508 63.2

Total 7,233 6,985 14,218 50.9

Chi-Square = 359.4
Degree of freedom = 7
Significance level** < .00006

*Numbers taken from the lists of FNG's who had taken the SBTPE during
the indicated period.

**The significance level is the probability of obtaining, by chance, a
value of chi-square as large or larger than that computed. Clearly,
the pass rate varies significantly from State to State.

Currently, educational opportunities for foreign nurse graduates are
being offered only where the foreign graduates in an institution or
locality express a need or when Board failures of nurses trreaten the
staffing needs of a hospital. Only a very few centers exist whee courses
that meet the educational needs of FNG's are continuously available. In a
few States (California, Louisiana, Texas, New York, and Washington, D.C.)
classes in different major nursing specialties are offered to prepare
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foreign nurse graduates for the State Board Examination. The program
offered by Pace University is so far the most valuable in meeting the
FNG's major needs in obtaining licensure to practice nursing. Nineteen
other schools have some programs that provide educational opportunities
for foreign nurse graduates.

TABLE 10

PASS RATE BY CLUSTER or COUNTRIES*

Cluster of countries of
basic nursing education Pass Rate

Africa 21.9

Korea 64.1

Far East 39.9

Southeast Asia 43.9

Sub-continent 31.0

Middle East Asia 22.0

Australia and New Zealand 71.0

Philippines 60.0

British Isles 45.6

Eastern Europe 16.0

Western Europe 43.5

Americas 24.1

Unknown 19.3

Total 50.9

*Percent of FNG's taking the SBTPE between July
1972 and February 1974.
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Since the completion of the survey (1970-1973), State Boards of

Nursing are reporting much higher Board failure because the endorsement
method of licensure and the issuance of temporary permits to practice
nursing legally have been discontinued.

Table 11 indicates the number of FNG's from the Far East--
-rhilippines, Korea, Japan, India, and Thailand--who have taken the SBTPE
in any State from 1971-1976. (For 1976 it only includes the examinees who
took the licensing examinations in February and does not include those
taking it in July.) These particular statistical data are from a State
having one of the smallest numbers of FNG's. The writer would rank this
State as either 35th or 37th out of the 50 States, in comparison to the 8
big States that have been identified in the ANA study as having the
largest number of FNG's applying for RN licensing examinations.

TABLE 11

ING's FROM THE FAR EAST WHO TOOK
THE SBTPE FOR YEARS 1971-1976

Year
Number of
examinees

Number who
passed

Number who
failed

1971 17 7 10

1972 53 7 46

1973 97 33 64

1974 34 10 24

1975 55 7 48

1976 20 3 17

Total 276 67 (24.27%) 209 (75.72%)

Source: SBN in one State.

SUMMARY

The percentage of applicants. both United States and foreign-trained
nurses, who pass the RN licensing examination for the first time has
decreased from 85.8 in 1965 to 31.8 in 1972 (Jones et al. 1976).

Jones et al. reported that the percent of those who retake the
examination and pass also decreased from 63.3 in 1965 to 52.5 in 1972.
Therefore, fewer people taking the licensing examination are being
licensed to practice nursing.
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In 1972, there were approximately 1.4 million nurse graduate
applicants for licensure. Of these, nearly 1.1 million were licensed, and
0.8 million were active in the labor force (Jones et al. 1976).

A comparison of nurse participation rates with those of other female
groups indicates that a greater percentage of nurses sre employed than
either the percentage of all potential women workers or of other female
labor force groups (Altman 1975).

Perusal of the literature indicates that the proportion of ENG's
obtaining their license in the United States between 1962-1972 has fluc-
tuated from 7 to 17 percent of all first-time United States licenses
issued, and therefore contributes significantly to the increase in the
licensed stock of nurses.

The needs and problems confronting the graduates of foreign nursing
schools with relationship to their adaptation to changed role expectations
and professional nursing practice in this country are summarized below:

1. Educational needs to qualify for licensure, including:
education to satisfy a deficiency in their basic nursing
education program, courses to increase their 1-nowledge, and
orientation programs designed to meet the needs of graduates
from different countries, with emphnsis on professional
nursing practice in this country.

2. Language--This is the most crucial area of need for
graduates from both English-speaking and non-English-
speaking countries.

3. Objective test style--In most foreign countries, especially
in Asia, the Board Examinations are the essay or descriptive
summary type.

4. Role adaptation--Lnnguage facility seems to be the key
determinant to the role adaptation of foreign nurse gradu-
ates. Another crucial factor is the type of support system
or recognition they receive from others within the organiza-
tional system. Interpersonal relationships and other
communication problems arise as a result of changed role
expectations.

5. Differences in culture aad value orientation--The need for
clarification of values through small group discussion
merits further consideration.

RECOMMENDATIONS

In this era of accountab.ility, the challenge for the nursing
profession to assume its full share of responsibility for a quality health
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care delivery system to meet the consumers' expectation for better pre-
pared practitioners is an important issue. To meet such a challenge, the
need for the foreign nurse graduates to join the stock of nurses for
nursing manpower resources is irreversible. The needs for nursing people
in a pluralistic society like the United State3 transcend ethnic and
national boundaries.

The writer believes that there are common frares of reference within
which the American and foreign nurse graduate can build a relationship
grounded in mutual concern, openness, and respect for the worth and
uniqueness of every individual as well as in commitment to build a better
world for all people. Furthermore, in spite of the wide diversity of the
cultural and edupational perspectives of the international nurse gradu-
ates, they all tend to share mutual goals, aspirations, and needs and
problems, and have the courage to be better qualified practitioners.

The recommendations as presented are not free of the writer's
Oriental culture heritage and deep veneration of Chinese-Philippine value
systems. These are:

1. It is highly recommended that the Women's Research Program
(WRP) at the National Institute of Education actively par-
ticipate or collaborate with the Division of Nursing of
USPHS, NLN, and ANA in funding and implementing the purposes
of the CommissiGn on Graduates of Foreign Nursing Schools.

2. WRP should offer educational resources or provide tutorial
programs to prepare graduates of foreign nursing schools to
pass the RN licensing examination (SETH). The need for
ongoing programs or courses designed to meet individual
ethnic (or cultural) group needs is sufficiently documented
by the literature on the subject. The broad needs of FNG's
encompass the educational, profcssional, and personal
arenas. They also need related knowledge in lega/ dimen-
s:ons of nursing practice, in the health care delivery
system in kmerican culture, and in drug problems, family
structure, patterns of lifesty2e, nutrition, abortions, and
child care, among others.

3. There is a need for models and/or programs for cross-
cultural studies for both American and international nurse
graduates to reinforce the social impact of nursPs
internationally.

4. There should be some cooperation with the American Nurses'
Foundation's International Communications Network research
project. The main purpose of the network is to share
research information and to work cooperatively with nursing
leaders in other countries in solving mutual problems.
(Lois J. Davitz, Ph. D., is the project director as of
February 1976.)
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5. Research studies should evaluate the effectiveness of the
present educational programs for ENG's in relation to
success in passing the SBTPE.

6. Programs should be provided in which foreign nurse graduates
will have opportunities for intercultural exchange of ideas
and concerns similar to the opportunities that foreign
students have in universities or other institutions of
higher learning. There also should be provision for other
FNG support services, which are especially crucial during
the period of adaptation to this country.

7. The nursing service administration of the hospitals where
international nurses are employed must take the initiative
and effort to give consideration to the need for support,
encouragement, and opportunities for self-renewal.

8. More courses related to the cultural dimensions of
professional nursing should be an integral component of all
nursing curriculums here and abroad.

In conclusion, if in the process of adaptation to changed role
expectations and the demands of professional nursing in this country a
climate is created where the foreign nurse and the American nurse are
willing to expose their values, attitndes, and feelings and have an
opportunity to make learning a part of the self, then the far-reaching
goal of international understanding will have been achieved.

NOTES

1

USPHS, Report of Contract, "Development of a Plan for Establishment of
all Organizational and Procedural Aspects of a Method to Insure that
Foreign Nur...5e Graduates Will be Able to Meet State Requirements for
Registered Nurse Licensure," Division of Nursing, USPHS, 1975, USPHS
Contract No. 1-NU-44144 (unpublished report).

2
American Nurses' Association, Survey of Foreign Nurse Graduates

Applications for Registered Nurse Licensure 1970-1973 Div. of Nursing,
USPHS, Contract No. 1-NU-24300, 1976, p. 2 report in publication).
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EDUCATIONAL ALTERNATIVES FOR ASIAN-PACIFIC WOMEN

Dorothy L. Cordova

INTRODUCTION

This paper will focus on educational alternatives for Asian-Pacific
women in the United States. I will identify these women and will attempt
to prove that there are definite re,asons to provide educational options.
I will explore why these women--along with Asian-Pacific men--have been
excluded from many programs of assistance designed and implemented by
Federal, State, and local governments. I shall cite recent events and
important dynamics occurring within the decade that have made it impera-
tive for the United States Government to reassess the general and specific
information about Asian-Pacific peoples whose research data, gathered in
previous collections, are quickly becoming outdated because of statistical
growth and burgeoning new problems. The unique problems of each Agian-
Pacific group will be considered so that the reader will be able to com-
prehend why educational alternatives or innovative approaches must be
provided, especially for the rapidly increasing recent immigrants and
nationals in the continental United States.

This paper also examines what has been donl. or is being done, by
government agencies, private organizations, and educational irstitutions
to effect essential changes. Case studies from several research projects
on Asian-Pacific peoples and interviews with some women from the affected
groups will be given aa a basis of comparison between needed educational
options and what is actually being offered.

Lastly, I will offer a number of recommendations, made by individuals
and community-based Asian-Pacific organizations, all of which will provide
options for educational alternatives that would alleviate present socio-
economic problems of Asian-Pacific women.

REASON TO IDENTIFY CORRECTLY

It is generally acknowledged that muci. of the previous data on
Asian-Americans and Pacific Island peoples were amassed haphazardly by
data gatherers who often had little background a.aki/or sensitivity about
these racial minorities.

In 1973, the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights released To Know or Not
to Know, a report investigating the civil rights enforcement efforts of
Federal agencies. This report showed quite graphically that Federal
agencies did not catalog sufficient informati'n on racial. and ethnic
minorities. Consequently, very little e.a.,,a were available to assess
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whether or not Federal programs were benefiting minority groups, and if
so, to what extent. According to the report, "racial and ethnic data are
essential tools with which to combat discrimination and to plan and mon-
itor affirmative action which would remedy past racial wrongs." The
report further points out that gathering and analyzing these important
bits of information is "the most effective and accurate means of measuring
Federal program impact on minority beneficiaries and for assuring that
equal opportunity policies are working effectively."

The report defined a minority as a "group of persons distinguished by
rece or ethnic origin, who share common ancestry, physical characteris-
tics, cultural background and experience and who, because of overt dis-
crimination amd institutional barriers, are denied equal access to social,
economic, and political opportunities, and/or who continue to suffer the
effects of past discrimination." The reader must bear this definition in
mind because it will help to explain the reasons why the present employ-
ment of many immigrants-both male and female--is not equivalent 4-o their
educational attainment.

It also give an indication as to why so many Asians have teen
exzluded fron,, or not considered for, Federal programn designed to lift
minorities educationally and financially.

This exclusion oftE,m comes about on account of a dearth of viable
informatiol about Asian-Pacific problems. Consequently, planners and
designers of program are able to plead that no existing data prove there
is a dire need. Therefore, in their opinion, there is no reason to
include Asians or Pacific Island peoples in future or existing helping
programs.

Moreover, this writer has had some experience with the compilation of
fresh and important information un problems facing specific Asian-Pacific
groups--which the Federal Government proceeded to disregard as inconse-
quential because the numbers aVected were miru.scule when compared to the
U.S. population at large. This rationale has been a source of frustration
for many Asian-Pecific community workers who daily see a variety of deep-
rooted problems. They don't know anyone to turn to for assistance when a
problem must be resolved.

It is necessary to identify and to define the target population of
this Conference and to clarify specific obstacles that prevent the Asian-
Pacific woman from gaining full participation in the American tradition of
socioeconomic "upward mnoility."

DEFINITIONS OF ASIAN-PACIFIC PEOPLE

Within the past few years there have been positive changes in the
mechanisms of categorizing the peoples of the United States according to
ethnic and racial background. Anyone scanning old Federal, State, and
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local governmen i. records, listings, etc., would find all people categor-
ized as White, Black, and Others.

In response to well-founded protestations, classifications were
gradually adjusted to include other groups--the Spanish-surnamed,
Orientals, Native Americans, and Others. The reclassification was an
improvement, yet other specific and rapidly growing minorities who did not
fit technically into the first three categories were still excluded. Thi5
was especially true of Filipinos, who, by virtue of their last names,
would be thrust into the 'Spanish surname" camp or who, because of the
geographical location of the Philippines, would be considered "oriental"
ev.mi when they were not "oriental" in ol-igin or heritage. In either case,
this method proved to be a great disadvantage to Filipinos who would be
counted by either group, but who would rarely, if ever, benefit from any
programs specifically designed for "Spanish surname" or "oriental"
peoples. Furthermore, some of the other less known and excluded minor-
ities began to assert themselves and to demand that the Government create
additional cl_assifications by which their own ethnic identity could be
recognized. Consequently, a better method is used today to designate
different ethnic and ra:Aal groups. The various classifications are now
White, Black, Asian, Hispanic, Native American, Pacific Islanders and
Others.

The Asian group encompasses Japanese, Chinese, Filipinos, Koreans,
Vietnamese, Cambodians, Thais, and East Indians. Although some Asian
purists have the tendency to exclude East Indians, in this paper I will
include information about them, whenever possible, as a matter of justice
and personal preference. The Asian group also includes other people whose
existence has often been ignored, the Pacific Island peoples--Samoans,
Guamanians, Hawaiians, and Tongans. Thus, one sees the logic in putting
together Asian-Pacific peoples in a single all-encompassing category.
While this "marriage" may not be completely satisfactory to all those
concerned, it is, nonetheless, the best possible union, at least for the
present.

It is imperative to identify each Asian group separately and to
recognize that each has unique problems and that the magnitude of their
problems will be different in various parts of the Nation.

Two separate reports and studies on ethnic minorities in California
and in Washington State during the 1960's demonstrated different socio-
economic levels for the Japanese, ChInese, and Filipinos in those two
States. For example, although the Jarinese and Chinese often ranked above
the whites in educational attainment tnd were second and third in income,
the Filipinos were usually at or near the bottom in both categories.

More recent studies indicate that although these Asian groups have
experienced great demographic changes, the educational disparity among the
four major Asian groups (Japanese, Chinese, Filipino, and Korean) has
remained the same.
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DEMOGRAPHIC INFORMATION

Japanese are the most numerous of Asian Americans. The 1 970 UnitedStates census2 places their population at 591,290 and, when the subsequent
immigration figures3 are added, their number is increased to 615,099(table 1).

Chinese constitute the second largest group, with 579,970. Theirnumbers have been greatly increased by the large number of immigrants fromTaiwan and Hong Kong.

Filipinos are presently the third numerically--562,643. A study byCanta Pian states that if immigration figures for Japanese, Chinese, andFilipinos continue at the same rate, by 1980 Filipinos will be the mostpopulous Asian group in the United States:'

TABLE 1

NUMBER OF IMMIGRANTS ADMITTED

Chinese Filipino Japanese Korean Vietnamese

1970 U.S. Census

Number of immigrants
admitted

431,583 343,060 591,290 70,000

1970 14,093 31,203 *
9,314 1,450

1971 14,417 28,471 4,457 14,297 2,038

1972 21,730 29,376 4,757 18,876 3,412

1973 21,656 30,799 5,461 22,930 4,569

1974 22,685 32,851 4,860 28,028 3,192

1975 23,427 31,751 4,274 28,362 3,039

Refugees 1975
128,705

Total population 579,970 562,643 615,099 219,835 146,405

*No numbers indicated for this year.
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Koreans, fourth in number, are now the fastest growing and one of the
most overlooked ethnic minorities in this country. At 219,835, their
population has increased 300 percent over the 1970 census numbers. Much
of this is due to the recent heavy immigration from Korea.

Cambodians and Thais were not listed as separate groups in the 1970
U.S. census; however, the Immigration and Naturalization Annual Reports
give their numbers each year. Although the total number in the past 10
years may seem low, it must be remembered that there were people from each
of these countries living.here prior to 1965.

Immigration figures show that, within the past 10 years, 91,353
people from India applied for permanent residency in this country.
Approximately 45 percent of these mere classified as "professional,
technical, or kindred workers."

Guamanians and Samoans constitute yet another demographic problem.
It is possible to use current census counts as a basis for the Guamanians;
however, it is difficult to deteri.ine the exact number of American Samoans
presently in Hawaii and the continental United States. Different sources
give different numbers. It is estimated that 35,000 to 45,000 Guamanians
live in California. The figure given for Samoans by the same source
estimates their number between 45,000 and 48,000 on the West Coast:

Indochinese refugees made a most traumatic and dramatic entry into
the U.S. during the spring of 1975. Within 1 month, more than 120,000
Vietnamese and Cambodian refugees were processed as "refugee parolees"
into the United States: Prior to this, approximately 18,000 had come as
permanent residents since 1971. A more recent DHEW Task Force figure for
the Indochinese refugees is 144,692.7

Within the past 10 years the numbers of immigrants and/or nationals
from Asian and Pacific Island nations have increased greatly. Since the
newcomers are usually younger people, the numbers will increase even more
through inevitable births. Thus, this growth will soon make it imperative
for the authorities to become aware of whet is occurring and to begin to
make necessary changes to meet new needs.

IMMIGRATION IMPACT

Prior to 1965 the United States immigration laws were restrictive and
they prevented people from Africa, Asia, and Latin America from entering
this country in significant numbers. To a certain extent, those from
southern and eastern European countries were also allotted smaller quotas
than the nations of northern Europe.

However, on October 3, 1965, laws regulating the flow of people to
the United States were altered to allow up to 20,000 each year from the
Eastern Hemisphere--Africa, Asia, and Europe--to enter this country. The
effect has been rather startling (tables 2 and 3). In an article pub-
lished in the fall, of 1975, U.S. News and World Report pointed out that
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since 1965 inmigration has increased by 532 percent from Asia, compared to
increases of 39 percent from Latin America and 53 percent from southern
and eastern Europe, and a 73 percent decrease from western Europe andCanada. During the first half of the century, the article recalled,
Asians made up less than 4 percent of the total U.S. immigration. During1964 they constituted one-third of the total number entering this countryas permanent residents. The tremendous increase in immigration is having
an even greater impact as it is occurring at a time when the U.S. birth-rate is declining. According to U.S. News and World Report, "one newAmerican in five is now an immigrani78

Some of the impact of the immigration increase. has been manifested
by additional laws currently pending in Congress which directly affectrecent immigrants, a recen: Supreme Court decision, and a recent judgment
by the Office for Civil Rights against certain school districts throughoutthe United States.9

TABLE 2

COUNTRIES SENDING THE MOST IMMIGRANTS TO THE U.S.

1965 1974

1. Canada 38,327 1. Mexico 71,586
2. Mexico 37,969 2. Philippines 32,857
3. United Kingdom. 27,358 3. Korea 28,028
4. Germany 24,045 4. Cuba 18,929
5. Cuba 19,760 5. China (Taiwan) 18,056
6.. Colombia 10,885 6. Italy 15,884
7. Italy 10,821 7. Dominican Republic 15,680
8. Dominican Republic 9,504 3. India 12,779
9. Poland 8,465 9. Jamaica 12,408
10. Argentina 6,124 10. Portugal 11,302
11. Ireland

9,463 11. Clreece 10,824
12. Ecuador 4,392 12. United Kingdom 10,710
13. China (Taiwan) 4,057 13. Canada 7,654
14. France 4,039 14. Trinidad and Tobago 6,516
15. Haiti 3,609

Source: U.S. Immigration and Naturalization Service, Annual Reports,1965 and 1974.
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TABLE 3

IMMIGRANTS ADMITTED FROM ASIA TO THE UNITED STATES

(Years ending June 30, 1965 through 1975)

1965 1966

China & Taiwan

Hong Kong

India

Japan

Korea

Philippines

Vietnam*

Other**

Total Asia

4,057 13,736

712 3,872

582 2,458

3,180 31394

2,165 2,492

3,130 6,093

1967 1968

19,741 12,738

5,355 31696

4,642 4,682

3,946 3,613

3,956 3,811

10,865 16,731

1969 1970

15,440 14,093

5,453 3,205

5,963 10,114

3,957 4,485

6,045 9,314

20,744 31,203

226 275 490 590 983 1,450

6,631 9,112 12,451 13,128 17,074 20,361

20,683 41,432 61,446 58,989 75,659 94,883

1971 1972 1973 1974 1975

14,417 17,339 17,297 18,056 18,536

4,391 4,359 4,629 4,629 4,891

14,310 16,926 13,124 12,779 15,773

4,457 4,757 5,461 4,860 4,274

14,297 18,876 22,930 28,028 28,362

28,471 29,376 30,799 32,857 31,751

2,038 3,412 4,569 3,192 3,039

22,266 25,981 22,621 26,261 25,843

103,461 121,058 121,160 130,662 132,469

*Does not include Vietnamese refugees entering the U.S. during 1975.

**Other countries include Indonesia, Iran, Iraq, Israel, Jordan, Lebanon, Ryukyu Islands, Syria, Thailand,

and other Asian countries.

Source: These figures are derived from table 14 in the Immigration and Naturalization Service Annual

Reports., 1965 through 1975.
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The increase in immigration from Asian countries has not only (!aused
population increases but has also altered the socioeconomic situation ofAsians in this country. A comparison of recent immigration infnrmationwith data collecte iuch earlier will reveal a number of changes. Onemajor development has been the dramatic increase in the ratio of women tomen in all the Asian groups. This is caused by the predominance of Asian
females entering the United States as permanent residents:0

While the majority of Asian immigrants will settle in the Far West,increasing numbers have made their homes elsewhere. Moreover, recentimmigration figures show a definite trend among recent arrivals to con-tinue to settle in major cities, including Honolulu, Los Angeles, San
Francisco, New York, Chicago, Detroit, Seattle, and San Diego."

When documenting economic and occupational levels for differentethnic groups, it is important to consider the fact that certain types ofindividuals or skill groups are drawn to various parts of the country.
For example, the majority of Filipino immigrants settling in the East areyounger, highly educated professionals; e.g., medical doctors, registered
nurses, accountants, engineers etc. However, although some of the recentFilipino arrivals in Hawaii are also highly educated, many have.no morethan a high school education and are usually relegated to a laborer's orservice worker's job.12

Immigration figures for the past 10 years also show a definite change
in the major occupations listed for immigrants from Asia. The proportion
of professionals to the total number coming from certain Asian countries
is very large, especially for India and the Philippines. More profes-
sionals entering the U.S. come from the Philippines than from any other
single country in the world:3

It is important to ask why these people have left their native lands.
The majority of recent Asian immigrants entered the United States as
permanent resident aliens or as immediate relatives of American citizens--
that is, unmarried minor children, spouses or parents of adult U.S.
citizens. They came from all walks of life and for a variety of reasons,
e.g., "in order to give their children opportunities they never had in
China, such as free education, open job opportunities, and a democratic
way of life."14 Still others who have been highly trained came to the
United States to take advantage of educational and work opportunities not
offered in their own countries and thus to improve their economic con-
dition. Many immigrants came fleeing from political unrest and seeking
the economic stability that eluded them in their own country. All of them
left behind family, friends, a way of life, and familiar food, customs,
and surroundings to gamble on a better life in these United States.

EDUCATION

The 1970 census shows that the percentage of Japanese females with
less than 8 years of education is smaller than the norm of all U.S.
females. There is an even larger gap between uneducated Japanese males
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and U.S. males. Although a greater percentage of Japanese women (than the
total for U.S. females) have finished college, the gap between Japanese
and U.S. males is double.

A study of the data supplied by the 1970 U.S. census shows an 8
percent difference between Chinese males and females in the attainment of
4 or more years nf college. Interestingly enough, between the ages of 25
and 44 years, more foreign-born Chinese males have 15 or more years of
schooling while U.S.-born Chinese females have more education than Chinese
immigrant women.

Among Filipinos in the United States, a greater percentage of women
have completed high school (male--49 percent and female--65 percent).
Furthermore, the percentage of Filipino women with 4 or more yeaTs of
college is twice that of Filipino males. The 1970 U.S. census indicates
that only 46 percent of Filipinos (both male and female) between the ages
of 3 and 34 are presently enrolled in school seeking further education,
while the average for the U.S. is 54 percent of all people between those
ages, with 59 percent of the Japanese and 62 percent of the Chinese
presently enrolled in school.

The above figure's reflect the national picture, but one must be aware
that the educational attainment for the different ethnic groups will vary
from city to city and State to State. For example, in the fastest growing

area among Chinese, New York's (7hinatown, the median age for schooling
completed for males is 8.0 years and the median fo7 females is only 6.8
years.

15 Moreover, the proportion of college graduates in cities with the
largest concentration of Chinese females, namely New York and San
Francisco, is lower than the same proportion for Chinese women calculated
nationally. That is, the large population centers have fewer well-
educated Chinese women. A published article states that "many of the
Chinese citizens in San Francisco still cannot speak the English language
. . . of 62,820 male Chinese interviewed in the last census (1970) 9,430
had completed no school and 7,825 got through high school. Of 27,795
females interviewed, 3,980 had completed no school and 6,480 had gone
through high school."

Among Filipinos the high national percentage of women completing
either high school (65 percent) or college (27 percent) is indicative of
the high educational attainment of recently arrived immigrant women.
However, areas with few new immigrant women--Hawaii and rural areas of
California--the educational level for Filipinas is much lower. Only about

half have completed high school and approximately one-third of the women
have only an eighth-grade education.17

"Korean War Brides are less educated tha,: Japanese War Brides.
One-third of the Korean War Brides had a high school education or less;
whereas, two-thirds of the Japanese had a high school education or less.
However, nne-third of the population of either group pursued training of
any kind in the UnitedipStates, i.e., English, technical/vocational, adult
education or college."
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The 1970 U.S. census showed that 11 percent of all Japanese women
have college degrees, compared to 17 percent for the Chinese women and 27percent for the Filipino women. Percentages for the latter two have
increased since this report was published because, as the Immigration and
Naturalization Annual Reports for 1974 slid 1975 indicate, the rate of
educated young women immigrating from China and the Philippines has
remained very high.

TABLE 4

PERCENTAGE OF COLLEGE EDUCATED ASIAN WOMEN

1960 1970

Japanese 7 11

Chinese 14 17

Filipinos 13 27

What table 4 does not show is that a large proportion of collegeeducated Illipino women of the 1960's were themselves earlier immigrants(late forties or fifties), former students, or workers on special visas
who eventually made their home in this country.

This is the problem: although many Asians are professionals with
years of experience behind them, many of them have not been able to eacurejobs commensurate with their eclucation, skills, and experience. For thesewomen, their quest for economic and professional fulfillment in thiscountry has been riddled with frustrations and hampered by obstacles.

PROBLEM,

In view of the fact that a higher percentage of Asian females thanwhite American women have college degrees, it is tempting to think thatmost of these educated women should be able to secure well-paying jobswithout difficulty.19 However, several things should be considered.
First, acceptance of Asian people by the majority society varies fromregioh to region. Consequently, people with the equal skills from thesame country and with the same educational advantages may not have thesame occupational opportunities, depending on where they live in theUnited States.2° Secondly, each ethnic group is unique; thus, the atti-tudes toward working women may differ. For example, "traditionally,Korean women are not supposed to work, but stay in the house and concen-trate' more on child education, housework . . . the husband is the main
responsible party for the financial matters. Usually, the husband doesnot approve of the wife's employment, unless it is inevitable."
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Thirdly, there are major obstacles to be overcome; e g., lack of some
English communicaticn skills, the inability to secure licensing and certi-
fication, underemployment and/or underutilization of skills, or little
education.

English Communicatio_ ;kills

Although many female Asian immigrants have degrees, they may lack
some English communication skills. Often they suffer because some Amer-
icans believe that EnFlish spoken with a non-European-immigrant accent is
harder to understand.

Often, experienced Asian teachers with good English verbal, reading,
and writing skills are denied positions because school officials deem that
a teacher with an accent (however slight) would be detrimental to the

students' education. The insensitivity of the school administration with
this type of attitude shows an ignorance of the needs of the growing
number of immigrant students from Asia who could benefit from the bilin-
gual and bicultural skills of immigrant teachers.

Many of the older recent arrivals from Samoa find it difficult to
communicate in English. For this reason, they prefer to seek jobs where
little English is needed. This is indeed a pity. Two Seattle-based
Samoan counselors admitted that women prefer "people-oriented" jobs but,
being deficient in English, they will seek nonverbal jobs such as

piecework in sewing factories.22

This lack of Engliuh communication skills is often the basic reason
why even highly trelned Asian professionals (other than those facing
licensing hassles) are denied jobs equivalent to those that they held in
their native countries. A Chicago study on Koreans stated that "English
improvement classes were desired more by persons in professional work than
any other occupational group. This raised the possibility that the role
and the position, expectations or requirements within their professions
demanded better communication skills from them.'23

Another aspect of the problems facing Asian-Pacific peoples is even
deeper--limited education and the need for basic Anglish skills to secure
a job. They hope to find employment soon after their arrival, but there
are few jobs that do not require English as a means of communication.
"Handicapped by their inability to speak and to write English, they are
unable to find employment . . . and their wives, who usually have never
worked outside their homes and who are not trained in any skill, must also
work . . . the vicious circle continues because they don't have the time
to attend school and to learn a new language to advance themselves."24

Licensing and Certificatioy)

The inability to secure licensing and certification is another major
problem facing Asian professionals which should be of utmost interest to
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participants in this conference, since almost half of the immigrant pro-
fessionals are women.25 Since 1965, Asian professionals have been admitted
to this country on a third or fourth plz;ferencethat, is members of
professions and persons with exceptional ability in sciences and arts, or
married sons and daughters of U.S. citizens. However, they have found
that very often State licensing procedures impede their ability to prac-
tice their professions in many of the mainland States. This is especially
true of Asian health professionals whose numbers exceed those coming from
other parts of the world.

It has been pointed out by the Medical World News that only "about
one-third of the graduates from the two countries now supplying us with
the most FMG'sIndia and the Philippinespassed the ECFMG (Educational
Conference for Foreign Medical Graduates) examination in 1974."

The California Advisory Committee to the U.S. Commission on Civil
Rights prepared an excellent report on problems of Korean- and Philippine-
educated health professionals seeking licensure in California. Thisreport states: "In many cases their certilications are not recognized,
(their) experience not accepted, or their educational credentials inade-
quate for state licensure. For one group, foreign-educated pharmacists,the situation is more severe since they are even denied entry into the
licensing examinations. Lack of proficiency in the English language and
inadequate public and private financial assistance for taking review and
refresher courses are added difficulties."26

It is ironic that literally thousands upon thousands of Asian
immigrantswho do not seek health care from non-Asian doctors, dentists,
nurses, pharmacists, etc., except in emergencies--are denied the preferredservices of the bilingual, bicultural health professionals from their
native countries because jf restrictive licensing procedures imposed by
professional organizations.

Underemployment and/or Underutilization of Skills

Another major problem is underemployment. Although foreign-educated
professionals are given immigration priority, it is not necessarily true
that doctors, nurses, dentists, pharmacists, lawyers, engineers, teachers,
accountants, etc., are accepted by the professional organizations in the
United States. Often these people are victims of employment stereotyping:
Asians are only capable of manual labor or entry-level jobs. Furthermore,
many Americans also hold the fallacious impression that an education
required in Asian countries is often inferior to one received here.

Thus, Asian professionals have experienced great frustrations and
suffered much humiliation when forced to accept menial jobs as a last
resort for economic survival. Many cannot obtain the necessary licensing
or the certification to practice their profession. Most are not wealthy
and have some familial responsibilities, either in the United States or intheir native country. The only alternative for East Indian-, Chinese-,
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Korean-, or Philippine-born and educated professionals has been to accept
any type of job offered or to faca unemployment or welfare.

Therefore, it is not uncommon to find doctors working as medical
assistants, registered nurses as aides, pharmacists and dentists as tech-
nicians, certified accountants as financial clerks, tealhers as aides,
engineers as draftsmen, lawyers as clerks, or any of these professionals
as custodians, clerks, or farm laborers. These Asian professionals usu-
ally perform work beyond that expected in the job description but they do
not always receive wages equivalent to non-Asians with the same job.

At a hearing on discrimination against Asians, it was noted that "in
the Dental School there is a 'Filipino' dentist with thirteen years of
practice from the University of the Philippines. She's an orthodontist
and has been there (at the University of Washington) for two years making
only $432. Her job title is Dental Assistant but she's actually making
the plates."27

In the aforementioned Chicago study and one done at the University of
Washington in Seattle on Filipino staff employees, some rather interesting
facts surfaced. Most of the unskilled and white-collar workers and others
classified as such were college graduates. The University of Washington
study examined a sample of 44 empioyees and found that although the
average education acquired was 15.6 years the average salary was only
$7,040 with an average employment length of 4.5 years. Of these 44
employees, 25 had a college education and 10 had a master's degree or
better.28 Therei"ore, one can only conclude that the skills and educat.i.nn
of many recent immigrants are being either grossly wasted or exploited.

A Chinese woman with several degrees was passed over for promotion in
the budget department of McClellan Air Force Base near Sacramento although
she had been considered very capable. The reason given by her supervisor
was that she spoke with ar accent. According to her lawyer, however, she
spoke English precisely and h., grammar was impeccable??

In a Chicago study, immigrants compared their current jobs with those
they had held in their native country, and it was found that 12 percent
more Koreans worked as professionals before immigration. This is another
indication of the underemployment or "downward mobility" experienced not
only by the professionals but also by those previously holding managerial
positions. The same study showed that although there may not be "severe
underemployment since all are employed in a professional position, many
doctors and nurses expressed problems in obtaining a license or in taking
examinations to obtain a license. Therefore, they are employed as sal-
aried persons in large public hospitals in positions with professional
categories but with lower pay20

If it were not for these foreign medical graduates and foreign
nurses, many hospitals in the Eastern States would be in danger of
closing. Their presence has also allowed more American-educated health
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professionals, especially doctors, the opportunity to take on the morelucrative private practices.3

Lack of Skills and Education

The plight of the undereducated Asian wives of American servicemenhas been examined in several studies and reports during the past 3 years.One of these cites the lack of public education among the lower classes inthe woman's country, "particularly, in relatively poor countries such asKorea or Vietnam. Consequently, many of the wives have had formal educa-tion only through elementary school."
Arthur C. Wang equated the lack ofeducation and job and English communication skills with the inability tosecure any but menial or poorly paid work. The Demonstration Project forAsian Americans'study of 137 Asian wives also showed that their averagelength of education was 7.6 years. However, approximately 29 percent hadonly 4 to 6 years of school. Most of the women in this study wereemployed in unskilled jobs, some worked in the entertainment service field(e.g., go-go dancers), and others were doing manual labor. Self-employedwomen owned sauna parlors. None of these jobs required fluency of Etglishor education or high skills:33 It was noted that because many Chinesewives had never worked outside their homes and were not trained in anys.ill, when they had to work to contribute to the family coffers, theyoften found their way into Chinese-owned sewing factories and laundromatswhere they were underpaid. Thus, we see Asian-Pacific women, regardlessof their education, suffering some hardship when seeking jobs that satisfythem financially and/or intellectually. It is a pity that they are oftenunfairly used and further exploited by employers. It is sadder still thatthey often accept such treatment and thereby perpetuate the injustices

heaped upon them and others like them.

STATE OF THE ART

It is rather difficult to enumerate and to assess what has been doneand what is currently being programed to provide educational alternativesfor Asian-Pacific women when it is rather obvious that such opportunitiesare nonexist6At. This is especially true in view of the facts that: (1)there are so many different educational needs to meet in the entire Asian-Pacific experience; (2) there is general ignorance about exactly what mustbe done and for whom (e.g., the majority of those needing educational
alternatives are the immigrants); (3) there is apathy in initiating neededprojec+s to meet Asian-Pacific community needs; and (4) there is verylittle money available even if specific projects for certain Asian-Pacifictarget groups are conceived, researched, justified, written in proposalform, and presented through required procedures to potential fundingsources.

There have been some attempts to meet the problem head-on, but theyhave been few and far between. These attempts,are usually limited tononprofessional careers and to very few recipients. If such proposedprograms are accepted they are minimally funded for a short period oftime. The major problem, as I see it, is that most funding sources often
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stipulate that participants in either an existing or new project must be
at poverty or lower family income level.

These are major obstacles facing most Asian-Pacific priority needs.
How much more so those needs involving just women of Asian-Pacific
origins! While the intert to provide opportunities for those most in need
financially is commendable, government planners often lose sight of the
fact that many Asian-Pacific women in need of alternative educational
programs would not presently qualify. These women have had to take on any

job in order to survive. In most of their families, other adults or older

children work. Thus the combined family income of several jobs (no matter
how little it is) always raises the family above the prescribed base rate.

As an example, the Demonstration Project for Asian Americans in
Seattle wrote a proposal to provide psychiatric clinical training at
Seattle Central Community College for immigrant nurses from Asia. After

much delay and many negotiation sessions, the funding source decreed that
classes could be held, but declared that students had to fit CETA regula-
tions stating that an eligible person had to be at poverty level or unem-
ployed for at least 5 weeks. This eltminated the bulk of the applicants,
many of whom had taken on nurses' aide jobs. Also, many of the women had
less than the required community college level of English competency.
Restrictions like these killed the project beflre it tl^uld even start,
despite the fact that many foreign nursing graduates ha'd eagerly applied
for classes. We are now in the process, through DPAA and other community
groups, of renegotiating terms for the project for 1976-77. This time we

are also being careful to skirt all the obstacles faced in the aborted

pilot project.

The scope of existing alternative education projects doubtlessly
changes from city to city. They range from cosmetology and culinary arts

to licensed pr.ctical nursing and, finally, to the newly instituted
DHEW/OBE Bilingual Bicultural Teacher Trainer Program which will be insti-

tuted this fall in a few universities around the country, plus pre-medical

occupational training programs such as the one initiated at the Seattle
Opportunities Industrialization Center (SOIC) in 1973.

Job counselors have said that most of their clients are anxious to

seek admittance to these classes, especially when it becomes quite appar-
ent that they may never to able to use the skills and education they

acquired in their Asian-Pacific places of origin. Therefore, community

colleges and programs like Opportunities Industrialization Centers (OIC)

have seen increasing numbers of Asian-Pacific men and women taking advan-
tage of classes offered in these institutions. Consequently, Filipinas

who were teachers may study office skills; accountants may enroll in

classes for bank tellers; science majors may apply for keypunch or data
processing classes; and registered nurses may become licensed practical
nurses. Educated Korean women may go for keypunch and accounting, while
others may train in culinary arts or cosmetology. English language dif-

ficulties will discourage many of these Asian-Pacific women from enrolling

in clerical or nursing classes. This is especially true of older Samoan
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women'who find it difficult to communicate in English. Samoan girls andyounger women are seeking courses in office skills and nursing; however,according to one Samoan counselor, there is very little counseling inAmerican high schools to encourage Samoan girls to go beyond traditionaljobs held by older Samoan womene.g., doing piecework in sewingfactories.

Another major area in alternative education offered adult Asianimmigrants and Pacific Island nationals is the English as a SecondLanguage classes taught by bilingual, bicultural Asian Americars. Theseclasses are designed to increase English communication skills by using asinstruction texts books related to the former or desired vocation orprofession of the student. The Seattle Central Community College programhas been in existence for almost 4 years and, while far from perfect,because of the persistence and the watchdog tactics of the Asian American
community people, it is fairly successful.

More attention is being given to the training of bilingual,bicultural teachers, instructors, and administrators to meet the needs ofthe growing numbers of Asian children on the West Coast and in Chicago,New York, and Boston. These programs are still in the fledgling stage andmany are shaky because Asian-Pacific people are low priority when fundsare allocated for bilingual education.

Other educational programs, designed to give immigrant women a choicein selecting another career, are scattered and often difficult to enter.The DPAA helped lobby in the Washington State Legislature for the passageof a Physicians' Assistant Bill designed to give money to the Universityof Washington to maintain and to beef up its existing program. It wasgenerally acknowledged that the presence and testimony of Filipino doctorsin the State Capitol helped the bill to be enacted. However, to thisdate, not one Filipino has been admitted to the program and the chancesfor admittance seem remote.

Therefore, one can conclude that some efforts to provide needededucational alternatives are currently being made. It is my opinion thatmore programs are needed. However, the success of these programs and thenumber of Asian-Pacific women being served is questionable.

RECOMMENDATIONS

While it is important to provide educational alternatives for Asian-Pacific women, it is imperative not to lose sight of the fact that,although this may be the beginning of an exciting new career for somewomen, this is often the last resort for many of the professionals,especially the recent immigrants.

Therefore, recognizing the variety of needs, I recommend thefollowing actions:
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1. Provide specialized training for Asian-Pacific
bilingual/bicultural teachers, already qualified to teach in

content areas such as mathematics and history, and who are

best able to respond and to be sensitive to the unique needs

of students with limited or no English-speaking skills.

2. Provide training for Asian-Pacific bilingual/bicultural
instructors or teacher aides who could assist in educating

Asian-Pacific immigrant children.

3. Set up courses which would allow--within a minimum time

span--the maximum use of previously acquired skills or

knowledge; e.g., medical doctors in physicians' assistant

courses, certified public accountants in bookkeeping, etc.

4. Set up refresher courses for health professionals preparing

to take their licensing examinations.

5. Educate and train Asian-Pacific bilingual social workers,

especially for Samoans.

6. Provide adult basic education for Asian-Pacific peoples.

7. Establish colloquial English classes for recent immigrants.

8. Recruit, train, and hire Asian-Pacific bilingual instructors

with a variety of vocational skills who would provide

training for immigrant women.

9. Provide the trainees in vocational rehabilitation programs

adequate moneys to survive while receiving training.

10. Develop information and data systems within vocational
education channels to match the student with a program and a

guarantee of a viable vocation skill at the conclusion of

her training.

11. Utilize AsianAmerican and Pacific Island organizations,

sensitive to the unique employment and training needs of

their peoples, in planning and implementing viable voca-

tional training and retraining for Asian-Pacific people.
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CHAIRPERSON'S SUMMARY

The papers commissioned hy the National Institute of Education were
presented at the Conference on the Educational and Occupational Needs of
Asian-Pacific-American Women, August 24-25, 1976, in San Francisco,
California. The six papers served as a basis for discussion by the
Research Group and are summarized here with the authors recommendations.
An additional paper commissioned in response to a recommendation of the
conference is also included.

"Immigration of Asian Women and the Status of Recent Asian Women
Immigrants" by Canta Pian

Historical analysis of the early waves of Chinese, Japanese, Korean,
Indian, and Filipino immigration documents the extreme restrictiveness of
policies geared to U.S. labor needs and international and domestic poli-
tics. The consequences noted are the extreme imbalance in the sex ratio
of immigrant labor; the special roles and strains of the scarce early
women immigrants; the separation from wives and children who could not
emigrate or immigrate; the late marriages of male immigrants through home
visits and "picture-bride" arrangements, for those groups and in those
periods when laws permitted; the laws against interracial marriage; and
great contrasts among Asian ethnic groups in the time and the degree to
which families could be established and stabilized in the United States.

World War II brought some significant changes in opening up immigra-
tion to special categories of Asians: a token 105 Chinese per year and
wives, fiancees, and children of U.S. servicemen. Token removal of the
exclusion of Asians and permission for naturalization were accomplished by
the 1952 McCarran-Walter Act, which established an annual quota of 100
immigrants each from China, Japan, India, and the Philippines. Two-
thousand Chinese were authorized entry by the 1953 Refugee Relief Act.

Between World War II and the 1965 change in the immigration law, the
numbers, though small, show a dramatic reversal in the sex ratio of immi-
grants with the coming of wives and fiancees of servicemen and the policy
of promoting family unity.

The current immigration flow (since the 1965 changes became effective
in 1968) accounts for perhaps half from the beginning of all immigration
from Asia. Some distinctive features are highlighted: Filipino and
Korean immigrants far outnumber the Chinese and Japanese, who presently
constitute the largest U.S. Asian groups; they are settling in increasing
proportion outside the Western region of historic concentration; profes-
sional and technical occupational preferences predominate; and the propor-
tion of women is high.

The greater number of female entries is explained by such factors as
the nonquota immigration of wives of servicemen; the requirement of
military service for young men before emigration from Korea, Taiwan, and
preunified Vietnam; quota preferences for family and relatives of earlier
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immigrants, who were largely male; and quota preference for some profes-
sional occupations, e.g., medicine, in which women have had opportunity
for training in the Philippines, Korea, and India. The Immigration and
Naturalization Service does not report occupational characteristics of
immigrants by sex, which handicaps efforts to assess the present status of
immigrant women.

Some generalizations are warranted on the basis of scattered studies:
women immigrants are undercounted in their potential for the labor market,
which is generally very high for Asian-American females. The "brain
drain," especially from the Philippines and Korea, includes a sizable
number of professional women, who often face obstacles in licensure and
may become underemployed in clerical and service occupations. Women who
enter under relative preference categories, such as many Chinese, tend to
have lower educational and occupational preparation and are likely to work
as operatives in garment factories, where they do not learn English and
become locked into low-wage and long-hours employment. English language
acquisition by immigrants is related to routinized contacts with English
speakers, and women more than men may be in less public home and work
situations, which affects their future mobility potential. Vietnamese
refugee women appear to be more willing than men to accept low-status
jobs, contributing to marital strains. Asian wives of U.S. servicemen are
often isolated from cultural and social supports available to other immi-
grants, and many confront unusual hardships in adjustment.

Author's Policy Recommendations

1. Alternatives to present professional licensing procedures
should be investigated, including equivalency evaluations,
proficiency examinations, reciprocity of licensure, national
standards with Federal licensure and certification, removal
of residency and citizenship restrictions, and internship
and other transitional programs.

2. Bilingual and bicultural adult classes should be developed
for the learning of job-related and everyday English.

3. An HEW interagency study of immigrant needs should be con-
ducted, information-referral and multiservice models devel-
oped, and "Gateway cities" be given specially legislated
funds for immigrant services.

4. Programs for upgrading the language and job skills of immi-
grant women in expanding industries should have bilingual
vocational counseling and childcare supports.

5. The varying patterns of immigrant adjustment needs and
resources, especially for those isolated from their ethnic
communities, should be investigated. Appropriate programs
should be developed.
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General Data Needs

1. Analysis by sex should be provided for in studies of
immigrants.

2. Immigration statistics should identify separately the char-
acteristics of women and accurately record the labor-
potential of married women.

3. Data regarding Samoan and Guamanian populations in the U.S.
and migration should be maintained by an appropriate Federal
agency (the Immigration and Naturalization Service records
do not include people from U.S. territories, and census data
are not available on these groups).

4. Longitudinal sample studies of immigrant adaptation are a
fundamental need.

Problems for Research

1. The underemployment of Asian immigrant women, that is, their
employment at levels lower than those of women with com-
parable backgrounds.

2. Factors associated with high rate of labor force participa-
tion of Asian immigrant women--e.g., economic need, cultural
values, pioneering spirit, etc.

3. Factors associated with low participation in the labor force
of some Asian women such as Samoans and wives of U.S.
servicemen--language, educational and occupational skills,
childcare services, family role preference, etc.

4. Differenres in adjustment processes of Asian immigrant men
and women; e.g., in English language acquisition, dependency
on ethnic communities, contacts with the majority society,
attention to problems.

5. Current American attitudes toward Asian immigrants, par-
ticularly stereotypes about Asian females and their effects
on first and subsequent generational adjustment.

6. Variations in adaptation patt3rns of Asian women.

"The Effects of Asian-American Kinship Systems Upon Women's Educational
and Occupational Attainment" by Masako Murakami Osako

The paper seeks to clarify kinship factors as related to the educa-
tional and occupational attainments of Chinese, Japanese, and Filipino
American women. The author contends that.there has been little communica-
tion between scholars of kinships systems and of achievement and that the
numerous kinship variables studied in relationship to achievement and
modernization have not been integrated within kinship system considera-
tions, including family values and role relationship structures.

Historical analysis establishes some successive parallel circum-stances as well as variations which would need to be considered in
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research pertaining to Asian ethnics--in particular, the sex-ratio
imbalance of early labor importation and the different circumstances of
the arrival of women and periods for family development in the United
States. Through demographic analysis of 1970 census data, Osako iden-
tifies some distinctive features of the age-sex distribution of Chinese,
which do not appear among the Japanese and total U.S. population. Noted
also is the high proportion of foreign born among the Chinese and
Filipinos with the suggestion of the importance of considering the influ-
ence of U.S. immigration policy in the attainment of Asian-Americans.

Studies cited of Asian-American achievement do not specifically focus
on women; thus, despite the deficiencies of 1970 census data, the author
employs this source to establish that Chinese, Filipino, and Japanese-
American women have higher median years of school completed, proportions
of college graduates, and participation in the work force, both with and
without children, compared with the total U.S. female population. Chinese
and Filipino women have a higher percentage employed in the professions
than women of any other racial groups; Chinese women have a relatively
high proportion working as operatives; and females of all three Asian
groups have only 1 percent working as laborers compared with the U.S.
population figure of 9 percent. Ethnicity, nativity, and age are shown to
be significant variables, suggesting the importance of cohort and age-
related analyses.

A discussion of some "attainment" models reveals Osako's views of the
shortcomings of current achievement theory pertaining to the role of
kinship factors, especially in dealing with minority women's achievement
process. What she calls the "Wisconsin model" is found deficient in not
considering the contextual factor of discrimination and kinship factors,
except socioeconomic status. What she calls the "black family model,"
based on Moynihan et al.'s highly disputed report, is cited favorably for
its attention tc family structural effects in understanding group varia-
tions in achievement. The "demographic model" selected is Sweet's
analysis of economic and other demographic family compositional char-
acteristics, which were found not to account for black and white dif-
ferences in women's participation in the labor force, which in turn
influences the family's economic status; her conclusion from assessing
this model is to affirm the importance of other factors such as immi-
gration policy and kinship structure and ideology. Chosen as a "cross-
cultural model" is Youssef's study, which employs demographic data in an
effort to explain women's labor force and professional participation in
Latin countries and nonparticipation in Arab countries; but Youasef con-
cludes that larger institutional differences, i.e., exclusive family
control compared to competition for control from the church, are more
explanatory.

All four models, though including kinship factors, fail to integrate
them into the structural, ideological, and attributional components of
kinship systems. Nor do they identify the nature and relative importance
of kinship factors in comparison to other factors. Furthermore, they do
not consider adequately the contextual demand for women's labor, of par-
ticular importance to minorities because of discrimination and occupa-
tional preference in immigration policies. Nonetheless, some correlations
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between family variables and achievement have been identified, though
intensive qualitative studies are necessary for a comprehensive listing of
significant variables and their meaningful interpretation.

Existing research on the family in China, Japan, and the Philippines
and of these ethnic families in the United States is reviewed in relation
to their contribution to understanding women's achievement. Some features
shared by these groups, especially in contrast to the American family
system,'are: male dominance, division by sex of household tasks, separate
male and female domains of authority, greater affective importance of
parent-child ties relative to husband-wife bonds, and the priority of
collective family goals over individuals. In America, there has been
little study of these faótors, particularly as they have undergone change
under the impact of immigration, modernization, and American culture, or
retained their efficacy under circumstances of economic disadvantage anddiscrimination. The literature lacks specific investigations of how these
Asian American kinship features may cause or prevent women's educational
and occupational attainment, possibly depending on the nature of the
kinship ideology.

Author's RecomAendations

1. The conceptual framework for cross-ethnic study of kinship
and status attainment processes should be refined.

2. Asian-American women's family roles should be identified.

3. Asian-American women's status attainment processes should
be investigated.

4. Causal relationships between kinship variables and women's
achievement among Asian-Americans should be established.

5. In view of the inadequacies of theory and data, a qualita-
tive approach is recommended, including case histories of
both achieving and nonachieving Asian-American women.

"The Early Socialization of Asian-American Female Children" by Lily Wonglallmoreandleon
"What happens when the world in which an adult finds herself differs

in important ways from the world for which her upbringing has preparedher?" This is the problem, and a number of insights regarding the under-
lying potential for conflict in self-fulfilling achievement among Asian-
American women are presented in this paper on early socialization. Theyare based on the authors' own life experiences as Chinese-American women,some of the scholarly literature, Jade Snow Wong's and Maxine Hong
Kingston's (1976) autobiographies, 10 informal interviews with Chinese-American women (3 of whom were first-generation immigrants, in this
country more than 20 years and between 40 and 50 years old, and 7 second-
generation women, (5 in their mid 20's and 2 in their late,40vs), and 4women in Japan.
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Fillmore and Cheong were impressed with some common features of these
diverse women: their competence and resourcefulness in overcoming dif-
ficulties, a longing for fuller accomplishment and recognition, including
appreciation by people cluse to them, and anxiety about the conflict
between requirements of their traditional culture and their need to be
productive and independent. The first generation women were married
through arrangements made by their relatives and brought to the United
States by their Chinese-American husbands. While raising their children
and caring for their households--which often included extended kin, they
also worked with their husbands in a self-owned grocery, restaurant, or
laundry. The case summary depicts a household in which the women is
dominated by her mother-in-law, and her production of sons, more than
daughters, and helping in her husband's business were considered far more
important than her own development. The second-generation women inter-
viewed were vocal in asserting their right to a degree of independence and
strained under traditional expectations. The case of a physician who
graduated at the head of her class and married a fellow student is
presented as illustrative. At the urging of her mother-in-law, she gave
up her practice with the arrival of children, and, though she has a good
life and her children are now grown, she does not expect to resume her
career. She finds herself "looking on, as if I am watching someone else
acting out my life." The younger second-generation women revealed a more
active struggle to pursue their self-development in the face of family
expectations for compliance and self-sacrifice. The several case sum-
maries of women in Japan also depict the strains between self-fulfilling
occupational pursuits and family obligations.

It is the contwation of the authors that the family-career role
conflict for Asian-American women is unique in the-unusual strength of
inhibitions against individual development, which are internalized thnugh
early socialization. According to their interpretation, these constraints
are manifest s follows: Despite what would appear as ample external
evidence of competence, these women lacked the confidence that their
abilities could measure up to their own very high performance standards,
which they believed others also expected. Failure, according to such high
self and perceived-other expectations, is viewed as highly possible, and
the stakes of personal approval-disapproval are conceived as virtually
total. Thus, there is the rationalization to accept one's fate in tradi-
tional roles. What individual success is achieved tends to be attributed
to luck and hard work rather than ability.

The authors propose that the very socialization which produced the
skills ana determination to succeed in any realm also developed a success-
inhibitor in roles counter to cultural expectations. "Negative self-
esteem" is described as the mechanism by which Asian females are prepared
in skills, work habits, and attitudes to fulfill their traditional roles
of subservience and exacting responsibility in the family hierarchy. The
inferior value of females relative to males and as transitional family
members is evident in many customary practices, including the way mothers
are regarded. Sons are exhorted to go out and bring honor to the family;
daughters are admonished not to bring shame by unseemly conduct. Properly
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socialized, female children do not question the fairness of the sex dif-
ferences and accept as proper their inferior status, according to the
interpretation presented.

Relying primarily on Wolf (1970), the authors describe Chinese female
childrearing as not very different from that of males until 6 years, "the
age of reason." Chores and responsibilities begin with the assignment of
small parts of tasks combined with meticulously supervised performance
requirements. Girls, especially, are not praised for good performance,
but instructed, admonished, and reprimanded until standards are met. The
reward is increased resrlonsibility for a larger part of the task. Step-
by-step the young girl learns to assume increasingly complex and more
inclusive tasks with consistently higher performance standards. While
remarking on the effectiveness of such training for competence, the
authors also point to the negative consequences of the use of rejection
and shame in not fulfilling properly family responsibility. The ultimate
threat employed is said to be that someday her behavior before her mother-
in-law might reflect badly on her mother.

As long as role aspiration3 do not go beyond what is culturally
socialized, conflicts are not likely to occur, the analysis continues.
But in the school socialization setting, their view of themselves is
likely to be elevated, given the careful home training for competent
performance of assigned tasks and personal characteristics that generally
please teachers. For some, aspirations for educational and occupational
goals not prese-ribed by the culture may develop, and this autonomy may be
accompanied by the disavowal of some cultural attributes such as modesty,
patience, and social sensitivity, which are viewed here as positive. But
most Asian-American females, in the authors view, will not overcome their
cultural training, wnich binds them to traditional roles and confines them
in the pursuit of independent achievement.

Relevant types of research on socialization of Asian-American chil-
dren are identified as concerning: (1) parer ' attitudes on childrearing
through questionnaires and interviews, (2) _hildrearing behavior through
observation in naturalistic settings, and (3) social personality change in
acculturation through the use of attitude scales and projective tests.
Preference is expressed for observational studies in natural settings in
light of limitations of the questionnaire and interview techniques in
capturing real-life behavior and feelings, both of which have much latent
importance.

Proposed are ethnomethodological studies of the total socialization
process in the setting in which it occurs, i.e., microscopic examination
of all aspects of a segment of socialization interaction. The authors
suggest that B. Whiting's field guide, developed for observing child-child
interaction, could be adapted for observing mother-daughter interaction to
study how mothers structure the setting for their daughters' learning and
how daughters internalize cultural role expectations. They further
suggest, on the basis of their interviews, that the kitchen would be a
fruitful setting for such observation.
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Another more pragmatic research problem discussed is that of identi-
fying effective strategies for counseling Asian-American high school
girls: (1) in dealing with the conflict between their traditional social-
ization and educational and occupational career development and (2) in
becoming aware of their attitudes and behavior that will affect the way
they rear their awn daughters.

Authors' Recommendations

1. Ethnomethodological studies of Asian-American mother-daughter
socialization interaction processes should be conducted in
natural settings such as the kitchen to learn how mothers
structure the learning environment and how daughters incorporate
cultural role expectations.

2. Research should seek to identify counseling strategies for Asian-
American high school girls in dealing with conflicts between
zheir cultural socialization and achievement and in becoming
aware of attitudes and behavior that will affect their rearing of
daughters.

"Economic and Employment Status of Asian-Pacific Women" by Pauline L. Fong
and Amado Y. Cabezas

The economic and employment status of Asian-Pacific women in the
United States is the subject addressed in this paper. A supplementary
bibliography and review of the literature by Cabezas indicate some of the
inadequacies of data collection and interpretation and problem-formulation
in these studies. Because of the limitations of data on other groups, '..he
paper centers on Chinese, Filipino, and Japanese women, and the authors
caution against generalizing about other Asian-Pacific women. The
analyses employ cross-sectional data for selected socioeconomic variables,
using data aggregated at the Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area (SMSA)
level when available, otherwise the State level.

The major findings were:

o Labor force participation rates for Japanese, Chinese,
Filipino, and Hawaiian women are all considerably higher than
for white women in all age groups, except the 16-19 years
category. Participation patterns by age group vary among
specific Asian ethnic groups and in comparison with whites.
School enrollment in the early work years differs widely by
ethnicity and geographic locat4ln.

o Asian family income and proportion in proverty in the San
Francisco-Oakland SMSA show considerable disadvantage compared
with whites.

o More Chinese, Japanese, and Filipino than white families in
California and the U.S. have two or more wage earners. There
are fewer of these families with no earners.
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More Chinese and Japanese than whites in California are self-
employed, which is indicative of proportionately more unpaid
family workers.

The proportion of Asian families in poverty who receive public
assistance is substantially lower than that for all races in
San Francisco, Los Angeles, and New York.

o More married Asian women work than white married women.

More Chinese and Filipino women with children under 6 years in
husband-wife families work than comparable white women.

o A larger proportion of Chinese, Filipino, and Japanese women
than white women over 16 years are never married.

o The percent of Chinese women with college and postgraduate
education earning $10,000 or more per year is less than Chinese
men and white and black men and women in the U.S.

o As their level of education increases Asian women fall farther
behind comparably educated white women in the U.S. in earning
power.

o Between 25-34 years, *hen men are developing their careers,
Asian women, as well as white women, withdraw from the labor
market and reenter at 35 or older. Early career status is
likely to be negatively affected.

o Asian women in the San Francisco-Oakland SMSA occupy the lower
status occupations in the professional and technical job
category, are underrepresented in occupations involving sub-
stantial contact and high Englifin language skill, and are
overrepresented in occupations consistent with popular
stereotypes.

o Only in the appnrel and othz7 textile products category among
all manufacturing industries do Asian women in the San
Francisco-Oakland SMSA approach parity in participation, and
their employment level in this category is four times parity.
In construction, transportation, wholesale trade, and in
security and commodity exchanges, Asian women are employed
significantly below parity.

More than two-thirds of employed Asian women clustered in only
seven out of thirty major private industries: apparel and
other textile products, communications, general retail mer-
chandising, banking, insurance, hotels and other lodging
places, and tmedical and other health services. Within each of
these industries, Asian women are again concentrated in
specific lower-status occupations.
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971-.e. authors c-t:aclvde that Asian women's low economic status is
directly affected by tb-2ir lcq.1 bcatus in the job markets. The low earning
power of Asian men is another fictor. Regardless of age, marital status,
or educational level, Asian WOMPt work in large numbers but have low
earning power relative to their educttkonal and occupational levels.

Authors' Recommendations

1. Priority in research should go to understanding the causes
of the employment and economic status of Asian women. Such
research should have a policy and action focus.

2. Asians wi4-11 demonstrated technical competence and under-
standing Asian communities should conduct the research.

3. The differences in problems and needs among Asian-Pacific
groups should be respected and addressed in the research.

4. The Women's Research Program should work with the Bureau of
the Census to obtain a comprehensive data base for the
employment status of Asian women from the 1980 census,
including data for each specific Asian-Pacific ethnic group
and for Asian men and white men and women as study control
groups and stratified by geographic area with high sample
rates in SMSA's with Asian population concentrations. Data
should be made available on computer tapes of individual
records with proper safeguards for confidentiality.

5. Larger samples of individual file records and for areas of
Asian concentration should be made available from the 1970
census as per recommendations concerning the 1980 census.

6. The following research problems should be addressed:

a. Development of an occupational stratification theory
pertaining to Asian women's low occupational status and
low earnings, including variables such as education,
socioeconomic background, first job status, marital
status, fertility, immigration, and sex and race
discrimination.

b. Factors associated with low returns to occupation and
earnings of education for Asian women, particularly of
higher educati n and in low status jobs within
occupations.

c. Ways to broaden career options for Asian women.

d. Identification of patterns of sex and race discrimina-
tion victimizing Asian women.
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e. Circumstances of poor starts in job careers of Asial
women, including career placement in first jobs.

f. Ways to upgrade careers of Asian women, understandi-
the conditions associated with their poor job mobility.

g. Means to channel Asian women into leadership positions
in education, Government, business, health, and other
areas.

h. Current attitudes and knowledge of young Asian women in
school and in the work force regarding their employment
career prospects and work and family role
responsibilities.

i. Response of Asian women to sex and race discrimination
at school and work.

j. Early career experiences of Asian women, including:
first job, job search process and resources used,
influences on decision to continue schooling and/or
work, and formation of aspirations.

7. By definition, f,Jian Pacific women are minorlties end should
not be excluded by regulations calling for "maximnm impact"
nor subsumed in other categories wh'. 4ieir Listinctive
characteristics and issues are not address4H.

a. NIE should continue its leadership T'ole concerning
minority women's issues, especially i a sensitivity to
the diversity of problems involved.

b. Asian-Pacific -omen should continue to participate in
the Women's Research Program, articulating needs of
their communities and conducting needs assessments,
research studies, training, and development programs.

"Social Mobility of Asian Women in America: A Critical Review" by Lucie
Cheng Hirata

The scholarly literature on the social mobility of Asian-American
women is said to be so scant that the materials for a review could Alot
fill a page. Asian-Americans generally have received little attention
from sociologists, reports the author, although there are a few mono-
graphic accounta of the World War II evacuation and resettlement of
Japanese-Americans and some general textbook-like treatises on Asian-
American groups. Several exceptions are cited, including the yet to be
released studies from the Japanese-American Research Project at the
University of California at Los Angeles.
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The author's survey documents that between 1895 and 1975 the four
oldest American sociological journals published 137 articles (1 percent of
the total published) including information on Asian-Americans or Pacific
Islander groups, the majoritj in the two decades around the second World
War. Forty-five percent of the artf.cles concerned Japanese in America, 31
percent the Chinese, and 18 percent Filipinos; Asian-Indians, Koreans,
Samoans, and Hawaiians are virtually ignored.

Besides the troubling lack of concern for some groups, Hirata also
criticizes the distorted impression resulting from the studies that have
been done that Chinese- and Japanese-Americans are the "model minorities."
She suggests, with Lipset and Bendix, that publicizing some cases of
unusral mobility functions to sustain the belief in open opportunities,
even though they may be few, and thus contributes to stabilization of the
society.

Only 20 of the 137 articles include even very routine and limited
consideration of Asian-American womeli. Only in articles on intermarriage
or on the adjustment of wives of servicemen are Asian-American women the
major objects of study.

Eight of the 137 articles concerned social mobility, and none of
these specifically focused on women, either omitting women from r dy Or
making no analyses by sex when some limited data by.sex were presered.

Beyond journal articles, the few studies which Hirata finds quite
lonsistently repeat the success story theme. The reputed rise of Asian-
tmerican women, according to this review, has been explicated in terms of
their greater participation in the labor force, educational attainment,
and outmarriage.

The indicators of success used in most of these studies are the
educational, occupational, and income measures of status conceptualized by
Weber, which, in this interpretation, has led some authors, e.g., Varon
regarding Japanese females, and Wilber et al. regarding Asian-American
male and female groups, to conclude that the mobility attained is such
that they should not be considered a minority or that they have overcome
discrimination and entered the "new middle class." Wilber et al., using
an extremely limited sample of mobile women, identified 1965 and 1970
differences in upward and downward mobility among Asian-American groups
and between men and women of these populations. Hirata notes that some
findings contradict their sanguine conclusion. For example, Japanese and
Chinese mobile women moved shorter distances upward and larger intervals
dowLward than white women of comparable education; and there was a
tendency for mobile. Asian females to lose ground in prbfessional,
managerial, and other upper white collar occupations and to make their
upward gains in operative and clerical jobs. She furthermore cautions
that analysis of major occupational categories such as professional,
managerial, etc. has been demonstrated in other studies to obscure male-
female inequalities and thus is likely to have resulted in distortions in
the Wilber study. Finally, she is critical that group variations in
occupational prestige are not accounted for in the scale used.
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Essays not based on quantitativie analyses are more numerous an4 giveanother version cf the success theme--i.e., the historical decrease inoppression frnil feudal male-female relations in Asian countries, to unpaidfamily labor ta prostitution as early immigrant women, and, ultimately,their participation in the labor force and the prediction that, withfreedom from family control, emancipation and status improvement areassured. Here, the author points out that oppression under capitalism isas possible as under feudalism and that the novement of Asian women towage work from being unpaid family workers is improvement in only alimited sense. She continues: Asian women went out to work for thefamily's survival while maintaining their roles as unpaid domesticworkers. They are still concentrated in low-paying jobs.

Serious questions are raised about the use of educational attainmentas a measure of status achievement for its assumed causal connection witheconomic status. The evidence indicates that the income of Asian-Americanfemales is not commensurate with their education compared with males oftheir groups and to white females. In addition, there is the seriousproblem of the underemployment of professionally trained Asian immigrantwomen. The failure to a.ccount for income dispersion within ccupationalcategories and the explwwitory impotence of education for economic statusRS they pertain to A.:1.En. American females are said to be inexcusable.

Another explanetiov offered by the literature is that Asian-Americanfemales possess ;....oteristics looked upon favorably by employers--
diligence, docility, loyalty, etc. Though recognized as positive in jobmobility, the author notes that qualities of productivity without causingtrouble for management may be a liability in the long run, since they baridentity and collective actions vitil fellow workers in improving theirconditions.

The author's basic criticiams of the sparem literature on Asian-American women's mobity in employment its assumption of an open andcompetitive context and a conceptualization of improvement as involving
increasing similarity with status patterns of white women and men.

Marital mobility considerations are related to the residual emphasison women's status derived from their fathers and husbands rather thantheir own independent status. Thus, the literature on outmarriage ofAsian-American women is relevant t- the author'o review of mobilitystudies. Generally, speculatioa has been that Asian-American women marryoutside their group to improve their status. But empirical evidence fromLos Angeles County marriage licenses indicates that Asian women, on theaverage, marry men, whether within or outside their groups, with loweroccupational status than themselves--with the exception of Chinese women,whose Chinese grooms had higher occupational status. The social status ofintermarrying grooms in Hawaii has also been shown to be low (Schmitt andSouza, 1963).

The authol concludes that there are few serious studies of the socialmob4lity of Asian-American women, and none were found using intergener-
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ational or cohort analysis; the relevant studies are essentially
descriptive with little contribution to either theory or application;
Asian-American women's status, poorly conceptualized and with little

attention to the context, is said to have improved over the historical
span; and their mobility, like other women, is assumed to be attained

through occupational achievement and/or marriage.

Rather than proposing studies of status ahd mobility variations among
Asian-American women and their antecedent and consequent conditions or of
replication of studies done on other populations, Hirata suggests a dif-
ferent line: a Marxist approach with explicit concern for social change
through class consciousness and collective action. Such a framework could

guide a program of research concerning Asian women's position in the
historical development of American capitalism, in current relations to
production and other segments of the population, and their role in the
class struggle. Some preliminary suggestions are offered.

What circumstances in the means and organization of production con-
tributed to the differential degree and type of use of women as cheap
immigrant labor recruited in the development of the West? Labor roles of

Asian-American women in the American economy historically and currently
are identified as contract labor, unpaid family labor, and reproducers of

the work force.

Some intriguing questions are raised from the early era of immi-
gration about prostitution of Chinese women as a socioeconomic institu-
tion, in which they functioned under contract with a procurer for sexual
services. What was their economic role in relation to their families of
origin? How and whom did they profit--Chinese and non-Chinese workers who
paid for their services, Chinese tones, white police, politicians, and
enterpreneurs, and employers of Chinese labor who paid insufficiently for
the support of families? Incidentally, it is noted that Chinese scholarly
sources, contrary t,) Western ones, suggest that early Chinese immigrant

women came in a range of roles other than pn.stitute.

Small business entrepreneur and domestic and wage laborer are roles
to which women have comc= from kFlian countries and continued in their
development in America. De:F4,ite the conditions for great variation among

Asian groups, their class positions in reIEltion to other American popula-
tion segments, in the author's view, are more alike than different.
Nonwhites and women who are small business owners are reported to have a
standard r.q living roughly equivalent to that of the working class, but
because o. their hope for entrepreneurial success, they do not identify
with the working class. The author proposes the importance of under-
standing tt.: Life-cycle of Asian American small business and women's role

in it.

Since close to half of Asian-American women are primarily housewives,
it is suggested that her housewife role in the U.S. economy be
investigated--for example, as reproducer of the work force.
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The preponderance of Asian-American women in white collar occupa-
tions, many of which share conditions with blue collar workers, suggeststo the author that it would be of value to understand both their objective
and subjective class positions. However, because of the large number ofAsian women in the garment industry, Hirata gives priority for research on
the development of workipg-f)lass Asian women, their relations with shop-
owner manufacturers and wholesale and retail outlets.

The author concludes on the note that awareness of the imbalance of
wealth, well-being, and power in the small upper strata should acAvince us
of the futility of conventional mobility studies in understanding the
problems of Asian women in America. While acknowledging the importance of
equal opportunity as part of the solution, the essential task advocated is
to reallocate control of resources and their distribution so there will beenough for all.

Author's Recommendations-

A Marxist theoretical framework, with explicit concern for socialchange, is recnmmended. A program of research guided by such a frameworkmight include the following:

1. What circumstances in the means and organization of produc-
tion contributed to the differential degree and type of use
of women as cheap immigrant labor recruited in the develop-
ment of the West?

2. What was the nature of prostitution of Chinese women as a
socioeconomic institution in the early era of immigration?
What was their economic role and whom did they profit--their
families of origin, their customers, tongs, police, poli-
ticians, entrepreneurs, and employers of Chinese labor paid
insufficiently for family support?

3. Research on the life-cycle of Asian-American small business
enterprises and the woman's role in it is recommended.

4. The economic role of Asian-American housewives--e.g., as
reproducers of the work force, should be studied.

5. The subjective and objective class positions of Asian-American women should be investigated, especially class
attitudes tow :rd white collar compared to blue collar
status.

6. Priority should be given to research on the development of
Asian women in the garment industry and their relations with
shopowner manufacturers and wholesale and retail outlets.
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"Elderly Pacific Island and Asian-American Women: A Framework for
Understanding" by Sharon M. Fujii

This paper is presented as a beginning effort to examine the char-
acteristics and circumstances of elderly Asian-Pacific women. First, from

the 1970 census, sociodemographic background characteristics of Chinese,
Japaneee, and Filipino women 65 years and over are presented. Second,

historical, cultural, and developmental factors are discussed. On the

basis of these, research considerations are presented.

The author notes the general absence and difficulty of access of the
better research literature on Asian-Americans and Pacific Islanders, with
few of these studies focusing on the elderly and almost none on elderly
women. Because of the lack of systematic detailed data, it is not
possible to develop a composite profile of the numerous Pacific Asian
groups, nor would it be desirable in view of their gr.aat diversity.

Age data from the Census are available for only the Chinese,

Japanese, and Filipino groups among the Asian-Pacific populations, and the
author cautions of the undercounting, especially cf the elderly and non-
English speaking, and the tendency to be more inclusive of th,. better
informed.

Compared with the United States generally, the Chinese, Japanese, and
Filipino population over 65 constitutes a smaller proportion of their
populations. The sex imbalance among the elderly reflects pre-1965

immigration policies and are striking in their differences: 43 percent
female for Chinese, 18 percent for Filipinos, and 57 percent for Japanese.
Over half the elderly Chinese and Japanese women are widows, similar to
the national proportion. In each group, elderly women had less education
than men; the Japanese women were more similar to men of their grc p and
had several years more schooling than Chinese and Filipino women, who have
half the years of schooling of elderly women nationally. Later cohorts of
elderly Asian-Pacific women and men are expected to become more alike in
education, but the author notes that this will not assure the ending of
discrimination and equity in public programs. Labor force participation

is shown to be higher for elderly Chinese, Japanese, and Filipino males
than females and for both sexes of these groups than for the total U.S.
elderly. But Asian women's income levels fall far below the national
median level for elderly women and are hef that of the men of their
groups. Typically, the elderly women worked in low-paying occupations--
operative, service worker, sales, laborer, clerical worker, and fanier.

Like all elderly women, Asian-Pacific women confront sexism and
agism, but, in addition, bear the consequences of historical discrimina-
tion, including the infamous miner's tax, exclusion acts, alien land laws,
the World War II evacuation and incarceration of the Japanese, and denial
of citizenship. Their alienation from society, especially their lack of
trust in government is noted.
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The "model minority" image, which depicts Asian-American family and
community resources as capable of taking care of those needing assistance,
is viewed as an obstacle to the public acknowledgment of responsibility in
the care of the elderly. The underutilization of public health and social
services is not explainable by the "model minority" thesis, and the authornotes the significant barriers of immigration policies, cultural and
language differences, and discrimination.

Kalish and Moriwaki's "framework for understanding" elderly Asians ispresentee: cultural origins and early socialization, life-history in the
U.S., age-related changes regardless of early socialization or ethnicity,and meanings of being old. Asian-Pacific elderly were socialized to the
cultural expectation of being rewarded with respect and devoted care inold age by dutiful children, even though they themselves probably did notcarry out such obligations to their parents beceise of emigration. Butmany have also acce.vted the American view that they should not be a burdento their children.

Traditional female sex-role differentiation and inferiority andstatus derivation from their husbands have made difficult the developmentof a positive, individual self-identity among Asian-Pacific elderly women.They have not participated in the women's movement.

The majority of Chinese and Japanese and 40 percent of the Filipino
elderly women are widows. Because of their culturally prescribed
dependence on and identity through their husbands, role-loss is se-td to be
especially stressful for Asian-Pecific women.

In summary, the author proposes the following components for under-standing elderly Pacific-Asian-American women: sociodemographic char-
acteristics, immigration histories, racism and stereotypic misconceptions,cultural origins, life history in the United States, age-related changesthat occur regardless of early learning or ethnicity, and expectations asto what it means to be old.

Author's Recommendations

1. Research should have direct applicability to the development
and/or modification of service programs and of mere
equitable social and economic policies relevant to Asian-
Pacific elderly women.

2. In the research design development and implamontation,
individuals from Asian-Pacific communities should be
involved.

3. Cohorts succeeding the contemporary elderly Asian-Pacific
women should be better understood as a base for education
and planning for the future elderly.
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4. Census data should be compiled for all Asian-Pacific pop-
ulations and in greater detail for sex cohorts; also, life-

expectancy rates for elderly Asian-Pacific men and women,
population projections, and age-generation data.

5. Research on educational and occupational characteristics of
elderly Asian-Pacific women is proposed, for example:
a. The relationships between and among education, occupa-

tion, and income, especially during retirement, and

b. The effects of language and cultural differences and
institutional racism on educational and occupational

achievement.

6. Social and health status of Asian-Pacific elderly women

should be studied--i.e., their family, occupational, and

ethnic community roles, changes in these, and how they

differ from other women their age; widows in the various
Asian-Pacific groups and their coping patterns in different
age categories; perceived and actual health characteristics

and their relationship.

7. Variations within and among Asian-Pacific elderly Tmomen and
differences in relation to the majority population should be
identified in research undertaken as well as intergenera-
tional comparisons between the elderly and succeeding
cohorts.

"Asian Wives of U.S. Servicemen: Women in Triple Jeopardy" by Bok-Lim C.

Kim

mwo hundred thousand Asian wives of U.S. military personnel have come
to the United States since the end Of World War II. The paper seeks to

promote awareness and understanding of their adjustment needs. For, in

addition to the adaptive requirements of interfaith, interethnic, and

interracial marriages, these women con.-ront drastic changes in the move to

a different context society; and few services have been developed to aid

their transition. From immigration data, available studies, and casework
experiences of the author and clergy, the characteristics and problems of

Japanese, Korean, and Filipino wives are deve]oped.

In general, Asian war bride marriages, being with a partner from

outside the ethnic group, deviate from cult.ural rules--both of the bride's

Asian society and the groom's American society. Despite distinc4 cultural
and historical rcumstances, many women from different Asian uountries

share the commcn experiences of war and its devastation of their normal

environment, including prolonged occupation by foreign troops; severe and

repeated dislocations of their countries' populations, and loss of family

members through war, especially young adult males, resulting in an

unfavorable sex ratio for nubile women and the shifting of family respon-
sibilities to them. The usual means of livelihood severely curtailed by

war, the U.S. military presence became virtuari; -she only source of
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employment, which had far-reaching effects on the host society and pos-sible interpersonal relationships. Whatever the origins of the contact,
family/community reproach was common, though this might later have changedto support. An additional obstacle was the long and complicated procure-ment process for interracial marriages.

The popular image of Japanese war brides in the 1950's as involved in
conflict-ridden interracial and iatercultural marriages to a whiteAmerican GI hero still persists. Commanding officers, chaplains, andrespective peers of the couple, according to the author, generally dis-courage such marriages. Obtaining a passport and visa for the wife maytake as long as 2 years. In sharp contrast to the security and compat-ibility which characterize many intermarried couples in tae wife's nativecountry, the couples face difficult problems of adjustment in the UnitedStates.

The coming of wives of U.S. servicemen from different countries hasbeen sequential. In the 1950's were the then the Koreans in the1960's, followed by the Thai and Vietnamese women. The Filipino wives ofAmerican military personnel have increased steadily since the mid 1950's,a consequence of the long presence of American bases in the Philippinesand the social acceptance of intermarriage.

The author cites seven studies of varied sample size and location ofAsian wives of servicemen. Though hesitant to make generalizations fromthese studies regarding sociodemographic characteristics, she doesconclude that the majority of the husbands studied were from middle- andlower-middle classes. Regarding qualitative features, however, greaterconsistency is noted: the absence of strong organizational and religious
affiliation for both spouses, and social contacts limited to visits with
the husband's family (if near) and a few other intermarried couples.DeVos, Trebilcock, and her own casework describe husbands as "loners," butthe lack of social interaction of the Asian wives is viewed as a result cfexternal circumstances such as language and lifestyle differences andinability to get around independently. Loneliness and isolation aresignificant features of the d-Ives studied. In the author's view, studieswhich do not adequat-ly aeAcnowledge the enormity of the adjustments to bemade and which place full responsibility for them on the Asian wives arecriticized as culturally biased and insensitive, and the validity and
usefulness of their findings are questoned. Trebilcock and S. Kim havedeveloped typologies of adaptations of Korean-American couples and wives,but have not succeeded in identifying any patterns of social and personal
attributes associated with them.

The author's casework and counseling of intermarried Japanese andKorean women in the United States and Korea suggest fa^tors which combineto contribute to difficult adjustment in America: low socioeconomic
background, inability to make realistic assessments of their potentialmates' characteristics, and communication problems. However, withasSistance, these women have shown strength and motivPtion in overcomingdifficulties and becoming competent in their various roles in the United
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States. In addition to the communication problems, loneliness, isolation,
and homesickness reported in other studies, she found some cases of
neglect, desertion, and physical abuse by husbands, conditions which need
immediate professional intervention. The findingn of Homma-True and

Atienza regarding Filipino wives are consistent with the patterns of
loneliness, isolation, and homesfAness found in the studies of Japanese,

Korean, and other Asian wives.

Points of preventive and remedial intervention are suggested in a
description of problems likely to be confronted .t5r Asian wives in America.

The key role of the husband and his family in the initial orientation and
support of the wife is noted. Homesickness and longing for ethnic foods
among those outside metropolitan areas are reported, but most crucial is
the learning of practical English. Misunderstanding and conflict between
spouses, relationships with her children, developing friends, independence
in getting around, and her own self-esteem are affected by the lack of
English facility. Homemaking skills are also said to be desired.

The National Inquiry on Needs and Problems of Asian Wives of U.S.
Servicemen has reported extreme domestic violence against these women in
"countless cases." Often, they are unable to convey their need or call
for help. The author cautions hsre against the assumption that inter-
married Asian wives are "inherently doomed."

A few beginning efforts to serve the needy of these women are
described, several in West Coast metropolitan communities and some
military bases, usually under the auspices of chaplains and volunteers.
But they are said to be inadequate because of the lack of continuity,
resources, and institutional support. The public's lack of awareness and
insensitivity to their problems are reflected in the failure of educa-
tional and social service institutions to respond to their needs--through
exclusion from budget priorities, absence of bilingual, bicultural staff,
and inflexibility in the place and hours of service. The ,ational Con.-
mittee Concerned with Asian Wives of U.S. Servicemen, organized at the end
of 1975, seeks (1) to develop communicatIon among those concerned and
disseminate information so that services can be developed, (2) to advocate
the provision of services through documentation of problems and solutions
and work with appropriate organizatioms, ayld (3) to function as a catalyst
among groups in facilitating solutions.

Author's Recommendations

1. Systematic demographic data regarding Asian wives of U.S.
servicemcn should be gathered and made available to Asian-
American and other social service agencies so they can
develop appropriate programs of service.

2. A multilingual resource book should be developed and
distributed to intermarried couples at marriage and ports of
entry to the U.S. (with the possil!le cooperation of the
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Immigration and Naturalization
Service), including informa-tion regarding legal rights and responsibilities as spouseand parent, as an immigrant and/or as citizen, communityhealth, social, and educational services, and emergencysources of aid, etc.

3. Bilingual and bicultural training and orientation classesshould be made available to both spouses before and after
settlement in the United States.

4. A nationwide hotline system should be developed for crisisintervention, referral, and followup services to the widely
dispersed and often isolated Asian wives. An added productof such a program should be a resource book and trainingmanual for use by local community organization professionalsin work with this population.

5. Support is urged for the National Committee Concerned withAsian Wives of U.S. Servicemen in its search for resourcesand development of programs to serve those whose needsotherwise are not met.
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IMMIGRATION OF ASIAN WOMEN AND ThE STATUS
OF RECENT ASIAN WOMEN IMMIGRANTS

Canta Pian

The immigration of Asian women to the United States has been directly

affected by U.S. immigration laws defining the numbers and categories of

aliens permitted to enter. This paper looks at the immigration of Asian-

kmerican women in terms of two distinct periods. The early period, which

extended from the late 19th century to World War II, was typified by

increasingly restrictive immigration laws that excluded one Asian nation-

ality after another. In the more recent period, immigration laws have

been liberalized and no longer exclude immigrants by their country of

origin but provide for preference to certain types of immigrants based on

family relationships and occupational categories. The impact of these

laws and the socioeconomic characteristics of some of the Asian women who

have immigrated are examined.

EARLY IMMIGRATION PERIOD

The Asian pioneers who immigrated to the United States in the late

19th and early 20th centuries were predominantly males. Cultural tradi-

tions that forbade women to travel, the temporary sojourner mentality of

male laborers, nnd restrictive immigration laws imposed by the United

States prevented Asian women from initially immigrating or subsequently

joining the men. A sex ratio imbalance resulted in all the subgroups,

although to a lesser degree among the Japanese than among Chinese,

Filipino, and Asian-Indian populations. Because many States had anti-

miscegenation laws, Asian men were prohibited from marrying white women;

those who were not able to marry Indian or Mexican women lived largely in

"bachelor" communities. For most groups, the lack of women was respon-

sible for failure to establish a significant second generation : Asians

in the United States until the middle of the 20th century.

Chinese

Chinese laborers were the first of the Asian subgroups to immigrate

to the United States in large numbers. They began arriving in the middle

and late 19th century to work on railroads, in gold mines, in agriculture

in the Western States, and on the sugar plantations of Hawaii. These

immigrants were almost all men; the 1890 census counted 102,620 Chinese

men and only 3,868 Chinese women in the United States, a ratio of 27 men

to 1 woman in the population.2 Lyman reports that many factors were

responsible for this lack of women. The workers had a sojourner mental-

ity: they left their wives in China, intending to come to America to earn

enough money to return and live prosperously in China. rhinese custom

required that the women remain with their in-laws in their native villages
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and that the emigrant, who often borrowed the money from the village topay for transport to America, remit money regularly for support of wife,family, and the village community.3

Fear of Chinese economic competiticn led to the passage of the 1882Chinese xclusion Act by the U.S. Congress, prohibiting the immigration ofChinese laborers and families. A Federal court ruling in 1884 specifiedthat wives of laborers who dccided to join their husbands in America wouldalso be excluded under thI', Jaw. Later laws broadened the range ofChinese workers to be excluded. Restaurant proprietors, ministers, sales-men, and clerks were also barred; only merchants, diplomats, and studentsand-their families were exempt from exclusion.4

From 1906 to 1924 an average of 150 Chinese women a year vi:a.naged toget in. The few women in San Francisco's Chinatown at the tun of thecentury were native-born Chinese women, wives of merchants, ane "slave
girls"/prostitutes.5 Those who were able to immigrate either were wivesof merchants or came on forged papers that identified them as wives ofmerchants. Occasionally, shopkeepers or even hired laborers also managedto bring in wives by bribing wealthier merchants to list their names aspartners in business; thus, the numbers of Chinese women and familiesgradually increased.6

By 1920, there were 529 Chinese men to 100 Chinese women inCalifornia.7 Four years later, the all-encompassing Immigration Act of1924 was passed. Among its provi.sions, it rescinded earlier laws thatwould transfer a husband's citizenship to his wife. No Chinese women wereallowed to enter the United States to take up permanent residence. In the5 years that followed not a single Chinese woman entered California tolive, and, in the next decade, the number of Chinese men who returned tothine was greater than the number who arrived in the United States.8 In1930, the harsh 1924 act was revised to allow for the admission of Chinesewives of American citizens who were married prior to 1925. From 1931 to1940, an average of 610 Chinese women entered each year.

Many men were separated from wives who remained in China for decades.Only the more affluent men could make periodic trips to China to visittheir families. R. H. Lee has noted that children's ages and their numberin each family accurately measured the fathers' visits, state of financialability, and concern for their families. In every instance, separatedwives had been married for years, but barely knew their husbands.9

Although the post-World War II immigration of Chinese women hasnearly closed the gap between numbe's of men and women in the Chinese-
American population, a difference still exiets nmong the elderly Chinese.In both 1960 and 1970, the census reported ercent more Chinese menthan women 60 years old and over,m

Japanese

The Japanese were the second major Asian group to arrive in largenumbers. The Issei (first-generation)
who arrived at the beginning of the
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century were overwhelmingly young men who, like the Chinese, had
sojourners' outlooks, intending to work in America for several years and
return with their accumulated savings to tl!eir native villages. In the
1900-08 period, men immigrants outnumbered women 6 to 1." Most had a
farming background and came to Hawaii to work on the sugar plantations or
to the U.S. mainland as miners, railroad workerr, fishermen, and
farmers.12

As the number of Japanese increased on the West Coast, so did racism
against them. A series of incidents led President Roosevelt to issue an
executive order preventing Japanese from entering the United 6tates from
Hawaii, Mexico, or Canada and to conclude the "Gentlemen's Agreemen::" with
the Japanese Government limiting the number of emigration pas!-orts to
America that would be issued to skilled and unskilled laburers. The
"Gentlemen's Agreement" did not prohibit laborers already here from
sending for their wives, and, as their stays extended, many men sought
wives in Japan.

Those who could afford it returned to Japan to marry. A more
economical system, however, was the "picture briJe" arrangement, whereby
friends and relatives would arrange the marriage through an exchange of
photos across the Pacific.13 Bride and groom often met each other for the
first time as the bride disembarked in San Francisco. Unlike the
Chinese, Lyman notes, neither custom nor law barred Japanese from bringing
wives t:7 America.15 The so-2alled picture brides began arriving in America
in 1910. During the second decade of the 20th century, Japanese women
outnumbered male immigrants, sometimes by more than a 2 to 1 margin.16

In 1900, out of the total Japanese population of 24,326, there were
only 985 women. In 1910, there were 9,09- women, and by 1920 there were
22,193 aomen out of the total population 111,010.'7

In 1921, pressures from the United States lP:-! Japan to discontinue
the issuance of passports to the picture brides, n1 the 1924 Immigration
Act prohibited all further immigration from Jape.n. Some 42.5 percent of
all the Japanese males in the U.S. were thereby confined to a bachelor
existence. Enough women.had already entered, however, to guarantee that
domestic life could be established in America.

Data from the 1970 census show that today women outnumber men in the
elderly Issei population by a ratio of 1.6 to 1.19 The predominance of
women reflects a number of factors--the Issei women had tended to be about
10 years younger on the average than their husbands,2° women tend to
outlive men in a normal population, and there has bee some new immigra-
tion of older women from Japan in recent decades.

Koreans

Compared to the Chinese or Japanese, relatively few Koreans
immigrated early in VIe 20th century, and most came to Hawaii. The Hawaii
Sugar Planters' Association began recruiting laborers from Korea, and,

until 1905, when the Korean government ended a liberal emigration policy,
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a total of 7,226 immigrants--6,04a men, 637 women, and 541 children--arrived in Honolulu. From 1911 to 1923, 951 Korean picture brides
immigrated to Hawaii and 115 immigrated to the U.S. mainland.21 Thecurrent immigration to the United States from Korea greatly overshadowsthe small numbers of Koreans who came early in this century.

Asian-Indians

The original Asian-Indian immigration to the United States, whichoccurred betweer, 1904 and 1923, was a byproduct of Indian immigration toCanada. Most of the arrivals were male tn!mers and laborers from thePunjab, and in America they worked mostly as laborers in the lumberindusteries of Washington and California.22 Like the Chi- - and Japanesebeforo them, the Asian Indians originally oame for quic, conomic gain,expecting to retura home with enough money to buy land and live comfort-ably. Only a handful of Asian-Indian women were to be found in NorthAmerica."

In 1917, the U.S. Congress passed a sweeping Alien Exclusin Actwhich excluded from immigration, with few exceptions, natives of a so-called "barred zone" that included parts of China, all of InJin, Burma,and what are today Thailand, Malaysia, and most of the Pacific Tslatds.The purpose of this "barred zone" was primarily to exclude Asien-Trdiensand to make exclusion of Asians more complete.24

Filipinos

DuI.,,ng this early period of immigration, Filipinos were the only
Asian-Pacific group that was not systematically excluded from immigrationto the Unite,7 States. The Treaty of Paris of 1899, ending the Spanish-American War, provided for the Philippines to be ceded to the UnitedStates. The Filipinos were defined as "wards" or "nationals" of theUnited States; as such they needed no visas to travel to the UnitedStates.25

_he Hawaii Sugar Planters' As 'Dation began to recruit Filipinolaborers 47c) replace depleted supplie 7 Chinese and Japanese laborers in1906. Na7arro points out that the aciation explicitly specified thatrecruiters look for strong, muscult Strength of hend grip had to bedemonstiated in some cases to show muscu.tar strength; women were usuallyexcluded.26 Cr'-ure also played a role in la _ting female ..maigration.TradiAon at i ! time forbade Filipino womer: to travel unThaperoned.Finally, te tar. also shared the sojouraer's mentality: they did not planon staying longer than the terms of their labor contract and therefore didnot bring wives or fiancees. By the end of 1929, there were 88,700 men,8,700 women, ond 4,600 dependent Filipino children in Hawaii. The ratioof men to women in the adult population was 10 to 1.77

Agriculturalists in California were similarly looking to thePhilippines for a supply of labor. BetweLn 1920 Rnd 1929, 29,000 men and2,000 women were admitted to the State, a ratio of 14 to 1.'i"
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In 1930, the total number of male Filipinos over 15 y..lars of age on
the U.S. mainland was 40,904, of whom 32,554 were in California; the total
number of Filipino females vas only 1,640 and, of these only 382 were
single.29

The economic d;,-ession during the 1930's caused a sharp decline in
immigration to the oited States from all countries. In 1934, with the
passage of t1e Philippine Independence Act, only Filipinos wt--1 -erved in
the U.S. military were eligible for U.S. citizenship. PhilipT immigra-
tion was c.rtailed and a quota of 50 persons per year was ests.Aished.

WORLD WAR II AND THEREAFTER

During World War II and afterwards, Congress began to pass a series
of legislative acts to remove racial barriers and liberalize immigration
and naturalization. Because of China's assistance during the war, the
Chinese Exclusion Act was repealed in 1943 and an annual quota of 105
persons was established. At the end of the war, the War Brides Act of
1945, the G.I. Finance Act of 1946, and the Act of August 1946 facilitated
the entrance of war brides, fiancees, and children by waiving certain visa
requirements and making these groups nonquota imrgigrants. The Immigration
and Nationality (McCarran-Walter) Act of 1952 was the first major revision
of the immigration law since 1924. The 1952 act retained the national
origin principle but introduced a system of selective immigration by
giving preference to skilled workers and relatives of citizens and perma-
nent resi.dents. The act made immigration and citizenship open to all
races and assigned annual quotas of 100 persons each to China, Japan,
India, and the Philippines. In addition, the Refugee Relief Act of 1953
authorized the admission of 2,000 Cninese refugeef-7-43

An unprecedented number of Asian women arrived in the United States
4n accordance with the new U.S. policy of "promoting family unity." Feom
194 to 1953, almost every Chinese immigrant who disembarked at an
American port or airport of entry was young woman with or without young
chiiren ia 'ow. For these 6 years, women averaged close to 90 percent of
all Chinese ir:_m'grants.31

Between 1951 and 1960, more than three-fourths of the immigrants born
in China, Japan, and the Philippines entered the United States under a
nonquota statur; most of them were wives and children of U.S. citizens.32
This period also saw the beginning of the formation of "late families" in
the Filipino population, families in which the age difference between
husband and wife was 15 years or more. This phenomonon was a consequence
of the older Filipino males returning to the Islands to marry. A recent
study of Filipino households in Seattle, Washington, found that 37 of the
134 two-parent family households in the sample (28 percent) came under the
definition of a late family. Another 39 psrcent of the married couples
had an age difference of 11-14 years.33
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RECENT IMMIGRATION PERIOD

.';e most important immigration act in recent times is the one that isessentially in effect now, the Immigration Act approved October 3, 1965(provisions of which did not actually become effective until 1968). Table1 shows the impact that the new act's liberalized policies have had onAsian immigration. While most immigrL-ion to the United States fromEurope and the Americas occurred before the 1960's, about half of all theAsian immigrants have arrived since 1961. For Asian women the impact wasgreater still, since early immigration, as we have seen, was predominantlymale.

Since 1968, Filipinos have been the largest Asian group immigratingto the United States, averaging some 50,000 persons per year. Though theywere the third largest Asian-American population group in the 1970 census,as a result of their high rate of immigration, they may be the largest ofAsian subgroups by 1980. Koreans are the second largest Asian groupimmigrating into the United States. Even though the rate of increase ofthe largest group, the Filipinos, has leveled off somewhat, the rate ofincrease for Koreans has continued to rise steadily. Some 28,000 Koreansimmigrated to America in FY 1975. If this same rate of immigration ismaintained, by 1980 the population will be more than triple the totalnumber of Koreans reported in the 1970 census, 70,000.34

The highest rate of Chinese immigration for any 1 year occurred in1967, at about the height of the cultural revolution. Since then, about19,000 Chinese have been immigrating each year. The rate of Japeneseimmigration has remained low, averaging 5,000 persons per year, but with aslight increase since 1970.35

While the Asian-American population is clearly concentrated in,ertain parts of the country, the newly arriving Asian immigrants are notsettling exclusively in these same areas. Some immigrants from Asia aresettling in all the large cities in the most populous States in thecountry. Sixty-one percent of Filipino immigrants have settled in theWestern part vi the cou,ltry. Only 53 percent of the recent JapaneseimrlIgrants and 44 percent of recent Chinese immigrants have remained inthe Western part of the United States. The Koreans have had the mostdiffuse settlement pattern; less than a third of their population remainedin ale West. Among all groups, significant numbers of '-migrants are tobe found in the North Central part of the United State., the Northeast,and the South. Between 1960 and 197.,,, there has been v noticeable shiftaway from the West on the part of the Japanese, Chinese, and Filipinopopulations, although that regLon still has by far the majority of Asian-Americans.36

The Immigration and Naturalization Service data show that today amajority of Asian immigrants are women. The Asian female population inthis country is, as a result, &Lowing at a faster rate than the Asian malepopulation. In particular, among Oults 20-40 years of age in the fourmajor Asian-American groups--Chineel, Japanese, Filipino, and Korean--there are more women than men of L.-eelan birth.37
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TABLE 1

IMMIGRANTS TO THE U.S.
BY CONTINENT: 1881 to 1 975

Asia* Europe The Americas All other

1881-1900

Numlr4r 144,800 8,290,800 465,900 17,700
7.1 30.7 6.1 7.1

1901 -1 920

Number 570,800 12,377,900 1,505,600 42,300
27.9 45.9 19.8 17.0

'921-1940

Numl)sr 128,100 2,810,100 1,676,800 19,800
6.3 10. 22.1 P.0

1941-1950
Number 32,400 621,100 354,800 26,600
4 1.6 2.3 4.7 10.7

1951 -1 960

Number 150,100 1,325,600 996,900 42,800
7.3 4.9 13.1 17.2

1961 -1 970

Number 427,800 1,13,400 1,716,400 54,200
20.9 4.2 22.6 21.8

1971 -1 975

Number 590,20G 422,200 878,000 .00
28.9 1.6 11.6

Total

Number 2,044,200 25,971,700 7,594,400 249,2U0
100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

*Includes East Asia, Southeast Asia, South Asia, and the Middle East.
Figures are misleading in that they do not show that substantial num-
bers of Asians also left the U.S. because of racist policies against
Asians.

Source: U.S. Immigration and Naturalization Service, Annual Reporv.
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A breakout of the data on immigrants by sex for specific countries in
the Asian-Pacific areas (tables 2 and 3) shows that except for the Asian-
Indian and BurmeP-, populations, the percentage of women immigrating ishigher than the percentage of men. This imbalance is particularly
noticeable among the Japanese, Vietnamese, and Thai por-dations. On the
other hand, the percent of all immigrants who are 1,1,,,mn is declining in
many of these populations, but growing in the Asian-Indian and Burmesepopulations.

Very little data and few studies shed any light on the immigration
and subsequent migration patterns of Pacific Island populations. Becauseof the territorial status of American Samoa and Guam, the two largest
nonnative Pacific Island populations in the United States, data on the
numbers of persons migrating from these islands to the U.S. mainland arenot kept by the Immigration and Naturalization Service or by the Census
Bureau. Apparently many Samoan and Guamanian men have arrived here while
serving in the U.S. military, and they were joined later by family
members.38 Preliminary data from a survey of 121 Samoan households in thegreater Los Angeles area show that most Samoans arrived after 1950 andthat the rate of migration hri. increased since the latter half of the1960's.39

Fiscal prira

TABLE 2

RECENT IMMIGRATION BY SEX, 1950-1975

Chinese Asian 7ndian Filipino Japanese Korean Paclf^ Tslander.

Male Female Male Fema;e Male Female Male Female Male Female Male Female

1950-59
Total number 3,129 6,663 523 242 1,624 4,740 1,805 11,874 iRC 456 12 134

Sex ratio 33.3 66.7 68.4 31.6 25.9 74.5 11.5 85.ti ?7.6 72.4 38.0 62.0
1956-60
Total number 17,609 1:,862 1,360 1,:96 7.267 4,609 29,231 1,/ 6 3,6 440 505

Six ratio 47.7 57.8 67.8 32.2 30.9 6,1.1 15.4 44.6 70,7 7,1.1 51.1)

1961-65

Total number 10,470 11,5n3 1,-183 1,034 16,191 2,227 7,817 778 1,7:A

Sex ratio 43.7 55.3 ,5.5 19.6 84.4 72.1 77.0 43.6 96.4
lr",6-70

;'otal number 47,877 ,in,.74 16,725 1.134 4q,076 4,812 1',643 7,846 17,777 '.67r, 2.077

Sex ratio 49.0 51.1 60.0 40.0 42.7 97.1 24.0 75.2 .,n.A 69.4 44.! 55.3
1971-7'.

Total .tunI,er 50,564 56,556 38,443 '4,44.9 17,102 7,028 16,781 44,224 68,-.6O 7,790 3,q84 ,1*

Sex rntio 47.2 52.9 52.7 47.3 40.0 60.0 79.5 70.5 79.1 60.7 4n.0 41.0

Inr.ludes persons from Fiji, Pacific Talanda, Tonga, and Western Samoa; Ines not includ^ persons fr. American lnm,e,Guam, Tahiti.
4,417,.x ratio es,imnted.

Source: U.7. Immigration and Naturalization Service, Annual Reports.
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TABLE 3

IMMIGRATION FROM SELECTED COUNTRIES
IN SOUTHEAST ASIA 1966-1975

Fiscal years Vietnamese Thai Burmese

Male Female Male Female Male Female

1966-70
Total number

Sex ratio

1971-75
Total number

Sex ratio

725 3,063 846 3,514 919 823

19.1 80.9 19.4 80.6 52.8 47.2

3,430 12,820 5,207 15,924 1,933 1,881

21.1 78.9 24.6 75.4 50.7 49.3

Source: U.S. Immigration and £41turalization Service: Annual Reports
and unpublished data.

Data from the IMmigration and Naturalization Service show that there
has been an iacrease in the proportions of immigrants from other Pacific
Islands such as Fiji, To..:ga, and Eastern Samoa. Just over half of these
immigrants have been women.

Many factors may cause a higher proportion of womea. .atio
of immigrants to the United States is gratly affected 11::

preseuce of personnel and military bases overseas. T, ,,ariation
accounts not only for a large -1,,7rcentage of war brides, woman who have
married American soldiers stationed overseas, but also for the immigration
of more young single women than men because the latter are required to
serve several years of compulsory military duty. In Korea, Taiwa,,,
Thailand, and preunified South Vietnam, young men of military age were
prohibited from leaving the country until they had fulfilled their mili-
tary service obligations.

There are several different types of recent female immigrant
populations: women professionals ..%nd students, wives and other relatives
of earlier immigrants, and wives of American soldiers. Before looking at
these populations, a discussion of the current imrigration law and the
various categories under which Asian women are permitted to enter is
warranted.
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CURRENT IMMIGRATION LAW

The 1965 act was written with three objectives: to unify families,
to admit workers with certain needed skills, and to provide asylum to some
refugees, particularly those friJM CommL:nist countries. The act abolished
previous quota systems which had beer bassd or, national origins and
eatablished two basic categories of immi.grants, a large group which was
subject to numerical limitation and a voup comprised largely of
immediate relatives and special im;;;c: vizire ricA, subject to numer-
ical limitations. Person- who fall. laiter !TItegcry include
children, spouses, or parents of United AlF357 included
are ministers and employees of the U:F. Ore. or U,S. r.porlies
abroad and their families. In FY 1975, or.;.y percent of all immigrants
to the United States came raider a cateii- nc,t subject to numerical
limitations:*

TABLE 4

EASTERN HEMISPHERE IMMTGRkTION PREFERPNrR CATEGORIES

Preference(P) Definition Percent Numerical limit

First Unmarried sons and daughters
of U.S. citizens 20 34,000

Second Spouses and unmarried sons
and daughters of alien 34.000 plus unused
permanent residents 20 numbers from P1

Third Professionals and scientists
and artists e
exceptional Jility 10 17,900

Fourth Married sons and daughters 17,000 plus numbers
of U.S. citizens 10 unused by P1-P3

Fifth Brothers and sisters of 40,800 plus numbers
U.S. citizens 24 unused by P1-P4

Sixth Skilled and unskilled
workers in occupations
for which there is a
U.S. labor shortage 10 17,000

Seventh Refugozo 6 10,200

Total 1001', 170,000

Source: Kenneth H. David and William L. King, Review and Analysis of
Problems of Recent Immi rants in Hawaii, Office of Social Resources, City
and County of Honolulu, Hawaii, 1972.
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The 1965 act established an annual quota of 170,000 persons who could
enter from the Eastern Hemisphere (Europe, Asia, and Africa) under the
numerically limited category. Within the 170,000 person limit,41 the
number of immigrants from any single country could not exceed 20,000
persons, while the lihitotion for foreign dependencies such as Hong Kong
was limited to 200 persons:2

The quota immigrants from the Eastern Hemisphere are further limited
to seven preference catogories, four of which provide for the reunion of
families, two of 'gnich nre based on occupational background, and one of
which is for refugees. 2pacifically, the seven preference categoies are
shown in table 4.

The prefersnce catcgories are weighted so that the overall number of
immigrants to the United States under any one preference category may not
exceed a certain percentage of the total immigrants that year. For
example, the r of U.S. immigrant visas issued under the third
preference cal.eb.,:. , members of the profesaions, or the sixth preference
catiegory, skilled or unskilled workers, may not exceed 10 percent each of
the total 170,000 quota:3 In other words, in any one year, immigrant

as may not be awarded to more than 17,000 persons from the Eastern
Hemisphere under each of these preference categories.

The preference system is complicated; some categories are perpetually
oversubscribel while others are virtually ignored. Certain categories
have facilitated immigration from certain countries and by certain classes
of immigrants. For many years, the large number of third preference visas
issued to Filipino professionals and their families, together with some
first and second relative-based preference categories, used up all the
available visa numbers and no visas were available below third
preferencee44

As Boyd notes, the regulations mean that immigration from Asia now
reflects the interaction of such factors as the 20,000 persons per ,lountry
limit, the skill levels of would-be immigrants, and the extent to which
emigrants from Asian countr.es have relatives already rrsiding in the
United States:5 The sex of the immigrants is also affected by the above
factors, as well as by the incentives to migrate, which are less easy to
measure.

Unfortunately, an analysis of all these factors in relation to the
immigration of Asian women is hampered Li the fact that data on the
immigrants by classification of entry are not tabulated by sex in the
Immigration and Naturalization Service's annual reports. By looking at
the characteristics of the total immigrating population and the charaJ-
teristics of some women known to 1,e immigrants, one can only infer some
general conclusions about the women who are immigrating. Monica Boyd,
perhaps more than any other single researcher, has analyzed the recent
immigration of Asian manpower to America. The following section draws
heavily on her analyses.
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There is considerable variation in the admission categories that are
subscribed to extensively by different Asian subgroups. Boyd identifies a
family chain-migration pattern by which an immigrant first migrates to the
United States to fill manpower demand and is then followed by a chain of
family members. Only Chinese and Japanese immigration prior to World War
II was substantial enough to induce further immigration based on family
and kinship ties. Following the 1965 Immigration Act, 40 to 58 percent of
immigrants chargeable to the numerical limitations of China or Japan
entered the United States under the five relative or family member
preference categories. A high proportion of recent immigrants from the
Philippines also entered under the relative Freference sysem, although
the occupational preference categories have also facilitated immigration.
In contrast, persons chargeable to India and Korea entered primarily
through the occupational preference categories, with a strong movem1.:0-
professional manpower:6 That some chain migration of relatives is
fling to occur, however, is suggested by a recent upswing in the 7::-.1.-:t-Lon

of persons entering under relative preferencs categories, par".

under the second preference category based upon family ties to permanent
residents, rather than to citizens.

The historical movement of unskill
Japan in the beginning of the century 1'
skilled professional manpower from I.

today, in keeping with changed manpower

The larger proportion of women in many of the immigrant populations,
Boyd suggests, is characte-ietic of both the chain-migration pattern of
family reunification and formation and the presence of "war brides" who
have intermarried witb American soldiers. However, not all of the initial
immigrants who begin the chain-migration pattern are men. Many of the
immigrants entering under occupational preference criteria from Korea and
the Philippines are women, although data are not available to determine
their proportion.

,oring manpower from Chinl and
replaced by the movement of

Korea, and the Philippines
,...,rements of the United States.

Data on the total of women immigrants who enter as professionals
cannot be determined from INS statistics. Intended occupations of
immigrants are not available by sex in the Plinual reports, and the
summariem of occupational data which are published are comporites of two
possibly very different occupational distributions that characterize men
and women immigrants. Evidence suluests that the occupational qualifica-
tions of warried immigrant women tend to be ignored when a husband and
ve..fe seek admission together. Even if both have a professional back-
ground, the occupation of the wife might be ignored, and she would be
classified as a housewife:7

The Department of Labor recently 'conducted a longitudinal study of
immigrants from all countries which indicates that the bulk of those who
moved into the labor force after arrival were women who had been identi-
fied as housewives in their visa applications. The contributions made by
immigrant workers and their impact on the labor market have been undev-
stated by as much 20 percent, the study estimated, with women making
the most difference.4°
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The undez-count of women intending to be employed is likely to
misrepresent the Asian popula+ion even further, as data on the labor
participation rPte sf A3ian-American womc!n, 7.".oth native-born and
imnigrant, in the Japanese, Chinese, and Filipi. V,Th'ations in 1970 were
considerably higher than the labor force parti'lrati.. rate of all women
in the U.S. population at that time.° At time 55 percent of
Filipinos, 50 percent of Chinese women and 49 P ercent of Japanese women
were in the labor force, compared to 41 percent of all U.S. women.

PROFESSIONAL WOMEN

Studies of Filipinos show that many women immigranot
professionals, suggesting that at least in that population, the 1:11:;:Aee-
nmber of the family to emigrate is not always the man. The so-called

,ain dreln" phenomenon includes women's brains. Crirtes' study of
mation of 254 U.S.-educatei Filipino professionals found that single
and younger women migrated to the United States much more than man of the
same status and age.50 Pian's analysis of 1970 census date. shows a direct
relationship between the proportions of foreign-born Filipinos and those
professionally employed. Outside of Hawaii and California, the popula-
tions are primarily new immigrant Filipinos, where 55 percent of women are
employed in professional occupations.51

INS data do _Iot permit us to determine the detailed professional
backqrounds or present occupations of Filipino women imnigrants. A large
number, however, are likely to work in the health field, particularly as
nurses, Cordova and Lee's surv:, of 180 Asian health professionals in the
Seattle area determined that nearly 80 percent of the 'ample were women,
many of them nurses, although sample selection proceaures may have pre-
selected this popu1ation.52

Many Filipino women apparently immigrated to find employment
opportunities. Asperilla's study of Filipina nurses in New York,
Philadelphia, and Chicago found that they had come to the United States to
gain the opportunity for professional and personal growth, the chance for
better remuneration, and the opportunity to travel and see place8.53

Morales notes that during the sixties, women in the Philippines
achieved many influsntial positions in education and politics. The number
of women doctors and pharmacists increased three times an' women dentists
doubled,54 At the acme time, the economy of the Philinpines could not
efft,ctively absorb all its health professionals. The i*.come differential
is one of the strongest factors influencing migration: salaries of nurses
in the United States are two to three times higher than in the
Philippines. The value is increased six times when the dollars are
remitted to the Philippines.55

Once here, however, many w-men encounter language barriers and
rewtric:Ive licensing and hiring practices, and they accept employment in
a range of lower skilled clerical, service, or factory jobs, rather than
in the professions for which they were trained.56
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Less research has been done on the professional women in other Asian-
American groups. Kim and Condon's study of Asian-American immigraftts in
Chicago found that among the Korean and Filipino groups, women and men
were equally represented in the professional category, with women being
slightly more numerous. In contrast, the number of women professionals in
the sample Chinese and Japanese populations was far lower.57

OTHER-WOMEN IMMIGRANTS

While attention has been focused on the immigrants with a profes-
sional background, less is known about the other women in the immigrant
p,pulation, those who do not have a professional background. An update of
Boyd's analysis of the classiPications by which Asian immigrants are being
admitted (see table 5), shows that save in the Filipino population in the
last few years, the majority of immigrrnts have been admitted under eiTher
the immediate family, nonpreference category, or relative preference
categories.

While a certain proportion of skilled, highly trained persons
immigrat3s under a relative preference category, Sung suggests that, at
least among the Chinese, those who immigrate as relatives of former
immigrants tend to have a lower educational and socic,aconomic background.
By and large, they do not speak as much English and 1.-.ve great difficulty
accommodating themselves to life in the United States,

TABLE 5

ASIAN IMMIGRANTS ADMITTED
BY CATEGORY, 1973-1975

All

immigrants China India Japan Korea Philippines Thailand Burma

Total 485,627 54,625 39,058 6,365 7,..A36 58,073 4,402 1,898

Total percer.age 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100,0 100.0 100.0 100.0

:faor.ce (sone,
daught:io, ana
sisters :'.11J.nne

and pertnvY
and spouc.w 01 7.nrpznent
residents) 58 59 38 45 58 52 36 53

Occupational preference 17 10 28 23 20 48 14 113rd (professionals) 5 2 12 2 6 21 6 4
6th (other workers) 4 3 5 13 3 - 4 2
Spouset and children 9 5 12 9 11 26 5 6

Conditional (refugees) 6 11
5

Nonpreference (spouses,
parents, snd children of
U.S. cittctns, ministers,
end former U.S. employees) 19 21 34 31 22 49 34

Source: U.S. Immigration and Naturalisation Service annual reports (adapted from Monica Boyd, "The Changing
Nature of Central and Southeast Asian Immigration to the United States: 1961-1972" in InternatioNll Migration
Revie. 7, No. 4 (Winter, 1974): 489-519.
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TABLE 6

IONS GIVEN FOR MIGRATION TO THE UNITED STATES BY
FOREIGN-BORN RESPONDENTS IN CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

Reasons for immigration

Korea
immigrants

Filipino
immigrets

JRDanese
immigrants*

Chinase
immigrant::4 Totals

Male Female Male Female Male Female Male Female Male Female

Join family 7.2 T9.1 9,5 11.7 25.8 42.4 23.2 25.0 14.0 26.7

Educational opportunity 35.5 13.4 10.0 17.4 15.0 1.1 10.7 11.8 20.7 12.8

Job training opportLnity 5.9 6.1 23.1 22.1 9.7 6.5 9.8 13.6 12.9

Higher standard of living 21.0 16.9 15.6 15.5 19.3 94 17.3 19.2 19.1 15.9

Better work opportunity 17.7 13.4 25.7 24.0 16.1 1.1 29.0 18.0 23.1 17.5

Education of children 4.3 6.7 3.0 0.3 - 0.5 0.6 1.1 3.4

Adventure/make fortune 1.6 1.7 2.2 S. 10.7 4.7 - 3.1

To get married 0.6 0.7 0.6 1.1 7( A 2.5 0.2 5.7

To avoid adverse political
situation in home country 6.4 2.2 4.1 2.r 7.1 7.0 5.1 -4.8

Number of responses** 186 179 315 116 93 8.1 169 156 762 736

*Includes naturali,i.ed citizens.
**Multiple responses could be given; number of responses does not correspond with sample size.

Source: Bok-Lim C. Kim and Margaret E. Condon, A Study of Asian kmericans in Chicago: Their Socio-Economic
Characteristics Problems and Service Needs: Final Report 1975 Maptation of Table 3.1).

According to Bernard, when women are equally represented or
predmivant .Ln a migrant group, the adjustment process is differenT,
many respects from what it is when the males greatly outnumber the
females. Family life is generally more stable; birthrate is higher. The
cultural pattern of the particular group is retained to a higher degree,
resulting in more cultural pluralism. On the other hand, the women are
not as frequently active in the labor force.and are usually slower in
learning the new langlieve and in acculturating in general.59

There can be a comrlex of reasons, (.)me "expulsive" in nature and
some "attractive," that cause migrants to leave the homeland and resettle
elsewhere. The primary motives of nonprofessional women entering under a
relative preference category may be less economic in origin. Kim and
Condon's et:ay of Asian immigrant families in Chicago suggests that men
and women and the different subgroups are characterized by iifferent
motives fo? emigrating. The major reason for immigrat4-'- by the
Asian sample included: educational opportunities, joini!
standards of living, and work opportunities (sec table 6 women
outnumbered the men in stating "join family" as the major .,(rL ".'7- immi-

grating, while the men more frequently liste- "educational oppyuni4" as
the reason for the move. In the Fi4Dino gro.4, both men end women noted
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job training opportunity and better work opportunity as the major reasons
for immigrating. A higher proportion of Japanese women than men cited
came to marry" and "to join family" as reasons for immigrating

In his "non-scientifically" selected sample of 700 Chinese immigrants
residing in New York, Bernard found that correlations for age and sex show
that older migrants of both sexes stressed family reunion. Younger men
predominantly wanted job opportunities. Young to middle-aged parents of
both sexes wanted better educational possibilities for their children.
Political reasons were persuasive across age lines, though more character-
istic of men than women.61

A survey of 43 Samoan families living in the Kalihi Valley Housing
Project in Hawaii found that 28 of the families (65 percent) reported that
the education of their children was their main reason for immigrating to
Hawaii. The distribution of the respondents by sex was not provided.62

North and Weissert have noted in their stuy of immigrants in the
U.S. labor force that immigrant women are more likely than the rest of the
female population to be in the labor market at emy age, and in any marital
status.63 They did not speculate as to what factors, motivational, eco-
nomic, or cultural, caused these immigrant women to participate so exten-
sively in the labor market. The studies that have been done of Asian
women immigrants largely support this finding, with the possible exception
of the Samoan women.

TABLE 7

WOMEN'S OCCUPATIONS

Women employed
U.S. 1970

Employed Chinese women
immigrating 1965-1970

Professional & managerial 19% 22%

Sales & clerical 42% 2C%

Crafts & operatives 16% 374*

Laborers, service, farm 22% 21%

*Only 2% are in the craftsmen categcry.

Source: U.S. Bureau c.:f the Census, 1970 Census of Population, Subject
Report: Natic'7122_911A111_2111_LYIELmEtLiffiCILI1L:
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A comparison of the occupational profile of all women in the U.S.
population and Chinese women who immigrated between 1965 and 1970 shows
that there is clearly a predominance of recently arrived Chinese women in
the craftsmen/operative occupations, which include the sewing machine
operators in garment factories. Altogether 58 percent of the recently
immigrating Chinese women were in blue-collar occupations, primarily as
semiskilled and unskilled workers, while 38 percent of all women in the
work force were in these categories (see table 7). The pattern among
Chinese women, as Sung has noted, is for foreign-born or poorly educated
women to go into the garment factories or food service work.64

The larger proportion of Chinese women in the operative category
appears to be drawn largely from the population that normally would be in
the white collar (sales and clerical occupational) category. Me
proportion of women in professional positions and largely unskilled,
laborer, senrice, farm categories do not deviate as much from the U.S.
norm.

Several studies have been done on the substandard working conditions
of the garment factories, where women work long hours for very low wages.
The factories continue to draw women because they lack other opportuni-
ties, hours are flexible, and knowledge of English is not required.65

The pattern also exists to some extent in other immigrant
populations. Because of their lack of English ability, most new arrivals
seek employment in central city areas where low wages and long hours often
prevail. Such employment, while providing the immigrant with some means
of support, may actually militate against chances of entering the general
labor market. The newcomer, whether man or woman, becomes locked into a
system whieh limits contacts with English-speaking pGrsons, requires long
hours for subsistence, and leaves little time to upgrade skills through
participation in English and vocational education classes.66

Preliminary unedited data from HEW's Asian American Field Survey show
that women in a Korean immigrant sample in Los Angeles tend to be
concentrated in semiskilled and unskilled blue-collar occupations, like
the Chinese. The overall labor force participation rate of the women in
208 sample Korean households in L.A. was, at 58 percent, greater than the
rate for the total female population of Los Angeles. The labor partic-
ipation rate for all married women with children in the sample was 63
percent, compared to the 39 percent norm for the city. Two-thirds of the
working Korean women was employed in lower status blue-collar jobs; 60
percent of them were employed as machine operatives, mostly in garment and
bead factories. There was also a slightly higher than average proportion
of women in managerial and administrative positions, most of them self-
employed managers of small retail shops such as wig shops and beauty
salons.

Some 1E4 Filipino households in San Francisco were surveyed in the
same DHEW study. Most of the young families were recent immigrants.
Fully 70 percent of the married women with children under 18 years of age
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and 75 percent of the married women with children under 6 years of age in
that sample were in the labor force. Although more than a quarter of the
women (29 percent) had a co3lege education, only 4.1 percent were in high
status white-collar jobs (professional, technical, managerial, or admin-
istrative occupations). Of the employed women 76 percent were either in
clerical occupations or in service occupations. The latter included hotel
workers, health service workers, janitorial workers, and private household
workers.

Samoan women appear to be an exception to the generally high labor
force participation pattern of Asian women. The results of the 1971
Survey of Oahu Samoans in Hawaii indicated that only 32 percent of the
women over 18 were employed.° Preliminary unedited data from the Asian
American Field Survey show that only 33 percent of the Samoan women 16
years old and over in 161 greater Los Angeles sample houzeholds were in
the labor force, compared to the 46 percent norm for the total 'female
population in the area. Only 36 percent of the 18 to 64 year-old Samoan
women were in the work force, compared with a high 53 'Percent of all women
in that age group in that area who were.

North and Weissert found a very high correlation between success in
the labor market and ability to speak English.a Indeed, most studies of
Asian immigrants find English language difficulty the most important
problem.°

Research suggests that the ethnic background of the immigrants is
related to how frequently they reported language to be an immediate con-
cern and perhaps to the degree of difficulty they experience in learning
English.70 The concentration of the ethnic population and the degree to
which the immigrant comes into contact with the majority English-speaking
society in her daily life affects the rate at which English is acquired.
One Korean woman's account suggests that women, particularly nonworking
mothers, have suffered from the language barrier more acutely than men,
working women, and students, because of their severely limited opportunity
for contact outside the home in the total American society!' The degree
to which Asian women have a harder time learning English than men, because
of differing life patterns, deserves investigation.

In the section below two special groups of Asian women immigrants are
discussed: Vietnamese refugees and Asian wives of U.S. servicemen.

VIETNAMESE REFUGEES

While the Vietnamese refugees are not the first refugees from Asia to
seek asylum in the United States, the fall of South Vietnam and the sub-
sequent evacuation of nearly 130,000 Vietnamese refugees and about 5,000
Cambodian refugees represents the largest entry of refugees from Asia at
any single time.72 The increase of the Vietnamese-American population as a
result of the evacuation has raised this population in size to be the 5th
or 6th largest Asian-American population in the United States."
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Statistics from the INS alien address report indicate that just under
half (49.3 percent) of the refugees are female. The age and sex
composition of this population differs markedly from the small number of
Vietnamese immigrants who had arrived before the end of the war (see table
8). Whereas the earlier immigrants were predominantly Asian wives of U.S.
servicemen and their children, as evidenced by the high proportion of
women and low proportion of men, the refugee population was a balanced one
with equal proportions of men and women.

TABLE 8

VIETNAMESE AND CAMBODIANS BY AGE AND SEX

Total number

Vietnamese immigrants Vietnamese evacuees of

Female

FY 1971-1975

Female

Total number

April 1975

Male Male

3,434
100.0

11,782
100.0

57,919
100.0

56,221
100.0

Age at entry Age at entry

Under 5 Number 1,680 1,785 0-5 Number 8,250 8,319
48.2 15.2 14.2 14.8

5-9 Number 839 779 6-11 Number 8,485 8,269
24.2 6.6 14.7 14.7

10-19 Number 434 1,365 12-17 Number 7,824 7,487
12.6 11.6 13.5 13.3

20-29 Number 267 6,043 18-24 Number 11,365 9,476
7.8 51.3 19.6 16.9

30-39 Number 110 1,435 25-34 Number 10,613 10,212
3.2 12.2 18.3 18.2

40-49 Number 49 268 35-44 Number 5,481 5,115
1.4 2.3 9.5 9.1

50-59 Number 34 68 45-62 Nurer 4,046 4,175
1.0 0.6 7.0 7.4

60 and Number 21 39 63 and Nurer 1,857 3,168
over 0.6 0.3 over 3.2 5.6

Source: U.S. Immigration and Naturalization Service, Annual Reports
and HEW, Refugee Task Force, Report to Congress, June 1976.
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Figures from the DHEW Refugee Task Force indicated that there.were
about 13,000 males and 3,000 females who comprised single person house-
holds in the Vietnamese refugee population. There were more women in
families. Twenty-three percent of the refugee households were headed by
women.74 Results from the DHEW Task Force's Vietnamese Resettlement
Operational Feedback Wave II survey in December 1975 indicated that at
that time, 40 percent of the adult women were in the labor force, a slight
increase from a survey taken 3 months earlier.75

In her study of refugees who had settled in the State of Maryland,
ClIeung found some reports of marital strains in refugee families caused by
the fact that it has been easier for women to find employment. Women have
been more willing to accept low status jobs.76

In the spring of 1976, a strategy to focus remaining resources for
the refugees on job development activities, English language training, and
vocational and occupational education was initiated." Because of the
unique historical and political events which surrounded the Vietnam War,
this population is likely to continue to be more closely scrutinized than
any other Asian inmigrant group. Future studies on the adaptation of this
population group, given its unique circumstances and resources, compared
to adaptation of other Asian-American immigrant populations, are
warranted.

ASIAN WIVES OF U.S. SERVICEMEN

According
Annual Reports,
States as wives
are Asian women
overseas. 78

to data from the Immigration and Naturalization Service
over 200,000 women from Asia have immigrated to the United
of American citizens since the end of World War II. Many
married to white or black American servicemen who had been

The first large group of Asian wives of U.S. servicemen were Japanese
women who met and married Americans during the U.S. occupation of Japan in
the 1950's. Evidence of this immigration exists today in that the sex
ratio of Japanese-Americans between 35 and 44 is 1.7 women to 1 man, and
46 percent of all married women in the age group are married to non-
Japanese men.79

Since that time, Asian wives have immigrated privarily from Korea,
Japan, the Philippines, and more recently from Thailand, Vietnam, and
Taiwan. As Bok-Lim Kim has noted, it is difficult to keep track of these
women because they are widely scattered and there has been little, if any,
communication between their family and their community of national
origin.80

There is evidence that'many such Asian wives suffer from a variety of
problems because of the cultural differences and communication problems
that arise between them and their husbands.81 Separated from their
culture and friends, many wives apparently experience acute isolatior and
sense of loss. Asian wives who had been self-directing may become
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helpless and dependent. Sizable numbers of Asian wives have been sub-
jected to severe physical abuse and privation in addition to experiencing
adjustment problems.82

A survey of 137 Asian wives in the Seattle area, most of whom were
Korean and Japanese, found a wide age spread in the population. The women
ranged from their twenties to their fifties. Over a fifth of the women
surveyed were separated or divorced from their husbands. In general, the
Asian wives surveyed had had less education than most Asian-American
women, and fewer were in the labor force; 60 percent of the sample had had
less than a high school education and the mean education was 7.6 years.
More than half of the women had difficulty communicating in English. Only
38 percent of the wives and ex-wives in the Seattle sample were
employed,83 many in entert&inment or unskilled jobs.

POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS

1. Women immigrants who have been admitted under an
occupational preference should be able to practice in the
occupational classjfication for which they have been given
admission preference. Many new immigrants have had previous
professional training but are unable to apply it because of
restrictive licensing practices. Research should investi-
gate alternatives to present procedures, such as: use of
equivalent and proficiency exams; Federal certification and
licensing and national qualifying boards, to establish
national standards (foreign medical graduates should raceive
reciprocity of licensure on the same basis as graduates of
American medical schools); abolition of unnecessary res-
idency and citizenship requirements; and provision of
national temporary certifications. There is a need for a
process to evaluate the experience and education that the
immigrant women already have and the levels they have
reached elsewhere, and translate those results into
American equiva1ents.84 Where additional education or
training is needed, internship programs or other tranai-
tional programs should be established.

2. Many studies indicate that the labor force participation
rate and/or level of job Asian immigrants hold is related to
English language proficiency. At the same time, acquisition
of English may take longer for those women who do not choose
or are unable to participate in the labor force. Two types
of adult English language classes should be provided: job-
related English and English needed for daily functioning
in the United States. Methods should be bilingual/bicul-
tural, since studies suggest that the attrition rate of
persons studying under ESL programs has been higher.85

3. Studies have shown that immigrants lack information about
and underutilize services that are available to them. An
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interagency study of the needs of immigrants during their
first few years in the United States is needed. Some immi-
grant and newcomer multiservice centers have been developed
in places like Hawaii and San Francisco and for special
groups like the Vietnamese refugees. These efforts should
continue to be supported and other models should be estab-
lished and supported in other communities to provide orien-
tation, outreach, information and referral services, and
access to a variety of community-based,

educational, man-
power, health, and social services. Those cities that are
the "Asian Gateway Cities" should be funded under separate
legislation to defray the extra burden that falls on them.

4. Many groups of women immigrants clearly need adult English
language and vocational education classes to upgrade them
from the semiskilled and low-skilled occupations in which
they are currently working. Programs are needed to assess
the language ability, occupational skills, and
educational background of Asian women immigrants. Programs
for the women should include a realistic appraisal of each
immigrant's employment opportunities, and should take into
consid6:ation training for areas of expanding employment
opportunties, personal aptitudes and interests, and pro-
vision of supportive services like child care and bilingual
vocational counseling.

5. Although some Asian immigrant groups have tended to settle
in ethnic communities where they have been able to utilize
the established ethnic community resources in their adjust-
ment to U.S. society, other groups live in areas where they
are isolated from others of their own ethnic group. Theeffect of these differential patterns in terms of adjustment
and adjustment patterns needs to be researched. Processes
to reach and assist those who are relatively isolated during
their adjustment period need to be developed.

RESEARCH RECOMMENDATIONS

1. Questionable methodologies and sampling biases aside, the
greatest weakness in the accumulated locally developed
studies done on Asian immigrants is the consistent failure
to tabulate separately by sex the statistics on employment
status, educational status, reasons for amigrating, and
major problems that must be addressed. The few studies
which have been done indicate that there are important
differences in responses by sex.

2. Because of their exceptionally high participation in tne
work force, immigrant Asian women play a major role in their
family's economic well-being. Yet immigration statistics
fail to identify the separate characteristics of men and
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women immigrants and undercalculate the contributions of
married women. There is a need for better baseline data on
women immigrants from Asia in terms of educational
background, skills, socioeconomic characteristics, and
expectations.

3. There continues to be a lack of information on the Samoan,
Guamanian, and other Pacific Island populations in the
United States in terms of their numbers and rate of
migration to Hawaii and the U.S. mainland. There are data
to indicate that these groups tend to be, and continue to
be, the poorest, least educated of Asian immigrants. Future
studies of these populations also should not fail to look at
critical variables about these populations by sex.

4. Apparently, given people of comparable backgrounds, women
are more willing to shift downward and work at a lower level
job. A study is needed to confirm this and determine if the
underemployment problem, which is serious for all Asian
immigrants, is even worse for Asian women than it is for
Asian men.

5. Some research on why Asian and other immigrant women
participate in the labcr force at a higher rate than the
rest of the female population is warranted. How much are
factors such as economic necessity, cultural values, or a
pioneering spirit involved?

6. Despite the generally high participation rate in the labor
force, there exists a large proportion of Asian women in the
United States who do not work. In some populations like the
Samoans and war brides, this is apparently particularly
true. It would be useful to determine if factors such as
lack of English, lack of education, lack of child care, and
lack of job skills are preventing these women from entering
the labor force, or if they in fact prefer their role of
devoting themselves to care of their families and
homemaking.

7. It would be useful to determine how the adjustment process
of Asian women differs from the adjustment process of Asian
men. Are they less able to acquire the English language?
Are they more isolated and do they therefore require more
support from the ethnic community? What are the adjustment
differences between men and women as a result of their
differing life patterns and contacts with the majority
society? Are the particular problems of the women being
neglected; how can they be resolved?

8. Similarly, while lack of English language facility is one of
the most often cited problems of immigrants, not enough is
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known about the process of acquiring language ski7ls. Arethere differences among subgroups because of previousexposure to English or properties of the original Asian
languages that render English language acquisition more
difficult for some groups than for others? Would language
courses for Asian women require additional per capita costs?

9. The study of Asian immigration and adjustment to American
life is fundamentally the study of how men and women adapt
through time. Single-shot cross-sectional research may be
adequate for generating and refining hypotheses, but defini-
tive research on the speed and scope of adjustment to change
will require longitudinal studies of sample populations.86

10. The history of early Asian immigration is marked with racism
and exclusion. Current attitudes toward immigration by both
Asian women and Asian men will affect their adjustMent andmobility in society. Research is needed to determine what
current stereotypes of Asian women the;e are and how they
affect their lives and the future of the next generation of
the ethnic group.

11. Some studies suggest that different types of Asian women
immigrate, those who come primarily to join their families
and those who come independently primarily for job oppor-
tunities and a higher standard of living. If there are
indeed different types of women who immigrate, research to
probe their characteristics and eventual adjustment to thissociety is warranted.

12. While early Asian immigration was primarily initiated by
Asian men, there is evidence that in some subgroups like the
Filipinos, there is a sizable population of single women who
immigrate. Changes in Asian society and women's emancipa-
tion in Asia might be a factor. On the other hand, lack of
appropriate economic opportunities for women in Asia might
instead be a factor. Further study of the push/pull factors
that motivate single women to migrate would add to current
knowledge about the status of Asian-American women.
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1

This paper was developed while the author was a staff member of Rj
Associates, Inc. of Arlington, Va., and she is indebted to that organiza-
tion for its support in this effort. Special thanks are extended toRoslyn D. Kane, president of Rj, for her review and valuable suggestions
on this paper, and to Incha Kim of the support staff at Rj for her expert
typing of the draft text and tables.
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THE EFFECTS OF ASIAN-AMERICAN KINSHIP SYSTEMS ON
WOMEN'S EDUCATIONAL AND OCCUPATIONAL ATTAINMENT

Masako Murakami Osako

INTRODUCTION

Asian-American women have made impressive progress in the spheres of
education and occupation. Today more Asian-American women graduate frcm
college and hold professional jobs (see tables 1 and 2) than women of any
other ethnic group (U.S. Department of Commerce 1973; Jaco and Wilbert
1975; Sung 1972). Considering the long history of discrimination against
people of Asian descent and the reputation of Asian women as subservient,
traditional, and housebound, this is a remarkable and puzzling accomplish-
ment. Literature on status attainment, which invariably emphasizes the
child's family background, suggests that this puzzle might be elucidated
by examining the Asian-American kinship system (Porter 1974; Jencks et al.
1972). Similarly, a well-known thesis that the Asians' ethnically spe-
cific socialization practice accounts for much of their successful adjust-
ment in America supports the merit of such an approach (see tables 1 and
2) (Caudill and DeVos 1956; Kitano 1969).

In what ways does the Asian-American family contribute to a woman's
educational and career pursuits or discourage the actualization of her
full potential? We will use this question to guide our discussion of the
strengths and weaknesses of the Asian kinship system in assisting women to
pursue educational and occupational goals. We are particularly concerned
with what kinds of empirical evidence or counterevidence exist for the
stereotype (or myth) of the Asian woman's subservience and passivity.
However, the lack of data prevents us from making definitive inter-
pretations about the relationship between kinship practice and Asian-
American women's performance, and limits the scope of this paper to
Chinese, Japanese, and Filipino women.

It must be understood from the outset that besides the family charac-
teristics, other factors greatly affect the Asian-American's attainment in
school and work. Among them, the U.S. Government's selective immigration
practice is probably the most influential (see the chapter by Pian in this
volume). Since the middle of the 19th century, the American migration
policy toward Asians has oscillated sharply, first e ..)uraging a large
inflow of male laborers, then summarily refusing Asians, and recently
preferring professionals and their families. In addition, since World War
II a large number of refugees have been permitted to enter the Nation.
Since many Asian-Americans are new immigrants, their occupational profile
closely reflects the restrictions and preferences imposed by immigration
policy. Another significant factor is racial discrimination. Until a few
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decades ago, people of Asian descent were frequently denied an opportunityto pursue higher education or desirable occupations (e.g., Daniels 1962;
Simpson and Yinger 1972; Victor and Brett de Bary Nee 1972; Rabaya 1971).Therefore, even talented and motivated individuals failed to attain highsocioeconomic status. Given this historical background, family system isclearly only one of several factors that have influenced Asian women'sstatus attainment.

The characteristics of Asian cultures are only a part of the informa-tion necessary to understand the topic at hand. The contexts of Asian-American women's attainment, that is, the American educational and occupa-tional systems, deserve close scrutiny (see chapters by Cordova, and Fongand Cabezas in this volume). Such attention is particularly essential inresearch on an ethnic minority, since the quality of educational andoccupational institutions not only varies significantly but also activelyinfluences the adaptive behavior of the minority
population--the differingquality of education in inner-city and elite suburban schools is a well-known example in this respect.

TABLE 1

PROPORTION OF THE POPULATION 25 YEARS OF AGEAND OVER CLASSIFIED AS COLLEGE GRADUATES OR
ABOVE BY ETHNICITY, SEX, AND AGE: 1970

(percentage)

Ethnicity Sex
Total 25 Age

and over 25-34 35-44 45-64 65+

Japanese Male 22.3 38.9 30.1 13.0 5.3Female 12.8 24.3 10.0 6.1 2.6
Chinese Male 30.8 50.9 35.7 19.4 8.5Female 19.6 35,3 17.6 11.2 4.5
Filipino Male 16.6 30.0 27.0 6.0 3.7Female 30.5 42.2 28.4 14.1 4.1
White Male 14.4

Female 8.4

Source: U.S. Bureau of Census (1973). Japanese, Chinese andFilipinos in the United States. PC(2)-1G, and Characteristics of thePopulation United States Summar , Vol. 1 Part 1 Sec. 1.
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TABLE 2

MAJOR OCCUPATIONAL GROUPINGS OF EMPLOYED
FEMALE POPULATION BY ETHNICITY, U.S.: 1970

(percentage)

Ethnicity

Major occupational
groupings White Japanese Chinese Filipino

White collar

Professional & technical 16.2 15.8 20.1 30.6

Proprietors & managers 3.4 4.0 4.2 1.5

Clerical & sales 44.9 41.5 35.5 33.4

Manual workers

Craftsmen & foremen 1.8 1.5 1.6 1.2

Operatives 14.0 13.0 22.3 10.7

Service workers 15.3 17.5 13.0 17.1

Laborers except farm 9.0 0.8 1.0 0.6

Farm

Farmers & farm managers 0.3 0.7 - -

Farm laborers 0.6 1.5 - -

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

Source: U.S. Bureau of Census (1973). Occupational Characteristics,

PC(2)-7A.

FAMILY-RELATED VARIABLES AFFECTING EDUCATIONAL AND OCCUPATIONAL

PERFORMANCE

Our concern with the effect of family on women's performance shares

its basic orientation with the so-called theories of status attainment,
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for both seek to identify the causes and processes of status attainment.Since it is beyond the scope of this study to examine the theories indetail, we will confine ourselves to the description of their most basicfeatures (see Sewell et al. 1975; Blau and Duncan 1967; Sewell and Hauser1972; Jencks et al. 1972; Alexander and Eckland 1973, 1974).

There are numerous versions of the status attainment model, but mostmodels begin with the twin effects of the individual's socioeconomicbackground and mental ability. These two factors are conceptualized toinfluence the final educational and occupational attainment through a setof intervening variables, such as aspiration, significant other influ-ences, and academic performance. One of the better known, a Wisconsinmodel, is presented in figure 1 (see Sewell et al. 1975; Wilson and Porte1975).

In this diagram, as in all other theories, parental socioeconomicstatus (SES) is assumed to cause differences in significant other influ-ences, while mental ability does the same for academic performance. Bothmental ability and academic performance affect significant other influ-ences, since it is assumed that significant others adjust their expecta-tions according to the assessments of the individual's potential. Inturn, significant other influences and academic performance have majoreffects on educational and occupational aspiration (Wilson and Porte 1975,p. 345).

Students of ethnic family and women's studies would immediately findconsiderable difficulties in applying this model to minorities and women,for it omits several factors that may be critical in understanding thesegroups. Most important, these theoretical concepts do not articulate theimpotance of cultural influences on the child's aspirations and perfurm-ance. Numerous research studies have shown that Asian parents emphasize
discipline, hard work, and respect for authority in bringing up theirchildren. These attempts are generally successful, as they are reinforced
by the presence of effective role models and cohesive family ties (Caudilland DeVos 1959; Sollenberger 1968; Kitano 1969; Suzuki 1977). These
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studies clearly suggest that the cultural specific socialization pattern
must be taken into consideration in interpreting the child's academic
performance.

The upbringing of Asian girls entails another element that deserves
consideration. Traditional Asian culture subjugated women and insisted on
strict sexual division of labor, as will be explained later. Feminists
complain that Asian parents' attitudes t:ward their daughters are still
influenced by such traditions. As a reEult, many Asian-American women
suffer from a syndrome akin to "the motive to avoid success," a notion
advanced by Matina Horner (see chapter by Fillmore and Cheong in this
volume). "The fear of success," states Horner, "may very well account for
a major part of the withdrawal of so many trained American women from the
mainstream of thought and achievement" (1969, p. 69). Benson (1972) and
others attribute the sex difference in the attitude toward success
primarily to sex-role socialization and societal attitudes that regard
successful women as "aggressive" and "unfeminine." These findings suggest
that omitting the cultural aspect seriously limits the utility of conven-
tional status attainment models in the study of women, especially Asian-
American women.

Another important factor omitted in this model is a constraint
imposed on individuals which is beyond their control; name]y, discrimina-
tion. Countless studies have documented discrimination and prejudice
against women and minorities in American society (e.g., Myrdal 1944;
Gordon 1964; Simpson and Yinger 1972; Friedan 1963). As nonwhite and
female, Asian women are exposed to both sexual and racial oppression.
Therefore, if one measures only the consequences of discrimination (i.e.,
occupational and educational attainment), ignoring obstructed aspirations,
unsuccessful attempts, and frustration, the dynamic process of Asian
women's educational and occupational careers cannot be fully understood.

Married women are constrained by an additional set of obstacles in
their struggle for occupational advancement. The constraint is generated
by the fact that a person must be in the labor force to attain any occupa-
tional success and that an intermittent career course is nonconducive to
progressive edvancement. Participation in the labor force, however,
cannot be tr.ken for granted among married women, because their desire for
gainful employment is frequently hindered by their obligations as home-
maker (Hoffman 1963, 1974; Sobol 1963, 1974; Sweet 1973). Their decision
to work or not to work depends on a variety of factors. For instance,
demographer James Sweet lists the following:

o Economic pressure

o Employability and earning potential

o Family situation
-Number and age of children
- Number of adults

- Husband-wife division of household work
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o Psychological variables
- Motivation
- Attitude

-Personality traits

Among these factors, "economic pressure" and "employability and earnilAgpotential" can be largely accounted for by the "socioeconomic position"and "educational attainment" of the conventional status attainment models(see Wilson and Porte 1975). On the other hand, the variability listedunder "family situation" uniquely affects women; adult males except thosewho are in school or retired are generally in the labor force. Familysize and composition have most commonly attracted the attention ofspecialists on the female labor force. For example, one study reportsthat the greater the number of small children under 6 years of age, theless the wife participates in the labor force, except where a third adultis present at home to take care of the children (Sweet 1973).

"Husband-wife division of household work" and some of then

psychological variables" also relate to the woman's role definition andperformance outside tIle home. If there is a clearcut sexual division oflabor that designates household chores as female tasks, the woman is lessinclined to have a caraer, much less a demanding one that leads toadvancement. Similarly, if the cultural norms define the woman's domain
as being strictly at home, the husband as well as the wife may be adamantabout her working outside the hoille.

So far we have discussed matters without paying attention to socialclass variations, but the forces listed by Sweet have differentialinfluence on "women in different social strata." For the working classpopulation, economic pressure is often the overriding force that motivatesa woman to seek employment. For example, Chinese women in the garment and
cannery industries as well as Asian women on Hawaiian sugar plantationshave to work because of dire economic necessity. Likewise, in many of therecently immigrated Korean families who operate stores and shops, thewoman has little choice but to spend many hours at work. Yet, when theeconomic pressure is mild, as in the case of the wives of profesdonalAsians, the family situation, psychological motives, and employOility--ina desirable job--divide working women from full-time housewives. Notinfrequently, professionally trained Asian-American mothers seek jobs onlyafter the last child starts school, even though this phenomenon cannot beidentified from census data alone, for it groups working- and middle-classwomen together.

In summary, status attainment and labor force participation studiessuggest that: (1) the socioeconomic status of the family, and (2) itscomposition, such as the number of children and adults in the household,significantly affect women's attainment in education and occupation.AdAing to these, according to research on ethnicity, (3) the culturaldefinition of women's roles, (4) socialization practice, and (5) racialand sexual discrimination must be given serious consideration. As we haveimplied, all these characteristics are interrelated. Therefore, Asian
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women's pursuit of educational and occupational advancement is a product
of a complex interplay of these variables. How do these family-related
variables actually influence Asian-American women's performance? Answer-
ing this question requires a close examination of Asian-American kinship
systems.

ASIAN KINSHIP SYSTEM

To what extent are various common notions about Asian women
empirically valid? It would be appropriate to examine the indigenous
family norms and practices prior to analyzing women's role in Asian-
American culture. First, many of the Asian-Americans are recent
immigrants, and they retain much from their indigenous cultures. Second,
various studies have indicated the persistence of traditional norms even
among second- and thira-generation Asian-Americans. Third, since litera-
ture on the Asian-American family is very scarce, it is necessary to
supplement it with research on families in China, Japan, and the
Philippines (cf. Fujimoto et al. 1974; Rj Associates, Inc. 1974). Admit-
tedly, there are a number of significant differences between Asian
families and Asian-American families. Therefore, one must be cautious
about generating interpretations of the American situation from knowledge
about the Orient. Confucianism, for instance, was once the norm in the
Far East, but it is minimally relevant in the Asian-American context.

In premodern China, kinship was the fundamental organization func-
tioning as a social, economic, and legal unit (Levy 1949; Freedman 1958,
1961-2; Hsu 1970). The traditional Chinese family is characterized as
patrilineal, patrilocal, patriarchal, and patrimonial. In this system,
the husband-wife relationship, as depicted by Marion Levy, is almost
antithetical to the American middle-class conjugal relationship:

The relationship between husband and wife was neither the
strongest nor the most intense relationship in the family
. . . . The primary orientations of the married couple was
toward the production of children . . . the wife was expected to
care for her husband's household and raise his children. This
was done under her mother-in-law's direction so long as the
mother-in-law lived and did not retire, but the wife was
expected to take over both the functions and their directions in
the future. In the third place, the wife was in the family to
serve her husband's parents. In the fourth place, she owed her
husband complete obedience though she was expected to give
priority to his parent's commands (1949).

Indeed, the rights of traditional Chinese women were rather limited and
their status generally low (Levy 1949; Lang 1950; Wolfe 1972; Wolfe and
White, eds. 1975).

It is necessary, however, to qualify this picture in one important
respect. That is, the Chinese woman's status and power did improve as she
grew older. As a young bride, she had to start in the husband's household
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from the lowest rank, hut when she bore sons and one of them became thehead of household, she could expect a significant improvement in *herposition. After all, Confucian emphasis on filial piety demanded that herson respect and obey his parents, including his mother. Therefore, theChinese woman's lot changed with the stage of her life, lowest as a brideand highest as an aged mother-in-law. How much authority the mother-in-law actually enjoyed is a controversial issue among Sinologists. It iscertain, however, that there was considerable variation by social classand region and that at times actual practice deviated substantially fromthe Confucian notion of the subjugation of women.

To be sure, Chinese women were subordinate to men, but they were notdependent and inactive members of the family. On the contrary, theycontributed much to household production. Weiss observes:

The activities of women within the domestic unit were often asessential as those of men to the functioning of the family unit.They could handle the internal finances of the household andplayed an important role in the socialization of the children(1974).

The strict division of labor practiced in traditional China did notnecessarily deprive women of power. Women controlled certain functionsexclusively, such as childrearing, domestic
chores, cultivation of silk-worms, and sale of homemade products; and they accumulated technical andmanagerial skills in these activities. In this situation, men might havebeen dominant members of the kinship, but they developed dependence onwomen's expertise. At times, in the large extended household with manyfamily members and domestic staff, the patriarch's wife enjoyed sub-stantial power, as she managed not only a substantial portion of domesticfinances but also supervised a large female staff in activities vital tothe household. Powerful elderly women, products of such circumstances,are frequently portrayed in historical novels and exemplified in thepersonalities of well-known figures.

Like Chinese kinship, the premodern Japanese family was generallypatrilineal, patrilocal, and patriarchal. An authoritarian relationshipalso characterized the family's interpersonal relations, with womensubordinate to men. But there were a few notable differences between thetwo cultures. The Japanese practiced a stem family, in contrast to theChinese ideal of extended family. The stem family consisted of threelineal generations, each with a married pair or unmarried young children.Therefore, unlike in China, even rich families did not develop into alarge corporate body, and women had little opportunity to manage largefinances or a female staff. Second, Japan practiced primogeniture, incontrast to the equal division of inheritance in China. In this systemyounger sons and their families were subordinate to the oldest son and hisfamily. Since many Japanese immigrants were younger sons, they and theirwives were accustomed to hard work and subordinate positions. For them,deference to authority was a way of life.
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Were Japanese women subjugated to males as their Chinese sisters
were? The Japanese during the feudal period did share the Confucian iueal
of male supremacy. In the upper samurai class, where positions and
property were inherited through male lines, women neither managed the
family finances nor directly participated in the household's major
decisionmaking. But historical and anthropological evidence indicate a
discrepancy between the ethnic ideal and actual practice among the masses.

Confucian emphasis on the subjugation of women was least important to
the farming class, which constituted well over 70 percent of feudal Japan.
Peasant women worked side by side with men in the field, at times enjoying
considerable indirect influence in the household decisionmaking (Goode
1963; chapter VII). For instance, women silk weavers in an area northwest
of Tokyo were well known throughout feudal Japan for their Petticoat
Government, indicating the influence of economic contribution to women's
status. (Silk was the major marketable commodity of the region.)

Similarly, in fishing villages where males were regularly away for
long periods of time, women were reported to have controlled the family
finarides as well as other matters (Kawashima 1958). Thus, the woman's
role in the traditional Japanese society varied depending on her social
class and the socioeconomic characteristics of the region. This fact cast
serious doubt on the empirical validity of the commonly believed general-
ization about "passive and dependent Japanese women."

How did modernization and industrialization change women's status in
Japan? Now a majority of families are nuclear, with the husband employed
outside the home. These changes may have intensified,the gender-based
division of labor, for the wife is increasingly dissociated from produc-
tion. However, at the same time, they increased the scope of domain under
her control. Vogel, for instance, reports that the household budget, the
socialization of children, and contact with the relatives are the wife's
obligations as well as prerogatives (Beardsley et al. 1959; Vogel 1965;
see also Dore 1958). The great time demands made on the husband by his
job and the wife's ready access to information on consumption and educa-
tion through mass media both contribute to maintaining her dominance in
household decisionmaking.

Therefore, the modern Japanese wife might appear subservient to her
husband in the Westerners' eyes, but in fact she enjoys considerable
security and power in the household. The wife's position is consolidated
further by (1) her strong emotional tie with the son, and (2) the cultural
emphasis on the importance of childrearing and collective goal attainment.
According to this collective orientation, the achievement of the family as
a whole is more vital than the members' individual attainment. This
ideology recognizes that the wife (mother) has a part in the husband's
(son's) occupational achievement, and consequently she is fully entitled
to share the prestige and wealth brought by his achievement.

The profile of Filipino women reported by social scientists also
fails to confirm the empirical validity of the stereotype about Asian
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women. Many studies suggest that, compared with Chinese and Japaneseiraditional kinship gfoups, the Filipino family is generally characterizedby more egalitarian
interpersonal relationships. Even though in thepre-Spanish era political authority was reserved for males, and theSpaniards preached the virtue of patriarchism, according to well-knownanthropologist Stoodley, male superiority in the Philippines is now more amyth than a reality.

At the present time this is an empty symbolism
. . . Theposition of the male head . . . lacks any effective prerogativein the family system and any generally available method of

legitimizing status outside the family. To fill the vacuum,many male heads resort to ritualistic acts of dignity and
affectations of importance (1957, p. 245).

Stoodley further points out several egalitarian features of theTagalog kinship system. First, Tagalog kinship is multilineal; that is,descent-reckoning is done through both males and females, as in the UnitedStates. Second, there was traditionally a kind of "bilateral indif-ference" in naming,, There were no surnames, and a child might beidentified as "the first child of either the mother or the father."Third, in inheriting property, equal shares are given to the childrenwithout distinction on the basis of age or sex. Fourth, there is littleor no distinction between the socialization of boys and girls until theage of 10 or 11. Finally, as might be expected, the husband-wife rela-tionship is also egalitarian. Stoodley observes that "authority isallocated about equally between parents both with reference to childrenand to family patterns in general" (1957, p. 242). His viewpoint isshared by other social scientists who conducted research on urban Cebufamilies (Liu et al. 1969; Yu 1975).

Liu further notes that the equality between the sexes is based on aclear-cut division of labor, with women controlling the household manage-ment and men working and spending much of their leisure time outside thehome. le household in the Philippines is definitely a female's sphere,in which the wife makes major decisions and carries them out, and servesas the socioeconomic link between her children and the bilateral extended-kinship system (Liu et al. 1969, p. 399).

The Filipino women's responsibility in household management, however,does not mean that they are housebound. To the contrary, both Tagalog andCebu research report women's active participation in outside work. Usinggovernment statistics, Stoodley asserts that Tagalog women are oftenemployed as laborers and peddlers (1957, pp. 247-240. Similarly, it isreported that in urban areas, husbands and wives in the middlA and upperclasses frequently are both employed (Yu 1975, p. 116). In short,Filipino women actively assume important functions inside and outside thehome.

The preceding discussion on women in Asia reveals that many elementsof the stereotype of "passive and subservient Oriental female" are not
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supported by evidence. In the East, women generally enjoy less prestige
and power than men, but there are some important exceptions to this ride.
There is a fairly explicit division of labor based on sex, with women in
control of household management. Women in Asia contribute substantially
to either the household sustenance or maintenance or to both. Further-
more, since the Asian culture views the family as fundamentally important
to the entire society, this specialization has not necessarily relegated
women to an inferior position. On the contrary, particularly in modern
times, as mothers and wives, women in the Philippines and Japan enjoy
considerable credit and respect for their accomplishmenta at home.

TRANSFORMATION OF ASIAN KINSHIP SYSTEMS IN AMERICA

When Asians emigrated to kmerica, they encountered a social environ-
ment radically different from that in their home countries. The adjust-
ment necessary for survival involved various changes in their family life.
The transformation of the family was caused by a few distinct forces: (1)

general social changes as a result of the transition from a predominantly
agrarian and less developed society to a mostly urban and industrialized
country, (2) cultural transition from Asian to Americ6a milieu, and (3)
historically specific events such as immigration and discrimination (cf.
Levy and Fellers 1959; Jung 1974; Yanagisako 1975). Although it is often
impossible to articulate the specific effect of each of these factors,
they help to account for the differing degree of changes or acculturation
among Asian-Americans.

Among the various aspects of the kinship "system, the authority
structure has undergone probably the most drastic changes. In the tradi-
tional society, the authority of the head of the household depended on the
resources (i.e., land) and expertise (e.g., knowledge of cultivation
method and family rituals) that he commanded, as well as the norms of the
larger society that supported his prerogatives. In America, however, the
basis of hi authority largely disappeared. Both wife and children can
obtain employment outside the family, acquiring greater independence from
him. Moreover, technical and social knowledge and language proficiency
cannot be monopolized by the older male. In addition, all family members
are bombarded with American values that stress individualism, equality,
and freedom.

The degree of erosion of the head of household's authority varied by
ethnic subgroups, reflecting their different experiences in the United
States (cf. Bloom et al. .1945; Collins and Yee 1972; Connor 1974; Kiefer
1974). To protect themselves from the persecution of the white society,
many Cantonese-Chinese sought refuge in Chinatowns, until after the Second
World War. Chinatown residents were relatively isolated from the external
world and found employment mostly within the Chinese system (Lee 1956,
1957, 1960; Barth 1964; Sung 1967; Lyman 1968, 1970; Hsu 1971). As a
result, the community elders and fathers managed to retain much of their
authority until recent times.
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In contrast, the Japallese-Americans' experience of the relocation
camps dra.stioally rcduced the power of older men (Osako 1980). Since the
camp authority made all the major political and economic decisions for the
residents, the household head's status declined sharply. He was no lcnger
a principal wage earner; he could not set a respectable model for his
children; he was visibly powerless toward the external authority; and,
above all, he lost confidence in his old cultural heritage and himself.
The Nisei could cope with the situation better than their fathers did.
They had American citizenship, a command of English, and less attachment
to the Japanese culture. Added to this changing status of the two genera-
tions, the War Relocation Authority's (WRA) policy to appoint only
American citizens to administrative positions resulted in the Nisei's
ascendance and eventual assumption of leadership in the community and, toa limited extent, at home. The ascendance of the Nisei continued evenafter the war, as their employment prospects were superior to their
fathers'.

Today the Asian-American family appears to be becoming lees and less
authoritarian. A majority of Chinese, Japanese, and Filipinos, especially
in the middle class, live and work outside the ethnic enclaves (Modell1968; Asian American Study Center 1976; Hosokawa 1969; Kalish 1966; Lee
1971). Little support exists for the continuation of a highly author-
itarian family structure based on the head of household's command over
resources and special skills.

Because of the scarcity:of empirical data, it is impossible to make ageneralization about the Asian-American family relationship. A few
studies suggest a trend toward increased, albeit still limited, conjugal
companionship and greater equality between generations (Rosario 1973;
Kiefer 1974; Osako 1976). Most recently, a survey of some 225 Japanese-
Americans in the Chicago metropolitan area reveals that companionship is a
dominant feature of the middle-aged couple's conjugal relationship (Osako1980). The Nisei wives listed their husbands more frequently than anyone
else as their most common partner in leisure activities; i.e., 77 respond-
ents out of 119. In addition, emotional closeness between couples is
suggested by the respondents' choice for their confidants. As many as 103
of the 119 Nisei wives mentioned their husbands when asked:

When you have a personal problem, who were the three persons you
thought of when you answered this question?

Similarly, 98 women cited their husbands in response to an equivalent
inquiry about "sharing happy news."

On the other hand, the Chicago study reveals a persisting division of
labor between middle-aged Japanese-American couples. The husbands seldom
do the cooking (67 percent), letter writing (14.2 percent), laundry (13.4
percent), dishwashing (22.5 percent). In contrast, they share a sub-
stantial burden in making major purchases (91.7 percent of the households)
and doing repair work (85.9 percent). Reflecting the limited.sharing ofhousehold tasks, 53 women (44.5 percent) said that they did not usually
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make important decisions jointly. The responses of these women are
divided into 32 cases in which the husband is the major decisionmaker, 11
in which the wife is the major decisionmaker, and 12 cases of "husband
makes some, while wife makes others."

Compared with the conjugal relationship, the intergenerational rela-
tionship between Issei and Nisei has undergone a more clear-cut trans-
formation. This point is revealed in the responses of the elderly to the
question:

When the Nisei parent and the child have a disagreement, what is
its usual outcome?

Only two Issei samples reported that the parents' opinion prevails. In
contrast, 43.5 percent of them answered that the child's opinion carries
more weight than their own. These figures clearly indicate that equality
rather than parental dominance is the most prevailing feature of the
Japanese-American intergenerational relationship.

To what extent are these findings about the Japanese-Americans
applicable to other Asian-American populations? The answer to this ques-
tion depends largely on how similar these samples are to the rest of
Asian-Americans. The Nisei are all American born, mostly middle-aged, and
in the middle-class. But only a minority of Asian-American families share
these attributes. Therefore, other Asian families would have to deal with
quite a different set of problems. For instance, a marriage between an
older Filipino man and a young bride fresh from the Phillipines, a common
match among the working class Filipinos, miplit entail more severe
language, cultural, and marital adjustment problem.. Younger couples may
exhibit less sharing of roles as the woman stays home to take care of
children and her husband works outside, as is the case in nearly half of
the Asian-American families with the wife between 30 and 39 years old.
Only careful research would prove or disprove the validity of these
conjectures.

EFFECTS OF ASIAN-AMERICAN FAMILIES ON WOMEN'S EDUCATIONAL AND OCCUPATIONAL
ATTAINMENT

Is the sexual division of labor in adult roles reflected in the
socialization of Asian-American children? This question can be answered
only tentatively, because only impressionistic data are available on this
matter (cf. Farmer 1969; Petersen 1971). A typical middle-class Asian-
American parent would encourage both son's and daughter's attainment in
academic work. However, parents would worry more if the son, rather than
daughter, fell behind in academic work. Likewise, they are more likely to
have a clear occupational aspiration for the son than for the daughter: a
solid professional degree for him, preferably from a high-ranking
university, but simply a college degree of any kind for her. Furthermore,
the parents are generally not insistent on the daughter's pursuit of such
prestigious and demanding professions as medicine or law. They would
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worry, however, if she became so professionally committed as to indicate
little interest in marriage.

Clearly, there is a discrepancy between such limited parental
expectations toward daughters and the feminists' emphasis on equality and
self-actualization. Asian-American women appear to suffer from multiple
burdens (cf. Asperilla 1974). They must cope with their own internal
ambivalence and the conflict between peer pressure and the values in-
stilled by their parents and community: "Is it feminine to be bright?"
"Can I survive the competition in graduate school?" They also have to
deal with their parents' and male friends' disapprove: of their serious
occupational commitment. Furthermore, as they try to establish.themselves
in school and in work, they must struggle with the societal prejudice that
regards them as sweet and dependent, but not fit for a demanding
intellectual position.

Despite these multiple difficulties, an increasing number of Asian-
American women overcome such obstacles and attain respectable positions in
the professions. But this fact does not negate the observation that many
Asian women use their talents and energy in a struggle with such obsta-
cles. Furthermore, the very success et some Asian women might be double-
edged. On the one hand, it shows the possibility of overcoming the handi-
caps. On the other hand, it might add to the majority's psychological
burden because it has proved that the obstacles can be overcome, thereby
suggesting a lack of competence in those who might succumb to the
obstacles.

In addition to the status difference between the sexes, respect for
authority is another feature of the traditional Asian family. We have
stated previously that the Asian-American family has become less author-
itarian than it was in the home country. An yet, social scientists and
educators alike observe that Asian parents persist in emphasizing this
value (Kitano 1969; Simpson and Yinger 1972; Suzuki 1977). Few Asians can
recall that their parents encouraged them to argue their point against
that of their elders or to challenge a teacher on his theories or
approach. More likely, argumentative children are hushed down as imper-
tinent, and their intention to challenge the teacher or school receives
little support at home, even if the parents may be sympathetic toward the
dissatisfaction.

What effect does this stress on deference to authority have on Asian
women's performance? Until the mid-seventies, it was commonly believed
that this emphasis, together with discipline and respect for learning,
were instrumental in the Asians' good adjustment at school and attainment
of midd3e-class status. For instance, Caudill and DeVos (1956) argue that
teachers and employers view favorably such characteristics as respect for
authority and parental wishes, diligence, punctuality, cleanliness,
neatness, self-discipline and high achievement motivation (see also
Schwartz 1971; Okano and Spilka 1971). Few students of Asian-American
cultures disagree that most Asian parents appreciate these values. But
recently a number of scholars have begun to challenge this view as
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one-sided. For example, Bob Suzuki (1977), Stanley Sue, and others
consider these norms as perhaps instrumental in training Asians for lower
level white-collar positions, but not for successful professional roles
(cf. Sue and Kitano 1973). They stress that the American higher education
and professional life rewards such personality traits as leadership,
assertiveness, creativity, critical ability, expressive skill, and inde-
pendence of mind. Consequently, they argue that respectfulness and
reserve are more a liability than an asset for a successful career.
Recent studies of occupational success tend to support these views. For
instance, Jencks and his collaborators calculate that the personality
factor ("teenage personality characteristics") counts just as much as
0,

years in schooling" in the attainment of occupational status (Jencks
1980).

If Asian-American men suffer from the discrepancy between their
upbringing and the requirements of a successful career, there is good
reason to suspect that their sisters are more severly handicapped (Asian
Women Journal 1971; Arkoff 1964; Arkoff et al. 1964; Braun and Chao 1-9113)7
Even though research on sex-differentiated socialization practices is
scarce, numerous Asian-American women have stated that their parents were
more strict with them than with their brothers in inculcating the virtues
of politeness, neatness, reserve, self-sacrifice, and respect for
authority. To illustrate, it is all right for the son to be loud-voiced,
but by no means may his sister be sc. Encumbered with such an upbringing
and with the society's stereotype of the submissive Oriental female, Asian
women would find it extremely difficult to be articulate and assertive,
even when they know that such behavior is rewarded with advancement.

This problem may explain the discre-.ncy between Asian women's educa-
tional and occupational attainments. They are among the most highly
educated group of ethnic women, but their earnings are among the lowest.
The percentage of women earning $10,000 or more in 1969 was 9.3 percent
for Chinese, lower than 10.2 percent for ,thite, and 11.2 percent for black
women. The differential is much wider for those women with graduate
educations: in this category 13.3 percent of Chinese, 27.7 percent of
white, and 34.2 percent of blaeks earned $10,000 or more. Similarly,
college-educated Filipino women's earnings fall far behind those of white
and black college graduates.

We have hitherto focused on the strains placed on Asian-American
women ir their pursuit of educational and occupational advancement. But
to be well balanced, the analysis must pay attention to the contribution
of the Asian-American kinship behavior and norms (cf. Barnett 1960; Light
1972; Li 1975). In this regard, several demographic characteristics of
the kinship system deserve attention: the number of children, family
stability, household composition.

Measured by a number of indexes, Asian-American families are more
stable than other types of families. According to table 3, the percentage
of divorced women among Chinese, Japanese, and Filipinos (2.9, 1.7, and
2.2 percent, respectively) is much smaller than the national average of
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3.9 percent. Similarly, fewer Asian families (10.3 percent for ,apanese,
8.6 percent for Filipinos, and 6.1 percent for Chinese) are led by a
female than the national average of 10.8 percent.

Family stability has been identified by various researchers as a
factor influencing a child's academic and job performance (table 3).
Notably, Moynihan and his collaborators (1965) warned that black boys from
fatherless homes tend to underachieve in school and work. They attribute
the underachievement to the boy's lack of discipline and motivation, which
are in turn caused by the absence of a male role model at home. Other
studies have also documented that, generally speaking, ch:ndren from
broken families tend to have more behavior problems than those from intact
families and, therefore, more often than not they fail to attain their
full academic potential. In view of these findings, the relative
stability of Asian families positively contributes to their children's
performance.

Another characteristic of the Asian-American family conducive to the
children's favorable academic achievement is the small number of children
per family. As indicated by table 4, except for Filipinos eges 35 through
44, Asian women give birth to fewer children than the national average.

TABLE 3

MARITAL STATUS OF WOMEN
BY ETHNICITY: 1970

(percentage)

Marital
status Total* White* Black* Japanese** Chinese** Filipino**

Single 22.6 21.8 28.7 20.1 27.6 27.6

Married 61.2 62.1 53.0 67.6 62.1 66.3

Divorced 3.9 3.7 5.1 2.9 1.7 2.2

Widowed 12.3 12.3 13.3 9.4 8.3 4.0

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

*14 years old and over.
**16 years old and over.

Source: Characteristics of Population, Vol. 1, Part 1, Sec. 1, Table
2; Japanese, Chinese & nlipinos in the U.S., pp. 17, 76 & 135.
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Japanese women in particular have a far smaller number of children than
other groups; for example, Japanese women aged 35 through 44 have on the
average 2.3 children. A small family encourages children's academic
pursuits, because more resources and parental time are available for each
child.

Married Asian-American women are favored by another demographic
factor that encourages their outside employment; namely, the presence of
an adult at home other than the parents. The third adult in the family of
a middle-aged couple can assist the wife in childrearing and other chores.
The 1970 Census reveals that a greater proportion of Asian-American
families include relatives other than the head of household's wife and
children than do white and black families (see table 5). This phenomenon
is more common among Filipinos (11.2 percent) than among Chinese (7.3
percent) and Japanese (7.6 percent). Differential longevity between the
sexes and informal observation of Asian-American families suggest that
older women are commonly the relatives sharing the household. For
example, in the aforementioned survey of Japanese-American families in
Chicago, 20 percent of the Nisei couples lived with at least one aged
parent. Of those households, 75 percent housed a mother, 14 percent a
father, and 11 percent both parents. Those respondents living with an
aged parent report considerable sharing of household chores despite the
parent's advanced age.

TABLE 4

CHILDREN EVER BORN PER 1,000 WOMEN
EVER MARRIED BY ETHNICITY: 1970

Ages Total White Blacks Japanese Chinese Filipino

15-19 636 579 1,026

759 786 1,086
20-24 1,071 1,006 1,631

25-29 1,984 1,922 2,541

1,656 1,778 2,018
30-34 2,80G 2,734 3,395

35-39 3,170 3,086 3,839
2,301 3,005 3,300

40-44 3,097 3,012 3,795

Source: Characteristics of Population, Vol. I, Part 1, Sec. 2, Table
212; Japanese, Chinese and Filipinos in the U.S., pp. 9, 68, and 127.
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TABLE 5

PERSONS IN HOUSEHOLD BY RELATIONSHIP TO
HEAD (EXCLUDING SPOUSE AND CHILDREN): 1970

(percentage)

Total White Black Japanese Chinese Filipino

Grandchild

Other relatives

1.3 (M) 0.9 (M) 4.8
1.4 0.5 1.0(F) 0.8 (F) 4.0

2 (M) 1.9 (M) 4.53.
(F) 3.6 (F) 5.9

Unrelated
1.5 (A) 1.3 (M) 2.7

individuals (F) 1.3 (F) 5.9

6.2 6.8 10.2

1.4 3.7 2.5

Source: Characteristics of Population, Vol. 1, Part 1, Sec. 2, Table204; Public Use Sample 1970 (1/1000).

Thus, two co,Interacting forces appear to be operating in the Asian-American culture. 3n the one hand, the traditional stress on obedience asa womanly virtue and home as a woman's place continue to hinder theadvancement of Asian-American women in occupation and education. On theother hand, certain characteristics of the Asian family, such as the smallnumber of children, stability, and extendedness, facilitate their careerinvolvement. In this paper, however, given the limited empirical dataavailable, we could not quantitatively assess the specific influences ofthese features.

CONCLUSION

A principal finding of this paper is that there is little empiricalbasis for the stereotyne of "passive and subservient" Asian women.Certainly, these women have often been subjugated to men, but there aresignificant exc6tptions tc this generalization: the aged mother in China,Japanese women in fishing villages, and Filipinas in general. In America,Asian women have worked as hard as men, if not harder, in the factory,shop, and field. Moreover, they devotedly raised the children andcompetently managed tensions at home, helping their husbands and childrento cope with the harassment of a racist society. Therefore, the accom-plishments of Asian-Americens, such as stable marriages, low crime rates,and successful second generations, are all attributable, at least in part,to the women's
perseverance, strength, and dedication. Clearly, then, the
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allege?: characteristics of Asian women, that is, passivity and subser-
vience, cannot be considered generalizable attributes.

This view does not contradict the fact that in premodern Asia there
was an explicit division of labor between male and female. In China,
Japan, and the Philippines, the woman's place was considered to be at
home. For example, an opportunity to take the imperial civil service exam
was never open to Chinese women. In this system, sending bright sons to
school was an economically rational decision, but educating girls was
clearly a waste of resources. Such a cultural and institutional legacy
still lingers en in the mind of many As-Lim-Americans. It is reported that
East Asian parents are more willing to finance the son's than the
daughter's education. They feel it is imperative for the son to attain
educational and occupational success, but the daughter must struggle to
receive parental support to attain the same goal. Such a remnant of the
cultural and institutional past might explain Asian-American women's
ambivalence about their occupational pursuitc and their lack of self-
confidence reported by Dorothy Cordova in this volume.

The legacy of the low status of women in the hierarchical kinship
groups (except ia the Philippines) and the sexual specialization of
domains continue to plague the socialization of Asian women. Docility,
sweet nature, and good manners, rather than assertiveness and achievament,
are still widely emphasized as womanly virtues. Such a socialization
creates considerable ambivalence and conflict in the women as they try to
cope with the demands of American society. The women's liberation
movement might have worsened their dilemma, for it urges them to shed the
remnants of their traditional upbringing--an extremely difficult task--and
to strive harder to achieve in education Lind profession. No study has yet
analyzed how crippling such counterpressure can be.

The praceding analysis has demonstrated strong links between a
woman's family and her attainment, and yet, the exact nature of this nexus
is not at all clear. Family is only one of many factors, such as immigra-
tion policy or sexual and racial discrimination, which affect educational
and occupational achievement. Research to elucidate this linkage is
urgently needed.

RECOMMENDATIONS

Throughout the preceding discussion, I have indicated various areas
that need to be investigated. To conduct research on such issues and to
carry out pertinent demonstration projects on Pacific-Asian-American
women, I would like to recommend the establishment of a Pacific-Asian
Women's Research and Demonstration Center. The center's goal would be to
help Pacific-Aean-American women realize their full potential. Its tasks
will include:

1. To condurt research on Pacific-Asian-American women.
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2. To formulate occupational and educational systems sensitive to
the ethnic woman's commitment to family and ethnic heritage.

3. To develop a culturally sensitive assertiveness training
progrim.

4. To sponsor community forwns aimed at sensitizing Asian-Pacific
adults about the more drolaging consequences of discrimination
against women at home and work.

5. To establish a network of Pacific-Asian-American women
students, workers, end professionals to provide emotional and
practical support to its members.

I believe that the establishment of a Pacific-Asian-Ameripan Women's
Center will be one of the first steps toward the realization of full
equality for Pacific-Asian women. It is hoped that the center will also
encourage Asian women to make a greater contribution to American society.
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THE EARLY SOCIALIZATION OF ASIAN-AMERICAN FEMALE CHILDREN*

Lily Wong Fillmore and Jacqueline Leong Cheong

INTRODUCTION

The ultimate aim of the socialization process in any group is to

ensure that its children can fit into the roles the group has defined for

its adult members. These roles, together with the behaviors, attitudes,

and outlooks they call for, are determined by a number of cultural

features including the society's economic and social structure, its set-

tlement patterns, and its canonical family organization. In the ideal

case, the world in which an adult woman finds herself is the same one the

socialization process has shaped her to take part in, and she is equipped

with just the skills and attributes she needs for coping with the demands

this world places on her. In this paper, we wish to raise the following

question: What happens when the world in which an adult finds herself

differs in important ways from the world for which her upbringing has

prepared her? For such,lwe believe, is the situation faced by a great

many Asian-American women.

Our view of the Asian-American woman's situation developed in a

number of ways. First, as second-generation Chinese-American women, we

have experienced conflicts that are the legacy of growitg up in two

cultures simultaneously. Looking at the situation from the inside out, we

found it difficult always to see beyond the personal to the general;

unavoidably, our view of the situation reflects this inside-out perspec-

tive. Second, we sorted through the sketchy research literature on the

subject and attempted to glean what was relevant to our problem. In

general, the research literature was less informative than the available

autobiographical accounts of the real-life experiences of a few women such

as Jade Snow Wong (1945) and Maxine Hong Kingston (1976). Third, we

interviewed a number of first- and second-generation Asian-American women,

asking them about their experiences, feelings, attitudes, aspirations, and

expectations. These interviews gave us the greatest help in defining the

problem we examine in this paper. A summary of the interviews is

preJented here to the stage for our discussion.

*We gratefully acknowledge the many hv-lpful comments provided us on an

earlier version of this paper by Dr. Tin Myaing Thein. Dr. Their's

critique led to a reorganization of the paper, and many of her comments

have been incorporated into this version.
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The interviews were informal--that is, we do not present them as aformal study. We simply located a number of Asian-American women who were
willing to tell us about their experiences and to talk about their feel-ings. There were 10 women: 3 first-generation immigrants, each of whomhad been in this country more than 20 years, and 7 second-generation
women. The first-generation women ranged in age from 40 to 50; of the 7
second-generation women, 5 were in their mid-20's, and 2 were in their
late 40's. '11 but one of the second-generation women had had some
college trair_ng. In addition to the 10 Asian-American women, we also
interviewed 4 women in Japan. We suspected that the problem we were
examining was not unique to Asian women in America but was a more general
problem experienced by women in rapidly changing societies where new role
opportunities which conflict in important ways with traditional roles are
suddenly available to them.

Our purpose in carrying out these interviews was to discover some
clues to the nature of the socialization process which shaped these women,
and to identify, at least preliminarily, some of the sources of conflict
which appear to affect or constrain full exercise of their potentials as
individuals in the American society. Additionally, we hoped these women
would help us to identify some domain in the daily life of the home which
would enable us to study the socialization process in detail. The inter-
views succeeded in sharpening our focus on the problems, but beyond that,
they also helped to direct our attention to some of the relevant
dimensions of the psychosocial development of Asian women and gave us some
insights into the conflicts that we have had to deal with ourselves as
Asian-American women.

Some characteristics, it developed, were common to all the women with
whom we talked. In fact, in the composite picture which emerged from the
interviews, we saw people we recognized: our mothers, sisters, friends,
an even.ourselves. First, we were struck by the competence of these women
and by their resourcefulness. To a woman, each regarded herself as a
competent person. In the accounts of their lives, again and again they
described difficult; situations which they had handled resourcefully and
successfully. But all of them also revealed a longing for recognition and
accomplishment. Most of them felt that they had not accomplished as much
as they might have, and they tended to feel that they were not fully
appreciated by the people around them. And all of them revealed personal
anxieties about the conflict that they have had to dezd with between the
traditional goals imposed on them by their culture and their need to ba
productive and independent beings. Despite these conflicts, the women
were reasonably adjusted people who have accepted their situations. What
we can conclude from the interviews is that none of the women could be
described as greatly discouraged or dissatisfied with her lot, but neither
was any greatly pleased or contented. To give the reader an idea of what
these women were like, we present a few of the stories we believe are
representative.

The three first-generation women each commented on feelings of
resignation in their attempts to free themselves from the constraints of



tradition. All three had had some postsecondary schooling in China
(although t:ere is some question as to what they actually meant by this)
and, at some time in the past. had harbored hopes of achieving a measure
of independence by getting more education. However, for women of that
generation, marriage, and not educatior was the proper objective. In

keeping with tradition, each had had marriage arranged for her by
relatives, and they were either sent for, or brought, tc the United States

by their Chinese-American husbands. Their lives in America followed a
familiar pattern: each worked with her husband in a small self-owned
business (grocery store, restaurant, or laundry), at the same time raising
children and caring for her home. Their lives as they described them in
the interviews seemed harmonious and contented at first. But as one
considers their stories more.carefully, a theme of conflict and resigna-
tion surfaces. The following portrait constructed from the interview of
one woman will help to exemplify that theme; although the story is her
own, it typifies the struggles of all three.

ROSE

Rose, 46, came to the United States when she was just 17, the

"picture bride" of a Chinese-American college graduate. As a child, she
was considered bright and did well in school. But while she had been
encouraged by her parents to study when she was young, they made it plain
to her that she could not aspire to go to the university as her brother
might. Instead, her parents planned to arrange a marriage for her, thus
freeing themselves from having to support her any longer. They made the

best arrangement they could manage for her: a young man of a solid
Taishan family with a real American birth certificate. As the bride of a
birth-certificated America,-1 citizen, Rose was assured of immigration to
the United States without the interminable delay in Hong Kong that was so
familiar to most Chinese immigrants.

Life was fairly easy during her first several months of marriage.
When she first arrived in America as a bride, her mother-in-law was
hospitable, and even cordial. Her sister-in-law took pains to transform
her into an American housewife by redoing her hair and wardrobe. And

because he was anxious for her to learn English and become Americanized,
her husband enrolled her in night school as a way of "improving" her.
With all this attention and evidence of interest, Rose believed that she
had drawn a winner in the great match-marriage sweepstakes. She worried
about not letting her in-laws down and tried hard to please them. But

their cordiality and interest in her did not last much longer than did the
novelty of having a new bride in the house. Rose soon learned that as the
first daughter-in-law, she was expected to cook and keep house for the
entire family, which consisted of six adults and assorted children--all of
this under the direction and executive command of her mother-in-law. In

addition, she was expected to work in the family's business, a three-
laundry operation, and to begin having children as soon as possible. When

a grandson did not appear to be forthcoming after the first month or so of
marriage, her wither-in-law chastised her for "wasting the family's rice."

Rose did her best, and a little later (11 months after she was married), a
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son was born. It was a good thing that this first child was a boy, Rosesaid, since a girl would not have been an adequate demonstration of hergood intentions to her mother-in-law.

Before long, Rose's husband began resenting the time she was spendinggoing to night school. He told her that she was so backward and ignorantthat she was just wasting her time. Wliat could she possibly hope toaccomplish? Besides, she should be putting more time into the business.Her husband's real motive for not wanting her to continue with nightschool, Rose believes, is that he was embarrassed that his wife had toattend classes which amounted to no more than work toward a high schooldiploma. That she needed to do so publicized her lack of formal nericaneducation.

With the birth of her first child, the mother-in-law in her husband'smother emerged with a vengeance, and she took command of the care andtraining of this link of hers to immortality. She dictated every activityconcerned with the baby's care--how to hold him, how to feed him, and,above all, how to socialize him. This first child was the grandmother's.The second and third were Rose's. They were just girls and, therefore,not wor+h the grandmother's attention. Rose lived with her mother-in-lawfor 17 years, until the old woman's death. During those years, herstruggles for survival as an individual were as much against her mother-in-law as against her husband. Perhaps because of the difficulties shehas personally experienced, she has tended to be particularly conscious ofwhat women should have. She has encouraged her two grown daughters togain a degree of independence
through education and has urged them to seekprofessional careers for themselves. At the same time, she would likethem to succeed in their marriages.

Rose is still attempting to finish her schooling, but at greatpersonal cost. She no longer believes that she can achieve her goal ofbecoming a secretary, but would like to finish her work for a high schooldiploma just the same. Her husband still resents her efforts, however,and sometimes hides her books so she cannot study.

A striking characteristic common to all of the second-generationwomen interviewed is their recognition that they should have a right to adegree of independence. All seven women were articulate and vocal on thisissue. However, they differed greatly in how successfully they had beenable to achieve anything resembling self-determination or independence.It seems that although they have these personal aspirations, the effortand resolution required to break the bonds of tradition do not comeeasily--as we can see from the following story.

MARY

Mary, a 47-year-old
second-generation Chinese-American, was trainedas a medical doctor, as was her husband. But while he is a successfulpracticing physician, she is a housewife. Although she was considered"foolish" for thinking about such things, Mary managed to get a
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scholarship for medical school, which she completed at the head of her
class. While still in medical school, she met and married her husband.
After 2 years of practice, Mary had her first child, and a second soon
followed. She continued to practice for awhile, but her mother-in-law,
who lived with Mary and her husband, began berating Mary for being a
neglectful wife and a poor mother. She should forget the foo2ishness
about working and stay at home where she belonged. Mary did. In large
part, her mother-in-law's exhortations worked because they struck a
responsive chord in Mary. While she felt frustrated and angry about not
being able to practice medicine, deep in her heart she felt even more
strongly that she owed her family her full attention and services. She
thought of hiring a babysitter and a housekeeper and going back to work
herself. But her mother-in-law impressed upon her the inadequacies of
that plan. And while her husband thought that it would be nice if she
were to get back into practice, still, he felt that it could not be at the
expense of an immaculately kept house, graciously served meals, or well-
cared for children. Her husband argued against the idea of hiring house-
hold help, asking who could take care of his clothes as she could, and who
could be as good a mother to his children as their own?

Mary's children are nearly teenagers now and do not need her time as
much as they did when they wPre younger. She has accommodated herself to
her situation and keeps busy with social activities of various sorts, as
befits the wife of a prosperous and successful doctor. She speaks of her
circumstances without obvious bitterness. She has a good life: her
husband is loving, her children are lovely, and she is financially secure.
But there is an edge of frustration in her voice. She believes that she
is a competent person and physi-ian, and that she can do anything. But
she does not think she will ever practice again because to do so would
require more effort than she thinks she is willing to make. Her husband's
career is the important one; and besides, her life is not all that bad.
At the same time, she describes herself as being just a little outside of
the world in which she finds herself. "I find myEelf looking on," she
said, "as if I am watching someone else acting out my life."

Mary's resignation can be contrasted with Joanne's still active
struggle.

JOANNE

Like Mary, Joanne is a second-generation Chinese-American, but she is
only 23 years of age. She seems typical of the younger women we inter-
viewed and her story reveals their concerns. What emerged from these
interviews was a deep and abiding conflict between what these younger
women think they should be and what their culture wants them to be. They
would like to be the kind of compliant and self-sacrificing women their
parents and husbands want, but, at the same time, they do not want to
compromise their desires to be themselves either.

Joanne is 23, cheerful, and bright. She is married to a young
Chinese-American businessman who recently graduated from col2ege. Joanne
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supported her husband's education by working and is currently a junior incollege herself. She would like to be a lawyer, she said, and want; to goto law school before starting a family. But it is not easy. Her husbandwould like to have a son before too long, and her parents and in-laws arebeginning to urge her not to waste time. She is somewhat chagrined abouttheir impatience. Her own parents had always encouraged her to seek acareer and be independent, but now they 7e telling her that she should
not waste time going to school. She fee.s that they may b?. right--she
could be too old to start a family if she puts off having a baby until shefinishes law scbool. Sometimes she feels guilty about not being the wifeher husband wants. But then, she is not altogether willing to give up achance to have a career or to make uae of the talents that she feels shehas. To do that, she said, would be to give up her identity. Sherecognizes that, unless she maintains her individuality and independence,she runs the risk of stifling any possibility of a mutually satisfying
relationship with her husband. Still, she is afraid that she will disap-point both her family and her husband if she does not carry out herobligations' to them by functioning in the traditional sense as a woman andwife. At Gi'e same time, she is afraid that she will fail in her commit-ment to herself.

By way of contrast, we present the stories of two of the Japanesewomen we interviewed. Their stories will help to underscore the sourcesof conflict common to Asian women in the modern world. They have beenbrought up in traditional ways, but their society has changed rapidly inrecent years; the same educational and occupational opportunitiesavailable to women in America are available to them, too. Consequently,their struggles and frustrations resemble those reported by the Asian-American women we interviewed.

KAZUKU

The interviewer met Kazuko through her husband, who teaches Englishin a university in Tokyo. Asked whether Kazuko was also a teacher, thehusband responded, "Oh no, she is just a housewife." On meeting her, theinterviewer was surprised to find a remarkably resourceful and energeticperson who was anything but "just a housewife." She wt.'s teachilig,although only in her home. Because her husband and mother-in-law disap-proved of her working outside the house, she was running informal classesin English conversation in her dining room for college and high schoolstudents and was apparently involved in devising and testing new stra-tegies for improving oral language skills for foreign language students.She had met her husband when they were both teaching in a junior college,she said, but gave up her job after marriage. Her mother-in-law, wholives with the family, feels that a woman should stay home and attend toher household and children. She has not had a paid job in years andbelieves that even if her husband and
mother-in-law were to permit her togo back to work, she would not be able to find a job since she is now past40. Nevertheless, while she feels disappointed !Ilat she cannot use herskills as a teacher professionally, she tries to Keep busy, she said.
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MIDORI

Midori is 29 and a teacher of English in a women's college in Tokyo.
She considers herself fortunate that her mcther was liberal in her views
and encouraged her to study and to aspire to an academic career. The
mother had been widowed as a young woman and was forced to leave her first

child with her mother-in-law when she returned to her parents' home after
the death of her husband. Because of the financial and emotional dif-
ficulties she herself endured during those years, she came to believe that
a woman must have some way of supporting herself economically. Eventually
she remarried, and Midori was one of two daughters born to her in that
marriage.

Midori enjoys her work and finds it fulfilling. She is not married,
and she observed that she is rather "advanced in age" already. She would
like to marry, she said, if someone comes along who meets her require-
ments. Her requirements? That he let her go on with her career and that
he share some of her professional iaterests. One of the reasons that she
has not married yet, she said, was that she was certain no husband would
let her go on with her work. "He might agree to let me work at first,"
she commented, "but before long he would iLsist that I stay home. They
always do."

CONCLUSIONS

At first glance, all the stories we have presented appear to be
success stories. The women we interviewed are not people on the survival
rung of the economic ladder; they have climbed beyond that to a more
comfortable place in their communities, both socially and economically.
And in large measure, the outward success they and their families
presently enjoy has been achieved through thr hard work and endurance of
these women in the recent past. They are enjoying what numerous other
Asian-American families are still struggling to achieve, but they in their
own time had to overcome the same linguistic, educational, and economic
handicaps that the more recent immigrants are having to deal with now.
The problem these women revealed in their interviews was not that of
failure but of potential not fully realized. As we have noted above, each
has made a kind of adjustment to her situation, but sometimes it was made
at great personal cost (as is most evident in Mary's case). Nevertheless,
their outward acceptance of their situations is deceptive. They were not
*all that they might have been, and each knew it. Mostly they kept these
feelings to themselves. They were, to a woman, imminently practical
people, not inclined to waste time daydreaming about what might have been
or to waste energy displaying their frustrations. And yet, their feelings
of frustration emerged as they talked; each was aware that she once had,
or now has, the potential to accomplish more in her life, but each also
felt that it was wrong somehow to expect more.

On the surface, the situation portrayed by these women does not seem
greatly different from that of women everywhere: social and economic
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conditions have deprived women of full and free exercise of their talentsin most, if not all, cultures. And yet the Asian woman's situation isunique. For her, the conditions which most inhibit her development arenot external circumstances but internal constraints, which are perhapsmore powerful than any set of external controls. While eacn of the womenwe interviewed was competent and seemed aware at some level of thiscompetence, each also displayed an incongruent and troubling lack of self-confidence. In many subtle ways, the message was communicated to us: "Ithink I could have accomplished more, but then, who am I to want more thanlife has given me?" The words they never spoke ware: "Besides, if I hadtried for more, I probably would have failed." These unspoken words wereheard in numerous comments: "I was good in school, but I never opened mymouth much, you know. Then nobody knows what you know and what you don'tknow. People thought I couldn't speak English fo':. a long time"; "I wantedto be a teacher, but it wasn't in the cards. Why not? Well, beingChinese, and all"; "I guess I get pushed around a littledon't express myopinions too much--I don't like to make trouble"; "I never went to collegebecause I figured I wouldn't be able to handle it. I think I was wrong,but it's too late now."

The negative self-evaluation implicit in the above statements waspervasive among the women we interviewed, and it persisted even when alloutside evidence contradicted its validity. One woman told us that,although she was a straight-A student in college while carrying a full-time study load and working nearly full time to help support her family,she was afraid to apply for a scholarship since she was sure she would beturned down. Her greatest fear throughout school, she said, was thatpeople would somehow discover that she was an intellectual fraud and thatthe A's had been given to her by mistake. Another woman, a week aftergetting a B+ in a course (the first grade below an A in her collegecareer), was still so upset that she ran her car into the rear end ofanother. She reported that she regarded the B+ as an evaluation of herpersonally and that she considered it a sign of failure. The remarks ofmany of the women we intervlewed indicated the': tv'ey are unnecessarilyhard on themselves: they expect far too much of their own performance, somuch so that each is sure she cannot quite meet her own expectations.Worst of all, they tend to project these expectations onto others, and tobelieve that others expect as much of them as they themselves do. Andfurther, they believe that in the event of failure, others will be azdisapproving of them as they are. Thus, in one way or another, they alltend to play it safe. They take no unnecessary chances in their personallives. They may be gamblers at heart in many other respects, but they donot risk failure. They do not give others a chance to disapprove of them.If one does not open one's mouth, others never find out what one knows orwhat one does not know. I would probably get through law school--but whatif I fail the bar exam? Being a doctor has its risks; being a good wifeand mother is a sure bet; why take a chance? Rather than fight and riskfailure and disapproval, one accepts the bowl of rice fate hands out endrationalizes: "Maybe I wasn't meant for that; maybe it was just a dream."

Most of the women we talked with, while believing that they arecompetent, nevertheless tend to attribute whatever suco.ess they have
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achieved in their endeavors to "luck" and "hard work" rather than to their
personal abilities. Mary, for example, who graduated at the head of her
medical school class, said in comparing herself to her husband, whom she
considers a great success: "He's really a smart man; but I was lucky and
I worked hard (so I got through medical school, too)."

Consequently, what we have is a problem of far greater subtlety and
complexity than the ob3tacles which ordinarily prevent ethnic minority
women from achieving or succeeding. That is, the real educational and
occupational obstacle that Asian women need to overcome goes far beyond
the external limitations imposed on minorities and women in our society.
They have shown that they can handle external limitations such as language
handicaps, poverty, and job discrimination with resourcefulness and deter-
mination. Their cultures seem to have equipped them with such skills and
tenacity that they can make a decent showing in their endeavors despite
overwhelming odds. Indeed, by the second generation, most Asian women
compare ve:7 favorably with the general populution in educational achieve-
ment, and they can compete quite well on the job market compared to other
women, at least.

The problem, as we see it, goes deeper. The socialization process
provides them with the skills and determination to do almost anything they
set out to do. It also equips them with a kind of built-in success
inhibitor, but one which is not activated as long as the rules the7 aspire
to fill are the ones their cultures intend for them.

At the root of the problem is the fact that this success-inhibitor--
the negative self-esteem factor--is the traditional social mechanism by
which skills and work habits are instilled in Asian females. It is tied
directly to the roles that females are expected to play in Asian cultures
and the status to which they have traditionally been relegated in the
family structure. Let us examine those cultural expectations before
considering the nature of the socialization process which creates the
dilemma faced by Asian women.

The Asian woman, to begial with a few large generalizati.,ns, is
expected to be an obedient, loyal, modest, responsible, and, most of all,
self-sacrificing daughter, daughter-in-law, wife, and mother. These roles
and attributes are traditionally prescribed for female members of Asian
cultures, and physical and generational distance from the mother cultures
has not greatly altered them. The cultural roots of these expectations
are found in the Confucianist tradition, in which the basis uf an orderly
society is seen to lie in the orderly conduct of daily life within the
hierarchical structure of the family; and this is as true for the Japanese
as it is for the Chinese culture. In the traditional concept of the
family structure, the lines of authority and descendance are patriarchal.
The male is at the head of this structure and plays the dominant role in
the management and conduct of all aspects of the family's welfare. But
his chief functional role is economic and outside the home. While he has
the authority to make decisions governing the daily conduct of family
life, he takes little interest in the actual running of the household.
The management of the household and the day-to-day care of the family are
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sclely the responsibility of the women, and these are the responsibilitiesfor which the socialization
process must prepare her. Thus, the social-ization process must provide her the necessary skills to handle all thetasks ilvtolved in the management of a household, and also the requisiteattitudes to accept the low status in the family and social hierarchywhich is traditionally assigned to women.

The status of the female throughout most of her life is bestdescribed as marginal. From the very earliest age, she is made aware thatmales are preferred over females in her world. A particularly poignantexample of this early awareness was reported to us by a woman who is asecond-generation Chinese-American. She recounted that one of herearliest childhood memories was that of overhearin, her mother tell afriend that she did not at all regret that her just-delivered baby wasstill-born: "It was just another useless girl." Although she is treatedwell enough by her parents as a rule, the reality of the female's lesserstatus and worth compared to males is constantly reinforced. She knowsthat her parents regard her as an impermanent member of the family. Sheis just "passing through" the family circle on her way to someone else'shearth. Because of her temporary status, a female's name is never listedon the rolls of her primary family as are the names of the male members,nor will it be listed on the rolls of her husband's family since she isclearly an outsider there. An Asian woman, at least in this symbolicsense, is a nonperson. Furthermore, the female child may witness hermother being treated as an outsider in her home, especially if she has nosons. In the Asian family, a woman has no status in her husband's familyuntil she has borne a soh. A woman's son, in a sense, grafts her to thefamily tree. Until then, and sometimes even then, she can expect to betreated only slightly better %Ilan a servant in the household, reflectingher second-class membership in the fenny.

The most important way in which a female's relative worth isimpressed upon her is in the differential
expectations her family has forher as opposed to her brothers. While her brothers are expected andexhorted to go out and bring honor to the family by excelling socially andacademically, she is only required not to bring shame on the family bydoing poorly in outside endeavors like school, or by exhibiting unseemlysigns of disobedience,

aggressiveness, or unfemininity. And when herbrothers do well, there are signs, no matter how carefully concealed, thather parents are proud and pleased. When she succeeds in her efforts, shesenses only, in the absence of any signs tYat it has been to her credit,that she did not let the family down by doing poorly. To the outsider,these differences may seem unfair; to the properly socialized Asianfemale, they are appropriate. Her status is so well defined and con-sistently reinforced within the context of her family and community thatthe female does not question its fairness. Let us examine some aspects ofthat socialization process to discover by whet mechanism this view of thefemale is fostered in her and what, in the process, causes her to acceptforevermore her culture's evaluation of her worth.

The training of a female child in the Asian family typically beginsquite early. While her life is not greatly different from that of her
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brothers during the first 5 or even 6 years of life, still she is required
to begin taking part in the running of the household and to begin learning
about child care by looking after younger siblings. During the early
years, her parents may be reasonably indulgent and affectionate, although
by Western standards they may appear somewhat aloof, stern, and author-
itarian. Around age 5 or 6, a definite chenge takes place in the way they
interact with her. This phenomenon has been described by Wolf (1970) in
her report on child rearing practices among Taiwanese parents. She notes
that until children are 6, parents do not believe that they can understand
much and therefore do not expect much from them in the way of proper
social behavior. However, upon reaching the age of 6, the time of one's
life established as the threshold for the "age of reason," children are
suddenly expected to behave as rational, mature persons. Wolf describes
the subsequent change in the parents' interactions with the 6-year-old
from the child's perspective as "abrupt, bewildering, and drastic" for,
without warning, loving and indulgent parents suddenly become distant,
stern, and demanding. For thL girl, especially, life may suddenly become
filled with chores and responsibilities.

The training proces begins with the child being given small chores to
perform. The tasks are trivial at first, but the standards for per-
formance are high. Whether the child is asked to string beans or to hang
the clothes out to dry, she is expected to do the job neatly, precisely,
and thoroughly. At first, the mother may redo an improperly done job with
mild admonitions and explanation. Failure to improve quickly brings
scolding or harsher reprimand. The very harshest reprimand reported to us
by our informants was to be banned from helping any longer in the partic-
ular household domain in which the poor performance took place. This may
not seem like such an extreme form of punishment at first glance.
Presumably, the punished child has been freed from a chore and can then go
out to play instead of helping in the house. But for the Asian female
child, to be banned from a task for incompetence is an even more painful
sanction than losing television viewing privileges for a month, since it
advertises and reaffirms her basic worthlessness. To do well on a task,
on the other hand, does not bring praise or reward. Instead, the parent
is likely to say nothing at all. Praise is considered emotional excess,
it is in bad taste and is to be avoided, especially where girls are con-
cerned. Thus, the female can hope only for silence, which might be taken
es a sign of nondisapproval--or the next best thing to approval.

The ultimate reward is to be given greater responsibility in the form
of a larger part of the task. The structuring of training usually
involves the child's being assigned a small part of a larger task, to be
performed under supervision at first, and as a chore or responsibility
with less supervision later. For example, the child may be shown how to
wash rice for the evening meal, or to wash and prepare vegetables to be
sliced. The particular task then becomes the child's responsibility, and
she must learn to do it properly and independently each day along with her
other chores. Once the task is thoroughly mastered, the child will be
given an additional step or even two. Eventually, the entire job is her
responsibility. There may be a lapse of several months to several years
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between the time she is assigned the first part of the task and the timeshe is given the entire job, as in the domain of cooking. However, theeventual outcome is that the girl is able to handle the whole job, evenone as complex as cooking an entire meal; she knows the steps andprocesses involved, the timing and sequencing, and she is well practicedin every aspect of the procedure. The child training process we havedescribed here is remarkable in its effectiveness. Long before an Asiangirl has to run her own household, she can handle most facets of house-keeping and cooking, and what she has failed to learn or has not learnedproperly, her mother-in-law or other female-in-laws will surely bring toher attention.

However, at the same time that the training process is highly suc-cessful in accomplishing its purpose, it also has built-in problems. Theprincipal procedure for shaping behavior in desired directions is the useof shame and rejection. If a girl does not do her job well, she isrebuked and reminded that she is failing to live up to her responsibili-ties to the family. The threat of threats is that someday, in her mother-in-law's eyes, her poor training and incompetence will reflect badly onher own mother--and this as yet unidentified
person will be able to say:"She must have had no mother." Add to this rather harsh form of trainingthe basic sense of inferiority the female has had instilled in her frombirth, and one has an impressively insecure person. She may be as com-petent as anyone who walks the earth, and the training she has receivedmay have ensured that she can handle almost any job that is likely to comeher way, but nevertheless, there is a strong suspicion in her heart thatshe is not worth much, nor has she a right to expect much more out of lifethan to mudddle her way through it as best she can, bringing as littlediscredit to her family or to herself as possible.

We began this discussion by saying that Asian-American females wouldnot experience the conflicts we have been describing as long as they didnot aspire to more than they had been socialized to expect. However, theydo not remain isolated from the outside world for long, and in the outsideworld they will find enticing alternative opportunities. At school, forexample, they come into contact with other socializing agents who do notconsider them quite as unworthy as they have been led to believe they areat home. In fact, they bring to school with them just the attributesteachers love best: neatness, thoroughness, obedience, submissiveness,nonaggressiveness, cooperativeness, and a keen desire to please. Add tothese attributes the work habits and problem-solving strategies they havebeen learning at home from their mothers, and we have the makings of A-Number-One students. Sometimes, the approval and rewards an Asian femalereceives for her efforts in school will help to counteract the negativeself-image her early socialization has given her and to convince her thatshe might aspire to goals other than those she has been taught areappropriate for her. In such a case, the girl can decide to do what isbest for herself and to seek out educational and professional oppor-tunities or take advantage of those that come her way. To do thishowever, she often finds it necessary to reject some of the more positiveattributes her culture provides for her as well.



Fong and Peskin (1969) note that female college students from China
score significantly lower than comparison groups of Chinese-American males
and females on measures having to do with culturally valued attributes
such as gentleness, modesty, patience, reserve, and social sensitivity.
To develop the self-reliance and degree of independence these women needed
to reach the United States in the first place, these women needed to
"deliberately disavow" all of the cultural demands that might have
operated against them in making their decision to obtain an education or
to pursue a career.

Indeed, in order to break free of the culturally imposed constraints
on development, many Asian-American women have found it necessary to
reject either the feminine behavior expected of them by their culture, or
the culture itself. A number of women with whom we talked expressed the
opinion that they found Asian women who have achieved success in the
profassional world "too aggressive" or "unfeminine," and that they feared
that one of the consequences of "making it in the outside world" was the
loss of some of the most positive aspects of their culture.

In most cases, however, the early training of the Asian female is far
too strong to be overcome by any outside influences she might encounter in
school. And while the enticements of outside opportunities are great,
they are not great enough to enable her to go much beyond the point of
obtaining an education. And therein, we believe, lies the educational and
occupational dilemma for Asian-American women.. Even if they are able to
take the initial steps in securing an education for themselves, they have
difficulty finding the courage to pursue a career seriously. They may go
to college but be reluctant to try advanced graduate work. They may find
a job, but be convinced that they should not seek anything requiring them
to take a leadership role. Deep in their hearts, they suspect that such
pursuits contradict their other more important obligations--to carry out
the traditional roles their culture has assigned to them. And such is the
legacy of the socialization process of the Asian-American female. The

picture we have presented, because it was pieced together from so many
different sources, is somewhat fragmented. But nevertheless, it gives us
some leads into the nature of the process.

RECOMMENDATIONS

For the purpose of this conference, which is to make suggestions for
a research agenda on the educational and occupational needs of Asian- and
Pacific-American women, we have identified at least two areas which call
for consideration as topics for research or examination. One involves
pure research--there is a need to study the actual characteristics of

the socialization process of Asian females in natural settings. The other
involves applied research--there is a need to see whether intervention or
counseling can be used effectively to help Asian-American females deal
with the conflict created by their upbringing.

The relevant past research on the social development of Asian-
American children has been of three main types. The first examines
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parental attitudes on childrearing through the use of questionnaires and
interviews (Kitano 1961, 1964; Kriger and Kroes 1972; Kishiwa and Smith1943; Young 1972; Wolf 1970). A second type involves observations innaturalistic settings--the kind of study exemplified by the cross-culturalstudies of Whiting and Whiting (1975). The third type of research dealswith attitude change in young Asian-American adults through attitudinalscales (Fong and Peskin 1969; Arkoff, Meredity, and Iwahara 1964; Arkoffand Weaver 1966; Sue and Kirk 1972) and projective tests (Fox and Barnes1973). The lattor kind of research is relevant to the issue of social-ization since it deals with the effects of acculturation on the socialpersonality of individuals.

Of the methods used for studying socialization, neither question-naires nor interviews seem to us to be very dependable since both requirecontrivance in attempting to capture real-life behavior and feelings withpencil and paper. Much of the socialization process takes place by virtueof strategies and attitudes which are below the level of awareness, andwhich might be revealed through deep introspection, but probably notthrough ordinary surveys or interviews. Besides, the reliability ofquestionnaires and interviews is rather suspect since responses to con-trived questions or situations are not always accurate reflections of howone might really behave or feel in real life. Interviews especially aresubject to problems introduced by the interviewing situation and theinterviewer.

That leaves us with observational studies in which the process isobserved in a naturalistic setting. However, past studies of childrearingpractices have tended to focus on only the grosser aspects of the process:parental attitudes, type of parental feedback provided to the learner,
child behaviors, social environment, family structure, and so forth. Andgenerally, only a particular aspect of the process is examined, usuallyremoved from the total context in which it occurs.

We would like to suggest that studies be carried out on the totalprocess and within the setting in which socialization takes place.However, we recognize that in order to do this, one still needs to narrow
down one's sights to some specific dimension or domain. The methodologywe think would work best is a kind of modified "ethnomethodological"
approach in which a small piece of interaction is examined microscopicallyand where all aspects of that interaction are considered. Among theaspects of the process we thilk ought to be examined are the structuring
of the interaction, the contributions of each of the persons involved, theway these persons interact with each other, the effect of environmental
factors, and the beliefs and attitudes expressed in the interaction.

A good model for collection of observational data can be found in the
studies carried out by Whiting and Whiting (1975). Their research methods
have been described in their field guide book (Whiting and Child 1966).
The dimensions of their analysis are not precisely appropriate for ourpurposes, however. They were concerned only with observing the social
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behavior of children as they interacted with one another. We are con-
cerned with the way in which mothers structure the learning environment
for their daughters and how those daughters internalize the expectations,
roles, and behaviors the culture has prescribed for them. The interaction
between female parent and child is the central issue. Other studies of
mothers' childr*aring practices (Steward and Steward 1973; Bee et al.

1969; Hess and Shipman 1965; Young 1972) have all focused on mothers and
their sons. Obviously, for the purposes of examining the development of
women, we need to look instead at the relationship between mothers and
their daughters. There is adequate evidence that Asian mothers, in par-
ticular, tend to regard and treat their male children in a distinctly
different way from the way they do their female children.

In structuring any study, however, one would have to select a par-
ticular domain which would reflect the overall process. A particularly
rich domain to investigate might be that of the kitchen, since nearly
every woman we interviewed said that from an early age she had helped her
mother ir the kitchen and had learned to cook in this manner. As far as
we could determine from our interviews, this apeaxs to be a domain in
which the experiences of the women were fairly comparable, and we can
therefore conclude that the structuring of the training activities must be
done according to a clear cultural pattern.

In a more pragmatic vein, we would also like to propose that research
be aimed at identifying strategies for counseling Asian-American girls
during the high school years to modify some of the cultural tendencies
they have internalized through the socialization process. The reasons for
doing so are twofold. First, they will need help in dealing with the
conflicts they will surely be facing as they make decisions for themselves
concerning educational and career goals. However, counseling should not
be ajmed only at directing girls toward college or work, but also at the
larger goal of mental health. Although the women we interviewed had all
made good adjustments to their situations, we know of other women who have
not fared quite as well. The second argument for making attempts at
intervention through counseling is to try to help young women become aware
of the attitudes and behavioral patterns which will affect the way they
rear their own daughters someday. By doing so, perhaps they will see to
it that these daughters and their daughtert-' daughters will be free of the
conflicts we have seen.

NOTE

1

By Asian-American women, we refer in particular to women in American of
Chinese and Japanese descent--the two groups we know best. However, what
we have to say is probably relevant to other groups of Asian-American
women as well.
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ECONOMIC AND EMPLOYMENT STATUS

OF ASIAN-PACIFIC WOMEN

Pauline L. Fong and Amado Y. Cabezas

INTRODUCTION

Asian women have for many years quietly carried the double burden of
race and sex discrimination in this country. They have also silently
carried the dual responsibilities of working and maintaining a home in
order for their families to survive. The conflicts, tensions, and suf-
ferings that such burdens have caused the Asian women have yet to be
documented and told. This conference perhaps will mark a real beginning in
the process of documenting the history of Asian women in this country.
This paper addresses some of the facts surrounding the economic and em-
ployment status of Asian women. Our personal experiences tell us about the
difficulties of trying to survive at the bottom of the economic ladder. It
is important, however, that we have research and statistical data to
validate these experiences and to nmprehensively uncover the character-
istics, the full range, and the severity of these difficulties.

This paper deals with the employment and economic status of Asian-
Pacific women in the United States and provides recommendations for areas
of research. A bibliography, provided separately, presents a review of the
available literature dealing with this subject. One of the major diffi-
culties of research conducted by persons not familiar with the problems of
the Asian community or of women is that the problems which need to be
addressed are not well formulated or that data are not properly collected
or interpreted. Not surprisingly, there has been very little work on the
employment and economic status of Asian women. Also, the basic data
sources required do not exist or are not readily available.

Asian-Pacific women here are defined as consisting of two groups.
"Asian women" are American women who are of Chinese, Filipino, Japanese,
Korean, Vietnamese, Cambodian, Thai, and other southeast-Asian descent.
Other southeast Asians include Indonesians, Malayans, and Burmese.
"Pacific women" are American women of Hawaiian, Samoan, and Guamanian
descent. The two groups together then comprise "Asian-Pacific" women. We
emphasize, however, that the analyses conducted in the paper are centered
on Chinese, Filipino, and Japanese women for whom some data are available.
They are NOT meant to characterize other Asian-Pacific women as well. Much
more data and research are needed for these other groups. Indeed, past
studies indicate large differences between these Asian cultures; see, for
example, G. Myrdal, Asian Drama Vols. I, II, III (New York: Pantheon,
1960.
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Present occupational stratification theory as formulated by Blau,
Duncan, Featherman, Sewell, and others was reviewed for this paper. The
theory, developed primarily for white men, does not work too well for white
women, much less Asian-Pacific women. For this paper, we made no attempt
to develop models to explain the economic and employment status of Asian-
Pacific women. Instead, we analyzed a set of socioeconomic variables that
we believed to be valid based on a review of the state of the art, personal
experience, and intuition. These variables (dependent and independent)
include:

o Labor force participation rate by age cohort, school enrollment
status (for the young adults), marital status, and presence of
children

o Occupational status by age cohort and by industry

o Class of worker (private, Government, or self-employed)

o Family income by number of earners per family and poverty level
status

o Personal income by age nohort (as a proxy for labor market
experience) and by educational attainment

o Head of household ptatus

o Labor market area

o Educational attainment

o And, of course, race/ethnicity, sex, and age.

We analyzed cross-sectional data for the above variables and pre-
sented interpretations. Whenever possible, as dictated by data availa-
bility, the analysis was carried out by specific Asian ethnicity and by
age cohort; also, data aggregated at the Standard Metropolitan Statistical
Area (SMSA) level we.7.s used whenever available, and at the State level
when not. In a few instances, only nationwide data were available.

Based on preliminary analysis presented, the paper concludes with
recommendations for future work.

ECONOMIC STATUS OF ASIAN WOMEN AS REFLECTED BY LABOR FORCE PARTICIPATION
PATTERNS

One of the prime indicators of economic status, for nations and for
individual groups, is the labor force participation rate. As societies
have developed their economies and increased their productive capabili-
ties, smaller work forces have been able to support larger populations of
nonworking pecTle. As economic conditions improved, for example, vir-
tually every nation has witnessed the decline of child labor. In our
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country, we have also seen that large numbers of young adults can remain
ou'c of the labor force to get an extended education. We are also seeing
more older people able to retire at earlier ages. As table 1 shows, we
also see that among white women, (at least in California), fewer than half
need to be in paid employment.

TABLE 1

LABOR FORCE PARTICIPATION OF ASIAN
WOMEN AND WHITE WOMEN IN CALIFORNIA: 1970

Female labor force participation

Ethnicity California

San Francisco -

SMSA

Los Angeles-
Long Beach

SMSA

White
No., 16 yrs. 4.

% in labor force
6,532,973

41.5
1,004,700

43.9
2,313,000

43.6

Chinese
No., 16 yrs. 4. 58,782 31,352 13,941
f in labor force 51.0 54.0 51.4

Filipino
No., 16 yrs. 4. 39,633 14,212 10,540
% in labor force 55.4 58.7 63.1

Japanese
No., 16 yrs. 4. 85,811 14,687 40,666
% in labor force 49.6 52.1 53.3

Korean
No., 15 yrs. 4. 6,542 No 3,406
% in labor force 47.0 data 50.3

HawaiiLn
No., 16 yrs. 4. 4,544 No No
% in labor force 51.4 data data

Note: California had the largest population in 1970 of Chinese,
Japanese, Filipinos, Koreans, and Hawaiians, combined, totaling
549,307; Hawaii follows with an Asian population of 446,747; New York
was third with 120,667 Asians of the ethnic groups specified above;
Illinois and Washington follow with 44,077 and 41,052, respectively.
These five States accounted for about 80 percent of the total Asian
plpulation in the U.S.

Source: 7.S. Bureau of the Census, Subject Report PC(2) -1G. Japanese,
Chinese and Filipinos in the U.S.
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When we come to Asian women, however, we see a different picture.
Table 1 shows labor force participation rates for women of various ethnic
groups for the State of California and for the major metropolitn areas
around San Francisco and Los Angeles. The labor forct participation rates
for Japanese, Chinese, Filipino, Korean, and Hawaiian women are all con-
siderably higher than those for white women. In almost all cases, half or
more of the Asian women over 16 years of age are in the work force.

Figure 1 shows the labor force participation rates of Asian women and
white women by age cohorts for the 1970 census year. Except for the
youngest age group of 16 to 19 years, Asian women of all age groups are in
the labor force to a greater extent than white women of similar ages.

White women are most likely to be in the labor force during their
young adult years (ages 20 to 24), when 57 percent of them are working.
During their adult years, from age 25 to 64, their labor force participa-
tion rates range betweon 46 percent and 50 percent, and drop to 10 percent
among the elderly (65 End over). By contrast, Asian women reach partic-
ipation rates up to 64 and 65 percent for Japanese, Hawaiian, and Filipino
women in various age groups, and to 60 percent for Chinese women. The
labor force participation rates peak at different ages for the different
ethnic categories: in the early years (20 to 24) for Hawaiian and Japanese
women, and again in the 45 to 64 bracket for Japanese; in the middle years
(35 to 44) for Filipino and Chinese women, and in the 45 to 64 bracket for
Korean women. It must be pointed out that the age patterns are for dif-
ferent age cohorts at the same point in time and not a tracing of one
group through the years. How the patterns for the various ethnic groups
would vary if we could trace the same women as they grew older is unknown.
The factors that would give us some insight into the differences in work
force experience of the various groups need to be explored. Differences
in immigration rates and characteristics of the immigrants, and differ-
ences in marital patterns and childbearing rates are some factors that may
account for the rates.

Table 2 presents some meager information on the school enrollment
rates for Asian women between 18 and 24 years of age. There are signifi-
cant percentage differences between the Chinese and Japanese women and
the Filipino, Hawaiian, and Korean women in school during these years.
Although low school enrollments might account for high labor force activ-
ity among the Hawaiian and Filipino women, it would appear that Chinese
and Japanese women also work while going to school. Asian women's school-
ing and work patterns in these early adult years are important areas that
need investigation, especially with respect to the impact that these
kinds of experiences have on later career ladders and economic oppor-
tunities. This may prove to be a critical period for many women.

Figure 2 displays the pattern of labor force participation for the
1960 census year and provides some trend information. Clearly, in the
decade between 1960 and 1970, women of every ethnic and age category show
a definite increase in work force activity. Again, however, we have lit-
tle data to verify possible explanations for these changes. Does the
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TABLE 2

ASIAN WOMEN, 18-24 YEARS OLD, AND
ENROLLED IN SCHOOL, 1970

Percent Asian women, 18-24 yrs,
and eniolled in school

Area Chinese Japanese Filipino Korean Hawaiian

U.S. total 58.2 48.4 23.2 25.5 23.1

California 61.7 53.4 26.6 36.8 23.4

Hawaii 43.9 45.9 23.5 37.1a 20.5

Illinois 61.0 37.5 16.7

New York 56.7 33.1 17.9 29.6
b

Washington 51.1 55.2 28.9

*Data not available
a
For Honolulu SMSA

b
For New York SMSA

Note: In California, white women between the ages of 18 and 24 had a
29 percent enrollment in school.

Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census, Subject Report PC(2)-1G.

increased labor force activity reflect the impact of the significant
immigration of the late 1960's? Does it reflect a worsening of economic
conditions; does it reflect response to greater opportunities? Does it
reflect changing social patterns with respect to attitudes toward mar-
riage, family formation, and dissolution? Attempts to understand what is
happening are frustrated by gravely inadequate information.

Why are Asian women working in the labor force at these high levelsof participation? What is the significance of the trend? How are Asian
women coping with their employment status? Are they being prepared for
dealing aith these changes? The questions easily outrun our answers. Wedo have some important clues, however.
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TABLE 3

INCOME OF ASIAN-AMERICANS COMPARED WITH WHITES*
IN THE SAN FRANCISCO-OAKLAND SMSA IN 1970

Chinese Filipino Japanese White*

Mean income

Families $11,749 $11,081 $13,281 $14,391

Unrelated individuals
(14 yrs. +) $ 3,508 $ 3,490 $ 4,715 $ 5,521

Percent below poverty

Families 10.6 9.1 5.4 5.0

Unrelated individuals 37.8 32.4 28.7 21.4

All persons 13.2 10.8 7.9 7.4

*White--Estimated as total less blacks, Spanish 3rigin, Chinese,
Japanese, Filipinos, and American Indians.

Source: PHC(1)-189, "San Francisco-Oakland, California SMSA";
PC(2)-1B, "Negro Population"; PC(2)-1G, "Japanese, Chinese and
Filipinos in the United States"; PC(2)-1D, "Persons of Spanish
Surname"; PC(2)-1F, "American Indians."

There is one clear reason why Asian women work in such large numbers.
It is a matter of economic necessity and survival. The income and poverty
statistics on table 3 make it very clear that the average income of Asian
families is considerably lower than that of white families and that the
proportion of Asian families and individuals living in poverty is consid-
erably greater than for whites. This is especially true for Chinese and
Filipinos. The Japanese population comes closest to matching white levels
of affluence. Data are not available for the other Asian ethnic groups.

Table 4 shows that in marked contrast to white families, three out of
five families among the Chinese, Japanese, and Filipinos have two or more
wage earners, and very few families have no wage earners at all. When the
fact of multiple wage earners is coupled with the low family incomes shown
earlier, it becomes very difficult to avoid concluding that Asian women
work to maintain family incomes. Without the earnings contributed by the
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TABLE 4

ASIAN FAMILIES BY NUMBER OF EARNERS
PER FAMILY, CALIFORNIA AND THE U.S.: 1970

White Chinese Filipino Japanese

California

Mean size of family

No. of families

With no earners

With 1 earner

With 2+ earners

3.83

4,532,512

9%

41%

50%

4.03

37,437

4%

35%

61%

4.16

29,347

6%

32%

62%

3.65

49,251

4%

38%

58%

United States

of family 3.60 4.01 4.23 3.67

11es 46,024,000 94,931 71,326 133,927

,..0 earners 8% 5% 6% 6%

With 1 earner 38% 36% 33% 34%

With 2+ earners 54% 59% 61% %

Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census, Subject Report PC(2)-1G; Final
Report PC(1)-D6 Detailed Characteristics, California, pp. 6-2434,
6-2521; Current Population Reports, Series P-23, No. 37 (1971), pp.

women, many more Asian families would be living in poverty. Discrimina-
tion against Asian males, which keeps their earning power depressed, makes
it essential for women to work. The even more depressed earning power of
minority women closes an economic vise so that only extraordinary efforts
suffice to keep Asian families out of poverty.

Table 5 shows another employment characteristic of some Asian groups
that accounts for low economic statue: many more Chinese and Japanese are
self-employed than are whites or Filipinos. A corollary of self-
employment is a higher than average proportion of unpaid family workers.
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TABLE 5

EMPLOYMENT BY CLASS OF WORKER OF ASIAN
AND WHITES IN CALIFORNIA, 1970

White Chinese Filipino Japanese

No. employed, 16 yrs. + 6,801,000 72,739 52,838 96,653
100% 100% l00% 100%

Private wage and
salary workers 74.4% 69.0% 78.0% 65.7%

Government workers 17.1% 18.3% 18.1% 17.1%

Self-employed workers 8.0% 11.1% 3.7% 15.9%

Unpaid family workers 0.5% 1.6% 0.2% 1.3%

Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census, Subject Report PC(2)-1G; Final
Report PC(1)-0G, pp. 6-1609 to 6-1614.

A study done by Cathy Chow of ASIAN, INC., on Asian-owned businesses,
based on a special census survey, documented the marginal economic status
of most of the self-employed. One of the ways the marginal businesses
survive is through use of unpaid family workers. It is not clear whether
the labor Iorce statistics pick up the younger children who do such work.
This table, however, presents data consistent with the pattern observed
earlier of high enrollment in school and work force for the Chinese and
Japanese women in the 18 to 24 age bracket, What we also do not have data
on is the number of women who may work at more than one job, especially
those who may contribute to a family-owned business and work in a paid
position elsewhere.

Economic Status and Public Assistance

We have seen thus far that a higher proportion of Asian families than
white families live in poverty, that Asian families stay out of poverty by
combining the meager incomes from several wage earners, that women con-
tribute in large proportion to the work force, and that proportionately
fewer Asian families have no wage earners at all.

But how do low-income Asian families survive, especially when family
size is also larger than that of whites? Figure 3 and table 6 present
some data on Asian families receiving public assistance. Figure 3 com-
pared the percentage of poor families with the percentage of families
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receiving welfare. The ratios between these two categories are shown in
parentheses. The figures suggest that the percentage of poor Asian fami-
lies on welfare is not disproportionate with the general U.S. population
as a whole. In contrPdiction, though, table 6 shows that when .1ne con-
trols for families in povertye the Asian proportion receiving public as-
sistance is substantially below that of all raccs. As we can see, not a
lot of data are available; but the pattern is clear where we have data.
We must despair over the large proportions (80 to 90 percent) of poor fam-
ilies, whether headed by men or women, who receive no assistance. How are
they surviving? What is happening to the children in these families?

What figure 3 and table 6 suggest is that we need muel more dis-
aggregated data to understand the public assistance picture. Welfare
programs are of a very specific nature, with complicated eligibility

TABLE 6

PERCENT OF ALL POVERTY HOUSEHOLDS
RECEIVING PUBLIC ASSISTANCE: 1970

All

families
Female
head families

Unrelated
individuals

San Francisco, Calif.

All races 31 48 13

Japanese NA NA NA

Chinese 10 19 14

Filipino 19 NA B

Los Angeles, Calif.

All races 34 51 13

Japanese 12 37 4

Chinese 5 NA 9

Filipino 8 NA 4

New York County, N.Y.

All races 39 58 15

Chinese* 2 0 12**

*Census Tracts in and near New York's Chinatown only.
**Includes 16 percent blacks.

Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1970 Census of rAtpulation,
"Operation Leap" Tabulations (unpublished); Subject_ltport: Low
income Areas in Large Cities PC(2)-98.
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FIGURE 3
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requirements which vary according to State regulati-ns. Figure 3 tends to
be misleading as it compares poverty, as defined ':)5r income guidelines,
with public assistance which does not depend on flicome eligibility re-
quirements only. Welfare or public assistance programs are limited to Aid
to Families with Dependent Children (AFDC), old-age assistance (non-social
security), aid to blind and other handicapped, and general assistance.
What we need to know is what proportion of Asian families receive assist-
ance compared Y,o those who are eligible to receive it, and how Asians
differ from othE.r population groups by this criterion. Certainly, cul-
tural and family structure factors affect AFDC eligibility, which requires
parents to be absent from the family. Preaumably, the handicapped would
not vary because of ethnic factors. General assistance eligibility
requirements would have to be studied comprehensively to determine whether
Asians differ significantly from other groups.

ECONOMIC, EMPLOYMENT, AND MARITAL STATUS OF ASIAN WOMEN

It would be important to know how many young Asian women believe that
their work life will be ended when they are married. If young women be-
lieve they will be in the labor force only temporarily, until they are
married or iiti1 they have children, they may be making decisions that af-
fect their Intimate future and economic security in a way that results in
continuing their position at the bottom of the economic ladder. Although
it is true that married women have a lower labor force participation rate
than single women, and that women with children under 6 have lower work
force rates than married women, the probability that an Asian woman will
end up working is still high. One but of two married Asian women work,
compared with two out of five white women. Among those with children
under 6, 42 percent of the Filipino women, 33 percent of the Chino
women, and 25 percent of the Japanese women work. As we saw in figure 1,
t'lare is a drop in labor force participation rates among all groups of
women in the 25 to 34 age bracket. But we also see increases in the labor
force participation rates among women in the 35 to 44 age group. Undoubt-
edly, the years between 25 and 34 are prime childbearing years. Figures
4A and 4B show in a bar graph the proportion of families with and without
young children where the wives work even though hwands are present. In
every case, except for Japanese families with young children, Asian women
continue to work in higher proportions than in white families.

This information could be significant for counseling young Asian
women on their economic future, their career choices, and their educa-
tional choices. It is also important for young women who are already in
the work force to unders'.and what the future Eay hold for them so they can
begin to improve their economic status.

Tables 7A and 7B display information on the marital status of Asian
women in general and of those irho are heads of households in particular.
Table 7A (which relates to California as a whole) shows that Chinese,
Filipino, and Japanese women remain single in higher proportions than do
ve.ite women. The reasons for this pattern certainly need to be explored:
the differences could be the result of a different age structure, espe-
cially as the age structure may be altered by immigration patterns.
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FIGURE 4A

LABOR FORCE STATUS OF MARRIED ASIAN AND
WHITE WOMEN IN CALIFORNIA IN 1970
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TABLE 7A

MARITAL STATUS OF ASIAN WOMEN
AND WHITE WOMEN IN CALIFORNIA: 1970

Marital Status Chinese Filipino Japanese White

No., 16 yrs. + 58,782 39,633 85,811 6,531,7828

Single 28.7 25.5 21.0 17.0

Married with
husband present 57.1 59.5 63.5 60.6

Separated 0.9 1.4 1.1 2.0

Husband absent 2.4 6.8 2.3 1.8
14.3 14.9 15.5 22.4

Kdowed 9.0 4.2 8.8 11.8

Divorced 2.0 2.5 3. 6.8

a
14 yrs. 4 for anites.

Source: 1970 Census, Subject Report PCS2)-1c; .170 Census, Subject
Report PC(1)-D6.

TABLE 7B

MARITAL STATUS OP FEMALE HEADS OF HOUSEHOLD
IN URBAN CALIFORNIA, 1970

(percent)

Marital status Chinese Filipino Japanese

Single

Separated

Other married

Divorced

Widowed

13.1

6.2

9.1

20.9

50.8

14.7

8.0

35.6

18.7

23.1

14.

9.2

15.4

27.4

33.7

Source: 1970 Census, Subject Reloort PC(2)-1G.
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Table 7B, which relates to the urban areas within California, showsthat widowhood is the primary factor making Chinese and Japanese womenheads of households. For Filipino women, widowhood is also a significant
category, but it is outranked by husbands who are absent as the factor
making them household heads. A substantial proportion of female household
heads are divorced or separated.

Table 7C shows the occupational distribution of Asian and white women
who are heads of households in urban California areas. A substantial pro-portion of Chinese, Filipino, and Japanese women are employed in the pro-
fessional occupations where their opportunities to earn a decent living onwhich to support a family are better than for most other occupations.
However, the majority of Chinese, Japanese, and Filipino women are concen-trated in the clerical, operative, and service categories, where salariesare poor. Thus, women who become heads of households for the various rea-
sons indicated above have a hard time earning enough income to support afamily.

In the study on Asian-Americans put out by the Office of Special
Concerns of HEW (1975), it was reported that the large increase in labor
force participation between 1960 and 1970 for Asian women was primarily
among married women. In 1960 about 10 percent of Asian wives worked. By1970, half of the married women worked.

The conclusion from these various statistics is that there are many
reasons to expect that Asian women will continue to work: economic neces-
sity because of the depressed earnings of Asian men, changing social atti-tudes toward remaining single or becoming divorced, widowhood, and adesire for a higher standard of living. Asian women need to be preparedto be in the labor force for most of their lives. Because employment is a
dominant fact of life for Asian women, 't is imperative that we address
the issue of how the earning power of Asian women (and men) can beimproved.

FACTORS DEPRESSING THE EARNING POWER UP ASIAN WOMEN: EFFECTS OF
EDUCATION, AGE, AND LABOR FORCE PARTICIPATr1i ON EARNING POWER

Data are available to document the depressed esrning levels of Asian
women compared with other women aLd men. Thine 8, taker. from Betty Sung's
book, Chinese American Manpower and Employment, show4:_, the r,ropc2t-q1 ofChinese women who earned $10,000 or more in 1970, comp:q.red to black andwhite women and to Chinese, black, and white men. The table also docu-
ments what was said earlier about the earnings of Asian men: substantiallyfewer Chinese men earn $10,000 or -ire compared to white men with the sameeducational background.

With respect to women, the teule shows dramatically how all women
earn substantially less than men at each comparable education level. WhenChinese women are compared with black and white women, the picture ismixed. At the high school graduate level, more Chinese women than whiteor black women earn over $10,000. For college-educated women, Chinese
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TABLE 7C

NUMBER AND OCCUPATIONAL DISTRIBUTION
OF ASIAN AND WHITE FEMALE HEADS OF HOUSEHOLDS

IN URBAN CALIFORNIA, 1970

Whitea Chinese Filipino Japanese

No. of female heads
of household

% of all families

470,843

10.7%

2,916

7.9%

2,572

9.3%

4,674

10.1%

No. of employed
female heads 273,781 1,831 1,512 3,060

Professionals 15.9% 18.5% 25.1% 14.5%

Managers 5.7 5.6 n.7 4.0

Sales 6.2 3.8 2.8 4.2

Clerical 38.8 29.5 30.2 37.3

Crafts 14.6 2.2 1.9 2.2

Operatives - 25.9 12.2 14.4

Laborers 0.8 1.1 0.5 0.9

Farmers - 0.6 - 0.4

Farm laborers 0.6 0.2 0.9

Service workers 15.6 11.6 24.3 15.2

Private household
workers 1.9 1.0 2.3 5.8

a
Total State: urban plus rural.

Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census, Subject Report PC(2)-1G; Final
Report PC(1)-D6, pp. 6-2347, 6-2693.
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TABLE 8

INCOME OF CHINESE WOMEN COMPARED WITH
OTHER WOMEN AND MEN

U.S., 1970

% with income of
$10,000 or more

High school gradrates
Male Female

White
32.5% 2.4%

Black
10.4 0.9

Cninese
20.9 2.6

College graduates

White
59.6 10.2

Black
35.3 11.2

Chinese
38.3

9.3

Postgraduates

White
67.1 27.7

Black
53.0 34.2

Chinese
50.9 13.3

Scurce: Table 24 of B. L. Sung, Chinese American Manpower andEmployment, p. 94. Based on 1970 Census data, Sung also states: "Onethird of the Chinese females who have ever attended college ere inclerical work. More school does not mean better pay for the Chinese-"

fare worse than black or white. At postgradrate levels, black and white
women do markedly better in earning incomes over $10,000.

Although it is clear that more education improves earning for Chinesewomen and that women should continue to pursue education, it is also clearthat Chinese women do not do as well as they could when compared with theachievements of black and white women.
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Table 9 compares the earnings of Japanese, Filipino, and Chinese
women with those of white women in the San Francisco-Oakland area. The
proportion of Asian women who graduate from college is considerable and
matches or exceeds that of white women. Despite the high educational
attainment levels, the proportions who earn $10,000 or more are pitifully
small: between 2 and 4 percent. This is miniscule compared to 60 percent
of the Chinese male college graduates.

TABLE 9

EDUCATIONAL AND EARNINGS COMPARISON
OF ASIAN WOMEN AND WHITE WOMEN IN
THE SAN FRANCISCO-OAKLAND SMSA

Japanese Chinese Filipino White

Percent earning more
than $10,000a 4.36 2.49 2.15 5.27

Percent csllege
graduates 28.3 23.0 36.5 24.0

a
Over age 16 for Asian women, over age 18 for white women.

b
For ages 25-34.

Source: 1970 Census.

A major implication of these facts on earnings and education is that
Asian women must begin to deal with the present realities of the employ-
ment world and to struggle for change if they expect their economic lot to
improve. Asian women do not escape from work through marriage. If Asian

women are going to be in the labor force, it is time to start getting paid
at salaries commensurate with their skills, ability, and training.

Figure 5 shows the gap between the earning power of white men and
that of white women and various Asian women. It also shows that Asian
women by ethnic category vary in their relative ew.ming positions for each
education level. A striking pattern that needs explanation is why Asian
women fall behind white women in earning power as their level of education
goes up. What are the characteristics of women who go on to higher educa-
tion compared to those who do not? What are the characteristics of the
educated Asian women compared to their white female counterparts? Is

something happening in the educational process that discriminates against
the Asian woman or that prepares her less well to compete in the job
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FIGURE 5

MEDIAN EARNINGS BY EDUCATIONAL ATTAINMENT OF WHITE MEN,
WHITE WOMEN, AND ASIAN WOMEN IN THE U.S. IN 1969

$14,000

$12,000

$10,000

$ 8,000

$ 6,000

Women:

White
Japanese
Korean
Chinese

A Filipino

0 8 12 College College
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Years of School Completed

Source: G. L. Wilber et al., Orientals in the American Labor Market, Vol.
II (Springfield, Va.: NTIS, 197g77-1). 141.
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market? Are differences in assertiveness responsible for earning dif-
ferences? Are occupational or industrial choices or barriers explanations
for the earnings differential? Do the differences reflect racial dis-
crimination that white women do not encounter? Do age differences or
differences in the length or quality of work experience of Asian and white
women account for the earning power differences? The true status of Asian
women is by no means clear.

We know from table 2 that Chinese and Japanese women are still
heavily enrolled in school in the 18 to 24 age group. Are they going to
school part time and working, thereby taking longer to finish school? Or
do they have more total years of education? Do they enter their chosen
career" job at a later age than white women, so that the difference in
length of job experience accounts for some of the earnings differences?
This explanation, however, tends to be contradicted by the cross-sectional
data on the Korean and Filipino women. Filipino women illow the biggest
gap relative to white women. None of the data presently available are
broken down in sufficient detail to enable us to explore the r7.;-,theses
further.

A critical research problem exists if we cannot develop data from raw
sources that permit reaggregation to test alternative hypotheses. Once
data are published in certain aggregates, we cannot manipulate them.
Hence, we recommend that for the 1980 census, researchers be provided with
raw data on each group of Asian-Pacific women.

Figure 6 provides additional information, but does not help a lot to
explain the differences between Asian and white women. This figure shows
mean income by age groups for Filipino, Japanese, Chinese, and white
women. In the younger age cohorts, the Asian women hold their own or do
better than white women. In the 34-and-over age group, white women out-
earn all Asian women, except for one brief period when Japanese women
reached their peak at about age 54. Comparing figure 1 with figure 6
gives a little weight to the possibility that white women build up a
longer steady work experience that may account for higher average earn-
ings. Figure 1 shows that more Filipino and Ch.f..laase women are in the

labor force at 35 to 44 than in the 20 tc 24 group. Remembering that
these are cross-sectional and not longitudinal data, it is more likely
that new immigrants and other new entrants to the labor force are exerting
some downward pressure on average earning. Longitudinal date or data on
earnings by length of time, cumulative and unbroken, in the labor force
are needed to properly analyze the earnings situation.

Remembering also that figure 6 shows cross-sectional data, the
younger Asian women in 1970 as a group probably had higher education
levels than did the other'Asian women, explaining the income differences
in their age cohort. Older white women possibly have more education than
older Asian women, accounting for the differerre in incomes. In the
younger age groups, Asian women have more years of education than white
women, accounting for their higher earnings. This is in fact borne out by
figure 7, which shows the educational levels by age groupings.
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MEAN INCOME BY AGE COHORTS OF ASIAN WOMEN
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Figures 6 tind 7 together give us some encouragement that the higherlevels of edvcation of various Asian women are reflected in higher earn-ings compared to white women. Thus, discrimination in favor of whitewomen may not be the major factor holding Asian women back.

The difficulty is trying to understand the picture presented irtables 8 and'9 and figure 5, compared to that in figures 6 and 7. It isessential to develop data on education and earnings controlled by cohortsfollowed over time. How the data' are aggregated in figures 5, 6, and 7and tables 8 and 9 is critical and may account for the apparent contra-dictions. Cross-sectional data and two-way tables are insufficient. Weneed to move to multiple regressions and other analytical tools to assessthe relative influence of different factors affecting the economic andemployment status of working women. We need to develop the theoreticalframework that will generate hypotheses to be tested, suggest what dataneed to be gathered and in what format, and permit systematic and statis-tically valid tests.

Another clue abc t what happens to depress the earning power of womenappoars in figure 8, ,nich snows earnings for white men and white women inCalifornia with similar educational levels, but by age cohorts. Althoughwhite men start out with higher earnings than white women with the sameeducation in the 18 to 24 age group, the differential is relatively small.By the 25 to 34 age group, however, the differential has already becomevery substantial, with men earning twice or almost twice as much as womenwith similar educational status.

If we look back at figure 1, which shows the labor force participa-tion rates by age group, we see that many Asian and white women quit work-ing between the ages of 25 and 34. At the very point when men begin todevelop their careers and move upward, women are interrupting theirs. Byage 35 to 44, when these women are reentering the work force, men's earn-ing capacity is triple theirs. How this interruption disrupts the Asian
women's earning ability needs detailed examination. Again, longitudinaland cohort data are critical to proper analysis, and special studies which
can del-re into these issues are badly needed.

OCCUPATIONAL STRATIFICATION THEORY

The factors that account for the earning power of Asian women willundoubtedly be complex. Earning power is a result of many variables:
education, skills, language, occupational choice, industry where employed,geography, age, immigration status, cultural and psychological attitudestoward work, aspirations, career, family, and marriage. The effect ofrace and sex discrimination intertwines with all those factors, making itmost difficult to isolate clearly the impact of any variable.

Much theorizing and research has been done about men and other ethnicgroups. Drawing on some of the theoretical work conducted in other areasand testing their applicability to each of the Asian women's groupings canprovide some assistance in our exploration of what is relevant to our
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Source:
305.

FIGURE 8

MEAN INCOME BY EDUCATION OF AGE COHORTS OF WHITE
MEN AND WOMEN IN CALIFORNIA IN 1969
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population. One of the more interesting 3tudies was repoited by Blau andDuncan in The American Occupational Structure (1967). These writers foundthat, while socioeconomic origins (as measured from a father's educationand occupation) had a considerable influence on a son's occupationalstatus, the son's own education and early career had a more pronouncedinfluence on his eventual occupational status. Early career status wasapproximately measured from the status of the first job. Education hadthe strongest effect on occupational status, followed by first job status.

Another study by Sewell and Hauser, Education, Occupation, ard Earn-ings: Achievement in the Early Career (1975), analyzed longitudinally alarge sample of male Wisconsin high school students who graduated in 1957.Education was again found to have the strongest influence on occupationand earnings, although few of the variables affecting occupation had asignificant effect on earnings.

Although education does not guavantee high earnings to Asian women,the Asian women who do receive high earnings are the educated women. Inother words, with education, an Astan woman has a chance, albeit small, toachieve high earnings. Without edlAcation, the chance is negligible.Thus, as the barriers of race and sex discrimination are eliminated, theeducated women will be the first to benefit. This is another reason whyit is important to explore how young Asian women make their education andoccupation choices.

The importance of first jobs and early caree-s is an area whichshould be expinred for Asian womEn. One can easily understand why firstor early jobs are critical to subsequent labor force mobility. Job ex-perience and opportunities to develop and undertake increasingly diverseand responsible assignments are vital factors in promotions. If firstjobs tend to be dead-end jobs, upward earnings mobility is likely to berestricted.

We need to know what kinds of first jobs Asian women get; whethersuccessful Asian women are those whose first job differed significantlyfrom that of Asian women with low earnings; whether Asian women work whilegetting their education; and whether this pattern disrupts their earlycareer. We need to know how discrimination affects their critical edu-cation and early career choices.

Discrimination can take several forms:

1. Occupational discrimination: do Asian women with educationand other qualifications end up in lower status occupationsthan others with similar education and qualifications?

2. Economic discrimination: do Asian women receive lower wagesthan others in the same occupations?

3. Educational discrimination: do Asian women receive unequalpreparation for jobs compared to others?
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In this section we ydll examine the occupational patterns of Asian women
and try to suggest some explanations for them.

Table 10 displays a measure of occupational status for Asian women.
Data are from George Wilber et al. (1975). Wilber has constructed an
occupational "score" to assign relative status to various occupations and
to reflect education, income, and labor market experience. For example,
lawyers and judges score .98, civil engineers .88, social workers .72,
nurses .48, postal clerks .46, carpenters .37, secretaries .32, and

waiters .04. Table 10 shows the scores assigned to Japanese, Chinese, and
Filipino women. White men and white women are shown as question marks to

TABLE 10

OCCUPATIONAL SCORE OF ASIAN WOMEN

SIM

Education

Less than
high school

High
school

College,
1 yr. or more

Honolulu

Japanese women .17 .26 .44

Chinese women .1- .29 .51

Filipino women .16 .22 .33
White men ? ? ?

White women ? ? ?

San Francisco

Japanese women .11 .24 .41

Chinese women .12 .26 .37

Filipino women .22 .23 .37

White men ? ? ?

White women 9 9 9

Los Angeles

Japanese women .24 .42

Chinese women .1) .24 .46

Filipino women .20 .21 .41

White men ? ? ?

White women ? ? ?

Chicago

Japanese women .32 .53

Chinese women .13 .47

Filipino women .48

'1;hi4e men

Whits women
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TABLE 10 (cont.)

SMSA

Education

Less than -Ugh College,
high school hool 1 yr. or more

New York

Japanese women
.26 .51Chinese women .:0 .23 .41Filipino women
- .54White men ? ? ?White women ? ? ?

- Statistica inadequate for scoring

Source: G. Wilber et al. (Volume III: Tables 7E, 7F, and 7G).

protest Wilber's failure to provide information which would have been mostuseful for comparison. Clearly, higher scores are correlated with moreeducation. There are also important geographical differences. A betterunderstanaing of labor market differences in the various cities and re-gions could be most helpful in counseling our population groups. Asiansare a mobile group, especially the immigrants. Information about differ-ences in job market opportunities
and acceptance could be valuable inhelping the mobile Asians to improve their economic status.. In general,however, Asian women score at the low end of the scale.

Table 11 compares Chinese, Filipino, and Japanese women with whitewomen and white men in the San Francisco-Oakland metropolitan area bybroad occupation catepory. Clearly, fewer Chinese, Filipino, or Japanesewomen reach the upper i.vel
professional/t...ichnician or manager/administra-tor ranks. As for white women, the clerical occupations ar,.- the singlelargest category of emplo7ment. Chinese women fall heavi..y into theoperatives rank, which is explained primarily by their concentration inthe garment industry. Servic, work especially food and cleaning serv-ices) is another jor occupation in which Asian women are concentrated.

For Japanese wczen--mainly older women--private househOld work is an
important occupation category. Few Asian women are found in sales work,
craft, laborer, and farm work occupations.

Table 12 provides data on the education levels of Chinese women insome of the clerical occupations, for garment workers (sewers andstitchers), food sevrlile workers, and retail sales persons. Retail sales,food service, and sewing factory work are occupations for Chinese womenwho have little educalon, and, except for sewing work, for large numbersof women with a co]lege education. The office clerical positions showhigh proportions of college-educated women. Even more disheartening is
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TABLE 11

COMPARISON 7.1.E OCCUPATIONAL DISTRIBUTION

OF ASIAN WOMEN WITH THAT OF WHITE MEN AND
WHITE WOMEN IN THE SAN FRANCISCO-OAKLAND SMSA: 1970

Occupation

Occupational distribution

White
men*

White
women*

Chinese
women

Filipino
women

Japanese
women

Professionals/tech-
nicians 20.9% 19.9% 10.9% 14.7% 16.5%

Managers/administra-
tors 14.6 5.3 3.2 1.9 -5.4

Sales workers 9.8 8.9 5.8 2.3 4.7

Clerical workers 9.2 45.1 38.2 50.8 39.8

Crafts workers 19.9 1.4 1.6 1.0 1.8

Operatives 12.6 5.2 26.3 6.4 7.7

Laborers 4.5 0.5 0.5 0.7 0.6

Farmers/managrrs
Farm 1abor,=r3

0.5 0. 1
0.1

0.2
0.1

0.5
0.2
1.5

Service 7.9 11.6 11.1 18.7 12.3

Private household
workers '.1 2.0 2.2 2.5 11.5

All occupat-ons 575,002 361,281 16,279 7,963 7,464
r.100%) (100%) (100%) (100%) (100%)

*Total minus blacks, AsJ.an-Americans (Chinese, Japanese, teflipinos),
Spanish-surnamed Americans, and American Indians.

Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census, F.,s4ect Reports: PC(2)-1G
"Japanese, Chinese and Filipinos in the United States"; PC(2)-1B
"Negro Population", PC(2)-1F "American Indians"; PC(2)-1D "Persons of
Spanish Surname"; 2HC(1)-189 "San Francisco-Oakland. Calif. SMSA."
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the high proportion of college-educated women working in low-level foodservice work. It is highly probable that the retail sales and food serv-ice work includes women who work in fami),-owned businesses. It would beuseful to know how many of these work outside the business in another job.

Table 13 shows in fine detail the specific types of jobs found within
the broad occupational classes. This level of detail is valuable becauseit provides some important insights on die problems of Asian women. Oneof the significant facts it reveals is that Asian women occupy the lowerend of the professional/technician

classification. Asian women are ac-countants, nurses, and health technicians, rather than lawyers, judges,physicians, or engineers.

TABLE 12

EDUCATIONAL ATTAINMENT OF CHINESE WOMEN
EMPLOYED IN SIX DETAILED OCCUPATIONS

WHERE THEY ARE CONCENTRATED: U.S., 1970

,o, of
employed
Chinese

females,

Distribution by educational level

Elementary
High

school, College
Occupation 16 yrs. + 0-8 yrs 1-4 yrs. 1-3 yrs. 4 yrs. +

Sales clerk,
retail trade 2,458 34% 38% 24% 4%

Bookkeeper 2,166 0% 44% 37% 19%

Office machine
operator 1,605 0% 61% 22% 17%

Secretaries,
stenographers
and tyrists 6,129 1% 56;1; 36% 7%

Sewers and
stitchers 10,607 72% 23% 5% 0%

Food service
workers (wait-
resses, dish-
washers, etc.) 5,567 32% 40% 22%

Source: B. L. Sung, Chinese American Manpower and Employment
1(57171ifield, Va.: NTIS, 1975), pp. 90-92, 115-118.
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TABLE 13

FMPLOYMENT BY DETAILED OCCUPATION ANT EMPLOYMENT
LEVELS OF ASIAN AMERICANS FOR ALL INDUSTRIES

IN THE SAN FRANCISCO-OAKLAND SMSA IN 1970

Assessed
No. of Asians/ % Asian z- level of

Sex no. of all races by sex value* employment

Managers and

administrators,
salaried

Manufacturing

Wholesale/retail
trade

Transportation/
communication
and other public
utilities

Managers and
administrators,
self-employed

Construction

Manufacturing

Wholel.ale/retail

trade

Managers and
administrators

Buyers/purchasing
agents and sales
managers

School

administrators

N 147/9435 1.6% -8.6 Low
NA -17.4 Low

N 512/12475 4.1% +3.0 -bow

F 75/2014 3.7% -17.9 Low

M 101/5398 1.9% -5.2 Low
F NA -13.1 Low

M 32/2019 1.6% -3.9 Low
NA -8.0 Low

M 75/1172 6.4% +6.5 Fair
NA -6.1 Low

M 825/6053 13.6% +40.3 High
F 171/1280 13.4% Low

M 494/13787 3.6% -1.3 Low
F 105/3059 3.4% -18.5 Low

M 54/2367 2.3% -5.4 Low
F 7/1166 0:6% -10.^ Low
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TABLE 13 (cont.)

Sex
No. of Asians/
no. of all races

% Asian
by sex

z-

value*

Assessed
level of

employment

Managers and

administrators

Managers and M 217/5775 3.8'4 +2.9 Lowadministrators
in public

administration

F NA -13.6 Low

Professional,
techlical, and
kindred workers

Ac'!-untants N 1094/12268 8.9% +25.8 High
446/4401 10.1% -3.2 Low

Architects N 220/2296 9.6% +17.9 High
NA -8.6 Low

Computer M 349/4920 7.1% +10.1 Fairspecialists F 158/1739 9.1% -3.4 Low

Civil engineers M 707/5839 12.1% +39.7 High
F NA -13.7 Low

Elec./electronic NI 413/5374 7.7% +19.4 Highengineers F NA -13.1 Low

Mechanical M 242/3711 6.5% +12.0 Faircngineers F NA -10.9 Low

LaN,:ers and M 72/6160 1.2% -8.7 LowOLag32 F NA -14.0 Low

Life/physical M 403/4801 8.4% +17.3 Highscientists F 111/888 12.5% -5.0 Low

Dentists M 184/2211 8.3% +14.2 High
F NA -8.4 Low

Physiciane M 284/6613 4.3% +5.6 'ow
F NA -14.5 Low
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TABLE 13 (cont.)

Assessed
No. of Asians/ % Asian level of

Sex nc. of all races by sex valnc4 c7:,Thyment

Professional,
technical, and
kindred workers

Regiatered M NA -22.6 Low
nurses F 983/15919 6.2% +22.4 Fair

Health 235/1805 13.0% +5.7 High
technicians 403/3466 11.6% +19.0 High

Religious N 163/2473 6.6% +10.") Fair
workers F NA -8.9 Low

Social N 82/2439 3.4 -1.9 Low
scientists F 12/829 1.4% -9.0 Low

Social and M 224/3507 6.4% -2.4 Low
recreation workers F 237/4941 4.8% -1.6 Low

Teachers: N 328/7337 4.5% +1.0 -
college/university F 120/2705 4.4% -11.0 Low

elementary and 107/3394 3.2% -23.1 Low
prekindergarten F 733/19746 3.7% +0.6

seconiary 153/7619 2.0% -14.8 Low
284/7525 3.8% -8.7 Low

Engineering/ PI 1356/13126 10.3% +41.2 High
science
technicians

F 179/2147 8.3% -13.7 Low

Writers, artists,
and entertainers

N 635/13224

245/5947
4.8%
4.1%

+1.7
-14.6

-

Lor

Sales workers

Insurance, real M 416/13692 3.0% -5.5 Low
estate agents,
and brokers

F 120/3775 3.2% -18.4 Low
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TABLE 13 (cont.)

Sex
No. of Asians/
no. of all races

% Asian

by sex
z-

value*

Assessed
level of

employment

Sales workers

Sales reps.,
manufecring

M
F

55/6806
NA

r''3% -10.9
-14.8

Low
Low

Sales reps..,

wholesale trade
N
F

348/12368
NA

2.8% -1.8
-19.9

Low
Low

Jalesclerks,
retail

M 1 000 /1 A 6.8%
4.9%

-7.9
-0.8

Low

Salespersons,
retail

N 139/6543
22/1180

2.1%

1.9%
-6.6

-14.3
Low
Low

Clerical and
kindred workers

Bank tellers/ M 591/4562 13.0% -1.3 -
cashiers F 1193/15551 7.7% +23.2 High

BookkeeDers M 719/5867 12.3% -8.7 Low
1753/26015 6.7% +24.7 Fair

File clerks M NA -13.5 Low
827/7478 11.0% +39.7 High

Office machine M NA -18.5 Low
opr?utors F 1556/10710 14.5'!. +68.2 High

"r.:4sts M NA -14.5 Low
292/6552 4.5% +6.3 Low

Secretariee NA -42.3 Low
2499/55800 4.5% +18.8 Low

Telephone N NA -17.5 Low
operators F 334/9539 3.5% +2.3 Low

Typists NA -27 4 Low
2261/23497 9.6% +57.7 High

Postal clerks 1487/11587 12.8% +60.5 High
V NA -19.3 Low
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TABLE 13 (cont.)

Sex
No. of Asians/
no. of all races

% Asian
by sex

z-

value*

Assessed
level of

employment

Craftsmen

Carpenters M 255/13523 1.9% -8.1 Low
NA -20.8 Low

Electricians M 288/6860 4.2% +5.2 Low
F NA -14.8 Low

Painters M 194/6640 2.9% -0.8 Low
F NA -14.6 Low

Plumbers M 143/5490 2.6% -2. w
F NA -13. '

Linemen,

telephone
and pc'wel-

M
F

190/6834
NA

2.8% -1.,

-14.8 Oow

Mechanics

Aircraft N 452/6804 6.6% +16.9 Fair
NA -14.8 Low

Automobile M 598/12996 4.6% +9.9 Low
NA -20.4 Low

Radio/TV M 339/2647 12.8% +28.8 High
NA -9.2 Low

Machinists N 269/7337 3.7% +2.8 Low
NA +15.3 Low

Sheet metal N 156/3578 4.4% +4.3 Low
workers F NA -10.7 Low

Printing N 312/6502 4.8% +7.9 Low
c..aftsperso^s F NA -14.4 Low

Power station N 105/2918 3.6% +1.6 -
operators F NA -9.7 Low
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TABLE 13 (cont.)

Assessed
No. of Asians/ % Asian -- level o'

Sex no. of all races by sex value* employme.

Operatives, except
transport

Assemblers 296/5212 5.7% -1.1 Fair
301/4965 6.1% -0.8 Fair

Checkers, examiners,
and inspectors,
manufacturing

131/2952
107;r89

4.4%
3.8%

-3.6
-5.4

Low
Low

Garage workers M 451/7584 5.9% +14.3 Fair
and gas station
attendants

F NA -15.6 Low

Laundry onerators M 429/1334 32.2% +22.0 High
521/3734 14.0% +29 5 High

Butchers 621.14060 15.3% +44.8 Very High
NA -11.4 Low

Packers and M 204/2889 7.1% -3.6 Low
wrappers,
except produce

F 399/5530 7.2% +8.7 Fair

Sewers and M NA -13.8 Low
stitchers F 3437/5914 58.1% +244.1 High

Welders 383/5914 6.5% +15.0 Fair
NA -13.8 Low

Oper.,
metal

1

2
76/2053

NA
3.7% +1.6

-8.1

-

Low

Oper., ele:trical M 70/1563 4.5% -0.4 -
machinery F 14/ 811 1.7% -7.1 Low

Oper., food and M 136/2344 5.8% +3.3 Fair
kindred products F 50/ 975 5.1% -5.3 Low

Oper., paper 16/1562 1.0% -4 7 Low
products NA -7.1

Opar., chemical A 42/1434 2.9% -0.4 -
products F NA -6.8
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TABLE 13 (cont.)

Assessed
No. of Asians/ % Asian z- level of

Sex to, of.all races by sex value* employment

Transport equipment
operatives

Bus drivers M 90/3402 2.6% -1.5 Low
NA -10.4 Low

Taxicab drivers M 111/2922 3.8% +2.2 Low
NA -9.7 Low

Truck drivers M 628/27369 2.3% -7.7 Low
and deliverymen F NA -29.6 Low

Laborers

Construction M 155/7896 2.0% -5.8 Low
NA -15.9 Low

Freight, stock M 1263/23049 5.5% +20.8 Fair
and material
handlers

F NA -27.2 Low

Farmers and farm M 276/1743 15,8% +27.8 High
managers F 36/239 15.1% -3.3 Low

Farm laborers M 337/3536 10.9% +20.4 High
216/1146 18.8% +6.0 High

Service worke:

Cleaning service 10.5% +49.9 High
C:. 8.6% -11.0 Low

Food service

Cooks M 2754/8949 30.8% +114.2 High
355/485: 7.3% -7.6 Low

Waitresses and PI NA
food counter
workers

F 1053/14802 7.1% +28.2 Fair
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TABLE 13 (cont.)

Sex
Asians/

no. all races
% 3ian z-

value*

Assessed
jevel of

employment

Food service

Busboys and N 1564/5790 27.0% +105.0 High
dishwashers F NA

Health service
2.1 157/2297 6.8% -18.1 Low

1063/16695 6.4% +19.9 Fair

Personal service M 828/7788 10.6% +3.4 High
1090/16024 6.8% +13.2 Fair

Protective service
workers

Firemen M 11/4843 0.2% -11. laow
NA -12.4 Low

Guards and M 176/4537 3.9% +30 Low
watchmen F NA -12.0 Low

Policemen and M 117/6880 1.7% -6.7 Low
detectives F NA -14.8 Low

Private household M 374/1075 34.4 -7.7 High
workers F 1689/16696 10.1°, +49.3 High

NA denotes no data avuilable; (Tow)--assumed from paucity of data

*The z-value is a measurement of the stetiztical significance of the
indicated disparity in employment le,vel. Inen the absolute value of z is
greater than 1.64, the level of significance of the disparity is hlgher
than 0.05 (using a "one tailed test"); in other words, there is less than
1 chance in 20 that the disparity is due to random chance. From standard
statistical theory, the z-value is the standardized variable of the normal
approximation to the binomial di,rztribution. The z-value is given by

z

dP (1 -P ) Ai
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where p = the proportion of Asian females (or Asian males) in the total
workforce composed of all races and both sexes.

P = the ideal proportion of Asian females (or Asian males) in a
discrimination-free labor market with all barriers removed; this
assumes that parity is given by participation at racial popula-
tion proportion levels and equal participation by the sexes.
For Asian-American females (or males) in the San Francisco-
Oakland SMSA in 1970, P = 0.062 4- 2.

N = the total workforce composed of all races and both sexes.

It is important to point out that the standard deviation for the propor-
tion of Asians employed (p) is VP(147/N and is thus determined by parity
P and not p (as a sample proportion). The fundamental assumption is that
Asians would tend to participate at population parity levels in a true
discrimination-free laboz market.

Source: Bureau of Census, Census of Population: 1970, Detailed Charac-
teristics,_ Final Report PC(1)-D6, California Section 1, pp. 6-1597 t(

6-1599. Asians assumed from total less whites, blacks, and Spanish.

Another important factor is the underrepresentation of both Asian men
and women I_ occupaticns that require substantial public contact work or
high language facility. Thus Asians tend to be found in jobs such as
accounting, science, and engineering, but not in teaching, law, or sales.
For the Asian female, this characteristic is shown most interestingly in
the clerical categories. Asian women show up as bank tellers, book-
keepers, file clerks, and machine operators, but not as receptionists,
secretarios, telephone operators, Those who show up in sales work nay
well be dominated in this geographic region by people who work in the
ghetto stores, especially in Chinatown.

We believe this underemployment in jobs that require public contact
or English language skills is a direct result of the Asian people's ex-
perience with racial discrimination in this country. We Asians learned to
survive in this country by becoming self-effacing, quiet, and passive. By
not calling attention to ourselves, we hoped to be able to avoid the
consequences cf racial oppression. By working in jobs that enabled us to
avoid interaction with other people1 we would be less likely to encounter
unpleasant episodes. Even in 1970, the effects of historical laws that
excluded us from certain occupations and relegated us to others continue
to be reflected in the proportions of Asians found in the low-level food
service and cleaning occupations.

The last column in table 13, labeled "Assessed level of employment,"
reflects the results of statistical tests measrri:Ig the difference between
the proporticns of Asian women in eael job category and their parity
level. Parity level was defined as the proportion of Asian women in the
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overall population, and the assumption is that in the absence of both race
and sex discrimination Asian women would tend to occupy the various job
categories in proportion to their overall population representation. It
should be noted from this table that Asian women are underrepresented in
virtually every occupational category--except those which have been tradi-
tionally reserved for us.

The stereotype of the passive, quiet Asian, coupled with stereotypes
about proper behavior for women, have undoubtedly contributed to this par-
ticular oci.mpational pattern for Asian women. Unfortunately, stereotypes
are chains that bind both the employer and the jobseeker. On the one
hand, employers have difficulty in overcoming their practices of relegat-
ing Asian women to certain traditional jobs, regardless of their qual-
ifications. And on the other hand, we Asian women hold ourselves back by
accepting others' views of our aspirations and behavior. Asian women
especially should learn to raise their expectations and to assert them-
selves to gain what is justly due them.

These data suggest that an important component may be missing from
the education of Asian women that would help prepare them to compete in
the job market. Aside from counseling on their employment prospects and
their work life expectancy, Asian women need to be prepared for public
contact, to improve their verbal skills, and to learn how to be assertive.

Another hypothesis which has been suggested to explain why women's
earnings are lower than men's is the "crowding hypothesis." This theory
proposes that women compete with other women for jobs within a very small
range of occupations open to them. The effect of this oversupply of labor
is to depress the average wage level in these jobs. Such a theory is
certainly consistent with traditional economic wage theory and with dis-
criminatory practices that effectively keep women within a limited segment
of the labor market.

OCCUPATIONAL DISTRIBUTION AND AGE COHORTS

Tables 14A, 14B, and 14C show occupational distributions for broad
job categories for Chinese, Filipino, and Japanese women in California in
1970. One of the most interesting features of all three tables is that
the proportion of professional women peaks in the 25 to 34 age cohort.
Again, it should be remembered that these are cross-sectional and not
longitudinal data. It would be most helpful here, also, to have time
series data that would show what happens to Asian professional women as
they grow older.

One of the factors that may explain why the 25 to 34 cohort shows the
highest proportion of professional women is the labor force participation
rate by age group discussed earlier. As we saw before, in each of the
ethnic groups, it is at this age that women drop out from the work force
most significantly. What may occur is that the women most likely to drop
out are those in the lower occupational classifications because they have
no career at stake. This would result in the professional women having a
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TABLE 14A

OCCUPATIONAL DISTRIBUTION BY AGE COHORT
OF CHINESE WOMEN IN CALIFORNIA: 1970

Occupational distribution by age cohort

16-19 20-24 25-34 35-44 45-64 65.

No. employed 2,600 5,202 6,062 6,990 7,169 552

Occupation

Professionals 4% 14% 31% 151 71 8%

Managers 2 3 4 5 3

Sales workers 16 5 3 4 5 7

Clerks 58 57 37 31 22 11

Crafts -
1 1 2 2 3

Operatives 3 6 16 31 39 46

Laborers 1 1
1 2

Farmers _
1 1

Farm laborers 1 - 1. 1

Service workers 13 12 7 12 14 12

Private household
workers 2 1 2 2 3 7

Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census, Subject Report PC(2)-1G.

larger percentage in the distribution simply for mathematical reasons. As
the clerical, operative, and service workers come back into the labor
force in the older age groups, the proportion of professional women would
decline again for the same reasons. To validate this hypothesis, it would
be necessary to have labor force participation data by age and occupation.

Another interesting pattern shown in tables 14A, 14B, and 14C is that
clerical work among older Chinese, Japanese, and Filipino women is less
prevalent than among younger women. The older women, who tend to have
less education, are more concentrated among the operative and service
occupations. This may also be a result of a lower command of the English
language among older women, especially if they are immigrants, who would
thereby be excluded from moat clerical jobs.

So few women are in managerial positions that it is difficult to com-
ment on the age patterns shown in the table. The data, however, are con-
sistent with the expectation that some mobility into managerial ranks
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TABLE 14B

OCCUPATIONAL DISTRIBUTION BY AGE COHORT
OF FILIPINO WOMEN IN CALIFORNIA: 1970

Occupational distribution by age cohort

16-19 20-24 25-34 35-44 45-64 654.

No. employed 1,064 3,398 7,178 5,263 3,550 164

Occupation

Professionals 3% 13% 30% 22% 16% 9%

Managers 1 2 2 3 12

Sales workers 11 2 2 3 4 5

Clerks 57 59 41 31 22 22

Crafts 1 1 2 1

Operatives 4 7 9 18 20 10

Laborers 1 1 1

Farmers 1

Farm laborers 3 1 1 3

Service workers 19 14 13 19 25 14

Private household
workers 1 2 1 2 3 27

Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census, Subject Report PC(2)-1C.

would come with age (as a proxy for labor market experience). The very
slightly higher levels for Japanese and Chinese women might reflect the
higher proportions of self-employed persons in these two ethnic groups.

Sales work also tends to be an occupation more readily entered into
by younger Asian women. Again, this may well be the result of better
English language skills among younger women.

The age cohort data are also interesting in light of Blau and
Duncan's theory on the significance of the first job. Blau and Duncan
also found that first job status was important to ultimate occupational
status if the first job did not interrupt the educational process. That
is, those whose schooling is delayed by the first job also tend to come
from a socioeconomic background that is unfavorable to high economic
status.
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TABLE 14C

OCCUPATIONAL DISTRIBUTION BY AGE COHORT
OF JAPANESE WOMEN IN CALIFORNIA: 1970

Occupational distribution by age cohort

16-19 20-24 25-34 35-44 45-64 65*

No. employed

Occupation

2,154 5,363 8,242 11,625 12,743 1,274

Professionals 5% 21% 31% 12% 9% 4%

Managers 1 1 3 3 5 3

Sales workers 22 5 2 4 6 3

Clerks 49 53 41 37 33 7

Crafts 1 1 2 2 1

Operatives 3 3 7 19 20 18

Laborers 2 1 1 5

Farmers - 2 3

Farm laborers 2 1 2 3 13

Service workers 14 13 12 15 10 6

Private household
workers 3 2 2 4 9 37

Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census, Subject Report PC(2)-1G.

These tables show that the youngest Asian women are heavily concen-
trated in the low status, low mobility jobs: clerical, sales, and serv-
ice. Even if the low job status of the Asian-Americar female teenager is
part-time work while going to school (although this is not clearly the
case since data on part-time work show that teenagers represent the
smallest proportion of part-time workers), the Blau and Duncan study im-
plies that this low status tends to continue after the teenager leaves
school.

However, the first job status may be better characterized by the job
distribution of the 20 to 24 age cohort, especially since this is the
group at which educational attainment peaks for all but Filipino women.
Looking at tables 14A, 14B, and 14C, we see that substantially more women
in this age group are in professional occupations. However, between 50
and 60 percent are still in the clerical occupations. The service work,
sales, and operatives categories account for most of the other women in
these age groups, again depressingly low-level jobs.
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OCCUPATIONAL MOBILITY

Table 15 provides some data on occupational distributions in 1960 and
1970 for Chinese, Japanese, and Filipino women. This table compares the
occupational distributions of the 25 to 34 age cohort of 1960 with the 35
to 44 age cohort cf 1970, on the assumption that the 1970 group approxi-
mates a longitudinal reflection of the 1960 group. This may very well not
be true, however, since we know that the late 1960's was a period of high
immigration, especially for Chinese and Filipinos. The comparison, never-
theless, shows that the 1960 cohort had fewer professionals, about the
same proportion of clerical workers, significantly more operatives, and
about the same proport5on of service workers.

Among the Chinese women, the educational status was about the same,
but the proportion of clerks decreased and the proportions of operative
and service workers rose. The large increase in the size of the cohort
most likely reflects that the women sampled in 1970 were not the same ones
sampled in 1960.

Among the Filipino women, there was a sizable increase in the propor-
tion of professionals, a small decrease in the proportion of clerks, but
an increase in the proportions of operative and service workers. There
was also some gain in the proportion of Filipino women in the crafts. It
should also be noted that the 1960 distributions had a large category of
occupation not reported. The Filipino women, like the Chinese women, had
a large increase in cohort size, again indicating strongly that the two
groups do not overlap.

The proportion of Filipino women who were college graduates was sub-
stantially larger in 1970 than in 1960, suggesting strongly that many of
the immigrants were well educated.

Among the Japanese women, . a educational status in 1970 remained
about the same as in 1960, but the proportion of professionals and clerks
decreased while the proportion of operatives and service workers in-
creased. We do not know what would account for this change in the occupa-
tional picture of Japanese women in these 10 years. It should be pointed
out that the size of the cohort also increased quite substantially, al-
though proportionately less than for Chinese and Filipino women.

Another possible method to evaluate occupational mobility for Asian
women over the 10 years between 1960 and 1970 might be to directly compare
tables 14A, 14B, and 14C with table 15 for the same respective age
cohorts; i.e., the 15 to 34 cohort in both years. This would tell us what
the occupational prospects were for Asian women at two different points in
time.

For Chinese women, it appears that in 1970 the probabilities of being
a professional woman were substantially greater: 17 percent compared to
31 percent 10 years later. There were small decreases in sales and cler-
ical workers, and operatives decreased considerably; but there was a
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TABLE 15

OCCUPATIONAL DISTRIBUTION AND EDUCATIONAL STATUS OF
ASIAN WOMEN IN CALIFORNIA: THE 25-34 COHORTS

IN 1960 AND THE 35-44 COHORTS IN 1970

Chinese Filipino Japanese
females females females

25-34

cohort
in

1960

35-44
cohort

in

1970

No. employed 3,655 6,990

Occupation

Professionals 17.4% 15.0%

Managers 2.7 3.6

Sales workers 4.5 3.8

Clerks 39.9 30.5

Crafts 0.3 1.6

Operatives 22.0 31.0

Laborers 0.3 0.4

Farmers 0.3 0.2

Farm laborers 0.5 0.4

Service workers 5.0 11.7

Private household
workers 1.0 1.5

Occupations not
reported 5.6
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25-34 35-44 25-34 35-44
cohort cohort cohort cohort

in in in in

1960 1970 1960 1970

1,259 5,263 7,185 11,625

15.2% 21.7% 16.8% 12.3%

1.7 1.5 1.2 3.3

3.5 3.2 2.8 4.0

34.9 31.2 44.5 36.7

0.3 1.8 0.8 2.1

15.2 17.9 10.4 19.0

- 0.6 0.4 1.1

0.5 0.1 1.2 0.4

2.0 1.1 3.5 1.6

15.4 18.8 9.5 15.4

1.7 2.1 4.4 4.2

9.5 4.5
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TABLE 15 (cont.)

Chinese Filipino Japanese
females females females

25-34
cohort

in

35-44
cohort

in

25-34
cohort

in

35-44
cohort

in

25-34
cohort

in

35-44
cohort

in
1960 1970 1960 1970 1960 1970

Number 8,250 12,115 4,068 8,823 18,275 24,044

Educational status

College, 4 yrs. + 14% 15% 14% 30% 8% 10%

High school, 4 yrs. 31 31 27 23 53 54

Grade school, 8 yrs. 5 4 7 5 4 5

Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census, Subject Report PC(2)-1G, 1973;
U.S. Bureau of the Census, Final Report PC(2)-1C, 1963.

slight increase in service and private household work. There was a very
small and probably insignificant increase in managers. However, it ap-
pears that the very large gain in professionals outweighed the changes in
the several other occupations, and this would appear to be strong evidence
of mobility.

Filipino women aged 25 to 34 in 1970 showed double the proportion of
professionals compared to 1960: from 15 percent to 30 percent. Clerical
workers increased somewhat, operatives declined considerably, and service
workers declined a little. Like the Chinese women, there was a very small
gain in the managerial class and among the crafts. Sales work declined to
some extent. On balance, it would appear that the very marked increase in
professional ranks is important evidence of upward mobility.

Coming to the Japanese women, we agaia see a very strong increase in
the proportion of professional women between 1960 and 1970, suggesting a
contradiction to 25 to 34/35 to 44 age comparison. A larger increase in
the management class is shown for Japanese women than for Chinese and
Filipino women, and it could be important. Sales and clerical work de-
clined moderately, as did operatives and farm labor. There was some
increase in service work and some decline in private household work among
Japanese women.
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The comparison of the same age cohorts in 1960 and 1970 strongly
suggests that upward mobility is possible, especially through the profes-
sional occupations, and that real progress can be made. Many problems
remain, however, as we know that women still occupied the lower level pro-
fessional jobs in 1970. It is hoped that the 1980 census will reflect
still more progress for Asian-American women, after a decade of affirma-
tive action efforts and programs. With consolidation of efforts by the
women's movement and mino-Aty groups and with establishment of programs
addressing the needs of Asian women, it should be possible for Asian women
to move closer toward economic equality.

EMPLOYMENT DISTRIBUTION BY INDUSTRY

As has been demonstrated, Asian women are clustered in the clerical,
operative, and service worker occupations. The extent of labor market
segmentation can be explored in more detail by analyzing Asian employment
by industry and occupational distributions within industries. Unfortu-

nately, census data are not currently available for such an analysis;
moreover, the census data that are available Erfe tabulated only by broad

indlstrial groupings such as "wholesale and retail trade,"
"manufacturing--durable goods," and "finance, insurance, and real estate."
However, occupational distributions by two-digit Standard Industrial
Classification (SIC) code industries in States and selected SMSA's are
published by the Equal aaployment Opportunity Commission.2 The SIC code
uniquely describes the types of firms that comprise each industry. The

occupational distribution data are based on EEO-1 reports required of
employers with 100 or more employees (or consolidations of 100 or more
employees from different locations cf the same establishment). Thus, the

data are biased toward the large mainstream-type private employers, a bias

that is not at all unacceptable for this analysis since labor market
segmentation can well be more prevalent in large employers.

Again, we pursue the analysis at the proper level of disaggregation
by area: the SMSA. Moreover, we again choose the San Francisco-Oakland
SMSA in order to look for consistency vith the analysis of the broad and
detailed occupational distributions previously presented. First, however,

we estimate the "coverage" of EEO-1 data for the SMSA: the proportion of
employees in the private sector who are accounted for by EEO-1 data.

Total private sector employment (total civilian employment less Govern-

ment employment) in the San Francisco-Oakland SMSA in 1973 was about

1,025,600e total employment in the SMSA reported in 1973 EEO-1 data (from
2,728 firms) amounted to 536,600: The two figures show that the EEO-1
data cover 52 percent of the total employment in the private sector in
1973. There were 15,800 Asian women reported in the 1973 EEO-1 data for
the SMSA, amounting to a coverage of about 50 percent. Thus, on the basis
of this respectable one-in-two coverage, we proceed with the analysis of
the industrial distribution of Asian women based on EEO-1 data.

First we analyze the employment level of Asian women by two-digit SIC
code industry in 1969 and then again in 1973, 5 years later to detect time
trends. (The 1973 data are the latest data published by EEOC.) Then we
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analyze the occupational distribution of Asian women in those industries
where their employment level is high. Figure 9 is a bar chart presenta-
tion of the employment level of Asian women in the San Francisco-Oakland
SMSA, by specific industries, in 1973 and in 1969. Also shown for com-
parison is the percentage of Asian women in the labor force in 1969 (2.7
percent) and in 1973 (3.0 percent). A more ideal comparison, based on a
completely discrimination-free and egalitarian scenario, would be a com-
parison with the percentage of Asian women in the population (3.5 percent
in 1973). However, for the purposes of this preliminary analysis, the
choice of labor force versus population parity is not important. Also,
the disparities far overshadow these differences in parity level. The
EEO-1 data shown in figure 9 reveal that:

o From 1969 to 1973, in most of the industries, there was little
progress toward labor force parity. Depending on the industry,
it would take from 5 to 25 years to reach parity. Asian-
American women are employed at less than one-third of labor
force parity in all manufacturing industries, except for ap-
parel and other textile products (SIC 23), where the employment
level of Asian women was about four times parity. This is
consistent with the high concentration of garment workers
(operatives) among Asian-American women, particularly Chinese
women, previously pointed out in the occupational distribu-
tions. There are few Asian-American women in manufacturing
industries, such as paper and allied products, printing and
publishing, chemicals and allied products, petroleum products,
primary metal products, fabricated metal products, and non-
electrical machinery and transportation equipment.5

o There continue to be few Asian-American women in the construc-
tion industry. There were only about 60 women construction
apprentices of all races in the State of California in April
1976, comprising much less than 1 percent of all such
apprentices.6

o In the transportation and communications industries, Asian-
American women were at less than one-third of parity in air,
water, and land (trucking and railroads) transportation indus-
tries. Asian-American women were over parity in the communica-
tions industry, in which employment is predominantly in the
telephone industry. However, their poor occupational distribu-
tion in this industry is shown later.

o In the wholesale trade, there are only about one-half as many
Asian-American women as would be expected from their proportion
in the labor force. In retail trade, they are employed in
general retail merchandising (department stores) and eating and
drinking places (restaurants) much more so than in food stores
(from EEO-1 data, mostly the chain supermarket stores).
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FIGURE 9

EMPLOYMENT OF ASIAN WOMEN IN INDUSTRIES BY 2-DIGIT SIC CODE
IN THE SAN FRANCISCO-OAKLAND SMSA, BASED ON 1973 EEO-1 DATA
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FIGURE 9

(cont'd.)
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o In the finance industries, Asian-American women are below
parity in security and commodity exchanges but are heavily
employed in banking and insurance, where their employment
levels nearly doubled from 1969 to 1973. However, we show
later the low occupational status of Asian-American women in
these two industries.

o Finally, we see a high employment level for Asian women in the
hotel industry, where they are predominantly service workers
(waitresses, cleaning maids, and other food and cleaning work-
ers). They are also heavily employed in the medical and serv-
ices industry, which is dominated by the hospital industry,
where Asian-American women are mostly nurses and food/cleaning
service workers.

The above analysis shows that Asian women are clustered in only 7 out of
30 a;ajor industries in the San Francisco-Oakland SMSA. The EEO-1 data
released are for industry aggregates of at least five establishments and
5,000 employees in the SMSA. The seven industries are:

o Apparel and other textile products

o Communications

o General retail merchandising

o Banking

o Insurance

o Hotels and other lodging places

o Medical and other health services.

Of the 15,800 Asian-American women employed in the 30 industries, 68

percent were clustered in the above 7 industries, as compared with 50
percent of 146,100 white women and 28 percent of 260,500 white men. Also,

Asian-American women in these industries have an occupational distribution
that differs greatly from that of white men and women.

The analysis of the occupational distribution of Asian-American women
in these industries now follows, based on 1973 EEO-1 data. Figures 10
through 16 show the occupational distribution of Asian women and men as
well as white women and men in each of the seven industries. Note from
the figures that the occupational distribution of each of the four groups-
-white women and Asian women on the right, white men and Asian men on the
left--can clearly be seen and compared with each other. Each distribution
adds up to 100 percent.

1. Apparel and Other Textile Products (SIC 23): Figure 10

shows that 70 percent of Asian-American women are in only
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one occupation--operatives (garment workers): the remainder
are craftspersons and clerks. By comparison, white men are
mostly managers and salespersons, while white women are
mostly clerks and operatives.

2. Communications (SIC 48): Figure 11 shows that 90 percent of
Asian-American women are in only one occupation--clerical.
Some white women are managers and professionals; white men
are mostly crafts workers, professionals, and managers--the
high status jobs in the.telephone communications industry.

3. General Retail Merchandising (SIC 53): The work force as
analyzed through EEO-1 data is mostly in department stores.
Figure 12 shows that the white men are mostly managers and
salesworkers, while the white women are mostly salesworkers
and clerks. Note that proportionately more white women than
Asian-American women are salesworkers, whereas the reverse
is true for the clerical workers. Again, the pattern of
fewer Asians in public contact jobs emerges.

4. Banking (SIC 60): Figure 13 shows that the industry has
only two types of occupations--managers and clerks. Ninety
percent of the Asian-American women are clerks, as are 85
percent of the white women. By contrast, 55 percent of
white males are managers as compared with about 3 percent of
Asian-American woven and about 11 percent of white women.

5. Insurance (SIC 63, 64): Figure 14 shows that Asian-American
women in the insurance industry are predominantly (85 per-
cent) in one occupation--clerical. White men and women, on
the other hand, are managers, professionals, technicians,
and salespersons.

6. Hotels and Other Lod ing Places (SIC 70): Figure 15 shows
that 85 percent of Asian-American females in the hotel
industry, compared with 60 percent of white men and women,
are service workers (waitresses, cleaning workers, etc.).
The managers are mostly white men, while the clerks are
mostly white women.

7. Medical and Other Health Services (SIC 80): EEO-1 data show
that hospitals account for most of the emnloyment in the
industry. Figure 16 shows that Asian-American women are
professionals (mostly nurses rather than physicians) and
service workers (food and cleaning service workers) in the
medical service industry.

The disparities pointed out are supported by Chi-square tests7 com-
paring the occupational distributions of Asian-American women with those
of white men and women in each of the seven industries.
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FIGURE 10

OCCUPATIONAL DISTRIBUTION OF ASIANS AND WHITES BY SEX. IN
APPAREL AND OTHER TEXTILE PRODUCTS (SIC 23) IN THE SF-0 SMSA.

BASED ON 1973 EEO-1 DATA
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FIGURE 11

OCCUPATIONAL DISTRIBUTION OF ASIANS AND WHITES, BY SEX, IN
COMMUNICATIONS (SIC 48) IN THE SF-0 SMSA, BASED ON 1973 EEO-1

DATA
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FIGURE 12

OCCUPATIONAL DISTRIBUTION OF ASIANS AND WHITES, BY SEX, IN
GENERAL RETAIL MERCHANDISING (SIC 53) IN THE SF-0 SMSA, BASED

ON 1973 EEO-1 DATA
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FIGURE 13

OCCUPATIONAL DISTRIBUTION OF ASIANS AND WHITES, BY SEX, IN
BANKING (SIC 60) IN THE SF-0 SMSA, BASED ON 1973 EEO-1 DATA
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FIGURE 14

OCCUPATIONAL DISTRIBUTION OF ASIANS AND WHITES, BY SEX, IN

INSURANCE (SIC 63, 64) IN THE SF-0 SMSA, BASED ON 1973 EEO-1

DATA
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FIGURE 15

OCCUPATIONAL DISTRIBUTION OF ASIANS AND WHITES, BY SEX, IN
HOTELS AND OTHER LODGING PLACES (SIC 70) IN THE SF-0 SMSA.

BASED ON 1973 EEO-1 DATA
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FIGURE 16

OCCUPATIONa DISTRIBUTION OF ASIANS AND WHITES, BY SEX, IN
MEDICAL AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES (SIC 80) IN THE SF-0 SMSA,

BASED ON 1973 EEO-1 DATA
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In conclusion, the above analysis shows that Asian-American women in
the large, private industries in the San Francisco-Oakland area are clus-
tered in only a few industries. Moreover, within these industries, they
are clustered in the clerical, operative, or service worker ranks (depend-
ing on the industry). These results, together with the previous occupa-
tional distribution analyses, confirm a low occupational status for Asian-
American women.

RECOMMENDATIONS

The low economic status of Asian-American women is a direct result of
their low status in the job markets. Other factors also contribute tc the
overall depressed economic status of Asian women, such as the low earning
power of Asian men. The harsh reality, however, is that Asian-American
women work in large numbers, whatever their age, marital status, or level
of education; and that most--educated, skilled, and unskilled alike--have
low earning power.

High priority for research should go to analysis and data collection
which will enable us to understand the underlying causes of the employment
and economic status of Asian-American women. With some grasp on the
causes, we can begin to work on the solutions to our problems. It is also
critical that the research should have a public policy and action focus to
ensure that research efforts go toward meeting issues which have a high
priority in the Asian communities.

Progress toward understanding the underlying causes of the occupa-
tional and educational needs of Asian-American women can be more quickly
and efficiently made if the research is conducted by people who are al-
ready close to the problems and who also have the technical and scientific
skills to analyze them. We strongly recommend that the research be per-
formed by Asian-American men and women who have already demonstrated their
technical competence and prior understanding of the Asian communities.

We have seen clearly that the problems and needs vary within the
Asian-Pacific subgroups and that research and data respect and address the
differences among the groups. Although most of the data presented here
have related only to three groups, Alipino, Japanese, and Chinese women,
this does not mean the needs of the other groups are any less important.What it does reflect is the handicap which the census collection of
primary data iwposes on research when data are not collected for all
relevant population groups. Therefore, in addition to and in summary of
the many recommendations for further research already made in the text of
this paper, the following recommendations are offered:

1. The Women's Research Program should work with the Bureau of
the Census to obtain a comprehensive data base for the
employment status of Asian women from the upcoming 1980
census. The data base should be developed for each specific
Asian ethnicity: Chinese, Filipino, Japanese, Korean,
Hawaiian, Vietnamese, Thai, etc. To meet "control group"
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requirements in future studies, data for Asian men, white
men, and white women also should be obtained. The data base
should be stratified by geographic area, containing high
sample rates in SMSA's where Asians are concentrated:
Honolulu, San Francisco, Los Angeles, New York, and Chicago.
The data should be made available in computer tapes of the
individual records, with names blocked out to protect con-
fidentiality. This will ensure good access to the data by
Asian and other researchers alike.

2. The above recommendation for the preparation and use of 1980
census data is made also for 1970 census data. Much can
still be learned from the 1970 census if the data are made
available through larger samples of individual file records.
Again, this primarily entails the Bureau of the Census'
preparing larger samples than the 1 percent samples pres-
ently available, and preparing samples for the areas where
Asians are concentrated.

3. The following research problems should be addressed:

a. Develop an occupational stratification theory for Asian-
American women to uncover the factors that lead to their
low occupational status and low earnings. Variables to
consider would include education, socioeconomic back-
ground, first job status, marital status, -fertility,
immigration, sex discrimination, and race discrimina-
tion. Measures of the :latter two factors need to be
developed.

b. Analyze the low returns that education has for Asian-
American women in terms of occupation and earnings.
Earnings disparities today appear to be most severe for
those with a college education. Also, widespread under-
utilization of Asian women in jobs where they are pres-
ently concentrated should be studied.

c. The preliminary analysis of Asian women in the San
Francisco-Oakland SMSA and in California as a whole
shows that Asian women work in a segmented labor market
and that they tend to be concentrated in only part of
private industry. Within these industries, they are
clustered into low-status, low-paying jobs. Investigate
ways to broaden their career options. Uncover patterns
of race and sex discrimination that victimize large
classes of Asian-American women.

4. Young Asian-American women appear to be beginning careers in
poor jobs in spite of high educational attainment. Since
early career has been found to have a strong influence on
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eventual occupational status, investigate the reasons for
this poor start. The effort can include early career
counseling in college, the analysis of a wider range of
career options rather than those leading to stereotyped
jobs, and perhaps even preparation for choosing and applying
for the first job.

5. Asian women also appear to have poor job mobility. Thus,
once employed in low status dead-end jobs, they tend to be
confined there. The largest rank of Asian women workers is
composed of clerks in banks, insurance companies, a Govern-
ment agencies. Investigate ways to upgrade the careers of
these women.

6. Asian-American women are absent from the managerial ranks
and other leadership positions. Investigate means of
channeling Asian women into leadership positions in educa-
tion, Government, business, health, and other areas. This
can entail a needs assessment program followed by education
and training.

7. Asian-American women, besides researchers, scholars, and
other members of the Asian community, should continue to
participate in the Women's Research Program. Asians should
be given the opportunity to provide input on the needs and
concerns of their own communities. It is important that
they themselves conduct the various needs assessment pro-
grams, research studies, and training and other development
programs that ray be initiated to meet their needs. Other-
wise, Asian-Americans will continue to be misrepresented as
to their true demographic, socioeconomic, and employment
status in the United States.

8- An immediate need is to assess the attitudes of young Asian-
American women who are still in school, as well as those who
are already working, to determine how knowledgeable they are
about their employment prospects. If we find that they are
not well informed about their employment futures, we should
begin immediately to provide job, career, and educational
counseling.

9. We need to explore immediately, also, the attitudes that
Asian-American women have toward work and family formation
and dissolution so they can be assisted in coping with the
dual burdens of home and job.

10. We need to know how Asian women respond to sex and race
discrimination in their educational programs and at work,
and we need to know their individual and collective capa-
bilities for dealing with discrimination.
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11. We ncied to kncw much more about what affects and determines
first job experience, how women get their jobs, what their
search process is, what the pressures are to work, what
their staying power is to refuse low level jobs to improve
their entry level position, what use they make of community
resources, and how their aspirations are formed.

Many of these recommendations deal with attitudes on which
very little data have been collected. This information is
most critical if we are to have policy, social change, and
program-oriented research which will subsequently enable us
to solve the problems facing Asian women.

12. Asian-American women are by definition a minority group. It

is therefore critical that regulations governing requests
for proposals for research and demonstration projects do not
automatically exclude minorities by calling for "maximum
impact." The problems of minority women must be addressed
as such and not subsumed under the categories of mincrity or
women, where their problems are lost, ignored, or not dealt
with properly.

13. We recommend that the National Institute of Education, which
has already taken a leadership role in addressing the issues
facing minority women, continue in this role and remain

sensitive to the diversity of problems among the various
ethnic groups.

NOTES

1

Again, the data are what are available, not what are required.

2
Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, Equal Employment Opportunity
Report, 1973: Job Patterns for Minorities and Women in Private Industry
(Washington, D.C.: EEOC, 1973); this series dates back to 1967 (the EEOC
started collecting data in 1966).

3State of California, Employment Development Department, Area Manpower
Review, San Francisco-Oakland SMSA; Employment Outlook and Manpower
Planning Report, Fiscal Year 1975-1976 (San Francisco: State of
California, Northern California Employment Data and Research, EDD, 1975),
p. 65.

4EE0C, op. cit., p. 372.

5Executive Office
Standard Industrial
Government Printing

of the President, Office of Management and Budget,
Classification Manual 1972 (Washington, D.C.: U.S.
Office, 1972).
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6
Division of Apprenticeship Standards, State of California Department of
Industrial Relations, April 1976 tabulation, "Women Apprentices, By Oc-
cupation, California."

7
A. M. Mood and F. A. Graybill, Introduction to the Theory of Statistics
(New York: McGraw-Hill Book Co., 1950), p. 318.
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S :3IAL MOBILITY OF ASIAN WOMEN IN AMERICA:

A CRITICAL REVIEW

Lucie Cheng Hirata

SOCIOLOGICAL LITERATURE ON ASIAN-AMERICANS

If this paper were only a review of the professional literature on
the social mobility patterns of Asian women in America, there would not be
enough material to fill one typewritten page. Although stratification and
mobility is one of the long established fields in academic sociology,
until the last decade very few sociologists have concerned themselves with
the status and movement of either women or minorities in American society,
let alone those of people whose identification straddles both groups. The
few recent sociological studies on the social mobility of minority women
have been on the larger minority populations such as black women (Epstein
1973). Asian-American women as a group have received very little atten-
tion from sociologists in general, regardless of their field of speciali-
zation. In fact, Asian-Americans, male and female, have occupied a minor
position only in sociological literature. The few monographs written by
sociologists either have focused on the relocation experience of the
Japanese-Americans (Thomas and Nishimoto 1969; Thomas 1952; Bloom and
Riemer 1949), or are general treatises of a textbook nature (Lee 1960;
Kitano 1969; Peterson 1971; Lyman 1974). Some exceptions are Loewen's
study on the Mississippi Chinese (1971), Tan's study on the social
mobility of the Chinese in America (1973), and forthcoming monographic
works derived from the Japanese-American Research Project at UCLA.

Besides monographs, sociologists have also published articles on the
subject of Asian-Americans. A survey of the four oldest American socio-
logical journals revealed that between the years 1895 (when the American
Journal of Sociology began publication) and 1975, a total of 137 articles
containing information on Asian-American or Pacific Islander groups were
published. The majority of these articles appeared within the two decades
around World War II. In addition, as table 1 indicates, 60 percent of the
articles were found in Sociology and Social Research, judged by the pro-
fession to be the least prestigious of the four journals (Glenn 1971).
These 137 articles comprise less than 1 percent of the total number of
articles published in these journals during the past 80 years.

Among the individual Asian and Pacific Islander groups studied, the
Japanese in America clearly received the most attention (45 percent),
followed by the Chinese (31 percent), and the Filipinos (18 percent).
Despite the fact that other groups such as the East Indians and the
Koreans have had at least 60 years of history in America, and the fact
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TABLE 1

ARTICLES CONTAINING INFORMATION ON ASIAN AMERICANS
AND PACIFIC ISLANDERS PUBLISHED IN THE FOUR OLDEST

AMERICAN SOCIOLOGICAL JOURNALS, 1895-1975

AJS* S & SR* SF* ASR*

TotalCJFOA** C J F 0 A CJFCA CJFOA

1895-1915 0 0 0 0 0 0

1916-1920 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

1921 -1 925 0 0 0 0 0 3 1 0 2a 2 0 0 0 0 0 8

1926-1930 0 0 0 0 1 0 5 4 0 3 0 0 0 0 1 14

1931 -1 935 2 1 0 0 0 5 4 4 1

b
4 0 0 0 0 0 21

1936-1940 1 0 0 0 2 0 3 6 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 14

1941-1945 1 0 0 0 0 2 5 2 l c 0 1 2 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 17

1946-1950 3 0 0 0 0 0 3 1 1 c 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0

1951-1955 2 2 0 0 0 1 3 0 0 2 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 15

1956-1960 0 3 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 9

1961 -1 965 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 3 0 1 0 0 0 0 2 7

1966-1970 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 7

1971 -1 975 1 0 0 0 2 2 1 0 0 4 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 12

Total 11 9 0 0 5 15 25 17 5 19 4 6 1 0 4 1 6 1 0 7 137

*American Journal of Sociology (1895-1975
Research (1916-1975 ); Social Forces (1922-
_logical Review (1936-1975).

**Zhinese, J=Japanese, F=Filipino, 0=others,
group.

a
Two articles on Samoans

b
Article on Hawaiians
cArticle on East Indians
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that Samoans and Hawaiians became Americans through annexation, the four
journals showed little or no interest in their social conditions or their
relations with the majority population. While the omission indicates the
lack of concern in academic sociology for understanding certain groups in

American society, as it has turned out, the little attention that has been
given to the Japanese and Chinese-Americans has resulted in a distorted
impression of these two groups as the "model minorities" (Takagi 1973;
Hirata 1976). The Chinese and the Japanese, without a doubt, have been
promoted by professionals and laymen alike as success stories, to per-
petuate the illusion of America as an open and free society. As Lipset
and Bendix (1966) noted:

One may speculate, for example, that extensive publicity con-
cerning famous cases of great mobility may sustain a strong
belief in the availability of opportunities, even when there are
few of them, and that such a belief may have a stabilizing
influence on a society.

Focusing our attention on the subject population at hand, we found
that among all the 137 articles published in the four sociological jour-
nals mentioned above, on]y 20 included some discussion on Asian-American
women. Very often such. discussions merely occupied a few lines as a
result of routine sociological analysis. For example, Ikeda, Ball, and
Yamamura (1962) in their study of the possible links between ethnicity and
personality disturbances found that Okinawans in Hawaii had higher rates
of schizophrenia than Naichi, which held true when controlled for time,
sex, age, nationality, and residence. However, they also found that

Okinawan women had lower rates than Okinawan men and suggested that it was
possibly because Okinawan females in urban Hawaii used outmarriage as a
mechanism of esr!ape. When an entire article was devotee to the subject of
Asian-American women, it was almost always on the phenomenon of inter-
marriage (Lam 1932; Cheng and Yamamura 1957), or on the adjustment pro-
blems of war brides (Schnepp and Yui 1955; Kimura 1957).

SOCIAL MOBILITY

Turning our attention to articles that dealt with social mobility,
we found that, of the eight studies on the mobility of Asian-Americans
published in these journals, none focused specifically on women. The

authors either lumped males and females together with no differentiation
or excluded females from the data altogether. Thus Lee (1949) wrote on
the occupational changes of the Chinese in Butte, Montana, and Kwoh
(1948) discussed the occupational mobility of American-born Chinese male
college graduates. Some researchers such as Schmid and Nobbz (1965)

presented limited data on Asian-American womeq's educational attainment in
their discussion of the trends in socioeconomic statnses of nonwhite
races. But as a group, Asian-American women are excluded from their study
on changes in the occupational structure.

Clearly, then, if we want to know what has been said about the social
mobility patterns of Asian-American women, we need to look beyond the more
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established journals of sociological research. Unfortunately, even then
we find very little information, which almost invariably repeats the suc-
cess story theme so prevalent in the writings on Chinese- and Japanese-
Americans in general. Those studies share several serious problems.
Here, the ambiguity and confusion in tfie general sociological literature
on mobility is acutely reflected.

The Success Story

One set of problems has to do with the reputed rise of Asian-American
women. In general, two ways of presenting this mobility can be discerned
from the literature. Professional sociologists writing on the subject
have often followed some form of Weber's conceptualization of status,
using educational attainment, occupational achievement, and/or income
level as its indicators. Thus, using census data concerning the educa-
tional achievement and occupational distribution of Japanese females,
Varon (1967) concluded that their status improved greatly between 1950 and
1960, and therefore they should no longer be considered a minority. In
their recent report Wilber et al. (1975) on occupational mobility of
Asian-Americans, they included separate data for women and reported a
number of findings based on the Public Use Samples of the 1970 census.
They found that (1) Korean men are more mobile than other Asian-American
men, but among Oriental women Filipinos are most mobile; (2) Korean and
Chinese men arrs more mobile than Korean and Chinese women, but the reverse
is true among Japanese and Filipinos; (3) with the exception of Korean
women, there is an fnverse relationship between age and mobility for
Asian-American women; (4) Korean women are the most upwardly nobile group
and Filipino women are the least; (5) in comparison with Asian-American
men, Asian-American women move shorter distances upward and longer dis-
tances downward; (6) education tends to relate positively with the dis-
tance in upward mobility, but relates negatively with the distance in
downward mobility for Asian women; (7) with various exceptions, controll-
ing for educational attainment, Japanese and Chinese mobile women fail to
move upward as far as white women, and they also tend to move further
downward than white women; (8) with the exception of Korean women, among
upwardly mobile Asian women, the foreign-born tend to move greater dis-
tances than the native-born; and among the downwardly mobile, the foreign-
born tend to drop further than the native-born; (9) among upwardly mobile
Chinese women, theie fs a positive relationship between mobility and
births of additional children. The relationship for other Asian groups is
not distinct; (10) for the Japanese women, distances of mobility upward
are shorter and distances of mobility downward longer as the number of
children born increases. The relationship is not quite clear for other
Asian groups; (11) a fourth of the Japanese mobile women were in the
clerical occupations in both 1965 and 1970; the moves of Korean women
resulted in gains in operative and private household serviceworkers;
mobile Chinese women evidenced a notable shift toward clerical jobs, but
they lost ground in the upper white-collar occupations and in service
jobs; Filipino women lost ground in professional and managerial jobs,
moving toward clerical and service jobs.
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Although the Wilber study presents much valuable data, it is confined
to a small sample of Asian-American women who were occupationally mobile
either horizontally or vertically during a 5-year period, and thus is
extremely limited. While it attempts to compare Asian groups with each
other, Asian women with white women, and Asian men with Asian women, it
gives virtually no explanation for any of the Patterns discovered in the
study. Nevertheless, the authors concluded that Asians have conquered
discrimination and emerged into the "new middle class." Setting aside the
conceptual problems temporarily and confining ourselves to the data at
hand, several questions come immediately to mind. First, some of the
empirical findings concerning Asian-American women cited above seem to
contradict the conclusion; second, it has already leen pointed out by
other sociologists that using large occupational categories such as pro-
fessional, managerial, etc. tends to mask the difference between men and
women (Havens and Tully 1972), and it is certainly reasonable to expect
that their adoption in this study also results in distortions. Third,
while the authors recognized that their occupational scale necessarily
assumed the homogeneity of occupational prestige for different segments of
the population, they did not seem much bothered by it, and applied the
same scale to both men and women and white and Asian samples. Do Asian
managers enjoy the same prestige as white managers? Do women professors
have the same status as male professore? Common sense and some sociol-
ogists tell us the answers to both questions are "no," but Wilber et al.
assumed that they were affirmative (Haug 1973; 1975).

There are more essays that deal with Asian women's changing status
than there are quantitative studies. Most of these essays are found in
nonsociological publications. Here the success story is told in a

diffeient way. The status of Asian-American women is said to have
improved a great deal becalse they are less oppressed (Sung 1967; Fujitomi
and Wong 1973). Very often the writers start by recounting women's status
in traditional Asian societies before emigration, where feudal relations
between men and women predominated. Then, they describe the early immi-
grant women's lives on the American frontier as prostitutes or unpaid
family laborers on farms; and finally, their increased participation in
the labor force and their freedom from family control are pointed out and
their future emancipation and improvement predicted.

It is hard to argue with the historical facts. But putting the
emphasis on "improvement," as many of these essays do, tends to create
illusions. While there is nc doubt that women were oppressed under
feudalism, there should not be any doubt that they are also oppressed
under capitalism. Both situations have been well documented (Altbach
1971; Rossi 1973). The fact that Asian women moved from being unpaid
family workers to wage workers i3 an improvement only in an extremely
limited sense. That Asian-American women had to sell their labor power in
the marketplace in order for the family to survive, that the lack of
socialized child care and housework still meant that married women had to
work both as vage workers and as unpaid domestic workers, that most Asian-
American women still are concentrated in log-paying jobs (Sung 1975;
Wilber et al. 1975), by no means should be taken as constituting
"success."
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While educational attainment is sometimes used as an indication of
status, it is also used as a causal factor. Sociologists and other
writers have claimed that the improvement in Asian women's status is
largely due tc their educational aspiration and achievement (Brooks and
Kunihiro 1952; Wilber et al. 1975). However, there appears to be some
doubt about the relationship between education and economic status when we
note that Asian-American females icho completed at least 5 years of college
had :ower median earnings in 1969 than men and white women with the same
educational achievement (Wilber et al. 1975). That many Asian women have
occupations and income levels which are not commensurate with their educa-
tion points to the seriousness of downward mobility for professionally
trained, immigrant womer. (Urban Associates 1974). The recent finding that
preemployment training and edunation does not much improve the job oppor-
tunities of black and Puerto Rican women is worth noting (Baker and
Levenson 1975). The failure of sociologists to explain why there is a
high dispersion of occupational income or why the explanatory power of
education is low has long been pointed out (Miller 1971). In relation to
Asian-Americans and other minorities, such failures sePm even lesb
excusable.

Another common explanation for the "success" cf Asian women, partic-
ularly the Japanese, is that they possess certain qualities such as
diligence, docility, loyalty, etc. (Jacobson and Rainwater 1953). There
are two ways of looking et this approach. One is that since these are the
traits that have moved Asian women out of blue-collar jobs into white-
collar jobs, they are positive qualities or stereotypes to be maintained.
On the other hand, as Szymanski (1974) pointed out, corporate managers
look for certain traits in workers, both men and women, to insure that
they will be more productive but less troublesome for the corporation.
Seen in this light, the imputed traits are barriers to working-class
struggles against corporate capitalists and managers, and therefore they
become a liability rather than an asset in the long run.

In summary, the existing meager literature that has dealt with the
mobility of Asian-American women as workers has concentrated on how their
occupational or general social status hRs improved in the pest and how it
will nontinue to improve. Implicit in these studies is the assumption of
an open and competitive status structure. The more similar the pattern of
Asian-American women's status is to white women's, and the more it is
similar to white men's, the more it is considered to be improved. Again,

the ghost of the assimilationist looms large. This observation leads to
another major theme in the existing literature on Asian-American women,
which deals with marital mobility.

Marital Mobility

In the past, sociologists have not paid much attentim to the con-
ceptualization of women's social status. It has generally been assumed
that women did not have an independent status but merely derived their
status from the men with whom they were related: their fathers and their
husbands. With women's increasing participation in the labor force, this
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assumption recently has been called into question (Ritter and Hargens
1975; 'Haug 1973). TodEy, many sociologists in their studies of mobility
would allow women to have an independent status in addition to their
derived status. Thus, for example, Tyree and Treas (1974) discuss' d the
intergenerational occupational mobility of women by comparing father's
occupation with daughter's occupation, and defined marital mobility as the
movement from father's occupation to that of the husband's. That a

married woman's social status is still a function of both 1-1r own occupa-
tional achievement and that of her husband's is probably true in our
society today. Given this phenomenon, sociologists have studied the
question of class exogamy and have raised ths question: Do American women
marry up?" (Rubin 1968; Scott 1969; Glenn et al. 1974; Van Den Berghe
1960).

It is within this tradition that we found a aumber of articles con-
cerning Asian-American women, nearly all of which tried to explain the
rate of outmarriages among certain groups by relating it to the women's
desire to marry "up." Thus, following Cheng and Yamamura (1957), Kikumura
and Kitano (1973) speculated that one of the reasons why Japanese-American
females married Caucasians was that they hoped "to improve their status by
marrying members of a group that has more economic and social privileges."
That intermarriage is believed to be a mechanism by which Asian women seek
to improve their status is also reflected in the more popular literature.
An article in Newsweek (7 September 1970) reported that of the more than
800 Vietnamese-AmPrican marriages recorded in the first 8 months of 1970,
two-thirds were marriages contracted between Vietnamese women and American
civilians. The article went on to say that while American males married
Vietnamese women for their beauty and charm, Vietnamese women married
American nales for their money and social status.

The social status of intermarrying grooms, however, as .it has been
shown in some studies, turns out to have been rathee low (Selmitt and
Souza 1963). A study of marriage license applications in Los Angeles
County yielded some interesting findings concerning the relationship
between intermarriage and social mobility for Asisn-Americen women (Burma,
Crester, and Seacrest 1970). As indicated in table 2, on the average,
Asian women did not marry up whether they married someone in their own
group or Anglos. With the exception of Chinese brides, who tended to gain
status by marrying Chinese grooms, in general all other marriages
indicated a downward movement for the brides although jntermarriages
between Asian brides and Anglo grooms somewhat retarded this downward
mobility for Asian femaleE. If a family's social status is determined by
the husband's occupational statue, as so many people believe, then,
clearly, Asian women do not have anything to gain in their geneell social
standing through marriage, whether ingroup or outgroup.

In this connection it is well to note that a recent study on family
status has found that black respondents tend to give m-,re weight to the
wife's occupational achievement than white respondents in rating the
social standing of hypothetical families (Sampson and Rocsi 1975). The
authors speculated that the difference in perception of family social
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standing between black and white respondents may be that black women
contribute more to their families than do the white women. Since Asian
women tend to marry "down," their higher independen '-. status relative to
their husbands would contribute more toward the family's social standing.
It would be illuminating to explore how such a situation affects the
general level of sexism within Asian-American groups.

Since racial and ethnic groups are stratified in American society and
since this hierarchical structure is not precisely similar to occupational
stratification, ve face the complex problem of the interrelationship
between race and c...ass when we talk about marital mobility through inter-
marriage. The limited literature that we have suggests that Asian women
on the averege marry "down" occupationally. If suer: is the case, marrying
a member of the majority group may then have some compensatory effect.

SUMMARY OF LITERATURE

To cnclude our review of the existing literature on, or related to,
the social mobility of Asian-American women, we have found that: (1)
there has been very limited serious study on this topic and, as far es we
could discover, no intergenerational study or cohort study of mobility;

TABLE 2

MEAN OCCUPATIONAL STATUS LEVELS OF ASIAN BRIDES AND
INGROUP OR ANGLO GRUOMS, LOS ANGELES COUNTY 1960-1961*

Brides' Grooms'
occnpational rean occupational mean

Chinese bride, Chinese groom

Chinese br-de, Anglo groom

Japanese bride, Japanese groom

Japanese bride, Anglo groom

Filipino bride, Filipino groom

Filipino bride, Anglo groom

3.63

3.62

3.84

3.82

3.91

4.29

2.43

3.65

4.08

3.93

5.47

4.62

*From Burma, Crester, and Seacrest, p. 514. Occupational mean is
based on Hollingshead's seven-level occupationEl status soale. Occii-
pational levnl 1 is the highest statm level aud occupatiohal level 7
ia tne lowest.
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(2) what we have found is not particularly exciting, either in terms of
its contribution to theoretical formulation of social mobility or in terms
of its practical application; the data are basically descriptive; (3) the
status A' Asian-American women, very ambiguously or inadequately concep-
tualized, ie said to have improved a great deal from its origin in Asian
countries through the frontier days to 1970; very little attempt is made
to relate this general change to the contexts within which changes
occurred; (4) Asian-American women, like other women, are said to have two
ways to gain or lose status: through occupational achievement and through
marriage.

Given the paucity of literature concerning any aspect of the social
mobility of Asian-American women, ol.e may propose collecting data on the
variations and determinants of social status among Asian females, as well
as on the consequences of upward, downward, or horizontal mobility both on
an individual basis and on a group basis. One may also propose a program
to systematically replicate studies concerning white women or Asian men on
the population of Asian-American women, to see if ti.ley differ from other
societal groups in the various aspects of mobility. Such a program would
not be difficult to draw up. Recent reviews of sociological literature
concerning sex stratification will be a useful guide (Lipman-Blamen and
Tickmayer 1975; Huber 1976). These are perfectly acceptable endeavors and
indeed perhaps should be undertaken by sociologists, but I would like to
suggest a line of research that is somewhat different.

TOWARD A NEW FRAMEWORK OP ANALYSIS

A perennial debate in sociological writings concerns the different
conceptions of social stratification of "Marxists" and "Weberians"
(Giddens 1975; Bendix 1974; Stolzman and Gamberg 1974). The issue is, of
course, too complex to be dealt with here. Suffice it to say that so far
no serious study that deals with the class position of the AGian-Americans

in the Marxist sense .has been located, although there are some promising
beginnings coming from leftist political groups in the Asian-American
movement (Hirata 1976). Since the aim of a Marxist analysis is explicitly
change-oriented, it is not interested in descriptions of movement between
occupational or income categories except insofar as such changes can be
related to class positlon, class consciousness, and class struggle.
Adopting this perspective, one could generate a systematic program of
investigations concerning Asian women's position in the development of
capitalism in America, their position within the current relations of
production, their relationship to other segments of the population, their
role in the class struggle, and so on. This, of course, would be no easy
task. I can only provide some very preliminary suggestions to illustrate
what I mean.

It has been pointbd out that early immigrants from Asia provided a
major source of cheap labor for the development of the American West.
However, few accounts have included women in this connection. Were
Chinese, Japanese, Korean, or Filipino women recruited to be laborers just
like the men? If the answer is no, why not? More specifically, what
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features in the means and organization of production precluded their
recruitment? And what elements in the superstructure prevented their
participation as immigrant laborers? If the answer is yes, then were they
found in the same occupations or did they perform a different role in the
economy? Again, how do we account for these differences?

If we try to organize the history and contemporary social life of
Asian women in the framework of the American economy, we can distinguish
between the following labor roles of Asian women: as contract labor, as
unpaid family labor, as wage labor, and as reproducers of the work force.

The Era of Contract Labor: The Case of Chinese Prostitution in 19th-
Century California

As it is generally known that many white women who immigrated to
America in the 1880's were prostitutes (U.S. Immigration Commission 1910;
Sanger 1939), a number of studies have suggested that the majority of
early Chineae immigrant women also came as prostitutes (Loomis 1869;
Farwell 1885; McLeod 1948; Layman 1974). While, these studies described
the women's miserable existence and explained their importation in
functional terms, none dealt in any depth with prostitution as a socio-
economic institution. There are many documents which seem to indicate
that the relationship between the Chinese prostitute and her master/
mistress was essentially the same as that between a contract laborer and
his/her employer. The terms were more severe and the "commodity" that was
contracted was not labor power but sex. For example, one contract stated
that:

The contracter Xin Jin because coming from China to San
Francisco became indebted to her master/mistress, will volun-
tarily work as a prostitute at Tan Fu's place for four and one-
half years for an advance of $1205 to pay this debt. There
shall be no interest on the money and Xin Jin shall receive no
wages. At the expiration of the contract, Xin Jin shall be free
to do as she pleases. Before then, if a customer asks to take
her out, she shall first secure the master/mistress's permis-
sion. If she has the four loathsome diseases she shall be
returned within 100 days, beyond that time the procurer has no
responsibility. Menstruation disorder is limited to one month's
rest only. If Xin Jin shall be sick at any time for more than
15 days, she shall work one month extra. If she becomes preg-
nant, she shall work one year extra. If Xin Jin runs away
before her time is out, she shall pay whatever expense is in-
curred in finding and returning her. This is a contract to be
retained by the master/mistress as evidence of the agreement.

Receipt of $1250 by Ah Yo.

Thumb print of Xin Jin the contractee.

Eighth month 11th day of the 12th year of

Guang-Xu.
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What were the social origins or women like Xin Jin? Were they the
daughters of displaced farmers in rural Southern China during the 19th
century, relatives of unemployed transportation coolies, or bankrupt small
business owners? Did they come voluntarily as prostitutes, or were they
tricked, kidnapped, or sold by their parents and relatil,es? Who profited
from their presencethe Chinese laborers and the non-Chinese workers who
were their customers? The Chinese tongs, the American police force, the
white politicans and entrepreneurs? Or the employers of male Chinese
laborers who, because of the availability of prostitutes could buy their
labor power without having to pay for the support of their families? In

other words, what was the economic role of these early Chine3e female
immigrants?

Published materials tend either to dwell on the exotic and the

sensational (Gentry 1974; Gibson 1877) or to glorify the rescue efforts of
missionaries such as Donaldina Cameron (Wilson 1931). On the subject of
prostitutes as workers and prostitution as a socioeconomic institution
under capitalism, we know very little. In this connection, some useful
comparisons may be found in the works of Bebel (1904) and Goldman (1917)
as well as recent Marxist writings that treat prostitutes who work for a
pimp or brothel as essentially highly exploited and oppressed workers
rather than as part of the lumpen proletariat (Hill 1975; Barnett 1976).

Since Western sources have concentrated on the prostitutes as the
predominant group among early Chinese female immigrants to the exclusion
of other groups, one could easily get the impression that all, or nearly
all, Chinese women who came in the 19th century were prostitutes. Chinese

sources, which have largely been ignored by Western scholars, seem to

indicate that many women also came to America as intellectuals, laborers,
shopowners, and housewives (Chen 1933; A Ying 1960). We know virtually
nothing about these early immigrant women.

Petit-bourgeoisie and Domestic and Wage Labor

Throughuut the years since the repeal of the Exclusion Act, Chinese
women as well as women from other Asian countries have continued to come
as workers, entrepreneurs, and housewives. In the meantime, American
women of Asian ancestry are also found in these and other categories.
Because Asian groups differ in terms of their period and conditions of
immigration, their fertility rates, the relationship between their
countries of origin and the U.S., and so on, their specific experiences
will not be the same. Nevertheless, their class positions and their
relationships with other segments of the American population are perhaps
more similar than different. We can take each category and examine its
position and movement, investigating among other things its emergence and
its decomposition.

In 175, Hill reported tnat most of the women and Third World people
who are in the business sector of the petit-bourgeoisie are owners of
small businesses, and their standard of living is roughly equivalent to
that of the working class. As owners of small businesses, they are under
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tremendous pressure from the conglomerates, monopolies, corporations, and
franchises, and therefore are inclined to oppose the bourgeoisie. On theother hand, their hope is to "make it," and their dependence on the
bourgeoisie for materials and funds often leads them to align with the
bourgeoisie against the working class (Hill 1975). Historically, Japanese
Americans and Issei, in particular, have concentrated heavily in the
petit-bourgeoisie as owners of small businesses (Bloom and Riemer 1949),
and Chinese immigrants have often been operators of laundries, restau-
rants, sewing shops, and small stores (Lee 1960). Among recent Korean
immigrants, many are known to be small business owners (Bonacich et al.,
n.d.). These enterprises depend heavily on unpaid family labor, mostly
women. Their dual status of part owner and part wageless labor places
them in a special category. Since small businesses have been a salient
feature of Asian-American economic life, it would be very instructive to
understand how they have emerged and wbere they may end up. The average
"life expectancy" of a new small business is estimated at only 18 months
(Hill 1975). When businesses fold, do owners and their families then
"sink into the proletariat" or "rise into the bourgeoisie"?

A great deal of recent Marxist and feminist literature has examined
housework and the role of the housewife in a capitalist economy (Oakley
1976; Fee 1976). Recognizing that close to 50 percent of Asian-American
women are still Primarily housewives, we may follow this research devel-
opment and investigate Asian women.as reproducers of the work force.

The 1970 census indicates that Asian women workers are concentrated
in a few occupational categories: clerical, service, and operative. Thefirst two are generally considered as white-collar occupations and the
last comprise semiskilled, blue-collar jobs. The division between white-
and blue-collar occupations reflects the traditional separation between
mental and physical work. This division has created certain consequences:
there is a sense of superiority on the part of office workers over floor
workers; union actiivities among office workers are somehow regarded as
inappropriate by the workers themselves; the development of a unified
working class has been hindered; etc. Recent strikes of white-coliar
workers such as teachers indicate a trend toward the merging of these
divisions. Since so many Asian women are white-collar workers, it is
especially important to understand both their objective and subjective
class positions.

Most of the Asian women operatives work in the garment industry,
where union activities are very limited. The efforts of Asian female
garment workers to organize into unions and c000peratives are largely
untold and unanalyzed. Recently a number of brief accounts of these
struggles have appeared in print (Nee and Nee 1972; Fong 1975; Lan 1971;
Getting Together 1972; Wei Min She 1974) but the work has just begun. We
need to know much more about the historical development of the Asian
women's working class, and about the relationship between garment workers,
shopowners, manufacturers, and wholesale and retail outlets. Systematic
and serious studies of the development of the working-class Asian women
should have priority.
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TRIPLE OPPRESSION

Since the Civil Rights Movement of the 1960's and the development of
the women's movement, Asian-American women have developed a new conscious-
ness of themselves as a group oppressed by both racism and sexism in
American society. While some scholars have argued that the two negatives
turned out to have positive effects on the mobility of black women, many
probably feel that minority women are indeed doubly jeopardized. It is
perhaps true that Asian female professionals may have gained in status and
have become more visible models of "success," but for the major_ty of
Asian women certainly nothing of significance seems to have changed. It

would be illuminating to study the personnel of organizations that have
sprung up as a result of the social movements in the sixties. Perhaps we
will find that the disadvantaged whom these organizations were supposed to
serve gained much less than those who claimed to serve them. The result
is unintended but nevertheless may be real.

In closing, if we are aware that:

on top of the gradually merging social layers of blue- and
white-collar workers in the United States, there is a very small
social upper class which comprises at most 1 percent of the
population and has a very different life style from the rest of
us . . . which: a. has a disproportionate amount of wealth and
income; b. generally fares better than other social groups on a
variety of well-being statistics ranging from infant mortalit
rates to educational attainments to feelings of happiness to
health and longevity; c. controls the major economic
institutions of the country; and d. dominates the governmental
processes of the country (Dumhoff 1974),

perhaps we may be convinced that conventional mobility studies will not
provide much of a clue to our problems.

POSTSCRIPT

Many participants in this conference have spoken on the prejudice and
discrimination against Pacific Island and Asian-American women, and have
made sensible and strong recommendations for research and policy that are
directed toward minimizing and eliminatiLg these injustices. While I
agree wholeheartedly that we must have equal opportunity in education,
employment, and promotion, we should not forget that it is only part of a
solution. If 10 people are each to receive a piece of pie, to use Jean
Lipmen-Blumen's analogy, making 10 additional people compete for the same
pie will have one of two results: 1) the 10 peopie who are originally
eligible for a piece will resist the challenge of the 10 newcomers, and
the newcomers *ill resent the oldtimers. The 20 individnals may have
equal opportunity to compete for the pie, but only 10 will get it; those
who do not will still go hungry; or 2) all 20 people will have smaller
pieces; none will be satisfied. I don't believe either result is
intended. When we know that there are ingredients and tools to make
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enough pies for all people, we must seek out ways to control these
resources and their distribution to insure that everyone gets a large
enough niece. While we struggle for equal opportunity, I hope we will not
forget -lat equal opportunity alone will not bring social equality.
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APPENDIX

Chinese Foreign Miners' Tax

From 1850 to 1870, this tax was collected in California almost
exclusively from Chinese miners who during the first 4 years of the tax

had to pay 50 percent of the total revenue obtained from the mines and,
during the next 16 years, 98 percent.

Chinese Exclusion Act of 1882

This act prohibited immigration of Chinese and wives of Chinese
residents already in the United States for 10 years. It effectively
limited the formation of Chinese families and the development of a viable

Chinese community. The act also excluded Chinese immigrants from becoming

naturalized citizens. (The Japanese, Filipinos, and other Asians were

later added to this category.)

Japanese-Alien Land Law

California passed this law in 1913 to prevent Japanese aliens from
further purchase of land and to restrict leases to 3 years.



ELDERLY PACIFIC ISLAND AND AIAN-AMERICAN WOMEN:
A FRAMEWORK FOR MERSTANDING

Sharon M. Fujii

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this paper is to examine specific characteristics and
circumstances of elderly Asian and Pacific Island women living in the
United States. It constitutes an initial attempt to understand a segment
of Pacific Island and Asian-American populations, namely those women aged
65 and over.

The paper is divided into three sections. The first section, based

on available 1970 census data, examines sociodemographic characteristics

of elderly Chinese, Filipino, and Japanese women. Characteristics such as

sex, marital status, educational attainment, employment status, occupa-
tional patterns, and income levels are presented for each of these Asian-

American populations. Other Pacific Island and Asian populations are not
considered in this paper because census data are incomplete. These groups

(i.e., Koreans, Samoans, Hawaiians, etc.) should not be overlooked.

Future efforts should be direct%d toward gaining a better understanding of

them. Whenever possible, three types of comparisons have been made: (1)

between elderly females and males of a particular group, (2) among elderly

Chinese, Filipino, and Japanese women, and (3) between elderly Asian-
American women and elderly women in general.

Sociodemographic attributes represent one dimenaon for understanding
elderly Asian-Pacific women. In the secoLJ e'eltion of this paper, several
other important dimensions are discussed, sucl: as immigration histories,
racism and stereotypic misconceptions, cultural origins, life history in
the United States, and age-related changes that occur regardless of early

learning or ethnicity. These dimensions, combined with accurate and
up-to-date sociodemographic data, constitute a broad framework for under-

standing elderly Asian-Pacific-American women. However, it is not pos-
sible in this paper, given data and time constraints, to comprehensively
analyze elderly Asian-Pacific women according to educational and occupa-
tional experiences as related to each of the aforementioned dimensions.
In the final section, research considerations pertaining to older Asian-

Pacific women are noted.

At the outset, the reader should recognize that this paper simply
scratches the surface. It reflects the "state of the art" of current
knowledge about elderly Asian-Pacific women in the United States. Thus it

should not be viewed as a comprehensive document and commentary, but

merely as a preliminary attempt to comprehend a relatively small but
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continuously growing and changing segment of Pacific Island and Asian
populations in the United States.

Several constraints hampered preparation of a detailed account of the
circumstances and experiences of elderly Asian-Pacific women in the United
States. Most noticeable is the absence )f research literature dealing
with Pacific Islandars and Asian-Americans in general. "Some of the
better materials, based on scientific methodologies, are unpublished
empirical papers, theses, and dissertations, and are difficult to obtain"
(Bell et al. 1976, p. 6). Moreover, only a small part of the literature
focuses ',)11 the elderly, and virtually none specifically addresses the life
circumstances of older Asian-Pacific women. In fact, the present status
of these women must be gleaned from the literature through scant and often
indirect references.

There are several possible explanations as to why the status and
circumstances of elderly Asian-Pacific women have received virtually no
attention in the literature. First, there have not been significant
numbers of older women to demand attention. Second, cultural attitudes
toward women may lead to neglect and unequal status. Asian-Pacific
cultural attitudes have been reinforced by dominant American values and
attitudes which, until recently, have severely restricted women in
familial, educational, and occupational pursuits.

BACKGROUND

The term Asian-Pacific encompasses two broad categories: Asians and
Pacific Islanders. Pacific Islanders include such subgroups as Hawaiians,
Guamanians, Samoans, Tongans, Fijians, and Micronesians. Asians, on the
other hand, refer to "those who reside in the United States, who share
either Mongoloid or Malayan racial characteristics, and whose ancestors
originated from the East Asian continent and its immediate surrounding
areas" (Kim 1973, p. 45). Among the predominant Asian-American groups are
the Chinese, Filipinos, Japanese, Koreans, East Indians, Thais, Viet-
namese, and Cambodians.

These diverse groups are frequently referred to as Asian-Pacific as a
matter of convenience; it should not suggest that they are all alike. Not
only are the groups different in language, traditions, and religious
practices, but there are also very real distinctions within each group.

For decades Asian-Pacific groups have been treated as part of the
category "other" in public information reports. Only recently has an
awareness and sensitivity to their existence emerged, stemming largely
from minority group activities.

It is neither possible nor necessarily desirable to construct a
composite profile of the "typical" elderly Asian-Pacific woman--one which
would encom,7ass variations,among diverse groups. It is not possible
simply because detailed information about subgroups has not been system-
atically compiled. Of greater importance, it is undesirable since it
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would overlook significant differences among the elderly women in the

various Asian-Pacific populations.

Census information, while grossly incomplete for Asian-Pacific
groups, provides limited demographic data for the Chinese, Filipinos, and

Japanese. (Specific characteristics are reporteed for the Korean and
Hawaiian populations; however, the data are not premented by age cohorts.)

Table 1 shows the total number of elderly Chinese, Filipinos, and Japanese
in the United States and the percentage of their total ethnic population
as reported by the 1970 census.

TABLE 1

ELDERLY CHINESE, FILIPINOS, AND JAPANESE IN THE UNITED STATES
1970 CENSUS

Total 65+ Yrs. % Total

Chinese 431,583 26,856 6.22

Filipinos 336,731 21,249 6.31

Japanese 488,324 47,159 8.01

It should be noted that in none of the Asian groups does the

proportion of elderly equal or surpass the average for the total U.S.
elderly population: 10 percent. Several reasons may perhaps account for

this phenomenon. The Japanese and particularly the Filipinos were among
the later immigrants to this country and consequently have not had suffi-
cient tire to produce many generations of elderly. Further, some elderly

Asians have returned to their homeland to retire and live out their

remaining years.

Age data and other basi.: sociodemographic characteristics are not
available for all the Asian and Pacific Island populations. Moreover,

meaningful data for the Chinese, Filipinos, and Japanese require break-
downs by age and sex.

Census data must be viewed with caution. It is believed that a large
segment of Asian-Pacific elderly did not or could not respond to census
inquiries because of fears and suspicion of the Federal Government, based
on past experience. Nonresponse also may be due to the inability to read,
write, or speak the English language (Owan 1975, p. 4). Thus, many con-

tend that the decennial census undercounts the Asian-Pacific populations,
especially the elderly and rural segments (Kalish and Yuen 1971). In

addition to being incomplete, census data may be biased in the direction
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of describing the better informed segment of the Asian-Pacific popula-tions. However, the limited data available permit the following summaryof the sociodemographic characteristics of Chinese, Filipino, and Japanese
women in the United States.

Chinese Elderly

According to the United States census, the number of elderly Chinese
men exceeded women in :970--15,244 and 11,612 respectively. This dif-
ference reflects earlier immigration patterns, dating back to the middle
of the last century when men were needed as laborers, especially in the
gold mines and for the railroads. Many expected to earn enough to return
to their homeland and live in comfort among familiar surroundings. The
United States immigration laws restricted the entry of women. Before 1880
fewer than 5 percent of the Chinese immigrants were women (Handlin .1973).
Following the Chinese Exclusion Act of 1882, Chinese immigrants were
prohibited from bringing their wives and children with them. With
changing conditions, including the more liberal Immigration and Natural-
ization Act of 1965, the sex distribution of the Chinese elderly will
eventually approach that of the total population of aged in the United
States.

A majority of the elderly Chinese women are widowed, whereas the men
are predominantly married, as shown in table 2.

TABLE 2

MARITAL STATUS OF ELDERLY CHINESE-AMERICANS BY SEX, 1970

Male
No. (%)

Female
No. (%)

Single 1,844 12 617 5

Married 9,808 64 4,537 39

Separated 342 2 140 1

Widowed 2,964 20 6,131 53

Divorced 286 2 187 2

TOTAL 15,244 100 11,612 100

Chinese women aged 65 and over have completed a median of 4.4 school
years, while elderly Chinese men have completed 6.7 years. About 15.5
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percent of the women were high school graduates, in comparison to 21.3
percent of their male counterparts. Twelve percent of the women were
reported in the labor force in 1970 compared to 24.8 percent of the men.
Or these older working Chinese women, 37 percent were employed as
operatives. Basically, this means low-paid employment in essentially
nonunionized establishments (e.g., the sewing factories). An additional
43 percent were employed as serviceworkers, salesworkers, and laborers.

As for older working Chinese men, about two-thirds worked in low-
paying jobs (i.e., service, sales, clerical, laborers, and operatives).
Although 18 percent were classified as managers and administrators, this
is not necessarily indicative of better paying jobs, since many managed
economically marginal small restaurants, laundries, and sewing shops.

In 1970, the median income for elderly Chinese women was reported at
$1,188 and for men, $1,943.

Filipino Elderly

Of the total population of elderly Filipinos in the United States,
there were only 3,897 women but 17,352 men, according to the 1970 census.
The very small proportion of Filipino women reflects previous immigration
patterns.

As might be expected with the large sex disparity among elderly
Filipinos, there is an exceedingly high percentage of single men (see
table 3). Many of the men who have married have crossed racial and ethnic
lines. Elderly Filipino women, on the other hand, are either married or
widowed.

TABLE 3

MARITAL STATUS OF ELDERLY FILIPINO-AMERICANS BY SEX, 1970

Male Female
No. (%) No. (%)

Single 4,868 28 382 10

Married 8,367 48 1,705 44
(with spouse of
same race) (3,784) (22) (1,326) (34)

Separated 583 4 97 2

Widowed 2,464 14 1,547 40

Divorced 1,070 6 166 4

TOTAL 17,352 100 3,897 100
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Older Filipino women have completed a median of 4.9 school years,
while their male counterparts have completed 5.4 years. Almost 17 percent
of the women and 17.3 percent of the men are high school graduates.

Of the older Filipino women, 11.4 percent remain active in the labor
force, and 32.1 percent of the men in this age cohort continue to serve in
the labor force.

Of the 399 older Filipino women who were reported as being employed
in 1970, 39 percent were serviceworkers, with half in private households;
16 percent did clerical work; and 10 percent were operatives. Addition-
ally, 15 percent were reported as professional and technical workers, and
9 percent were in the managerial category. The occupational distribution
of older Filipino men in 1970 was 36 percent serviceworkers, 36 percent
laborers, 8 percent operatives, and 5 percent craftsmen. Only 4 percent
appeared in the professional and technical classification and 3 percent in
the managers and administrators category.

The median income for elderly Filipino women, as might be expected,
was substantially less than that reported for men of the same age--$1,215
and $2,627, respectively.

Japanese Elderly

Of the total Japanese population aged 65 and over in 1970, there were
26,654 women and 20,505 men. A majority of the women were widowed, as
shown in table 4. Older Japanese men, on the other hand, were generally
married.

TABLE 4

MARITAL STATUS OF ELDERLY JAPANESE-AMERICANS BY SEX, 1970

No.

Male
(%)

Female
No. (%)

Single 1,484 7 1,150 4

Married 14,833 72 8,348 35

Separated 241 1 157 1

Widowed 3,389 17 15,428 58

Divorced 558 3 571 2

TOTAL 20,505 100 26,654 100
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Very little difference appeared between older Japanese women and men

in educational attainment. Women had completed a median of 8.3 school
years, and men had finished 8.5. Elderly Japanese men had a slightly
higher percentage of high school graduates--27.3 percent compared to the
women's 25.4 percent.

Twelve percent of the Japanese women age 65 and over, compared with
29.3 percent of the men in tne same age category, were reported in the
labor force in the 1970 census. Of the employed older Japanese women, 25
percent worked in private homes and an additional 14.2 percent were
serviceworkers outside private homes. The women were also employed as
farm laborers (9.9 percent), clerical and kindred workers (9.2 percent),
and salesworkers (6.3 percent). Older Japanese men were employed as
laborers (22.3 percent), serviceworkers (13.7 percent), and managers and
administrators (10.5 percent). Another 9.9 percent were farmers or farm

managers.

The median income for men, while relatively low, was nonetheless
almost double that for elderly Japanese women--$2,482 versus $1,312.

Comparison of Chinese, Filipino, ard Japanese Census Data

Tables 5, 6, and 7 summarize the previously described characteristics
for elderly Chinese, Filipino, and Japanese women and men age 65 and over
according to 1970 census data. As table 5 shows, only among the Japanese
elderly did the number of women exceed men, a pattern which is generally
consistent with the United States as a whole. The sex imbalance among
elderly Filipinos reflects immigration patterns. This is also true of the
Chinese and Japanese, but the effects are not as pronounced in the overall
sex distribution.

TABLE 5

AGE AND SEX FOR CHINESE, FILIPINOS, AND JAPANESE
IN THE UNITED STATES, 1970

Total 65+ Male (%) Female (%)

Chinese 431,583 26,856 15,244 (57) 11,612 (43)

Filipinos 336,731 21,249 17,352 (82) 3,897 (18)

Japanese 588,324 47,159 20,505 (43) 26,654 (57)
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A majority of the Chinese and Japanese women age 65 and over are
widows, na are 40 percent of the elderly Filipino women. The percentages
of elderly Chinese and Japanese widows (53 percent and 58 percent,
respectively) are consistent with the national average of 52 percent
(Brotman, n.d., p. 2).

In median number of school years completed and percentage of high
school graduates, women in each group compared unfavorably with men. The
sex difference was smallest for the Japanese. In addition, Japanese women
had several more years of schooling than Chinese and Filipino women of the
same age. Table 6 contains a summary of the median school years completed
and the percentage of high school graduates for elderly women and men in
each of the Asian groups under examination.

TABLE 6

MEDIAN SCHOOL YEARS COMPLETED AND PERCENTAGE OF HIGH SCHOOTJ
GRADUATES FOR ELDERLY CHINESE, FILIPINOS, AND JAPANESE

IN THE UNITED STATES BY SEX, 1970

Median Sch. Yrs. Completed % High Sch. Grads.

Male Female Male Female

Chinese 6.7 4.4 21.3 15.5

Filipinos 5.4 4.9 17.3 16.6

Japanese 8.5 8.5 27.3 25.4

It is anticipated that succeeing cohorts of elderly Asian-Pacific
women will attain higher educational levels and more will complete high
school. As a result, the educational gap between elderly Chinese men and
women, Filipino men and women, and Japanese men and women will eventually
diminish.

Chinese, Filipino, and Japanese women compare unfavorably with
national averages for educational attainment. In 1970, the national
average for women over 65 was 9.0 median years of schooling, and 8.8 for
men. Only Japanese women and men approached these levels.
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Table 7 contains figures for labor force participation and median
incomes by ethnic group and sex, as reported by the 1970 census. It is
significant that greater proportions of Asian-Americans than of Americans
as a whole remained in the labor force after the age of 65. Equally
significant, Chinese, Japanese, and Filipino women had substantially lower
median incomes than did their male counterparts: The median income for
elderly Japanese women was slightly greater than the levels reported for
elderly Chinese and Filipino women. When compared with the total 65-plus
popillation in the United States, Asian-Pacific elderly fared poorly.

TABLE 7

LABOR FORCE PARTICIPATION AND MEDIAN INCOMES
FOR ELDERLY CHINESE, FILIPINOS, AND JAPANESE

IN THE UNITED STATES BY SEX, 1970*

Labor Force (%) Median Income
Male Female Male Female

Chinese 3,778 (24.8) 1,395 (12.0) $1,943 $1,188

Filipinos 5,574 (32.1) 445 (11.4) $2,627 $1,215

Japanese 6,011 (29.3) 3,998 (12.0) $2,482 $1,312

Entire U.S. 1,900,000 (22.0) 1,000,000 (8.0) $2,642 $2,087

*Entire U.S. data from AoA (1975) and Brotman (n.d.)

Elderly women in all three Asian groups were primarily employed in
several categories, including operatives, serviceworkers, sales, laborers,
clerical, and farmers. They worked in typically low-paying occupations.
Their male counterparts were frequently employed in the same occupational
categories, although more men held managerial and administrative posi-
tions. Those who were fortunate enough to hold managerial and administra-
tive positions did not always re:leive commensurate incomes since many
operated economically marginal small restaurants, laundries, and small
shops.

Life expectancy data, population projections and trends,
age-generation characteristics, and other critical information are not
presently available for elderly Chinese, Japanese, and Filipinos. Even
more serious is the blatant absence of basic data for each of the other
Pacific Island and Asian groups. As a result, the picture presented thus
far is obviously incomplete.
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Although knowledge of sociodemographic characteristics is helpful in
developing an awareness and appreciation of elderly Asian-Pacific women in
the United States, many other factors also must be taken into account.
Some of these will be considered in the sections to follow.

FRAMEWORK FOR UNDERSTANDING ELDERLY ASIAN-PACIFIC WOMEN

There are strong indications that elderly Asian-Pacific women
experience the same problems and difficulties which affect all older women
in such areas as employment, income, health, education, and housing.
Unlike most older women, however, the problems of Asian-Pacific women are
aggravated not only by widespread sexism and agism, but also by racism
(i.e., past and present exploitation and injustices) and stereotypic
misconceptions that pervade society at large. Asian women have been
victimized by discriminatory laws, including the Chinese Foreign Miner's
Tax, the Chinese Exclusion Act of 1882, the Japanese alien land laws, the
Filipino Exclusion Act of 1934, and such practices as the internment of
persons of Japanese ancestry in 1941 and the denial of citizenship to
first-generation Asians (see appendix for summary). All these injustices
took a heavy toll. They led to feelings of distrust and fear of govern-
ment, helplessness, and vulnerability and powerlessness, which alienated
them from society at large (Owan 1975, p. 52).

Model Minority Image

Asian-Americans have often been viewed incorrectly within the context
of a model minority image (Bell et al. 1976; Kitano 1969), which stresses
the belief that the family and ethnic community customarily take care of
the weak, disadvantaged, and disabled so that they do not become dependent
on public agencies and institutions. Asian-Americans are victims of the
public impression that they are independently cared for by their families
and, therefore, do not need assistance. "The stereotyping of Asian-
Americans as 'successful models' has lulled the American public to con-
sider Asian-American concerns as secondary to the problems of other
minority groups" (Owan 1975, p. 22). Testimony given at the Special
Concerns Session on Asian-American Elderly of the 1971 White House Con-
ference on Aging asserted;

This emasculating myth that discriminates against Asian-American
elderly is that the Asian-American aged do not have any prob-
lems, that Asian Americans are able to take care of their own,
and that Asian-American aged do not need or desire aid in any
form. Such assertions which are generally accepted as valid by
the larger society, are false . . .(1972, p. 2).

The model minority image cast on Asian-Americans was the established
motif of the literature of the 1950's and the 1960's, with "most of it
focusing on the successful acculturation of the youngest generations and
the problems inherent in the marginal acculturation of the middle genera-
tions" (Bell et al. 1976). In the 1970's, the model minority thesis has
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been severely criticized (Kim 1973; Kuramoto 1971). Critics generally
agree that the stereotype of Asians as a model minority fails to explain
their underutilization and nonutilization of public social and health
services along with their full participation in other aspects of American
life. Instead, immigration patterns, cultural differences, language
barriers, and racial discrimination often impede Asian-Pacific elderly
from participating in public service programs. In addition, they often
share "a special reluctance to seek out welfare assistance, due to the
shame embedded deeply in the Asian culture" (JACL, n.d., p. 2). The model
minority stereotype has especially affected elderly Asian-Pacific women.
Today, many do not know what they are entitled to, nor are they-
experienced and confident in making decisions about financez, employment,
and other aspects of daily living.

The status of elderly Asian-Pacific women involves much more than
their present attributes and circumstances. They must be viewed within a
much broader and hence more complex context which includes their specific
immigration histories, cultural backgrounds (i.e., the attitudes and
values which the immigrants brought with them and which have been handed
down from generation to generation), acculturation proclivities, and
experience in American society. "The distinctive immigration and settle-
ment patterns of each group have had profound influence not only on their
current demographic profiles, but also on their status and position in
America" (Bell et al. 1976, p. 8).

Kalish and Yuen (1971), Kalish and Mcriwaki (1973), Lyman (1970), and
Bell et al. (1976) have described the immigration experiences and cultural
backgrounds of Asian-Americans, particularly the Chinese and Japanese.
Kitano (1969), Caudill (1952), Sung (1967), and Sue (1973) have examined
acculturation proclivities and experience., in American society. None-
theless, it should be reiterated that there is to date no definitive
analysis of Asian-Pacific women aged 65 and over.

Kalish and Moriwaki (1973) offer a framework for understanding
elderly Asians which requires knowledge of their cultural origins and the
effects of early socialization, their life history in the United States
and Canada, age-related changes that occur regardless of early learning or
ethnicity, and their expectations as to what it means to be old. Without
this knowledge, the authors contend, not only understanding but also
theorizing about elderly Asians cannot be achieved.

Culture and early socialization encompass specific Asian values which
relate to growing old or being old, and traditional practices which have
special meaning for the elderly. Today's elderly Asians were often
taught, according to custom, that they were duty-bound to care for their
aged grandparents. Even though first-generation Asians typically did not
make similar obeisance because they no longer lived near enough to carry
out the obligation, the expectation and practice have not disappeared
totally. Gradually, family traditions are yit,lding to more democratic and
independent practices. Younger generations no longer assume that familial
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interdependence is the answer to the financial, social, or health needs of
their parents and grandparents.

Knowledge of the life history, according to Kalish and Moriwaki,
encompasses immigration and current experiences in the United States. For
the Chinese, immigration dates back to the mid-1800's. The Japanese
arrived later, during the last 15 years of the 19th century and the first
2 decades of the 20th century. The Filipinos and Koreans soon followed,
as did other Asians.

Growing old in all societies means some losses, such as reduced
physical strength, inadequate retirement income, mandatory retirement
policies, and the death of relatives and friends. The relationship
between old age, on the one hand, and illness, redirection of function,
and death, on the other hand, for Pacific-Asian elderly needs substantial
clarification. Kalish and Moriwaki suggest that expectations about the
meaning of old age must be considered. Asian immigrants came to America
expectina to be rewarded for their labors by enjoying respect in the
community and in their families in their later years. Yet in a society
where the rewards for achievement and productivity accrue to the individ-
ual, rather than to the family or group, and where Inture potential is
more important than past accomplishments in evaluating the worth of a
person, the elderly are often perceived as irrelevant or are forgotten and
ignored. The current generation of elderly Asian-Americans are caught
between their native country's values and those of their adopted homeland.
They seem to r-scept American values, inasmuch as they do not wish to be a
burden to their children. At the same time, however, they still view old
age as a period when they are entitled not only to financial support, but
to personal care and virtual devotion. While many escaped the demands of
filial piety, they did not escape accepting its importance.

Status of Elderly Asian-Pacific Women

Many of today's elderly Asian-Pacific women function within a family
system that has a prescribed social hierarchy which takes into account
age, sex, and generation. In the Chinese family system, for example, the
Confucian philosophy specifies prescribed statuses which give every man
and woman a definite place in society (Fong 1973, p. 116). If everyone
knows his/her place and acts in accordance with his/her position, social
order is believed to be assured. The members of the elderly generation
are purportedly superior to those of the younger generation. Moreover,
males occupy a superior position in relation to females.

According to Fujitomi and Wong, "in Asian families, roles are well
defined; the father is the decisionmaker and the mother is the compliant
wife. Thus, Asian sisters soon come to perceive their roles as inferior
to all men" (1975, p. 252). Some elderly Asian-Pacific women have chal-
lengea, and in some instances abandoned, traditional roles and prescribed
statuses. But it appears that the majority still adheres to differential
and inferior sex roles.
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Customarily, elderly Asian-Pacific women derive social status from
their husbands and not by their own right as individuals. That is, women
are frequently measured in terms of their husbands' accomplishments.
Single women (those who have never married, and even widows) are often
treated as social inferiors or outcasts. Moreover, elderly Asian-Pacific
women have been stereotyped with an image of passivity, submissiveness,
and acquiescence. As a result, it has been tremendously difficult for
them to develop a positive self-image.

Clearly, contemporary elderly Asian-Pacific women have not been an
active force in the women's movement--understandably, given cultural
constraints and their experiences in the United States. For the most
part, they have married young, raised families, and maintained a home.
They hav not had extensive formal education or careers outside the home.
Those who worked did so because of economic necessity, and they labored
arduously in low-paying jobs. Generally, today's elderly Asian-Pacific
women have not participated in activities outside the ethnic community,
and even this participation has been limited to secondary roles in church
and kinship organizations.

Widowhood

Since so many elderly Asian women in the United States are widows,
their status deserves special consideration. Although Asian and Pacific
Island cultures prescribe social roles for the housewife and mother, they
give less attention to widows. Asian-Pacific widows often experience
critical role loss because their cultures place greater emphasis on men
and, consequently, on the roles of husband and father. Today's elderly
Asian-Pacific women have typically been dependent on their husbands
throughout their entire married life. Widowhood is of course very
stressful for all women. Such relatively simple matters as maintaining a
checking account or finding part-time employment may be quite traumatic.
Most widows must also deal with loneliness and the use of leisure time.
For many Asian-Pacific women in particular, widowhood may also be a period
of extreme economic hardship if they were dependent on their husbands'
retirement income.

RESEARCH CONSIDERATIONS

Research focusing on Asian-Pacific women in such areas as health
status, sociodemographic characteristics, immigration histories, educa-
tional and occupational experiences, and the multiple effects of racism,
agism, and sexism is critically needed. Consideration should be given to
the older segment of Asian-Pacific populations in order to ascertain
significant age-related differences. Such research, to be helpful to the
Asian-Pacific communities, must be directly applicable to the development
of service programs and/or modification of existing services and the
formulation of more equitable social and economic policies. Action-
oriented, directed research must be encouraged and publicly and privately
supported. Moreover, research dealing with segments of Asian-Pacific
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communities might very well entail the adoption of nontraditional
approaches. Every effort must be made to involve individuals from Asian-
Pacific communities in all aspects of research design development and
implementation. The products or payoffs of any particular research
endeavor must be carefully delineated at the outset.

While there is great need to better comprehend contemporary Asian-
Pacific elderly women, it is equally important and desirable to learn more
about succeeding cohorts. Such information will be useful in preparing
and educating Asian-Pacific communities as well as society at large.

Specific areas which require further systematic investigations
include the following:

L,ociodeffographic Studies. As mentioned earlier, sociodemographic
information is primarily restricted to the Chinese, Filipino, and Japanese
populations. Comparable data should be compiled for all other Pacific
Island and Asian populations. Further, to be useful, census data must be
presented in greater detail according to age cohorts and immigration
status. Additionally, life expectancy rates for elderly Asian-Pacific
people (both men and women), population projections, and age-generation
data should be compiled.

Educational and Occupational Experiences. A more thorough
examination of educational arid occupational characteristics and experi-
ences of elderly Asian-Pacific women is desirable, especially as related
to each of the dimensions discussed in the preceding section. For exam-
ple, census data suggest that there may be a relationship between the low
levels of educational attainment among older Asian women and their occupa-
tional patterns. The impact of education on occupation and its relation-
ship to income levels need careful analysis, particularly during the
retirement years. Also, the effects of language and cultural differences
and institutional racism on educational attainment and occupational mobil-
ity warrant further exploration.

CONCLUSION

With time, the social and economic outlook for future elderly
Pacific-Asian-American women will be significantly altered because of
changing rules, continuing acculturation, higher levels of educational
attainment, and increasing occupational opportunities. Succeeding cohorts
of elderly Asian-Pacific women will undoubtedly assume greater independ-
ence with the gradual dissipation of traditional cultural influences and
the increasing emergence of women in American society. Good research can
help promote an improved status for these women. "The struggle is not men
against women nor women against men, but it is a united front striving for
a new society--a new way of life" (Tachiki et al. 1971, pp. 297-298). It
was stated at the Federal Council on Aging's recent hearing on "National
Policy Concerns for Older Women" that:
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There is urgent need for national commitment to immediate
improvement of the life situation of older women in this
country--a commitment every bit as strong as that required by
the civil rights movement in the sixties (1976 p. 1).

This same kind of commitment, reflected in equitable social policies,
responsive service programs, and relevant applied research, is reqvi:ed to
reduce and eliminate the countless age, sex, and race discriminations in
employment, education, and income levels which adversely affect elderly
Asian-Pacific women.

NOTE

1

Retirement benefits (social security and public and private pensions) are
the most prevalent and important sources of income for the elderly.
Income derived from wages ranks next in importance, followed by that from
assests in real estate and investments, and then public assistance in some
form.

[The bibliography for this paper bias not available at the time of

publication.]
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ASIAN WIVES OF U.S. SERVICEMEN: WOMEN IN TRIPLE JEOPARDY

Bok-Lim C. Kim

INTRODUCTION

"A journey of a thousand miles begins with but a single step." This
old Chinese proverb may well describe the giant step taken by thousands of
Asian women each year as they reach American soil to begin new lives as
spouses of American men in the United States. Since the end of World
War II, nearly 200,000 of these Asian women, better known as "war brides,"
have immigrated to the United States. Yet little is known of them in
terms of their demographic characteristics, aspirations, and frustrations,
or of the needs and problems they encounter in adjusting to a newly
adopted country.

While all interfaith, interethnic, and interracial marriages demand
considerable flexibility and tolerance from the marriage partners, they do
not require the massive adjustments expected of the Asian wife in
America. These intermarriages involve the additional dimension of one
partner's immigration and adaptation to the spouse's country, which is
vastly different from her own. Moreover, few, if any, organized services
have been available to These Asian wives and their families to facilitate
successful transitions from one culture to another.

A primary purpose of this article is to describe this special Asian
female population in the United States and to present the problems its
members encounter in adapting to the American way of life. This
information has been drawn from immigration data, available studies, and
the casework experience of this author and others like her, including
ministers from ethnic churches and chaplains of military bases both here
and abroad who have had direct contact with Asian women in times of
crisis. This article deals with Japanese, Korean, and Filipino wives,
three of the largest groups of Asian wives in America. However, the
greatest part of the data is concerned with Japanese and Korean wives, a
fact which may be related to their greater concentration and accessibility
in metropolitan areas and military posts, where most of the research took
place.

How do we explain the existence of Asian war brides? Do we attribute
it to the romantic passion or cunning of the individuals involved? Or is
the answer to be found in other circumstantial factors, such as the 30Cio-
political conditions which prevailed in Japan, Korea, and Vietnam, social
norms, group affiliations, or socioeconomic backgrounds?

The literature on intermarriage looks at the phenomenon from a number
of different perspectives. Generally these break down into "sociological"
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perspectives, which look at objective circumstances or social conditions
that are associated with intermarriage, and "psychological" perspectives,
which identify subjective characteristics such as alienation, rebellion,
and the like, to explain the phenomenon.

In the case of Asian war brides, the "sociological" perspectives such
as those provided by Gordon (1964) and, especially, Merton (1972), seem to
provide the most appropriate explanation of the situation. Gordon has
given a generalized definition of "intermarriage" as "those married
persons whose religious, racial, or ethnic background is or was different
from each other's, either prior to, or after their marriages."' Merton's
definition not only recognizes these functional differences, but provides
us with a more precise and analytically useful framework:

The marriage of persons deriving from those different in-groups
and out-groups other than the family which are culturally
conceived as relevant to the choice of a spouse . . . . The
standardized rules of intermarriage range from prescription and
social approval to proscription, and social disapproval. These
polar extremes give rise to two distinguishable types of
intermarriage; the first representing conformity to the rules,
called exogamy; the second, involving prohibited deviation from
the rules, may be called cacogamy?

In other words, Merton distinguishes between norms regarding marriage and
practices. Factors such as "group size, sex ratio,.age composition, and
degree and kind of intergroup contacts" are seen as conditions which
affect "the incidence and direction" of intermarriage?

In general, Asian war bride marriages fall into the category of
cacogamy. Traditional Asian cultural norms proscribe marriage outside of
one's own ethnic group, and the marriages of Asian war brides deviate from
these norms. Similarly, white American norms do not prescribe marriages
with nonwhites, particularly foreigners. It is these social proscriptions
that play a significant role in the eventual fate of Asian war brides,
their marital relationships, and their families in America.

INTERRACIAL RELATIONSHIPS IN ASIA

Although Japan, Korea, Vietnam, and the Philippines are distinct from
each other in terms of location, language, culture, and histou of foreign
domination, the intermarriage of their women with U.S. servicemen appears
to have some common background. Each country except the Philippines has
experienced the unusual sociopolitical event of war and the prolonged
occupation of its territory by foreign troops. Through war and occupa-
tion, all three countries have suffered massive losses of human life and
the physical destruction of their environments. The general population of
each country has been uprooted several times over, and most citizens have
become refugees within their own countries for varying lengths of time.
The majority of these native citizens have lost members of their families,
especially young adult male members, through military action. These
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factors have worked to create arl. unfavorable sex ratio for nubile women in
these Asian countries, as well as to shift the major responsibilities of
family support to them.

However, these young women incurred their new responsibilities at a
time when the traditional sources of livelihood, i.e., farming, operating
a family business, and other outside employment, had virtually disappeared
as a consequence of repeated battles and bombing. Ironically, the
presence of a large U.S. military force in Asia often offered the only
source of employment for local residents. Available jobs included work
both on and off the military base as well as catering to military
personnel. Thus, war and military occupation introduced unique and
powerful elements into the sociell structures of these host countries,
facilitating interpersonal relationships which once would have been
unthinkable. In the case of the Philippines, the longstanding U.S.
political involvement and the continued presence of American military
operations has provided an extensive opportunity for relationships between
American men and Filipino women.

Contrary to traditional customs, unmarried Asian women now commonly
interact and form personal contacts with American soldiers without
parental approval or Knowledge. Ariyoshi, in her powerful novel Hishoku,
depicts the process through which massive structural upheaval in postwar
Japan permitted the heroine, Emiko, to meet and eventually marry a black
soldier from Harlem during his military duty in Japan! Similarly, B. Kim
(1972) describes the highly fluid social structure in Korea during and
after the Korean conflicts of 1950, which allowed personal contacts
between significant numbers of unmarried Korean women and American
soldiers, some of which culminated in intermarriage: Newspaper stories
during the Vietnam war likewise reported frequent contacts and marriage
between Vietnamese women and American

Family and Community Reaction

Within this sociopolitical context, direct personal contacts between
unmarried Asian women and U.S. servicemen took place in a variety of
settings. Some women met their future husbands when they were employed as
clerical, sales, or service workers on the U.S. military bases. Such jobs
were generally considered quite respectable as they required a certain
level of education, English proficiency, and "proper" conduct. Others met
their husbands outside the base, either through work or introduction by
friends.

However, once Asian women had begun to date U.S. servicemen, they
were uniformly treated with suspicion and contempt by their communities.
Some of this hostility was directly related to the community/family
suspicion of the U.S. military in general. In some cases, initial
skepticism was transformed to general support or resignation.

Some of the psychological conflicts and emotional strain generated by
such family and community reactions to interracial relationships are
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expressed by the women themselves. One Japanese woman who met her
American husband through an intermarried friend related:

I felt like a traitor. I knew my family was deeply hurt and
ashamed that I was dating an American G.I. They felt a little
better after Joe proposed marriage; even then my family used to
worry that my younger sister could not marry a Japanese man from
a nice family because I was marrying an American G.I.

Another major factor militating against interracial marriages is the
marriage procurement process itself, a complicated procedure. An Asian
wife related her mother's continued suspicion of her husband when her visa
application was delayed and they were temporarily separated:

My mother gut terribly sick when I told her that I wanted to
marry John She mellowed somewhat after she came to know John
better, but he had to go back to the States before we could
finish my visa application. My mother got sick again, this time
convinced that I was abandoned and that I was ruined fcr life.
I had faith in John, but I lost thjrty pounds during the nine
months of his abserce.

-ver, studies have ruvealed that, in most cases, a period of
ation preceded legal marriage, an unconventional practice in these

l'es. One 26-year-old loman, who had supported her sickly mother and
A-1 brother since she was 13 in a variety of positions in domestic,
ory, and sales work, commented philosophically about the community's

.capprov-E1 of her liviag with an American without marrying:

They neither feed and clothe my family and me, nor do they care
about what happens to us, so why should I worry about ',hey
think? Sure I don't like to be called names, but that Is the
least of my worries. I have more important things to worry
about. I have to support myself and my family.

Howelbir, not all skepticism about such unions reinforces alienation
from the family and community. One young college woman who met her
husband in an English conversation class he taught faced much turmoil when
considering his marriage proposal. While her parents offered kind
support, their consent was contingent on a reassurance from the groom's
parents as to his sincerity and devotion to their daughter. She finally
accepted his proposal, her parents requesting the assistance of this
author in helping to acquire the skills necessary o be a good homemaker
in America.

The brief descriptions of these four situations provide us with some
understanding of th,. traditional reproach, as well as the changing social
climate which has fostered interracial contacts, dating, and intermarriage
in Japan and Korea.
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Negative Responses from the U.S. Military and Consulate Office

After significant numbers of Japanese war brides began to immigrate
to America in the fifties, concern and skepticism about the viability of

Asian-American intermarriages began to appear intermittently in the
American mass media! One example is Michener's novel Sayonara, which was
made into a movie that depicted a white American hero who was torn between
his love for a Japanese 4oman and the strong opposition of others who
argued the incompatibility of partners of different races and cultures in
marriage. In spite of the challenge offered by several research studies
that such skepticism may be ill-founded, the8commonly held notion of a
gloomy, conflict-ridden intermarriage persists.

Often prompted by a sincere but misguided belief that all of these
marriages are doomed to fail, most U.S. commanding officers and chaplains
discourage them. Richardson (1975) offers a chaplain's perspective when
he writes that "simultanecals cultural and marital adjustments are poor bed
fellows.

r9
Language barriers, separation of the wife from her family and

ccantry, inadequate financial resources of the serviceman, and other
factors are cited as reasons to counsel against intermarriage.

Unfortunately, many would-be grooms feel that such advice proceeds
not from genuine concern, but rather from prejudice against intermarriage.
One such husband recalled his frustration:

The minute I told my commanding officer that I was going to
marry Yung-Ja, he acted strange. He asked me to write to my
parents about my intended marriage. He also asked me to talk
with the base chaplain. The trouble was that my parents had
been dead for more than ten years, and I am not a church-goer.
Nren the guys in my barrack started to act concerned. They
Invited me for drinks and showed pictures of their sisters and
cousins. The trouble was that I was and am very much in love
with Yung-Ja, and we had already talked about the difficulties
we might face in the United States.

Yung-Ja, who had worked in the same office with John, recalled the
reaction of her coworkers.

As soon as people around my office heard about my engagement to
John, they looked down on me. I was made to feel dirty and
unworthy. Some soldiers asked me to go out with them obviously
thinking that I was now an easy mark for propositions. I quit
my work rather than put up with such nonsense.

She could not understand why their attitude had changed after her
engagement. She hoped that people in America were not prejudiced against
Asian girls who had intermarried. Whatever the rationale, the net effect
of such negativism is unnecessary delay and frustration for couples at a
time when they need all the assistance and encouragement they can get.
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Other hurdles beyond the marriage itself include obtaining a passport
and a U.S. visa for the wife. A security check, physical examination, and
seemingly endless sets of documents must be submitted tc the Ministry of
Foreign Affairs of the wife's Government and the United StEtes Consulate.
Two years could elapse between the application for and issuance of the
passport and visa; meanwhile, the anxiety and expense involved might
easily discourage even the most determined and affluent couples.

Intermarried Couples in the Native Country of the Asian Wife

An intermarried couple living in the native country of the Asian wife
has relatively little adjustment to make after their legal marriage. The
wife continues to live in her familiar environment; she speaks her own
language, interacts with her family and friends who may also be inter-
married, and eats her native food. The husband likewise continues to work
in the same setting, more likely on the military base, although he tr....3r now
spend more time with his wife. A legal marriage gives them a sense of
security aad stability. Military benefits for dependents make them feel
affluent, since such benefits stretch much further in the wife's country,
where living is less costly. B. Kim (1972) describes the emotional
security experienced in these relationships:

Many of these men discovered that in their relationships to
Oriental women their feelings, comfort, and welfare were given
precedence. Thus for the first time they felt accepted by
solicitous, unquestioning women who respected them. . . .

Handicapped by a language barrier, by an ignorance of American
culture, and by limited social experiences, these women failed
to view the men in realistic terms; they considered them
masculine and potential security-giving mates. . . . Marriage
to American soldiers symbolized eternal security and happiness,
an insurance against suffering and want.1°

This marriage compatibility changes drastically when the husband
takes his Asian bride to the United States. B. Kim (1972) found that the
communication difficulty which had once fostered an idealized image of the
marriage partner becomes glaringly deficient in actusting to life in the
United States. This and related problems of adjustment will be discussed
fully in a later scsction.

CHARACTERISTICS OF ASIAN WIVES AND THEIR AMERICAN HUSBANDS IN THE UNITED
STATES

What, then, are the relevant factors which do affect the "incidence
and direction" of intermarriages between Asian women and U.S. servicemen
in the United States? One of the difficulties in understanding the con-
ditions of Asian wives of U.S. servicemen has been the unavailability of
accurate data from conventional statistical sources on their geographic
concentration, number, demographic characteristics, rate of marriage
dissolution, etc. However, a rough estimate of the number of the wives
can be derived from immigration statistics, shown in table 1 as the number
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of Asian women admitted to the United Si tts as wives of American
citizens, by year and country of origin.

TABLE 1

ASIAN WOMEN IMMIGRANTS PDMITTED TO
U.S. AS WIVES OF AMERICAN CITIZENS BY

COUNTRY OF ORIGIN AND YEAR (1947-1975)

Year Japan Kore- Philippines Vietnam Thailand

1975 1,376 2,155 4,288 918 1,727

1974 1,773 2,461 5,101 806 2,141

1973 2,077 2,134 4,744 1,437 2,195

1972 1,626 2,148 4,702 1,599 1,759

1971 2,023 3,033 4,815 1,196 1,481

1970 2,104 2,646 4,056 885 983

1969 1,842 1,954 2,375 550 576

1968 1,845 1,356 2,256 331 304

1967 1,821 1,389 1,846 218 11,166

1966 1,991 1,225 1,611 100

1965 2,350 1,281 1,518 8,040
1964 2,653 1,340 1,371

1963 2,745 1,350 1,445
1962 2,677 692 1,373
1961 3,176 405 1,343

1960 3,887 649 1,481

1959 4,412 488 1,268
1958 4,841 410 1,063

1957 5,003 288 1,069

1956 3,661 292 934
1955 2,843 184 958

1954 2,802 116 788
1953 2,042 96 675
1952 4,220 101 667

1951 125 11 51,747

1950 9 1

1949 445 28,205

1948 298

1947 14

66,681

Total 165,839

Source: Table 6 of The Annual Report of Immigration and Naturaliza-
tion Service (1947-1975) Washington, D.C.: U.S. Department of
Justice.
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These figures can safely be assumed to represent intermarried women,
since they represent immigrants to Asian-American ethnic communities with
small populations in the United States prior to the 1965 Immigration
Amendment, such as the Koreans, Filipinos, Thais, and Vietnamese:' How-
ever, for the Japanese-American community, with a sizable population of
U.S. citizens of Japanese ancestry, many of the wives would not be con-
sidered as "intermarried" because of their similar ethnic backgrounds.
According to Schnepp (1955) and Strauss (1954), however, the U.S. Consul-
ate in Japan has indicated that two-thirds to three-quarters of the
immigrants in this category could be considered intermarried women:2

In the absence of more accurate information, table 1 also illustrates
the increase and gradual leveling off of numbers of Asian wives immi-
grating since 1947:3 The table demonstrates that Japanese wives were the
first to enter the United States in the early fifties and that their num-
bers continued to increase through 1958. Japanese women were followed by
Korean wives, whose numbers doubled from 1962 to 1963, reaching an alltime
high in 1971. Thai and Vietnamese worten followed the two previous groups.
Their numbers peaked in 1973. This influx corresponds to the presence of
American servicemen in these areas during those periods. The significance
of the steady increase of Filipino wives since the mid-fifties may be due
to a combination of two factors. First, there has been a sizable number
of U.S. servicemen stationed in the Philippine Islands where intermarriage
bt,tween Filipino women and Americans is a well accepted practice:4 Thus,
there is probably a stable number of intermarried couples who ente.r.,-d the
United States as the husbands' overseas assignments terminate. Ad6.:-ion-
ally, increased immigration, combined with a rapidly increasing umber of
naturalized citizens of Filipino ancestry and an unfavorable se:Y T'stio
against men (due to tha former discriminatory immigration law), all tend
to compel many Filipino American men to seek their brider in the
Philippine Islands:5 Consequently, the large increase of Filipino women
entering as wives of U.S. citizens, esp2cilly after 1970, may represent
increasing numbers of in-married as well as intermarried women.

Seven existing studies provide additional information on these womer
and their families: DeVos (1959), Homma-True and Atienza (1977), B. Kir
(1972), S. Kim (1975), Schnepp (1955), Strauss (1954), and Trebilccell
(1973).16 It sho,-ld be noted, however, that these studies, from which our
data are drawn, may be subje.lf to sample bias in terms of size and
location. Table 2 illustrates the sample size and ethnic origin of thE
Asian wives researched in these studies, and the location and year of eact
study. There was no uniformity in the method of reporting demographic
variables, nor were all the variables inPluded in each study.

The median age of the women in the DeVos and S. Kim studies was from
31 to 35. Studies by B. Kim and Schnepp reported a somewhat younger age
range of 26 to 30 years, while the,predominant age range for Homma-True
and Atienza was 18 to 35 years. The husbands were usually 1 to 4 years
older, although 30 percent of the husbands in the DeVos study were from 1
to 9 years younger and 20 percent were 10 to 20 years older than their
wives.
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TABLE 2

LIST OF INTERMARRIAGE STUDIES BY YEAR,
SAMPLE SIZE, LOCATION, AND ETHNIC ORIGTN OF THE WIVES

Sample size and source Location of the study
Fthnic origin
of wives

Year stuly
'es/ complete-i

DeVos, George A. 30 couples Snn Francisco and Japanese 1(158
List from the International Bay Area

Institute of San Franei

Kim, Bok-Lim C. A. 47 couples (U.S. Army A. Seoul, Korea Korean 19551

Chaplein's Office)
B. 10 women (Int. Institute

ot Los Angeles, Calif.)
B. Los Angeles,

Calif.

Japanese

and Korean

1961

C. e women and some husband-3 C. Several locations Japanese 1964-1972
(casework A ccsultation) in the U.S. and Korean

Kim, Sil Dong 137 womeL
Special list compiled by
using ethnic Organizational
listing

Seattle 9n! Tacoma,
Wash.

Kore-,9 94

Jap9nese 33
Vicl!namese--4

Others 4

1475

Schnepp, G. J. and 15 couples St. Louis, Mo. Japanese 1O55

Yulm, M. 5 couples Chicc.go

Strauss, A. T- 35 husbanc!.,

15 wives
Chicago
Chicago

American
Japanese

1954

Trebiloock,
Dorothy W.

20 couples
List of the Korean Club of

Lansing, Mich. Korean 1973

Greatee Lansing, Mich.

True, R. and 8 Filipino women married Oakland, Calif. Filipino 1977
Atienza, R. to Americans Mental health

clinic clients

The median educational level of a group studied by S. Kim was between
seventh and ninth grade. The same study reported that over one-third had
less than a sixth grade education, while less than 10 percent had attended
or graduated from college. Homma-True and Atienza reported that half of
their sample had less than 6 years of education, but the data for their
sample are incomplete. A somewhat higher median educational level of 10.9
years is reported by DeVos, Schnepp, and Trebilcock. According to the
same sources, the educational levels of the husbands were slightly higher
than those of the wives; i.e., high school graduate and above. About half
of the husbands were pursuing a military career, according to B. Kim/7 and
S. Kim, and the remaining studies indicated that the husbands were engaged
in skilled and semiskilled occupations. This difference is probably due
to the proximity to the military setting of both the Kim studies, since
none of the other studies listed such a high proportion of husbands
pursuing a military career. An exception to the other studies was found
in a DeVos group where 20 percent of husbands were in a professional
category and 30 percent were in white-collar occupations. Although it is
hazardous to venture conclusions about the socioeconomic background of the
intermarried group based on the information cited above, the data (1,.)

suggest that the majority are from the middle to lower-middle classes of
our society.
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Lack of strong organisational, religious, and group affiliation was
uniformly reported in all of fLe studies which considered both husbands
and wives. In addition, meaningful social transaction seemed to be
generally lacking, their social contacts being confined to visits with the
husband's family, if its members live close by, or with limited numbers of
other intermarried couples. DeVos found that over 66 percent of the
husbands preferred leisure activities by themselves and only 20 percent
mentioned activities which included others. Trebilcock and others char-
acterized the husbands as "loners." This writer's own observation in
working with intermarried couples likewise verifies this conspicuous lack
of social interaction. However, the wife's own lack of social contacts
appears to be more the result of her objective circumstances rather than
of her personal choice. For example, the lack of English proficiency,
unfamiliarity with the American lifestyle, and inability to get around
independently are reality-oriented barriers rather than factors of choice.
DeVos, B. Kim, S. Kim, Trebilcock, and Homma-True and Atienza all empha-
sized this social isolation and loneliness as a debilitating and noxious
element for Asian wives in America.

While data on the marital status of I-sian wives in the United States
are not reliable indicators of stability, they do offer some

lication of general trends among Intearried couples. Of the S. Kim
rtisearch group, 76.6 percent were 1)--t*:d, 5.8 percent separated, and 14.6
percent divorced. On the other hand, due to sample bias, 100 percent of
the DeVos, Schnepp, and Trebilcock groups were married, while 5 of the 8
women studied by Homma-True and Atienza were divorced or separated.
Family size, according to S. Kim, reflected a medial', 'lumber of one child
for Korean women, while Japanese and Filipina woman had a :vedian of two
children each. Since direct information about the Use o'^ contreleption
was not solicited by any of the researchers, it is not I:nown iihether
family size was a function of family klanning or was rred to age and
length of marriage.

The most recent studies of S. Kim and Trebilcock indicate that their
groups were equally divided between those who had been in the United
States for less than 4 years and those whose rezidency extended back 15
years or longer.

Thus, the demographic profile of the typica, inte:Aarried Asian wife
in America that emerges from the studies discussed above is that of a
relatively young to early-middle-aged woman who is more likely than not to
be presently married and who has completed 8 years of schooling. Her
husband has an even chance of being either a few years older, or much
older, or younger than she. He is likely to be employed in military
service or engewsd in skilled or semiskilled work. The couple has two or
fewer children riad has practically no organizational affiliations, with
extremely limited participation in social activities.

FINDINGS OF EXISTING STUDIES

Among t!,e relevant studies there is a range of opinions regarding the
relative viability of these intermarriages. In two of the early studies
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of Japanese-American intermarriages, both Schnepp (1955) and Strauss
(1954) report relative harmony and stability in the intermarriages they
examined in Chicago and St. Louis. Strauss attributed these findings to
two factors: first, he reports marked social selectivity among those who
married. Unlike their peers, most intermarried Japanese women were
working and living away from home when they met their future husbands,
suggesting greater economi7 and psychological independence on their part.
Furthermore, the women were free from any financial or other obligations
toward their families, and their parents had not actively sought mates for
them as do most traditional Japanese parents. For their part, the

American husbands lacked strong religious, ethnic, or organi7ational

affiliations. Thus, there were no conflicting commitments to occupation
or family which might otherwise have blocked the mixed marriage. The
second factor was related to cultural norms which more easily prepare
Japanese women for separation from their families and a transference of
loyalties to their husbands and in-laws.

Strauss found that intermarried couples experienced relatively
infrequent and mild strain within the marital relationship. This led him
to entertain the notion that "mixed marriages may avoid certain strains
that are operative in many endogamous marriages." His major point,
however, was not so much the infrequency of problems as the fact that "the
occurrence or lack of occurrence of these stressful issues is complexly
determined . . . and that it is not merely a matter of gross cultural
differences necessarily leading to domestic clash."18

Schnepp and Yui (1955) considered their entire sample of 20
Japanese-American intermarried couples to have "successful marriages,.'
since none were divorced or conaidering divorce within the foreseeable
future at the time of their study. They attributed this outcome to a
number of variables associated with successful marriaae; namely the length
of courtship, age at the time of marrtage, and pattern of marital con-
flicts and conflict resolution. Thi.a study, however, identMed the lack
of English language skills among Japanese wives as a key problem.

The DeVos study was of an exploratory ilature and sought to identify
certain personality variables of mixed couplos 1.1c1 to define problems or
issues in marital adjustment after the immigration of japlr.ose wives to
the United States. The study used both an open-ended questionnaire and a
TAT test. However, inasmuch as the study suffers from several methodo-
logical aud sampling Mae problems recognized by the researchers them-
selves, its findings muL. be taken with caution. It found American
husbands to be dependent, occupationally and socially marginal men who aro
fearful of open competitio: e:d critical of American women as domineering
and demanding. Their choice of Japanese wives appeared to be primarily
motivated by the expectation that they would be less domineering and more
able to provide care and nurturing. The Japanese wives in this study felt
inadequate and inferior to American women, describing themselves as sub-
servient, less educated, miserable, and with less freedom. They tended to
be passive-aggressive, and they controlled their husbands by catering to
their dependency needs. The study further suggested that the intermarried
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couples experienced social isolation and difficulty in resolving marital
conflicts. It contended that the tendency of Japanese wives to ignore
conflicts or problems blocked communication and thereby hindered their
satisfactory resolution. This study also considered the lack of English
language skills on the part of Japanese wives to exacerbate marital
problems, curtailing their adjustment to life in the United States.

All three studies tended to minimize or ignore the monumental
adjustments required of Japanese wives and to place full responsibility
for such adjustment on them. Communication difficulties, for examplr.,
were discussed only in terms of the wife's English deficiency, and never
in terms of the husband's failure to learn and understand the wife's
native language. This type of bias and lack of cultural sensitivity to
the responses of Japanese wives was prevalent throughout all three
studies, although DeVos did attempt to capture the loneliness of the
Japanese wives. These factors raise serious questions about the validity
and usefulness of the findings of these studies.

Trebilcock's exploratory study (1974) of 20 Korean-American couples
in Michigan identified three patterns of intermarriage: (1) the husband-
dominated marriage, (2) the detached marriage, where conflicts and
hostility are contained by maintaining distarice from each other, and (3)
the "third culture potential marriage," where a reciprocal exchange of
individual values and expectations transcending cultural boundaries
occurs, Although Trebilcock was unable to establish any pattern of rela-
tionship between these thtee types of marriage and the demographic charac-
teristics or personal attributes of her sample, her classifications
nevertheless hold potential for use in future research.

Sil Dong Kim's demonstration and research project identified four
types of Asian wives in the Seattle/Tacoma area: newcomer, homemaker,
unstable, and subcultural. "Newcomers" are those who are new to this
country and whose total dependence makes them extremely vulnerable to any
insensitivity or hostility on their husband's part. "Homemakers" have
established stable and viable marriages over a ,deried of time and can,
therefore, be considered successfully married. "Unstables" are those who
are either separated, deserted, or divorced, and who are in a highly
unstable or crisis situation. "Sutculturals" are those who have adjusted
after a period of instability. Their stability, however, is achieved
through operating bars or massage parlors or working in other occupations
considered to be socially deviant. Unfortunately, Kim fails to identify
factors associated with becoming a membe'e of any one of the four groups
considered in his study. He does suggest that many Asian women encounter
limited employment opportunities because they have few marketable skills
and an inadequate knowledge of English; he pleads for viable work training
or work programs to help such women become self-supporting.

B. Kim (1972) describes problems encountered by intermarried Japanese
and Korean women to whom she provided casework services and premarital
counseling in social agencies in the United States and in the military
chaplain's office in Korea. She suggests that low socioeconomic and
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educational backgrounds, the inability to reasonably assess a potential
partner's strengths and weaknesses prior to marriage, and communication
problems are factors which combine to make successful adjustment in the
United States extremely difficult. She points out, however, that with
appropriate help, these women demonstrate unusual strength and strong
motivation to surmount difficulties, ultimately becoming competent wives,
mothers, or working women in their newly adopted country. Problem areas
identified by Kim correspond closely to those found in the DeVos and
Trebilcock studies; i.e., communication problems, loneliness, isolation,
and homesickness. Honever, Kim reports in addition the presence of
physical abuse, neglect, and desertion among the more unfortunate cases,
and contends that professional intervention is needed to protect some
Asian wives and their children from physical violence on the part of
husbands.

In their study of a small number of Filipino wives, Homma-True and
Atienza (1977) report a pattern similar to that found by researcher.. with
the other groups. The Filipino wives feel isolated, lonely, and homesick.
Most suffer from a lack of mobility due to their inability to drive and
reluctance to use public transportation. There were also scattered
reports of depression, trouble with children, and abuse by the husband.

TASKS AND PROBLEMS FACING ASIAN WIVES IN THE UNITED STATES

Moving to a new country where people look, think, speak, and behave
differently is an extremely frightening experience for most people. Asian

wives are no exception. For the newly arrived Asian wife in America, the
key person is obviously her husband. It is he who must perceive,

interpret, and teach her the community values, models of interpersonal
relationships, and proper responses in each new situation. This task can
be facilitated if members of his family or friends help in orienting and
supporting his wife at the beginning of her life in the United States.
Failure of a husband to provide this initial guidance and support or lack
of substitute sources of assistance creates a crisis situation for the
wife.

Most Asian wives complain about homesickness, especially during their
first year after leaving their home country, when adjustment tasks are
most demanding and quarrels with husbands are more likely to occur.

Difficulty in obtaining ethnic food was a problem for many of those
residing away from metropolitan areas. Yet by far the most serious source
of frustrAion and anguish is the process of learning and becoming pro-
ficient L. ?ractical English. The lack of English proficiency is not only
the major source of misunderstanding and conflict between marriage part-
ners, but also definitely affects the Asian wife's self-esteeTn, often

making her feel inept and inferior. Her husband does not appreciate how
difficult the English language is for an Asian-language speaker. In

addition, as their children grow older, they forget the language of their
mother and become monolingual in English. The Asian wife begins to feel
lonely and neglected by her children and at times even feels that they are
ashamed of her because of her poor English! While a driver's license and
the ability to independently navigate around town can affo7d her greater
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mobility and respect from her husband and children, learning to drive andread street signs represents another major undertaking. In terms ofleisure time activities, Asian wives prefer to talk with friends fromtheir native countries rather than with Americans, because of the
communication problems.

All of the Asian women with whom this writer has spoken would like tolearn English and improve their speaking ability. In addition, they wouldlike to learn homemaking skills geared to conditions in America. Itshould be emphasized, however, that most would prefer to have a bilingual/
bicultural teacher who would be sympathetic to the difficulties they
experience in learning all of these new skills.

The majority of Asian women interviewed have experienced periods ofisolation from their countrymen for months or years at a time. It is not
uncommon for them to spend nights anc: days in tears and suicidal thoughts.They find their husbands to be generally insensitive or nonsupportive.Husbands, in turn, may respond to the difficulties their wives experienceby saying that they themselves managed to live in the Asian countrywithout trauma, forgetting that they had lived on a U.S. military basewhere they generally maintained an American lifestyle. Even thosehusbands who are sympathetic to their wives' dilemma appear helpless andunable to comfort them. All of these are fairly common difficulties
experienced by most Asian wives when they first arrived in this country.

While initial difficulties are mitigated when in-laws, otherintermarried women, or kind neighbors or friends offer to teach them thelifestyles of this country, an undetermined number of women are not 30
fortunate as to have someone to comfort them in their loneliness and to
help them with the task of initial adjustment. The National Inquiry on
Needs and Problems of Asian Wives of U.S. Servicemen (1975) has reported
countless cases of extreme domestic violence committed against these Asian
Women:9 The Inquiry highlighted the severe problems of those Asian womenwho became known to human service workers through physical abuse, neglect,suicide attempts, anc severe depression which necessitated immediateintervention. In the absence of a nationwide reporting and detectionsystem for such abuse and violation, it is difficult, if not impossible,
to estimate the exact numbers or prevalence of such cases involving Asianwives. However, it is probable that these numbers are high, since service
workers inv?lved in wife abuse problems estimate serious underreporting ofsuch cases.°

One woman who came to the United States 10 years ago with an11-month-old son presented us with a horror story. In-Soon had been
married for 2 years when she joined her husband in the United States. Hewas negligent and irresponsible in sending the necessary documents for herto join him. A day after her arrival, her husband left for a week-long
field maneuver without telling her where he was going or how long he wouldbe gone. She was left alone in their barren trailer home without money orgroceries. The refrigerator was empty except for a carton of milk for thebaby. On the third day, hunger and fear drove her to venture out of the
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trailer, and she fainted in front of the home. Emergency help was
provided by the military, but she could never erase the experience from
her memory. It was 3 months before she met another intermarried woman
from her country who was helpful. Five years of neglect and abuse ensued
before she had the courage and sense to divorce her husband. She is
currently enrolled in a manpower training program and hopes to earn a
decent living in order to raise her son properly and help other unfortu-
nate women like herself. Most of her 10 years in the United States have
been spent in a series of factory jobs with intermittent miscarriages and
illnesses.

Unfortunately, hers is not an isolated horror story. There are
uncounted hundreds of Asian women hovering in dark corners of this

society, filled with fear and in pain, neglected and abused by their
husban6d. Such women are unable to call for help and incapable of
communicating their terror and despair to neighbors who do not know, or do

not ca/e to know, what is happening to them. According to the unscien-
tific and casual observation of this writer, their adjustment depends
heavily on the husband's primary sensitivity to the wife's needs and
distress and his willingness and resourcefulness in mobilizing supportive
services on her behalf. However, these situations indicate that crucial
community resources, which are not bilingual and bicultural, are grossly
inadequate.

Finally, as a word of caution, it should not be assumed that all
intermarried Asian wives in the United States are doomed, especially since
this writer personally knows several highly successful and happy
intermarriages. However, future research should be directed toward the
identification of the key variables which t.cntribute to a successful

intermarriage.

COMMUNITY RESPONSES

On the organizational level of initiating prograls and services for
this group of women, a small beginning has been maLe.1 A Demonstration

Project for Asian Americans in Seattle was funded by the Social and

Rehabilitation Service of the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare
to conduct research and to initiate an outreach program in 1973. Unfor-

tunately, support for this program was discontinued after a year, in

response to shifting priorities in the Federal Government. An outreach
program was initiated at about the same time by the Tacoma Community House
under the auspices of the Asian American Alliance. The program was
designed to provide services to Asian wives who were either ignorant of or
had no access to community ser-vice agencies. In addition, both organiza-

tions encou7aged military arc/ community agencies to be dccountable to
those women by making services available to them. The Westside Neighbor-
hood Center in Long Beach sponsored a 2-year project to provide mental
health services to Asian wives in that area. A Marriage Enrichment
Workshop for Interracial Couples was held for 2days at Fort Campbeli Army
Base under the auspices of the staff chaplain. In the last few years,
sporadic and scattered programs have been started, usually on initin-
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tive of individual chaplains or volunteers on the military bases, in
response to visible problems and dramatic evidence presented by the Asian
wives themselves. Physical abuse, suicide or attempts at suicide, and
psychiatric disorders are crises which require immediate intervention.While present efforts are commendable, they are totally inadequate to
serve the population of Asian wives because they lack continuity, adequate
resources, and institutional support.

Barriers to the use of community services by these women are found intwo areas. First, the ignorance and/or insensitivity of the genered
public regarding Asian wives is particularly demonstrated in the actione
of educational and social service institutions which are turning their
backs on the many needs of these women, using budgetary constraints as anexcuse. Secondly, the staffing and service delivery procedures of these
institutions effectively exclude Asian wives by failing to providebilingual/bicultural personnel and by upholdin a policy of "in office
only" interviews and inconvenient service hours.2'

On a national level, the National Committee Concerhed with AsianWives of U.S. Servicemen was organized in November 1975 in response to the
National Inquiry that had been held in March of the same year.24 TheCommittee has three major objectives:

1. Communication among the individuals, groups, and organiza-
tions which are concerned with a variety of problems and
unmet needs of Asian wives of past and present U.S. service-
men. The Committee wishes to disseminate information
regarding the situation of Asian wives and their families so
that adequate and appropriate service can be provided to
this largely invisible and neglected population.

2. Advocacy with those organizations which could and should
provide needed services to Asian wives and their families.
The Committee furthers such advocacy through the collection
and documentation of systemic problems and solutions.

3. Serving as a catalyst arang appropriate agencies and
organizations which are currently involved with, or which
should serve, this population. The Committee tries to
contact and inform such groups, seek their cooperation in
dealing with the problems encountered by Asian wives, and
facilitate solutions:6

Handicapped by the lack of a paid staff and limited funds, however, the
all-volunteer committee has achieved very limited success in informing
responsible organizations in both the Federal Government and the milit:xy
of the existence of problems.

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The military involvement of the United States in East and Southeast
Asia for the last 3 1/2 decades has broupht home a multitude of serious
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problems and challenges. The intermarriage of Asian women and U.S.

servicemen abroad and their subsequent move to the United States is one of

the ignored and unmet challenges for American military and human service

communities. Nearly 200,000 Asian women an! their families have undergone

massive adjustments unaided. There will be several thousand more Asian

women each year who take that giant step. Som- of them will not be able

to make the needed transition and ad,iustments. The casualties of these

adjustment failures will continue to confront us in emergency rooms,
psychiatric wards, and courts, as they have for the past 2 deca,es.

With the exception of two earlier studies, Schnepp (1955) and Strauss

(1954), all of the studies indicate areas of difficulties and stress which
could contribute to marriage dissolution or family disorganization. In

addition to strains on the marital relationship, Asian women undergo

severe personal disorientation when adjustment cannot be facilitated.

Since bilingual/bicultural communication is -generally nonexistent, the

following renommendations might facilitate the achievement of happy and

fulfilling lives for Asian wives and their families in the United States.

1. Systematic data related to the location and demographic

characteristics of intermarried couples (Asian women and
American servicemen) must be collected and made available to

both Asian-American and other larger community social
service agencies, so that they can develop service programs
for them. At the present time, the lack of such vital
information prevents the development of any nationwide
service program.

2 A comprehensive multilingual resource book should be
developed and distributed to every intermarried couple upon
marriage and at ports of entry in the United States. (The

U.S. Immigration and Naturalization Service might partici-
pate in its distribution.) Suco a resource book should
include information concerning legal rights and responsi-
bilities as & spouse and parent, as an immigrant and/or
citizen; a consumer practice guide including how to use

community resources in health, education, and social

services; and organizations to call in ,mersoncies, etc.

One section should address matters related to the stresses
or conflicts which commonly arise in family life, the role

expectations of husband and wife, relationships with
in-laws, how problems might be resolved, and where to seek
and how to use professional help.

3. Bilingual/bicultural training and orientation classes should

be made available to both husband and wife prior and

subsequent to settlement in the United States. To achieve
the effective communication skills essential to a successful

marriage, this responsibility should be shared by both
partners. Orientation classes and group meetings in a

community where the couple settles would facilitate the

wife's transition from one culture to another and provide
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the couple with support in establishing their new home.

4. A nationwide hotline system is sorely needed to rrovidecrisis intervention, referral, and followup services towidely scattered and frequently isolated Asian wives.
Famil'.15,8 of Asian women and community agencies wouldlikWi Ilenefit from such a service. The hotline would be
st.f-1.-:. by a multilingual/multicultural team of social

s or allied professionals and volunteers. An
ar:uitional outcome of the program would be the development
of a resource book and training manual for use by local
community organization professionals in their work with thispopulation.

5. Support of the National Committee Concerned with Asian Wivesof U.S. Servicemen in their task of locating resources and
developing programs for those whose needs have not been met
through family and community groups.

A primary purpose of this article has been to promote greaterawareness and understanding of the issues related to the settlement ofAsian wives and their families in the United States. During a time whenthe massive contributions and hardships of early first-generationimmigrants are being remembered, it is only fair to recognize that thespecial population of Asian wives in America also faces great adjustmentchallenges. NopefUlly, Asian communities and responsible governmentagencies will respond to these women's needs by providing political andfinancial support for local and national Asian groups to develop orstrengthen service programs for Asian wilr.s in America whose needs andproblems have been ignored or neglected.
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APPENDIX A

PARTICIPANTS

The names of the conference participants, their rolen, thLir current
addresses, and their professional interests are listed below.

Name, Current Affiliation,
and Address

Moanikeala Akaks

Paige Ba..eber

Field Coordinator
Like-ONAP Project

Honolulu, HI

Julia Chang Bloch
Deputy Director, Office

of African Affairs
U.S. International

Communication Agency
1750 Pcnns7lvania Ave. N.W.
Room 51:
wesington, DC 20547

Amado Y, Cabeza.
Prooect Director
ASIAN, Inc.
1610 Bush St.
San Francisco, CA 94109

JacquelinP Leong Cheong
c/o Schco': Psychology Program
Tolman hall
University of California
Berkeley, CA 94720

Esther Chow, Ph. D.
Associate Professor
Department of Sociology
American Unt-.N:.rsity

Washingtcn, PC 20016

Alma Kaiamr: iper

Division Chairperson
General Education Public Services
Hawaii Community College
Hilo, HI

Dorothy Cordova
Director, Demonsi;ration

Project for Asian-Americans
810 18th Ave.
Seattle, WA 96122

Type of
Participation

Diacussant
Group I

Chair
Group I

Discussant
Group I

Paperwriter
Grour II

Paperwriter
Group II

Discussant
Group II

Cochair
Group II

Paperwriter
Group I
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Ethnicity; Professional
Interest; Affinations

Hawaiian; community organizer

Hawaiian; community organizer

Chinese; minority staff
director of the Senate Select
Committee on Nutrition & Human
Neds in 1976

Filipino; specialist in
demographics and socio-
econcmic studies of Asian-
Paci.Z.c-Americans

Thiaese; doctoral student in
school psychology

Chinese; sociologist

Hawaiian

Filipina; community organizer



Name, Current Affiliaticl,, Type of Ethnicity; Professional
and Address Participation Interest; Affiliations

Rita Fujiki Elway
President, Communication

Design
112 Fifth North
Seattle, WA 98104

Lily Wong Fillmore, Ph. D.
School of Education
University of California
Berkeley, CA 94720

Pauline L. Fong
Director, Management & Technical

Assistance Services
ASIAN, Inc.
1610 Bush St.
San Francisco, CA 94109

Sharon M. Fujii, Ph. D.
Office of Intergow!rnment
& Congressional Affaira

U.S. Department of Health
& Human Services

50 Un(1 Nations Plaza,
Room
San Francaco, CA 94102

Ri7Pt, Ph. D.
Ass, ate t eset..;.

r,5 7ociology

Dirertor, Asin-merican Studies
University of CLlifornia
Los Angeles, CA 90024

Reiko i!omma-True, Ph. D.
Mental Health Consultnnt
National Instituto of
Mental Health

50 Fulton Street, Room 373
San Francisco, CA 941i2

Bok-Ltm C. Kim
School of Social Work
San Diego State University
San Diego, CA 02182

Fe Loo, Ph. D.
c/o R. V. Loo, M.D.
1810 Laura Ln.
College Station
Texas

Discussant
Group I

Papeiwriter
Group II

Paperwriter
Group II

Paperwriter
Group II

Paperwriter
Group II

Paperwriter
Group I

Dis:.ussant and

Group iI

Paperwriter
Group I
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Japanese; former chairperson of
Washingtor State Women's
Council; cufounder of
Washington Asian-Pacifc Women's
Caucus; former commissioner,
National Commission for the
Observance of International
Women's Year

Chinese; linguist; Assistant
Dean, School of Education,
University of California at
Berkeley, in 1976

Chinese; economist

Japanese; gerontologist; Senior
Vice President of Gerontological
Planning Associates in 1976

Chinese; comparative
sociologist

Japanese; psychologist and
psychiatric social worker

Korean; social work educator;
Associate Professor at the
Graduate School of Social
Work, University of Illinois
at Urbana

Filipino & Chinese; nursing
ecin.c.ator; chairperson of the

."cisrtment of Nursing, Berea
Wlepe. in 1976



Name, Current Affiliation, Type of
and Address Participation

Juanita Tamayo Lott
Director, Program Analysis
Division, Office of Program
Planning & Evaluation
U.S. Commission on Civil Rights
1121 Vermont Ave. N.W.
Washington, DC 20425

Antcinette (Metcalf) MecIntyre, Ed. D.
Educational Consultant
7090 East Exposition
Denver, CO 80224

Jovina
Departmt %inseling

& Psych-

California State University
San Jose, CA

Le Nga
Executive Director
Vietnam Resource Center
5621 South Black Stone
Chicago, IL 60637

Fe C. Nievera
Staff Specialist
Division of Professionsl

Support Services
American Hospital Association
84C North Lake Shore Dr
Chicago, IL 60611

Fetsuko Matsunarc Nishi, Ph. D.
Department of SocT.iology

Brooklyn College & Graduate Center
Brooklyn, NY 11210

Masako Murakami Osako, Ph. D.
Adjunct Assistant Professor
Department of Sociology
University of Illinois at

Chicago Circle
P.O. Box 4348
Chicago, IL 60680

Canta Pian
Director
Division of Asian-American Affairs
Department of Health and

Human Services
200 Independence Ave. S.W.
Room 415E
Washington, DC 20201

Paperwriter

Disco .ant
Group I

Discussant
Grlup II

Discussant
Group I

Paperwritfr
Group I

Chair
Gr*,-p II

Paperwriter
Group II

Paperwriter
Group II
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Ethnicity; Professional
Interest; Affiliations

Filipine; survey and policy
researcher; Acting Director,
Office of Asian-American
Affairs, U.S. Dept. of Health,
Education & Welfare, in 1976

Chinese; specialist in bilingual
multicultural education as an
administrator and teacher/
trainei; areas of specialize.
tion: legal aspects, prograJ
curriculum development, program
modeling, equal access to
education

Filipina; community organizer
and psychol-ist; formerly with
the Appliee 7;ehavioral Sciences
& Asien-Ame .can Studies Depart-
ment, Unii:ersity of California
at Davis

Vietnamese

Filipina; community organizer
active in Asian-American
minority concerns; member of th;
i!.sien eh./ Pacific-American

Aliisory Committee to the 1980
Cea on Housing and Population

Japanese; sociologist,
professor, and consultant

Japanese; sociologist end geron-
tnlogist; Assistant Professor,
Department of Sociology &
Anthropol::gy, Lake Forest
College, in 1976

Chinese; anthropologist; senior
associate with Rj Associates,
in 1976



Name, Current Affiliation, Type of Ethnicity; Professkonal
ano Address Parti7ipation Interest; Affiliations

Lillian Kwok Sing
3360 Geary Blvd., Suite 305
San Francisco, CA 9411E

Agnes Suzuki
115 Sand Hill R.
Amherst, MA 01002

Tin Myaing Thein, Ph. D.
Asian/Pacific Women's Network, Inc.
11650 Iberia Pl., Suite H
San Diego, CA 9228

Mary I. Watanabe, Ph. D.
2218 Locust St.
Philadelphia, PA 19103

Germaine Wong
Office of Chief Administrativ.-

Officer
Room 271 City Hall
San Franciso, CA 94102

Discussant
Group I

Discussant
Group I

Discussant
Group II

Cochair
Group I

Discussant
Group I

The following Asie.n women were observers gt the Conference:

Ewai Chan

Co-coonlinator, Chinese Women
in Action

Board Member, Advocates for Women
Latitude '39°

3470 Sacramento Street
San Francisco, CA 94121

Margaret Ho
431 Nahua Strect 111402-A
Honolulu. nT 96./0115

1;.lbj Tom

San Franc;-lo C.7mmission on the
Status of Women

1717 Jones Street
San Francisco, A 941r1

Gwen Wong
Chief, Branch of Community gn6

Outreecn Programs
Women's Bureau, DOL
Washington, DC

Tina Tong Yen
Chinese Women in Action
100 Cole Street
San Francisco, CA 94117
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Chinese; attorney specialiv.,
in immigration law

..Tpanese

Burmese; anthropologist and
demographer; research associate
with the University Research
Corporation in 1976, a member on
the President's Advisory
Committee for Women

Japanese-American; biochemist,
retired; National President of
he Paoific/Asian Coalition

Chinese; community activist;
former Coordinator of Asian-
American Studies at Berkeley;
with Chinese for Affirmative
Action in 1976



APPENDIX B

SAMPLE OF NIE-FUNDEr PROJECTS

The projects listed in this appendix include institutional grants,
contract awards, and small and large research grants in progress during
1980. The projects selected for this list are expected to be of special
interest to the readers of the proceedings from the minority women's con-
ferences and are culled from a much larger set of awards relevant to
minority and women's issues. They should not be considereil representative
of all NIE-sponsored minority- and women-related projects. Obviously,
although NIE will continue to fund projects that address similar :ssues and
the problams of these target populations, the speciff- substantive areas
and focus of inquiry will change from year to y,:ar.

Readers interested in more com, ,:nensive and dPtailed information
concerning NIE-sponsored research on minority and women's issues are invit-
ed to write for the following publications from: P11-licaticns Office, The
National Institute of Educ..tion, 1200 19th Street N.W., Washington, D.C.
20208.

1. Minorities and Women's Program

2. A compendium of bilincual education and related projects

3. Sex equity in education: NTF-aponsored projects and publIca-
tions.

The projects in the following list are arranged according to the program
groups monitoring them: Teaching and Learning (T&L), Dissemination an,:
Improvement of Prctice (DIP), and Educational Policy and Organizaticn
(EPO),

Titlr Project Director NiF Unit Descriptors

National Center :,r Candido Antonio de Leon Reading 4 Research in langunge
Bilingual Resenrch 4665 Lampson Avenue liangunge acquisition, 'angunge

Los Alamitos :7tudies, T&L functioning, bilingua
ublicntions.educntion;

l

Nationnl Clearing-
house for Bilingual

Education

JoEl Comez
1500 Wilson Blvd.
Rosalyn. VA 2220Q

Rending 4
Language

Studies, TAL;
Office of
Bilingual

Computerized datnbrine;
information services;
technical assistnnce; toll-
free hotline 0,100)11F-4n;

lnnpluipe groups
Education

Bilingual effects Steven Arvizu Reading 4 Mexicnn-Amprican, Puertk.
of community and Cross-Cultural Resource Langunge Rican 4 Chicano Students;
schools Center, Cnlirornia

State University
Studies, T41, home and school relation-

ships
Sacramento, CA 95Filq
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Title

Bilingual effec'

of community &
schools

Bilingual effects
of community A
schools

Sources of
individual differences
in secorl language

acquisition

Sociolinguistics of
literacy: an
historical &
lemparative study

ral narratives of
hi1ingl:,11 exican-
Ame- i adult basic

Oral language
acquisition among
Cherokca

Relating reading skills
sLcority bilinrual

personnel to rePl!nR
demands of work

Social organization
of participation in
four Alaskan cross-
cultural classrooms

Interaction effects of
school & home environ-
ments on students of
varying race, ethnicity,
class, & gender

Social influences on
the participecion cf
Mexican-American
women in science

Cultural integration of
Asian-American
professional women

Dev:slopment of a
guide research
on Asian-Pacific
women: Korea & Japan

Language a cultural
determinants to
mastery of mathe-

matics concepts by
undergraduate Nat;ve
American students

A Neo-Piagetitn

approach to test bias

Project Director

Sau-lim Tsare
ARC Associates, Inc.
310 8th Street, Suite 220
Oakland, CA 94607

Dillon Platero
Nevajo Center for Ethic.
Research
1200 West Apache Road
Farmington, NM 87401

Lily Wong Fillmore
University of Californie
Berkeley, CA 94720

Bernard Spolsky
Univ. of New Mexico
Albuquerque, NM P7131

Nancy Ainsworth
Michigan State
University
East Lansing, MI 4RP74

Barbara Powell
P.O. Box 769
Ishlequah, ny -4464

Concepcion M. Valadez
Univ. of California
LP1 Angele,, CA

Wendy Rosen
Center for Cross-
Cnitural Studies
Univ. of Alaska
Fairbanks, AK 99701

William J. Geneva
385 Elliot St.
Newton, MA 02164

Patricia MacCorquodale
Southwest Institute for
Research on Women,
Univ. of Arizona
Tucson, AZ 85721

Esther Chow
American University
Massachusetts A Nebraska
Washington, DC 20016

'denting Chun Yoh

Puman Relations Arena
Files, 2054 Yale

NIE Urit Dencrintorn

Reading A
Languor,'

Studio-. TAL

Reading A
Lanpuage
Studien, TdL

Fendinp

LanPuape
Studies, T&L

Rendinp A
LarmuaPP
Studies, TAL

Rendin,

Language
Stucnes, TAT,

Reading A
Lanpunpe
StudiPs,

Reading &
Language
Studies, TAL

Teaching A

Instruction
T&L

Teaching A
In-'ruction,

learning 8

Development,
T&L

Lewning A
Development,

Ave. r&L

Charles G. Moore
Northern Arizona Uni..rersity
Flagstaff, A7 86011

Edward A. DeAvila
P.O. Box 770
Larkspur, CA 94939
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Learning A
Development,
TAL

Learning A
Development,
TAL

Testing,
Assessment &
Evaluation,
T&L

,Thinene students lanpuape

attitudes; lnnPunpe
assessment

Y"'"Y: 7herokep,
JewirJ-, .D.Jrijc, NOW Mexican,

Aymar': 1 `ynesian

lanR; 'lees

Fthncicaph:, 0.7 speakinP;

clascom activity

Rural childrPri: mother/
ctild interaction

M5nority & bilingual
persons, induntry
training job placement

Nktive and nonnative
teachers: Koynkon
Athabaskan Vffloge

American Chinese,
Portuguese, Carribean
Black, Armenian, Trish A
Jciwish students

Factors facilitetinR A
preventior female
parti^:i!aion in SciencP

rnreer development;
questionnaire

Analytir & quality control
information: referent-,

Interviews in university
communities, Popi; Navajo,
Apaches: 4vOnpni5

Cultural differences test
validi,v, tpst bins, Anglo,
Black, A Mexican-American
students



Title Project Director NIE Unit Descriptors

An ethnographic
analysis of testing

David Bachelor
Scathwest Research Associates

Testing,
Assessment &

Classroom observation of
testing process

A the Navajo student P.O. Box 4092
Albuquerque, NM 87196

Evaluation,
T&L

Effects of testwiseness
on the reading achieve-
ment scores of minority

Stephen Powers
Tucson Unified
School District,

Testing,
Assessment A
Evaluation,

Flack, Mexic,c--American,
Native Amori^nn, Anplo,
elementary A :oinior high

populations

P-+',rns of internal and
eernal s, ?port
structures, world views,
A strategies used by
urban Indian children
who are successful
in school

Puerto Rican children's
informal lerning
events at home

Home-school communit:
linkages: a study of
educational equity
for Punjabi youth

Summer institute on
advanced study on
educational research
for Asis:i Americans

Navajo philosophy of
education: its tradi-
tional sources and
contemporary and
national contexts

Asian & pacific
American educational
research seminars

Increasing partici-
pation by minorities
A women in advaLced
st:My A research ili

Capacity building in
minority institutions
an alternative model
for access to non-
traditional research
opportunities

Office for Advanced
Research in His;!anic

Education

Research A Evaluation Dept.
1010 E. 10th St.
Tucson, AZ 85719

Ant6:1

Minneapolis Public
Schools, Indiar
Education Section
807 N.E. Broa'way
Minneapolis, MN 55413

Evelyn Jacob
Center for
Linguistics
3520 Prospect St. N.W.
Washington, DC 71007

Margaret A. Gibson
California State University
Sacramento, CA 95819

Sau-Lim Tsang
Berkeley Unified
School District
2168 Shattuck Ave.
3rd Floor
Berkeley, CA 94704

Dillon Platero
Dine Biolta Assn.
Univ. of New Mexico
Albuquerque, NM 87103

Kenyon S. Chan
National Assn. of
Asian A Pacific
American Education,
P.O. Box 3487
Seattle, WA 98114

Eduardo Marenco, Jr.
National Director for
Policy Research,
Mexican American Legal
Defense and Educational Fund
28 Geary Street
San Francisco, CA 9410A

Maria Cerda
Latino Institute
55 E. Jackson, Suite 2150
Chicego, IL 60604

Leonard A. Valvel'e
Univ. of Texas
Educational Bldg. 0310
Austin, Tx 76712
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Home, Community
& Work, T&L

Home, Community
and Work, TAL

Home, Community
and Work, TAL

Minorities &
Women Program,
DIP

Minorities A
Women, DIP

Minorities A
Women Program,
DIP

Minority A
Women Program,
PiP

Minority A
Women Program,
DIP

Minority A
Women Program,
DIP

3 79

Urban schools; parental
interviews

Obrervational data; learning
ev'igits at home

Interviews, comperat:Je
case study

Courses in research
methodology; socio-
linguistics

Advanced research

Professional training;
immigrant st-lents;
research publications

Civil rights policy
research, career
development

Latino researchers;
publications; research
support services

Policy research; research
on immigrant students,
bilingual education, over-
coming financial ineglity



Title

C,..fornin State
Department of Education
Program: Increas:;ng
participation of
minorities & women
professionals in
educational research

Evaluation training
opportunities in
Minnesota Indian
bicultural project

National Commission
on Working Women

School Finance: The

problem ot equity for
poor and minority
children

Women Facing Mid-
Career Changes

The implementation of
equnl educational
oppoity by the
Office ;;Jr Civil Rights
in the City of New York

Education A the
development of an
urban female labor

Indian education reform

1::itizen organization:
a study of citizen
participation in
educational decision-
making

Women A minorities in
the principalship

Women on law faculties

Urban school
organizati and the

American nlass:
an hIntorical analysis

Project Director

Heidi Pulay
Bloomsbury West, Inc.
1111 Market St., 4th Fl.
San Francisco, CA O4111

Will Antell
Minnesota Dept. of Educ.
Capitol Square Pldg.
550 Cedar St.
St. Paul, MN 55101

Joan Goodin
Nat'l. Manpower Inst.
1211 Connecticut Ave. N.W.
Washington, DC 20016

Robert Prischetto
Trinity University
San Antonio, TX 7P2R4

Adeline Naiman
Educational Development
Center, Inc.
55 Chapel St.
Newton, MA 02160

Michael Rebell
Rebell & Krieger
210 Park Ave.
New York City, NY 10017

Carl Kaestle
Univ. of Wisconsin
Madisnn, WI 53706

Myron Jones
Indian Education
Training, Inc.
1110 Pennsylvania N.E.
Albuquerque, NM R7110

Don Davies
Institute for Responsive
Education
704 Commonwealth Ave.
Bost.1, MA 02215

M. Bagley
JWY In' rnational Corp.
7617 LiLtle River
AnnandaLe, VA 22001

Susan Weisberg
American Bar Foundation
1195 East 60th St.
Chicago, IL 60637

Ira Katznelson
Univ. of Chicago
582S S. Univ. Ave.
Chicago, IL 60637
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NIF flnit Tescriptors

Minority 8
Women Program,
DIP

MiLority A
Women Program,
DTP

Educational
Finance Group,
EPO

Educational
Finance Croup,
EFO

Educational
Finance Group,
EPO

Program on Law
and Public
Management

Program on Law
and Public
Management

Program on LAM
and Public
Management

Educational
Organizations
& Local
Communities,
EPO

Study program: mentor
relationship

Workshop; skill development

Working women

Minority proup; State

r education;
. 's Fducation: Film

Rights;
administrative reform

School industry
relationship; sex
discrimination

School community
relati,nship, minority
groups, urban schools

Educational Minority women, selection
Organizations, and training procedures
and Local
Communities,

EPO

Educational
Organization
And Local
Communities,
EPO

Educational
Organizations
and Local
Communities,
EPO

35 u

Women professorn, sex
discrimination na+ional
survey

Working class men and womsn,
their institutions,
churches, labo- unions, Rnd
political parties



Single copies of this volume
can be obtained free while

supplies 'met by sending a
request i=mri,--ig label to:

Women's Research/So._ ';' Y ...fcesses Teem
Mail Stop No. 7

Learning and Development Unit
National Institute of Education

1200 19th Street NW
Washington, DC 20208
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